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Speaking Truth to Power: 
A Challenge to South African intellectuals" 

Ptika NtaliPi & ,leahannes A. Smit 

The sul,jcct o f  Power/Knowledgc and the regime of Tr.ut1-i is always a thorny onc. It 
is thc aim of rny arliclc to cxp1or.c this subject in the contcxt of Soutli Afric;~ with 
partici~lar emphasis o n  inlellectuals and instjtutions oi'liigiiel- leariiing. 

P 
It was Nietzclle (1968) who showcd thal 'Knowlcdgc i'uric~ions as an instrument of 
power'. Nietzchc's 'Will to Power' was a tour dc fol-ce illat sought to d r a ~  
philosophy away from thcorising about substances aiid lo loilk ai powcr as a rclaiioli; 
relations of forces ttlat attract and repel, entice and dominate, restrain and 
subordinate. About seventy years later, the French philosopher Michel Foucauit 
(1994) took ul, this theme and offcrcd n clcfinitivz co~~ccptudliaatiun o f  power: 

Power 111 the substantrve sense, 'le' pouvolr, d o e w ' t  evisl Thc lded thdi 
theie I \  elthcr located at- or enlanating fiorn- ,I glven point soinething w h ~ h  
1s a 'power' seerns to lrle Lo be based on 'I ml\gulded '~nalysis, onic w h ~ ~ h  dt 
all events falls to account for a conslderablc nuinber of phcnomen'l In 
rcallty, power means relat~ons, n more or less orgdnlsed, hleralchlcal, 
coord~rlated cluster of relat~oris 

He also related this understanding of power to Truth. Truth, fhr h ~ ~ n ,  

isn't outside power, or lacking in power: Truth is a thing of this world: it is 
produced only by virtue of multiple Corms of constraint. And it induces 
regular effects of power (Foucault 1980). 

I Sections 1-7 of this article is a reworked version of an address by Ptika Ntuli at the 
UDW Student Policy Conference, May 28 1999 and a lecture at the University of 
Durban-Westville I,ccture Series in March 1999, titled: 'Lethargic African 
Intellectuals or Kebcls for the African Iienaissance?' Section 8 onwards, was wrttten 
by Jannie Smit. 
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Sprczking Truth ro Po~l 'er  

f;ciucauit irlerrliiies five ir-ails of  tili:; regirnc of t ru th-  -!wc) of which are 

p!oci~~ic;d ;!!id ~ranrriiittctl i!;idcr tlii: c o~ t ro l ,  dor~iinarrt if not cxciusive, of' :.I 
ic iv gi-c,i,: politic.ai and ci:ononiic ;y)p;tratuscs (trnivcr-.;it.y, ;il-n~y, writing, 
l y .  ,,C,(.ii:ij, , lastiy, it is [h!.. i:;s::e of a whole poiiiir.al debaic social 

!:onf'ron~ation (ictcc~log~cal strngglcs). 'I"!-iltlr is always contcsLcc1. 

' i o ~ , ~  . . , ! ~ i ) c . i  :,ncS ;~naly:.,c rii:';dcl;)ic' rc!;!lio:-,,: of  p::',?%,!::" 
i- h'hcj r~?:tl<i:':, decisii:.i?:; in ;I i , ~ i i c . : . ~  o r  iiriivctx-sity? 

. . 
' J . ' ! , ,  ;y(- ;!.,(< L]c(.;:,i;>ci?: :;<; f~ f? ;p ; !  ,:grf;i!p> I>,!!( ,<<, L,, ~ i ~ ~ > ~ ? ~ ~ t  

'.i ,.i. ,* .  ., &;ct,':l p<,,opj:: 
; l r ( ;  j ; ~  !.):t: [ * C ) S , ~ ; ~ ~ I S  9f' (lr!.:iSic>~; 1~i;;k~T:;'~ 
!-j(;'s,x: ~ i ( ,  $ 4 ~  t;f)ai~$r(; !J(>lfl<;i. r<:]:i[i?,rls j i l  of!] ~ ; ? s ~ ~ ~ I L ~ ~ ; I I I s ' ?  

. , 
i ~ b  ;, \I:,:  2c.t ~ j , ~ ~ ~ r l ~ ; ~ ;  z13(i hsfric:8!,,:; i j ;  , j c ; , i  i ;  8~ i ~ r l : ? ~ < ~ ~ l u .  ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ; l f ; ! ~ ; ~ : , ~  s ~ j - l ( i  

! ( , \ , ,  ,:,, ,i!,, 71;: I ! I , ) : -C  ;:l:,l:'i r ! . i l t ~ j r [ ~ j  )ri 'j : r ) ~ : ! [ j  ~<~~!4~:' : : : j  i'.,:;!)~:? ii;c-l:~:!t,,? !~ji(j 
ihe ~;i.1Tl-ici~ll~rr'~ 

i. Who ::re t h c  enemies'! 
X Who cia wc fight'! 

I11 
qafii.*;( l ,$- l  : : ~ l , f J < x ; -  :,:i??:,, k:)(>..A;!/:fjg,. f)(; 

. , , . ,  , i.. ,<, - ' I  . ,,I:; !:,> <,o '~(!,c:~L):;c ;>~\w;.r ;\?-td ! ~ r ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ! c d g t :  d i r c ~ i ; y  i ; ~ q ) l i ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ , :  one anciIht:r' 
c '  ~ ,,,,$:; , , .,. 1 - 7  . o , - v ; ! < : ~ ? , , ~  t;t yc:];\:lc~;l,; ;ii-f,:, t ; ?  i y :  ;irj2iiy,;.;d, th~:cf:,~,~, ' n o t  (>:> kt:(: i?:~si:: L,jC ;: 

I ; . # - . . , I  I - ,  !' ici~,\:a,lcdgc, w t ~ o  i s  o r  i:; not ii.!:e in re!:lii!~n to Ihe po\.vcr- systein', hii:. !,:I 

I :!;c 1. ~:<~r!~ri!i.y, ir.! terrns of  tI1c srrbjcct who knows. !hc ol-)jcc!s !!la! sul,jcr! ideiltil'ics ;I:, 

,;-ti,.i , . ..: ' 1 '  cit~ldy or dca!ing with arid thc mi~iialitici: of lii!nwlcilgc, i c [he rrran): 
c!!'x:>; 1-iislc)ric;:l power. knowlcdgc for ma ti or?^ il*lj71y. 

fn shol-t, i t  is not the activity of' tlic subject of knowledge that protiuces ii 

corpus of knowledge, useful or resistant to power-, but power-knowledge, thc 

processe:; ancP struggles that traverse i t  and of' wl-ircll i i  is made LIP, :ha: 
dcrermirit: t%~c forms and possible domains of knowledge. 

The shirt froin pt.:rsoi~s a r i d  powei io relations of' prjw<:i- gci an cvcn clecli.cr a~ialysis 
f'l-om Si:hrift (ciritig Bouriliru 1988) wlici~ iic i-n;lkes a CO~:CC~ILL~;JI i!lsiiii;iioi-i t~etwccn 
'empiricai intlivitiuals' 21:iii i~pi:;ti:~~ii~; iiidivii!ia;il:;'. Yclirift t lci~i-ihcs c~npisic;ii 
ii~divitiuals 

I v 
Rut  who are the iniclleclilals a n d  wliai ai'c ihcii. rvlcs, <)I -  ratiics, what siioulti i11e11- 
roles be in this pariicnlar c:orrtcxt iirrcl at tihis spccif'ic 11i:;tolic~:l jurlc,iui.c'! Caiiius iiiid 
ttiat: 'An ii~leileciiiai is sonrconc w\iti~:;c 111ir1d .i\;ati;:ic.i iiszli". Ccrraiiily onc c!f iiie 
canonical definitions of the rnodcrrr i~~tc l l~c i i i i i i  is provided by socio1c)gi:;t Ed~vari;  
Shils and cited by ridward Said in  hi:: 1993 Kciiir i.cctures: 
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In every society ... there are some person with an unusual sensitivity to thc 
Sacred, an uncommon scflectiveness about the nature of the universe, and 
the rules which govern their society. There is in society a minority of 
persons who more than the ordinary run of their fellow-men, are inquiring, 
and dcsirous of being in frequent communion with symbols which arc more 
general than thc imlnediate concrete situations of everyday life, and remote 
in their reference in both time and space. In this minority, thcre is a need to 
externalize the quest in oral and written discourse, in poetic or plastic 
expression, in historical reminiscence or writing, in ritual performance and 
acts of worship. This interior need to penetrate beyond the screen of 
immediate concrete experience marks the existence of the intellectuals in 
every society. 

Shil's vlew 1s re-enforced by Archle Mafeje (1994) when he writes: 

In every socicty there is a general recognition of certain individuals who 
have a better understanding of things which concern their society. These 
'intellectuals' in modern societies are associated with more than an average 
level of formal education .... There is some recognition that intellectual 
status can be achieved through self education, especially in the arts. 

Mahmood Mamdani (1994) added his version: 

The ~ntelligentsta 1s a broad and heterogeneous grouplng whose orlgin l ~ e s  
In the split bctwecn manual and mental labour In class div~ded socictics The 
work of the intelligentsi'~ comb~nen both conception and organtsatron of 
soclal processes and ~ t s  explanation 

Mafeje's dcfinition centres on education as the main criteriorr and Mamdani's on 
class. Both do not seem to include those from 'traditional' societies-the healers- 
icinyunga, izatzusi, ubalozi and others. Arc their definitions centred in African 
thought'? It appears as if this issue has not by-passed Shils and Said. 

In the context of contc~nporary South Africa who are these 'intellectuals'? 
What is their role in society'? Where are they located? Are they found in the 
universities and technikons? Are they found among the writers, poets, or artists or in 
government as policy makers? Are they the advertising or public relations experts? 
Arc they found in the print and electronic media as journalists? I will argue that they 
are found in all of the above fields, moulding public opinion, 'manufacturing 
concern' (Noann Chomsky), 'formulating doubt, towing the party line, manoeuvring 
for positions; toadying to keep their jobs, making money. Are students included in 
this category. The answer is 'Yes.' 

Speuking Truth to Power 

This could be scen as rather cynical. My aim in this article, however, is not 
nfirm the intellectual's position in their sinecures, but to raise questions, to 
pt our habits of thought and patterns of behaviour. In a word, I wish to be 

ward and provocative. As such, I will confine mysclf mainly to those intellectuals 
aff and students) at the universities, technikons, collcges of education and in the 
inistry of Education whose task is to mould and shape their communities and the 

ng to be creative citizens of their country and the world. 

v 
aises the question on the production and reproduction of (African) intcllectuals. 
e (quoted above) referred to intellectuals as associated 'with more than an 
e level of formal education'. In what kind of institutions are they produced and 
uced? What is the ethos, the ideologies and thrusts of these institutions'! In the 

ial period, universities in Africa were extended colleges of European 
ities created to produce civil servants for the colonial regime. Students were 

ed to be servants of the colonial regime. These universities were outcome- 
. The curriculum was European, the language of instruction and the 

logies that underpinned every facet of intcllectual production were 
, Post-colonial1 post independent universities were also created to produce 
nt policy makers teachers and lecturers. Even these new institutions of 
ning were, in Althusser's word, 'interpelated' into Western discourses and 
ethos. The major aims of the colonial projeci was to paralyse the cultures 

a in order to effect total domination; put differently, the aim was to create 
s (a task that not long ago was more closely focused not on education 
tal extraction of labour from African slaves. Is this continuing Western 

ony not just another manifestation of a different kind of slavery? Is this alien 
not continuing to cripple the sensc of order and nicaning the colonised 
s subjected to? Is it not so that every person draws on that culture that he 
cated in, for their inspiration, imagination? Why should it be different for 

can universities as appendages of Oxbridge and the Sorbonne reflected 
ncy syndrome that pervaded our political and econo~nic corridors. The 

f our universities was 'Academic Freedom'. Yet, the truth of the matter is 
nted freedom to pursue truth in research, the transmission of knowledge 
ns, lectures and seminars, transfer of skills in the class room and 

s without censorship or political dependency, remains elusive. 
i Mazrui (1994) captures this phenomenon graphically when he writes: 

frican university was born as a subsidiary of a cultural transnational 
ration-the Western academic establishment .... The African 
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university was conceived primarily as a transmission belt for Western high thought? Symptomatic of this general 'silence of the lambs' is, when our institutions 
culture rather than a workshop for the transfer of Western high skills. faced with looming crises, we turn a deaf ear to the voices of our student leaders 
African universities became nurseries for a Westernized black intellectual ing their education, risking being 'black listed' in defence of' colleagues rightly or 
aristocracy. ongly'. We hear university managers defy these student leaders; we witness 

barricades being built to withstand the onslaught on both sides. We witness managers 

Mazrui continues to argue [hat the paradigm of the African university which chaperoned by armed guards, security staff with teargas canisters, surveillance 

advoc:~ted academic freedom found itself entangled in the practice of intellectual cameras in public halls where students meet. In a word, we experience the Orwellian 

dependency. nightmare with complete silence. The voice of the academics is nowhere to be heard! 
He iurthcr cxposes :he stark contradictions between theory and practice, This brings back echoes of Kenya and Uganda in the 1970s and 1980s. 

(iream and fantasy-he reminds us of our earlier neo-colonial leaders who indicated erhaps we fear to suffer the fate of the Ngugi wa Thiongo's of this world, the 

Lei'[ and turned Right--whcn he argues that the ideology of these institutions was amba-dia-Wamba's, the Nabudere's and Wole Soyinka's who spoke truth to power 

I)iuralis~n, however, the impact was global Westernization. d were forced into exile. They could not stand idly by or be mere witnesses to the 
osion of hard-won and fought-for freedoms. We have models to emulate in  our 

'The ideology was diversity--the impact was glohal unifornlity .... the diate history. Nelson Mandela, Mangaliso Sobukwe, Steve Biko, 1.B. Tabata, 

inlssi~ig factor- was a change in the conception of the university itself and n Mbeki, A.P. Mda, Winnie Madikizela-Mandela, Urbania Mothuping, 

what its purposes were (Mazrui 1994). ertina Sisulu and numerous others. Intellectuals who stood firm for their beliefs. 
There are those who paid the price of exile with its gruesome uncertainties, 

'l'iii. consecjucncc of this dichotomy was that ~ h c  world view of the products of these ections and silent agonies. South Africans have won their independence. We must 

universities, the values, the attitudes, werc alien to the environment in which they nd it, even at the risk of being imprisoned for it! 
werc sprung and to the populace they were meant to serve. The decision to carry out In the unfolding struggles on our campuses: Who hold the monopoly of 

OUTREACH programmes by universit~es in South Africa should also be read within ? What is contested'? The students arguc that 'The doors of' learning and culture 

this context. i l  will return to this to point out its limitations and possible remedies.) I be opened'. It was a promise that the ruling party must keep. The university 

cannot resist quoting Mazrui again. I have pointed out the levels of African mimicry gers argue that subsidy levels are low. They cannot keep university doors open 

or Europe, the intellectual dependency etc. Mazrui (1994) captures it more there is no money coming in. When students cannot pay their fees, where will 

succcssl'ully 'It was not the traditional African that resembled the ape; it was more Ik of the money come from'? University staff calls attention to low levels of pay 

the Western one, fascinated by the West's cultural minor'. 
emand wage and salary incrcases. 

Wherc then do we locate South African universities in this labyrinth? Where University managers call for the de-registration of those students who are 
do wc locate South African intellectuals'? Are our universities 'African Universities' hieving. No rational person can defend a student who is in hisher sixth year of 

(ji- are we only 'liniversities in Africa'. This is more than a semantic concern. It is an e year degree course! The students counter-why are they not achieving'? Is i t  

ideoiogical problem. In our numerous policy documents on Transformation and in cause they are dull? Is it not because the university alienates them'? Is it not 
our responses to them, how much is written or spoken about re-curriculatioii beyo se they do not have money for food or travel or residence fees? Is it universities 

mere rhetorical knee-jerk responses? Whither Africanisrn? Aping the west 
to punish the poor by exclusions? Students continue to demand that bridging 

in African people having a very jaundiced view of themselves. So thoroug s be increased to help the stragglers. The university management counters- 
has becn the dernonisation of Africa and Africans that we ourselves even hesitate to e is the money going to come from? One of my students recently told me, 

speak of Afiicanisation or Rc-Africanisation, and when we do, we begin with a litany her shoulder, 'We have entered into the arena of class struggle now. Thc 
of disclaimers! educated and the poor will be relegated to the doldrums of our history'. 

The crop of us, 'intellectuals' in South Africa today, are impotent. W re are no easy answers. But this does not mean that intellectuals must 
cannut breed 'works that wake thc people. Can we speak truth to power? Is it mo nes, be silent like proverbial lambs. They need to enter the fray on 

important to follow the status quo in educational paradigms than remain true to se er side, to contribute to change. 

and culture? Have we intcrnalised the 'native' as incapable of reflective, reflexive 
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VI 
What role do intellectuals play in other countries-especially in those countries that 
our South African intellectuals arc interpelated from? T o  begin to understand the 
possible role that intellectuals can play in bringing about the consolidation of 
frecdom and further change, we must turn to the Italian Marxist political philosopher 
and activist Antonio Gramsci, imprisoned by Mussolini from 1926 to 1937. Grarnsci 
saw intellectuals divided into two types: (a) thc traditional intellectual priests, 
ieachcrs and administrators; and (b) organic intellectuals, those directly connected to 
struggles, to classes with organised interests. The latter's aim is to gain more power, 
or to consolidate it. Gramsci cited capitalist entrepreneurs who create among 
ti~~emsclves, industrial technicians and specialists in political economy. They organise 
ricw cultures, new legal systcrsls, new industrial relations practices. H e  belicvcd that 
oi-grin~c intcllectuals are actively involved in  socicty, that is, they constantly strugglc 
io c i ~ a ~ i g c  minds, ~nouid progressive systeirls of thought, and expand rnarke%s-unlike 
~r;~t l i t~onal  intcllectuals who seem to more or less rcinain in place, in a repetitive 
[node anti doing the sainc kind of work all the year round, )tear in year out. I will 
argue that tiic bulk of our intellectuals bclorlg to thc first category-that of the 
traditional. 

For Julien Benda (1980), intellectuals are a numerically small group of 
personages or figures whose public performances do not allow themselves to be 
conipclled into some slogan. orthodox partyline, of fixcd dogma. Bcnda cautions 
intcllccruals against careful silence, uncritical patriotic bluster. H e  further argues that 
real ii~lcilectuals should not conform, they are supposed to risk censure, risk being 
burnt at the stake, imprisoned or ostraciscd, or be crucified. 

Edward Said extends Gramsci's point by arquiny, saying that late twentieth- 
century rcalitics suggcsts to him to insist that 

... thc intellectual is all individual with a specific public role in society that 
cannot be reduced simply to being a faceless professional, a competent 
member of a class just going about hisher  business. 

Elc continues to arguc that the role of an intellectual must involve a sense of the 
draniatic ant1 of the insurgent. making a great deal of one's rare opportullities to 
speak, catching the audiences' attention, being better at wit and debate than one's 
opp~ncnts .  And there is something fundamentally unsettling about intellectuals who 
liave neither offices to protect nor territory to consolidate one's guard: self-irony is 
therefore morc fl-cquent than pomposity, directness more than hemming and hawing 
.... It is a lonely condition, but it is always a better one than gregarious tolerance for 
the way things are. 

Said concludes by stating that: 

The intellectual does this on the basis of univcrsal principles; that all human 
beings are entitled to expect decent standards of behaviour concerning 
freedom and justice from worldly powers or nations, and that deliberate or 
inadvertent violation of these standards need to be testified and fought 
against courageously. 

If what Said says above is true, and indeed it is so, where does it place us as 
intellectuals? What will be the future of our country and its beautiful constitution'? 
We only have to look up to the rest of our continent and despair. But also remember 
that many of us have been shaped by the ideas of those very few who dared to speak, 
dared to raise awkward questions-intellectuals like Ngugi wa Thiong'o and lo a 
lesser extent Mazrui and Soyinka. 

I have argued above, however brielly, that we are silent in the facc of crucial 
d critical questions raised within our institutions, faculties, departments and circles. 
this is the case, then, what is the degree to which our silence can be hcard within 

e broader community, in our region, our country, continent and in the world? In  our 
discourses, we emulate Western experts but fail to inherit their critical stances. We 
study Noam Chomsky, Derrida, Foucault, Baudrillard, Virilo, Heicn Cixous, Simone 

e Beauvour, and Virginia Woolf but without the insight and the courage to speak 

Within this maelstrom of silcnce, how can we intellectuals mentor our 
niors and they in turn mentor their postgraduate studcnts? Further still, what of' 

se young idealistic students who believe vigorously and strongly in justice, 
osperity and education for all. For the role of the intellectual is, amongst others, the 
opagation of the principles and philosophy of Ubuntu. I have quoted Edward Said 
length for he best exemplifies a revolutionary intellectual who expresses universai 
th to power. Academic, activist, philosopher, critic. Said describes himself as an 
ateur, for, as an amateur, he has the capacity to raise awkward questions. 

The fact that the intellectual ought neither to be so uncontroversial and safe 
a figure as  b be but just a friendly technician nor should the intellectual try 
to be a full-time Cassandra, who was not only righteously unpleasant but 
also unheard. Every human being as held in by a society, no matter how free 
and open the society, no matter how bohemian the individual. In any case, 
the intellectual is supposed to be heard from, and in practice, ought to be 
stirring up debate and if possible, controversy. But the alternatives arc not 
total quiescence or total rebelliousness (Said 1994). 

e Makgoba Affair is a case in point. Professor Malegepuru Makgoha himself- 
htly and wrongly-has raised and contlnucs to raise his volce, stirs debate and 
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controversy. 'This kceps the concerns of the public in focus. I will argue, in  fact insist, 
that we bc critical, keeping a vigilant eye and ear on the whole spectrum of society-- 
1.c. to safeguard and extend our freedoms. To  rely on others for transforming South 
iiirlcan society into a just and democratic society will not do. A democracy does not 
cornc about by itself. It should be 'work-shopped' regularly and by all. If not, our 
deillocracy will end up jaundiced, arthritic and sterile. 

VII 
'The major task of an educator is to break the vicious circle of ignorance, and liberate 
the mind into a continuing spiral of knowledge whose power shapes the nature of the 
iiniverse i n  which we live. It is the educator who has the task to mould a society in 
WII ICI I  human rel;~tions are governed by principles of love, care, concern and 
j~isiicc----in a word, a soc~ety in which i l h l , ~ ~ ~ t u  thrives. 

117 pre-colonial society the role played by modern intellectuals was in the 
il;~nds 01- hcalers: tfivine queens and kings, priests, healers in initiation schools and 
iccret societies. 'These personages still exist and still wield large influence. However, 
~ticrc is a rupture between them and present day irrtellectuals-a rupture between pre- 
colonla1 and colonial/ post-colonial African intellectuals. 

In the 1940s, an attempt was made to create a black middle class in South 
Africa. Based on formal educational qualifications, these Amazerntiti-'the 
I<xempted c:ncs'--were allowed to drink whiteman's liquor by license. Subsequent 
updates were made under Magnus Malan and P.W. Botha. Their total strategy 
iiiicuri~ent nrticulatcd a programme which had as aim to create a black middle class 
(with the hclp of"TNC.s) which was to serve as a buffer against revolutionary forces. 
110 Souih African universities continue this legacy? Do they continue rupluring South 
-4Crican society splitting it ever more into divides of urban1 rural, urban fhrlnally 
educated biacks/ and urban 'uneducated intellectuals'? 

Proiessor Ilerbcr-t Vilakazi (1996) captures this legacy more clearly when, 
lrke Ma~ru i  and Mamdani, he writes: 

Atvican education, hence forth, became an appendage of Western 
civili7,ation. Educated Africans were educated as part of the Western 
civilization. A hiatus, a discontinuity emerged between African intellectuals, 
on one hand, and principles and patterns of African culture and civilization 
hccanic lost in the consciousness and lnentai sets of African intellectuals. 

He desclibes how knowledge and prtnciples and patterns of Afrlcan culture and 
~ivlli/atlon lefused to die nnd lerna~ned very much allve among orcl~rlary 
un~ert~rlcdted' Afr l~an Incn and women He cnjolns u \  to move forward, relentlessly 

forward, and to deslgn d proper system of education for twenty-first century Afrlca 

I-Ie calls for a cultural revolution that will transform the African intellectual into 
anthropologists, working among men and women in rural and urban areas for a major 
re-education of themselves, to acquire fa~niliarly with the principles and patterns of 
African culture and civilization. 

I totally concur with him that, unless such a venture is undertaken, as 
African intellectuals, we cannot even begin to design a proper system of education 
relevant to a changing and globalising Africa. The memory of this fissure, this 
rupture between pre-colonial and colonial/ postcolonial knowledge systems requires 
us to re-member our community. 

Examining the background of the current stand-off positions within our 
tertiary institutions, bearing in mind the questions frorn students and university1 
technikon managet-s---how do we rnovc forward'? Considering the silence on these 
issues by academics, what chance do we have of succccdiilg? It is here where a group 
of dedicated intellectuals can initiate innovative prograinmes 111 the quesr for- 
groundwork fbr the African Renaissance. The project, this cultul.ai revolution, could 
be a catalyst for revolutionary change and dcvelopr-ncnt. It will help 11s to  question 
and problernatise the limits of eurocentric itleas, libcratc ti~ern from their context and 
re-present them to Europe with an African freshness. Whereas knowledge industries 
are made to serve Western thought-even as they draw on African (and Eastern) 
thought to enrich their own cultures, this has to bc done horn a new angle--an angic 
that must mainly benefit African knowledge industries. 

What Vilakazi (1994) refers to can be a significant aspect of the African 
tellectual's outreach programme. 'Outreach' should sirnultanec~usly be 'In-rcach' 
ertified intellectuals must not assume an imperialistic stancc and extract knowledge 

from uncertified intellectuals in the interests of carcerism. There need to be an 
tellecrual interaction which must be reciprocal and mutually bcncficial. Certified 
d uncertified should participate in research together and on an equal foot~ng. And 

research drawn from African knowledge systems must not only bring new insights to 

e certified. Community intellectuals must also benefit from the university as 

The modern African intellectual is a de-centred being, operating in a post- 
ern environment. Reconnecting with one's alienated culture, re-centrcs, offers a 
, a centre, from which one can speak without the spectre of anti-podality: 

... that feeling of being neither here nor there. It is an experience of ident~ty 
in relation to the other in which the relation always appears more strongly to 
consciousness than e,ither the identity i t  founds or the other i t  projects (Wark 



Most motkern Ali-ican intellectuals define the~nselves in relation to an elsewhere ... 
always dcfinc t l le~~~selves in relation to a powerrul other. 

We arc no-one, whoever we are, always oscillating in antipodality with 
elsewhere (Wark 1997) 

As African ~ntelicctuals, we are heirs lo particular historical moments and histo]-ical 
cotiiexts wit11 their variety of problems, pathologies, peculiarities and triumphs. It 
i~etl~tvcs us to know ourselves if we are to be Sound suitable in reaching for fitting 
ai~swers io the questions our prcsent situation or historical conjunclure poses. 

Bisewhcre in Af'rica (West Africa), new histories of the continent are bcirtg 
wriitcn. Archaecil(:gical excavations reveal layers of evidence of past civilisations 
thai E ~ i ~ o p c  was silent about. Our own South African history is fast emerging tindcr 
rlic pick-axes of archacologlsts. Iiand-axes made over half' a million years ago, 
27,500 antelopes discovered ill the Apollo caves in Namibia, excavations in 
Sicrkionic~n, l't!ulainela and other areas testify to origins of lik from within our own 
contcxt 

'The challenge for Afr~can lntcllcctuals is to embark on a 

relentless [research into] sources of history and knowledge, exhuming 
but-ied docuriients, fcjssils, reviving forgotten (or ahandoiled) histories to 
arm ourselves for thc inosncntous task of designing a rclevan~ and 
incaningful eciucation system capable of helping ~iplifting African masses 
cconomicaily. socially and politically (Said !994) 

Ti) , i ~ h ~ c v e  t h ~ s  goai, wc: h a i l  need, as Makgoba (1996) tells us, 

,I new Ieader\hlp It can only come from the students and the youth who will 
\peal head the new struggle f o ~  transformatlon 

it is these students, currently engaged in protracted struggles with university 
riianagcr-s ;~nd government, that must bc fashioned into a new crop of leaders for our 
:;III.!L~II~. BUL then, wc nccd to ak them to answer some ciuestions. Where do we 
iiliciici:~uals stand in this :;ti-uggic: Are we 'midwives or assassins'? What then is the 
i .01~ .  of young inielicctuals, the stridonts in terms of this reality? What do they see as 
tilcir cctiltribution to Africa's rcgcneration? Those siudyir~g commerce, how are they 
using their skills to help the poor uncducatcci street vendors to form co-operatives in 
orcicr to buy in bulk, thereby saving rnoncy? 'Those who study street law, 
what are they doing to help the street vendors who are daily charged with 
ircspassing? What are ti-re areas of their research, are they relevant to South Africa in 

Spenkirzg Truth to Power 

ransition? What creative projects which can help needy students can they propose, 
ther than running to management or even blaming management'? Have they 
ganised fund raising projects to help alleviate the plight of needy students or are 
y still caught in the trap of the culture of entitlement? What resources do they 

ollectively have that can contribute to the reversal of the slide to complete 
pendency'? What was the role of the youth in our past, within our communities, i n  
as of struggle and leadership? Now, on a different terrain with new challenges, do 

hey continue the resolve and imaginative leadership of the student leaders of the 

It is imperative for intellectuals to begin a systematic drive to re-visit some 
the models that pre-colonial Africa practised to help guide future processes. This 
the prqject that Sankofa Centre for the African Renaissance seeks to achieve, We 

e concerned with the past because we are very concerned with the present. (I  do not 
ect you to agree with me, in fact I advise against it, for if you do you will not be 

e to think beyond my thougtlts and discover yours!) 
Nietzche (quoted in Schrift 1994) was right when he wrote: 

The surest way to colrupt a youth is to lnstruct him to hold in higher esteem 
those who thlnk allke than those who think dlffercntly 

, like Foucault (quoted In Schrlli 1994), 

I have a dream of an intellectual who destroys self-evidences and 
universalities, who locates and points out in the inertias and constraints of 
the present the weak points, the openings, the lines of stress, who constantly 
displaces himself (sic), not knowing exactly where he'll be or what he'll 
think tomorrow, because he is too attentive to the present. 

VIII 
ng truth to power' can mean many things. In general, however, this phrase can 
icate the three domains present when one is emphasised and the other not. In 
torical domain - which is also the domain of self and o/Other or ethics1 

truth and power are never absent. In the arena of truth or science, ethics 
are never absent. And the same is true of power. In the arena of power, 

science are never absent. 
art of modernity's legacy - which also still determines too much 
p in South Africa - is that these domains have been kept apart. It is the 

ge of the next generation of scholars to analyze and transform these relations 
g science, politics, and ethics. 
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On the onc hand, what needs to bc done is to consciously study the 
piwesics which have 'interfereti with one anothcr in  the formation of a scientific 
donl:iin, a political s!ructurc, a rlioral practice' (Foucault 1984:386). Iri the current 
ti-ar~sf'oi-mation processcs, !he challcngc, similarly, is to not transform blindly for the 
sakc of' t~.ansformation hut to be knowledgeable collectively and interactively abouc 
nut oniy thc (ormation ofthe new sciences, their objects, but also the de-formation of 
:Rc uxisting sciences arid the what, how and why of processes v~hich impactcd on 
sclcncc, politics and ethics but also their interrelation. To change political structure - 
to dc~nucracy for example - also impacts on changes in the ethical and science 
domains. The new relations of power in South Africa also impact on the games of 
il-ucti and the dissolution of truth the scientist plays as well as the forms of relation the 
rcscai-clicr has, es~ablishcs or develops to self and other (Foucault 1984:387). 

be conversant with the dialogues and alternative research perspectives which 
the problematisation and its research-findings lead to; 
be adept as to how renewed problematisations arose from older ones, as well 
as there occurred paradigm-shifts in and between disciplines when some 
central problematisations in a discipline were debunked as irrelevant (i.e. in  
terms of power as well as ethics) and radically different problematisations 
were posed; 
be able to understand and analyse the conditions under which a particular 
discipline problematised particular issues and why - towards which purpose 
and goal, they occurred; 
be knowledgeable of the expectations and future outcomes researchers 
foresaw or scenarios they created, for their particular problematisations. 

On the other hand. because the researcher is always too close to that wllich 
is siuilicd consciously, tllc degree of ob-jcctivity will be determined by the degree and his regard, Foucault (1984:389) said: 

- 
the iiaturc of the pi-oblcmatisations one works with. If the domain of objectivity and 
iriitii is riot sep:~rated f'rorn powcr and ethics, it follows that the degree of' objectivity 
is not detcrrrlined by the: degree objectification distances itsclf from power and ethics. 
Rather, the degree of objectivity is determined by the degree to which thc researcher 
is able 01. willing to problenlatise in such a way that power and ethics are objectified 
as part of' the problematisalion. How this is done is not in actual practice first and 
foreri~cist, but i i r  thought. 'Problernalisalion' is essentially a thought process. 

... the work of a history of thought would be to rediscover at the root of' . . .  
diverse solutions the general form of problematization that has made thcm 
possible - even in their very opposition; or what has made possiblc the 
transformations of the difficulties and problems of a practice into a general 
problem for which one proposes diverse practical solutions. It is 
problematization that responds to these difficulties, but by doing something 
quite other than expressing them or manifesting them: in connection with 
them it develops the conditions in which possible responses can be given; it 

What distinguishes thought is that it is something quite different from 
defines the elements that will constitute what the different solutions attempt 

behavior; it is also something quite different from the domain of atlitudes to respond to. This development of a given into a question, this 
that can detcrrnine this behavior. Thought is not what inhabits a certain transformation of a group of obstacles and difficulties into problems to 
conduct and gives it its meaning; rather, it is what allows one to step back which the diverse solutions will attempt to produce a response, this is what 
from this way of acting or reacting, to present it to oneself as an object of constitutes the point of problematization and the specific work of thought. 
thought and question i t  as to its meaning, its conditions, and its goals. 
Thought is freedom in relation to what one does, the motion by which one We believe that there is a huge challenge for the African scholar to engage 
detaches oneself' from it, establishes it as an object, and reflects on it as a of the 'history of thought' in research and that it was to Africa's detriment 
problem (Foucault 1984:388). olars from within Africa has miserably failed in this area. 

On the other hand, in the different conditions post-independent and of late, 
The question, however, is to identify that which has to be or should be c Africa, has to operate, students and scholars are confronted with the 

problematised. On the one hand, there is a history of problematisation or we can say to identify and problematise challenges which have not received adequate 
a 'history of thought' within the disciplines as they developed, and even before they focus. Since these issues are not only to be identified and problematised 
came into being. Good researchers - especially post-graduate students in Africa - ly but also in terms of the relations of power and ethics they form part 01'. 
will: the challenge to think through each problematisation in terms of the 

of power and ethics its research resolution will form part of and impact '+ know this history of problematisation within the discipline and bctween the e present. Obviously, it should also deal with the points identified above. 
disciplines; 
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In the humanities, one of the main problems of the imperial, colonial and 
apartheid cras was that problematisation from within African life and experiences 
were not registered - or not many. Many of the problematisations with which even the 
current disciplines do battle, are ones of which the conditions were those of these 
three discourse complexes. Alternatively, these problematisations derived from 
imperial, colonial and apartheid discourses looking for solutions for the benefit of the 
European home countries. The challenge now more than ever, is to problematise 
1.1-om within (South) African realities. This means that, ultimately, problematisation 
must be with, in  and for community. If this moral decision - which is a historical one 
- is taken, i t  also means that it must be embarked upon with a view to do the hard 
work of implementing findings - or in Foucault's words above - to not only know, 

what has made possible the transformations of the difficulties and problems 
of a practice into a general problem for which one proposes diverse 
practical solutions (e.a.). 

But to know too, how to create 'conditions in which possible [practical] responses 
can be given' (e.a.). 

In its broadest sense, then, 'speaking truth to power' means that the science 
we practice must inform our interaction in the public domain. If the public domain is 
constituted by the whole intricate network of power and knowledge relations, then to 
interact truthfully with it, means that one's science informs how one acts and interacts 
here. Further, if science does not inform public interaction, if it is found - from this 
perspective - to be inadequate to inform public realities, to problematise those 
realities which have still remained outside the scope of the disciplines, or to bring 
existing (central) problematisations in the public domain into the centre of research, 
i t  is in need of transformation so that it does. 

************ 
This issue of Alternation was brought together by Ptika Ntuli and Jannie Smit. Within 
the context of the multiple challenges the 'African Renaissance' pose, i t  was 
compiled to reflect some issues and problematisations which have not received 
adequate attention in scholarship. 

Debipersad, Rambilaas and Sookrajh illustrate how oral style elements as 
proposed by Michael Jousse have been used to accentuate the recital of mantras 
during the performance of the yajna - mimism, bilateralism and formulism. These 
mantras and the yajna itself have their roots in the Vedic scriptures which have been 
orally transmitted from generation to generation. The yajna is practised in most 
I-iindu homes within the ambit of the sixteen sanskaras (sacraments) and is performed 
during festivals and ceremonies. 

S~~eaking Tr~tr i~  to Power 

S.J. Malungana addresses three problems - that often voiced by the elderly 
within African culture, namely that they observe the uncultured rules of morals, bad 

anners, lack of accepted etiquette and lack of respect among youths; the fdct that 
digenous South African languages and their traditions have not I-eccived adequate 
ention in education, research and study; and that publishers do not puhi~sh 
igenous cultural materials. All three thesc elements, he argues, hang togetlirr. 

using the marginalisation of African indigenous culture in S o ~ ~ t h  Al'rica. 
G.V. Mona argues that the new national identity which is enshrined in  [he 

new const.itution of South Africa is a phase of development of a discourse that has 
ccupied the minds of Xhosa poets as far back as the last quarter of the nincteerlth 

century. The article furthermore argues that the poems that were written during rhe 
eriod 1880-1900 embodied a then marginal position. However with the neu 
ispensation the philosophy that is contained i n  the poems has assumed a centl-a1 
osition of dominance. 

Characterising Mazisi Kunene as visionary poet, Sandile C. Ndaba argues 
at his visionary commitment entails the utilisation of resources from the Zulu 
ltural matrix and Zulu oral tradition. His poetry draws on Zulu cultural references 
d allusions while at the same time impacting on contemporary issues. This arriclc 
amines Kunene's visionary commitment as manifested in his book: Ancestors anti 

Sacred Mountain. It situates Kunene's visionary outlook within the arguments 
sed by Soyinka in his article: Cross Currents: The New African after Culturril 

ounters and examines to what extent these arguments are relevant to Kunene's 

Arguing for the importance of the literatures of particular cultures, Zoia 
kosi gives a cursory overview of a selection of folk- and culturally inii)rmeci 
ature in Xhosa. He also proposes ways in which these literatures may bc usecl in 

ucation and learning processes but also in cross-cultural research. 
M.C. Hoza compares a selection of poems by Jolobe and Mema with regard 

ir critical analyses, linguistic and literary slulls in depicting the African woman. It 
e poets' artistic skills and their manipulation of the Xhosa language, he argues, that 
1s a striking diversity of opinion in their view of the African woman. Whereas 
e's images and metaphors communicate feelings of love and affection for the 

, Mema's imagery serves as a tool for satire, over-dramatisation and contempt. 
ile Jolobe largely transcends cultural stereotypes and embraces foreign cultural 

nce, Mema remains faithful to the tribal culture in his vehement rejection of 
ern cultural influence. 

Focusing her article on Nervous Conditions, Hershini Bhana speaks of the 
ervous conditions people excluded from Western culture suffer. I t  not only 

ments the structures that produce these conditions but the different ways in 
h ill-health manifests. Central to the novel, she argues, is a discussion of food 
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and the eating disorder of anorexia and bulimia that Nyasha develops. In addition, the Christie's edited volume are to a large extent constructively crlgaged in Helen van der 

article focuses on several of thc negotiations that the characters in the novel attempt his contribution, Sniit provides a11 overview of  

al.ound various overlapping discourses and the dis-eases they can result in. ears on the Social Sciences, and makes a few 

I n  the face of ihc current crime wave and non-political violence in South which the social sciences should have opcr.atcd 

Airrca, Dumisane Ngcobo addresses the issue that this phenomenon is over-coded by in post-independent Africa and the research challenges lying ahead. 

race and class, with thc majority of 'offenders' and victims coming from groups 
pev~ously excluded. He addresses the subjective factors that have an effect on crime Sankofa Centre for the African Renaissance 

- f'ronl cullure and psychological perspectives - and the conditions from within which University of Durban-Westvillc 

nihilis~n is born. 
Focusing on presentations of the Khoisan in South Africa English Poetry, Centre of Religious Studics 

Ann~e Gagiano addresses the multiple ironies in them but also perspectives and University of Durban-Wcstvillc 

political choices ofthe periods in  which they were composed. Her article is generally 
chroni~logical and analyscs the presentations as interpretations of interpretations. She 
argi1t.l; that if each of the cited poerns documents political (in other words, power) 
r-eallties, each reference and preference expressed, do the same. sori of the Intellectuals. Aldington, Richat-tl 

In his reply to an earlier article of Mabogo More, W.J. Ndaba addresses the 
ilue,stionable claim to superiority of Western rationality and what the philosophic cus. Collier, Peter (trans). Stanford: Stanfo1.d 

cha1lc1-igc is for doing philosophy in and for Africa. Appreciating More's own 
conirii?utions, he neverihelcss argues that accounts of Western denials of African 1980. Power /Knowledge: selected irltel-vieivs & otlzer ~vritings. 

philosophy neither advances debate on issues in African philosophy nor chat they d by Colin Gordon. Translated by Colin Gordon, L,eo Marshall, 

illumine the naturc of African philosophy itself. As More's paper challenges the te Soper. New York: Pantheon. 

positions of Shutte (1993) and Rauche (1996), he also reassesses the contributions of cault, Michel 1984. Foucault Reader. An Introduction to F ( ~ u c i ~ u l t ' s  Ti~oi,,q/ir, 

these two South African teachers of philosophy. Major New Unpublished Material. Rabinow, Paul (cd). New York: Pantheon 

M.E.S. van den Berg addresscs the communitarians' accounts of human 
rights i n  Africa as conceived by scholars writing on the African experience. She e, Archie 1994. African Intellectuals: An Inquiry into tlici~ Genesis and Social 

explores their undcrstandir~g of the notion of equality, and their ideas on human in Academic Freedom in Africa. In Diouf, Mamadou & Mahmood 

rigtits in terms of a prociaimed African communitarian ethos and proceeds with a ii (eds): Academic Freedonz in Africa. Dakar: Codesria Publishers. 

critique of these notions. Despite many African thinkers' insistence that African . The Education Crisis. PAC Bulletirz 1,3,June/July. 

communitarianisni does crlcapsulate a respect for the individual's rights, dignity and 1994. The Intelligentsia, the State and Social Movements i l l  

liberties, cornrnunitarianism (whether it be extreme or moderate), she asserts, does amadou & Mahmood Mamdani (eds): Academic FI-eeciom it1 

not enfold a paradigm of individual human rights-claims, but instead embraces an 
authoritarian and sexist paradigm. rui, Ali 1994. The Impact of Global Changes on Academic Freedom in Africa: A 

M.A. Masoga problernatises the transformation potential of the cleansing f, Mamadou & Mahmood Mamdani (eds): 
effect of syrnbolic ritual in South African context. The death and suffering which befell ademic Freedom in Africa. Dakar: Codesria Publishers. 

South Africa during the apartheid era, he argues, have not abated. Pointing to the Power. Kaufmann, Walter & RJ Hollingdalc 
instability past injustices still effect in society, he addresses the issue of continuing ). New York: Random House. 

reconciliation in the context of ritual cleansing. dward 1994. Representations of the Intellecruul: The 1993 Reitlz Lectnres. 

In the two review articles, Rembrandt Klopper reviews two books on 
Outcomes-based education and Jannie Smit, Wallerstein's Unthinking Social Alan D 1994. Reconfiguring the Subject: Foucault's Analytics of Power'. In 

Science. Kiopper argues that the problems unpacked in Jonathan Jansen's and Pam el-Alfonso, Ricardo & Silvia Caporale-Bizzini (eds): Reconsrr~lcrirlg 
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Fouc~~ul t :  Essays irz the Wake of the 80's. Amsterdam-Atlanta: Rodopi (Post- 
inodcrn Studies 10.) 

Vilakazi, Hcl-bel-t D 1996. African Education in the 21st Century. PAC Bulletin 
1,3,June/ July. 

War-k, McKcnzie 1997. Antipodality. In Blake, Charlie & Linnie Blake (eds): 
Intellectunls and Global Culture. San Francisco: Angelaki. 

Joussian Oral Engagement 
th the Yajna 

. Debipersad, B. Rambilaas and R. Sookrajh 

article an attempt is made to present Joussian theory on the psycho-physiology 
ste, and thereafter illustrate how this theory has evolved through the 

rmance of the yajnu as metaphorically depicted in the Purusu Sukta of the 
edic oral milieu. This is done by concentrating on the following oral style elements: 

the transformation of energy; 
humanity's replaying actions of the universe; and 
humanity's spontaneity to revivify the past geste voluntarily. 

Jousse's oral theories, specifically his anthropological laws of mimism. 
ism and formulism are examined to determine whether the yujna as i t  is 
ed by Hindus today, contain elements of such oral style expression. This 

s largely from an anthropological standpoint, and a case is presented that 
that the yajna is grounded in humanity or 'human' as 'arzthropos' and its 
nce, effects through geste at every level of human being, a transformation of 
nsciousness and divinisation of human energy. Selected aspects of the yajna 

illustrate the presence of the laws of rhythmo-mimicry, bilateralism and 
as a 'western' theory of orality which formed the framework of these 

Michael Jousse and the Theory of Orality 
g to Michael Jousse, the laws that govern physiological humanity also 

hological humanity and Jousse's theory of orality asserts that rhythmo- 
ateralism and formulism are the laws that impel the human compound to 

balance and stereotype not only physiological actions but the gestes 
te to every state of consciousness. 
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A Joussinrl Oral Erigagetnerlt wltlz the Yajna 

1.1 Rhythmo-mimicry 
rature. The possibility of the yajiza helping in the causation of rain is also given Jousse asserts that evcry level of humanity's existence is structured on rhythmo- 
Cita (Chapter 3.14) which states: 'From food are beings born, from rain is food mimicry. Every stimulus is received, replayed and retained as an active geste acting 

uced, from sacrifice does rain arise . . . '  (Vedalankar 1996:8 1). on other gestes and ready for revivification in gestes which involve the whole human 
The Manusn~riti (Chapter 3.76) endorses this notion in the following way: compound. 

he offerings made through yajna break into very tiny particles and rise towards the 
n and give cause to rain . . . '  (Vedalankar 1986:81-83): 1.2 Biiateralism 

'l'he law of bilateralism, reflecting as it does humanity's physical structure, is equally 
The yajnu is ccntral to the performance of each of the sixtcen Vedic Sanska- 

important and pervasive in the oral style by producing physiological symmetry and 
(sacraments) which allow for the improvemcnt and refinement of Hindu 11fe as a 

hiilunce in movements-right and left, up and down, back and forth (Sienart 199036). 
ntinuous process. The sixteen sanskaras are therefore performed from the timc of 
cntion to conceive a child, during the developrncnt of the embryo, after the birth ol' 

?by, during adolescence, adulthood, marriage and death (Vedalanker 1979:9 1 - 
1.3 Formulism 
I~os~~~ul is rn  ir l  the oral style, the accumulated knowledge of a people is stored in easy 

n South Africa, the practice of the sanskaras is advocated by, but most probably 

to rccall I'ormulas, not as rigid unchanging devices, but as flexible aphorisms, thus 
ely limited to the Arya Samaj Movemcnt's followers (Debipersad 1995:23-34). 

For Hindu followers, the ycrjna is the focal point of any religious festival or 
:\llowing for a vast number of combinations and juxta positions to enable a people to 

remony. It is particularly popular at birthday celebrations, anniversaries, entry into 
rn:ike ;I relcvant response to an ever-changing concrete world. 

new home as well as the commencement of a business practice. 

In thls art~cle. ~t IS argued that Jousse's theory of orality is relevant in describing " 

humanity's ability to replay, balance and stereotype both in the metaphorical 
performance of the yajna during the cosmic age as well as in the ordinary human's 

The Cosmic Yajna 

attempt at re-enacting such a performance. llowing Rgvedic Hymn (10,90) of the Purusn Sukta forms the preface to the 
rmance of the yajna. In this hymn, the origin. creation and dissolution of the - 

le of the cosmos are depicted through the performance of thc ),aj,zu. It also 

2 The Performance of the Yajna in South Africa Trays the yajna itself. The following selection conveys the imagery of the ycljlzn. 

The earliest records of the performance of the ~ ~ a j n a  are to be found in the Vedas A thousand heads hath Purusa, a thousand 
which flourished in North India from 2000 BCE in an oral style milieu (Sarma eyes, a thousand feet. 
1948:3). Although by the end of the Vedic age it had become a 'mechanical and On every side pervading earth he fills a 
oulless activity' (Sarma 1948:5), through the Hindu reformists, greater emphasis Space ten fingers wide 
was given to the performance of the yajnrz. The Arya San~aj,  a Hindu Reform 
Moven~znt which advocated a systematic practice of a uniform set of 'Vedic' This Purusa is all that yet hath been and 
principles and rituals had great appeal especially when this reformation coincided 
with the emigration of indentured labourers to Mauritius, Fiji, Trinidad, Surinam and 
S o ~ t h  Ahica (Rambilass 1996). The practice of this fire sacrifice continues to be a ith three-fourths Purusa went up: one 
cotninon feature among Indians settled abroad. In South Africa, the performance of Fourth of him again was here. - 
the y j n a  is an important feature of Hindu worship (Pillay 1991:113-139). 

Seereeram ( 1994: 107) and Selvanay agam (1 996: 19) argue that th 
When Gods prepared the sacrifice with 

performance of the yajna goes beyond the germ-destroying, health-promoting 
Purusa as their offering, 

function, to a spiritual engagement where humanity experiences flashlights of 
Its oil was spring, the holy gift was autumn; 

powerful eternal truths. Vedalankar (1986:81-83) incorporates an environmental 
ummer was the wood. 

notion by suggesting that the yajna helps in the regulation of rainfall and The Moon was gendered from his mind, 
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13 And from h ~ s  cye the Sun had b~r th ,  
(cont) Indra and A g n ~  fiom hrs mouth were 

Born, and Vayu from hrs breath. 

14 Forth from his navel came mid-air; the sky was fashioned from his head; 
Earth from his feet, and from his ear the 
Regions. Thus they formed the worlds. 

i 5 Scven t'enc~ng-sticks had bc, thrice seven 
layers of fuel were prepared, 
Whcn the Gods, offering sacrifice, bound, 
As their victim, Purusa. 

16 Gods, sacrificing, sacrificed the victim: 
These were the earliest holy ordinances. 

A Jorissiun Orul Etzgagement with the Yajna 

3.1 Humanity Replays the Actions of the Universe 
om a Joussian point of view, it can be argued that the performance of the yajna as 
scribed in the Purusa Sukta is symbolic of the cosmic universe 'im-pressing' its 
tions on the micro universe of humanity. It can be suggested that humanity is 'im- 

pressed upon' by actions of the cosmic universe (Sienaert 1990:94) through the 
performance of the yajna in the Purusa Sukta.. Jousse sees humanity actively 
receiving and reacting to external and internal impressions, and this phenomenon is 

arked by varying degrees ofcomplexity: 
It can be seen that there is a progression from the inacro to the rnicr-o, horn 

xtcsior to interior, frorn physiological to psychological (Fanning 1994:6). 
Jousse's exposition of the anthropology of geste declares that ' in the 

ning was rhythmic gesture' (Sienaert & Whitaker l990:21), and [his resonates 
ith the rhythmic and gestural input during the performance of the Cosmic yajna as 
tlined in the Rgvedic I-lyinn of the Purlisa Sukra, 

The Mighty Ones attained the height of 
Eleaven, there where the Sadyas, Gods of old, are dwelling. Transmission of Knowledge and Transformer of Energy 

-Tile hymn in the Purusa Sukta describes the Cosmic Yajna performed by God as an ered, i n  terrlls of Jousse's oral style a kind of intuitive thought that secks to 

llirnself which results in tile creation of tile universe. Purusa in the above extrac 
exists as .bath been' and the 'is to be' from which all things 'become' (verse 2). 

Pannika ( 1977:354) endorses this by suggesting that: 

creation is God's sacrifice, for not only does God bring it into existence, 
create (1, but he also permits it to return 10 him. playing the gestes of Purusa allows for a transmission of knowledge of 

Liv oilerlng a quarter or a fraction of Himself, as an oblation to the sacred fire, 
Oosmlc Yajna IS perbrrned to allow for the subsccluent creation of the solar systems, In the performance of the yajtla, i t  can be inferred that psyciio-physiological 
the rnoon and alr (verse 13). 

'Tire yajna as it is performed today, is thus syrnbolic of the reflection of 
Goci's supreme sacrifice in the form of a Cosniic Yajna. Miller (1985:206) believes 
that: It means all pervading, adorable and effulgent. Fire is the source of radiance 

eat. The flame of the yajna is a symbolic representation of the victory of 11ghi 
of this mighty oblation, the human ritual is the microcosmic reflection. The arkness, knowledge over ignorance, prosperity over poverty. 
underlying factor of the interlinkedness of all participants in the yajna, t In the words of Selvanayagan (1996:65), there is no yajna wrthout fire. Fire 

fication of fire, is the first to be invoked in every sacrifice because he is 
perception of the sacrifice. ly high priest and the mediator. In particular, the Agnihotra (yujnu) 
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the performance of the yajna, human~ty discovers the anthropological orlglns of 
plo1111e\ A g n ~  by giving H ~ r n  thc mo5t plolninent place In t h e ~ r  ~ ~ t u a l s  The Rg Veda 

emory, the mystely of ~ t s  closed self somehow openlng (Ong 1977 337-338) to the 
,ilia aff l l rni  that Agtu 1s the \aciii ~ 1 ~ 1 1  boliCI I , ) L ~ J H U  bandlzu) wlth hurnan beings 

ement of life, towards God himself As Ward (1993 3) suggests of prayer, th~ngs  
- - . . - 

eed to be seen as pointing beyond themselves. as  sacramental of a supreme reality 
3.3 filumanity's Spontanei ty to Revivify the Past  Geste Voluntarily 

nd value, as 'visible images of eternity', which he  calls 'iconic' vision. 
Jousse (1886-1961) used the word 'geste' to describe a peculiarly h u ~ n a n  

The performance of the yajna is thus a revivification of the, 
i~iicnc~menon by suggesting that tljc human, 

cotnposite reccives the actions of (he universe and replays, balances and 
infinitude of past gestures lying under the threshold of consciousness . . . that 

stcrcotypcs theii at every level of  his being--pliysiologica1. ai'f'ective, 
makes possible [revivification] of past states and the totality of their 

intellecfual and spirilual. 111 the perfor1.iiancc of the y;qna, man (SIC) 
multiple connections (Sienart & Whitaker 1990:27). 

~inthropos, is im-pressed by tile universe, and rcpiays and revivifies th . .t, the complex reality of consciousness in gestuel terms, was played out in the 
~ ~ i ~ i v e r s c  through lniii~isin of' the hurnan 'compound': corporeal, ocular, 

ance of the Cosmic Yajna as illustrated in the Purusu Slikra hyrnn and re- 
,iilricuIar, inanual and laryngo-buccal. in humanity's reflection of the ultimate sacrifice. 

iJiidci.lying tihis article is the assurription that 1,:irticipation in the perhi-n 
;iiii:c cii ilic ,i'ujriu ci'l'ccis a further tl.ansf'orniation of cnnscioilsncss exprcsscs in , 

::I-catcs ;i~ti:nsity of l i fc ,  Joussc believes that the psyco-physiological geste is tran 
fiirnicc! by  lliteract~ng with (lie energy of' God.  As part of the great natural cycle ( 

c:iei.gy dcri\/ed from the sun, Goti is a unique expression of llle rhythix of ntoven-\en 
i:citi i:, a ti.msformer of energy. This means (hat God gencratcs physiological an 
ps:r.ciioioglca! rnovciiieiit actively, affect~vely 01- intelieclually. The transforrriation o 
energ! ~ n t o  [he n-iultipiicity of creation is the lnanifcstation of' that force. Althougl 
rnls synergy is no[ explored by Jousse, it is inferred  hat Joussian thinking is in Recitation of Ishwar 
accord w ~ t h  I!. I t  is also the belief of EIinduism that hurnanity can experience unio 
w~ili Cod In a unique way by participating in the sacrament. Furtherniorc, the yujnu 
a iellcction of the most powerful I-csurrection energy, the spirit of God himself. Th 
t)ciiel' has anttiropological origins as correctly perceived by Joussc. 

4 The Performance of the Yajna 
1 here tu-e largely four processes which underpin the performance of the yajna: 

,I) .~\vnbolism: in the form of objects or human action to symbolise the divine; 

( ~ i )  con.secrution: hurnanity is able, by the use of mantras, to divinise a reality Offering of dried grass, 
that is the root of his being, sticks, herbs and roots 

(iii) oblation: humanity is able to physically share in this reality by active 
participation toward divinity by pondering over the scnse. It also 
demonstrates the course of contemplation for the purpose of the act and, 

(iv) divinisation: humanity is able to awaken the spirit within himself to a high 
transcendental state. 
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4.1 O r a l  Style Elements  Evidenced i n  the  Per formance  of Yajna The fire, kindled by the devotees syrnbolises the natural energy that exists in 
Iii the following discussion, mantras have been selectccl from the various stages of the 1 three worlds. Bhur which means 'God, the Giver of life' is the fire that generates 
perfor-mance to dcmonstratc the presence of oral style elcrnents as proposed by e energy which sustains the earth and is likened to the vital energy that gives life to 

Jousse, viz. miinism, bilateralism and formulism. e body. The  fire kindled in the kund (receptacle) is symbolic of the energy of the 
and its electric forces. The kund on the other hand, is symbolic of the vast 

4 . 1  Invocation ificial ground, Mother Earth. Bhuvah which means 'God, the remover of pains' is 
'This notion of c rca~ic~n  of the uriiverse ;IS discussed in [he P~(rusu S~ti t tn hymn electricity that is in the atmosphere and is likened to the energy that removes 
discussed earlier, is f~irthcr explored in the invocation phase of the yr~jtjrza called th purities from the body. Swab means 'God the Giver of happiness' and is the source 
Isilii,ar. Upiisarr~l. 1-lymn C X X I  from thc Rg~zerlu oncc again reflects and salutes th energy. The sun in heaven is likened to the energy that pumps and circulates the 

creation of  the universe. O O ~  in the body (Pal 1993). Rambilaas (19965)  cites the Chandogyri Brulznznnc2 
Tile i'oc:il poilit o i ' ~ h c  ritual is the lzr~iiiirt lcunti. l 'hc  kli~zd is a rcctangul 1 in which Vedic Cosmology divides the universe into three spheres, bhu- 

tioI1ou;i:d scccp~aclc into which pieces of wood are arranged before t ivi, the earth, bhuvnh-antariksa, the atmosphere and svah-dynuh, heaven. 
~,:,iniiicnccnient of the yujilii ('scven i'cncing-sticks 11:ld he' ,  'SUII~IIICI. was the wood" The use of propositional gestures, which is a strong characteristic of oral 
oil was !he spring' .  '[he holy gift was autumn', 'the grns:; Purusa'). The priest and th adition, is prevalent in the above mantra. The propositional gestures are in the fhrnm 

p;lriiclp;iiils sit ~ilonf ille four sides of the kiind to nial<e ~hc:r oi'krings into the fire. short sentences such as: 

flor t i le  ~ r i j ~  proper. small goblcts coiitain~ng watcr njith spoons in thcni, 
t:{,w/ cont;,ining 811; butter - ' ~ h c  dripping fat was gathered' 'thrice scv i Om ................ 0 God. 
iavcrr of fuel were preparcd '~  with three pieces of wood and a ladle, a block ii Bhur .............. (earth) The Giver of life. 

L a ~ ~ i p h o r  and trays containing sc~n~agr-i should be ricatly arranged around the kutz iii Bhuvah ......... (atmosphere) Remover of pains and sorrows. 

wi th~n  easy reach of the  participan~s. iv Swah ............. (heaven) Bestower of happiness. 
Before the colnlnencelrle~lt of  tiic yajna, ihc participants compose 

thcmsclvcs :ind focus their attention and thoughts on Goct. 'The priest and participants istribution of short and long vowel sounds enhances the steady rhythm during 

close t[ieir eyes. cl:lsp their hands nnci repeat the word AUM three times. Thereafter ation and thus memorisation is facilitated. In the mantra, the vowel [u] in 'BILLIT' 

the following ~nantrli is chanted: 'Bhuvah' is repeated. The [a] in 'Bhuvah' and 'S~vah'  is short. This technique is 
alent in most of the mantras which is a characteristic of the Sanskrit language 

0 1 n  bliur bhi~vuil ,swalz. uld be considered formulaic. The formula for the metre in which the verse is 
T~z/sli/vi/t[ir va/re/n>/ui71 is called the 'gayatri' (Apte 1982:648-658), and in scanning the verse, the 

f ! l1dr,~o de/vu'sj,u d/zi/17~~1/l~i ort syllables are written within a 24 metre formula (3 X 8). 

Dl? i/"o n/' rzcdlz p I-a/co/da/"~u t. 
( 3  X 8 consitutes the gayatri metre.) tation of the Ishwar Upasana is central to the invocation phase: 

In ~ h c  first mantra, the devotces glorify creation with the three expressions 'Blzu 
bl~~li~olr and ssvulz'. Thesc represent the three worlds, nainely the earth, intermedi 
space and the heaven respectively. Rambilaas (1996:l) describes the division of 
universe into three worlds: Dhulz, Dhuvah and svah in the sense that each of the 
worlds become associated with the elements ngni, vayu and nditya (Vedalankar 
Chotai. L980:36) and the vital airs prana, npana and vyana respectively. In t 
oblation phase, the structure of these three expressions are further discussed t 
illustrate a precise stratification of the attributes of cach sphere that comprise th 
Vedic cosmos. 

In the beginning rose Hiranyagarbaha, 
Born Only Lord of all created beings. 
H e  fixed and holdeth up this earth and 
Heaven. What God shall we adore with our oblation'? 
Giver of vital breath, of power and 
Vigour, he whose commandments all the 
Gods acknowledge: 
The Lord of death, whose shade 1s life immortal. What God shall we adore 
With our oblation? 
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The line 'What God shall we adore with our oblation?' is repeated after each n analysis of the complex variations in respect of pitch, tone, intensity and duration 

recitation in nine out of the ten recitations. ustrates the limitations of writing and reaffirms the pre-eminence of the living voice 
alancing of propositional geste occurs in the form of short, parallel, stereotyped 

i Om hiranyagarbhah samavartatagre bhutasya jatah patireka asit. Sa atives. 

dadhara prthivinl dyamutemanz kasmai devaya havisa vidhema. 
4.1.2 Purification 

i i  Om ya atmacia bnlada yasya viswu upasate prasisanz yasya devah. i Om vanma asye 'stu. 
Yasyac chaya'mrtam yasya mrtyuh kasmai devaya havisa vidhema. With the recital of the mantra devotees touch the right and left ends of the 

mouth. 

iii Om yah pranato ninlisato malzitwaika idraja jagato babhuva. Ya ise 
asyu dwipadascutuspadah kasmai devaya havisa vidhema. ii Om nasorme pruno'stu. 

Devotees touch the right and left nostril. 

iv Om yena dj~aurugru prthivi ca drdlza yena swah stabhitam yena nakah. 
Yo untnrikse rajaso vinlanah kasrnai devaya huvisa vidhema. iii Om aksnorme cuksurastu. 

Devotees touch the ends of the right and left eye. 

Thc presence of a number of automatic rhythmic repetitions creates a schema: i.e. the 
repetitive use of lcusnlui devayu havisa vidhema creates. This creates parallelism iv On1 karnayorme srotramastu. 
which ensures unity in the rendition of this invocation. The interrogative nature of the Devotees touch the right and left ears. 
repeated question 'What God shall we adore with our oblation?' induces speculation 
on the nalure of the divine and leads the aspirant through a series of questions to a v Om bahvorme balamastu. 

deiinite conclusion. Devotees touch the right and left arm. 

Finnegan (1977:128) states that repetition, whether as parallelism or in 
phrases called 'formulae', has great literary and aesthetic effect. The recurrent vi Om urvorma ojo'stu. 
familiar  ring of the formulae is more than a useful device aiding the Rabbi to Devotees touch the right and left thigh. 

compose or the audience to translate a message: 'it is a beautiful and evocative 
element ... the more so, for its repeated recurrence'. vii Om aristani me 'ngani tanustanva me saha santu. 

The words kas/mai/ de/va/ya ha/vi/sa vi/dhe/mu (1, 1, 1, 1, s, s, s, 1, s, I, s) Here devotees sprinkle water over the whole body. 

which mean, 'to which blissful God we pray with faith and devotion?' in mantras ii, 
. . .  111, i v  and v of the Colnmunion Prayer, are repeated. The mantras are structured in 's universal laws of mirnism and bilateralism are highlighted during this 

such a way that certain words and phrases are repeated to facilitate memorisation in a tion phase. The devotees imitate the priest's manual (hand) gestures by 

rhvthmic way. The extensive use of repetition of words and phrases typifies the oral their lips, .nostrils, eyes, ears, arms and thighs. By performing these 

tradition established in the Sanskrit language and the situation of the long (I) and the devotees request God to ensure the healthy functioning of those organs 

short is)  vowels are in keeping with a rhythm that is interrogative (Apte 1982:648). he entire body to enjoy sound health throughout their lives. 
In describing rhythmic elements in the law of Rhythmo-Mimicry, Jousse arcel Jousse's law of bilateralism is evident when the devotee touches, 

makes reference to and left nostrils; right and left eyes; right and left ears etc.; thus maintaining 
balance. A sense of harmony is achieved by the use of bilateralism, 

a set of two, sometimes three parallel Balancings, each Balancing being xtensive use of the repetition of words among the mantras is also evident, 

given rhythm in accordance with the characteristic rhythm of the tra begins with 'OM' and ends with 'astu', thus assisting the devotees i n  

propositional gestures of the languages being spoken (Sienart &   hi taker 
1990: 100). 'astu'. Rhyme has been used in these mantras to make them phonological- 
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ly cohesive, created by the interaction of sounds and meanings. The efficient and - spheres that comprise the Vedic cosmos. In Vedic cosmology the use of the ti-iads 
effective use of the end rhymes complements the meaning during recitation. resent spccil'ic l'or~nulae to facilitate the recitation and memorisation tile verses. 

in order to facilitate the retention of the mantras in memory, 'key words' rnantras i ,  ii, and iii, the triads are listed vertically. However, in mantra iv. the 

such as 'om' and 'ustu' are used to trigger the sound-symbolism association. ads are listed horizontally. The diagram below illustrates the formula reflecting thc 

4.1.3 Oblations -- 
The following mantra is recited five times: 

apanaya 

Orri ajlanla idhrnn atmn jatuvedastenedhyasw vrrrclhaswa ceddavarddl7aya casmnn vyana 

,vr~'ja)xi pas~ll7lzir brahtna vtlrcasenannadyena san.ledhuyu swulzn. Idamagnaye 

ja~avedase idnnnu nzunra. 
rge. The table lists the triads horizontally in the 

-The Sivc rcyuests made in this rnantra rnark the five human needs the devotees seek. csents the t r ~ a d s  as grouped in the fourth vel-sc. 

'f'hcse hcrng good children. useful animals, spiritual knowledge, nourishing food and In the above verses, there is an interweaving of alliteration where the 

othcr necessities of life. Tllis accounts for the five times repetition of the mantra and 
[he f i ~ c  gesturcs of offering the ghi. The ghi offered to the fire is symbolically a 
source of nourishment for the fire. explosions which occur on the vowel sounds arc 

A cornmon characteristic that is prevalent in this mantra is alliteration. The d by Jousse as 'qualitative alliteration'. 

repetitive klse of certain words and syllables ernpl-iasises the value of alliteration as a During thc offering of the oblations, (he prlest requcsts the devotees to recite 

rnnemotechnical device. In the above mantra, the labial syllables (pr, pa, br), are used ir ol'ferings into the fire, the dcvotces inlitate the 

to create an alliterative effect. The use of  alliteration as presented in the Sanskrit 
alphabet is present in this mantra, the 'la, da, dh, na' consonants are repeatedly used, 
brrngrilg about a rlilythmic flow when this rnaritra is recited five times. 

'I'his phase of the ritual is followed by the igniting o f t h e  fire by once again 
utterlng the mantra 'On1 blzui-bhuvah swah' (Vedaiankar 1991:47) as is the case du- 
ring the invocation phase. Om bhui-bhuval? swurdyuurivu bhumnu prthiviva varinzna. 
Tclsyasre prthivi devayajarti prsthe'gnimanriadrrmurznadjl a~mdadhe (Vedalankar 
199 1 :47). 

The following illustrates the use of mnemonical device used to facilitate the 
memorlsation of the mantras. 

ii Om visrvani devo savitar cluritarzi parasuvu, )*ad bhudriintunr~a ~lsuvci 

i On1 bhl~ragnaye prarzuya swaha. Idamagnaye pranaya idanna mama. 
ii O,n bhuvar vuyave'panaya swulza. Idam vayczve'panaya idannu mama. ni clevu vuy~inarlr viciwntl. 
iii Om swuradityaya vyanaya swaha. Idamadit~~aya vyanaya idanna nzama. Yuyo dhyasmcljjuhuranur?lerlo bhuyisthante nati~il ~rktitn vidllerna s ~ v a l ~ n .  

iv Om bhurbhuvah swaragni vayvadityebhpuh panavyanebhyah swalzu. 
ldamagni ~a~vad iyebhyuh  pranupanavyanebhyah idan nu mama. 
(Pal 1993:60-62). 

Ramhilaas ( 1996:5-9) argues that the structure of the above verses give a very 
precise stratification of the universe by offering definitions of the attributes of each of y' is revealed in alliteration. 
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i Orrz ugrlaJ7e swcihu. ldunzagnaye idcitinn 17~urizn. eresting to note that this gesture is also used as a traditional form of greeting hy 
i i  0 1 7 1  sorna~~u srvaha. Iifizrn sonzuya idrinnu nlanlu. 
iii Otn prujaputuye svvuha. I ~ f u m  prujupatuye idannu mamci. 
iv Onz indrayu swahu. Idanzirzdraya idannu nzanzu. 

Synthesis 
'I'he declaration 'idunnu rnanza' 1s the act of giving completely. This act of giving analysis of the yajna in this article is based on the Joussian theory of the 
wlthout reserve is factlitated by a change of rhythmic heightened pitch and pace ropos or propositional geste and the assumption that, as long as we use simple 
which is accelerated, working itself into a climactic tempo. There is psychic energy, nce or its mutation (co-ordinate and sub-ordinate clauses), humanity's tendency 
automatic play, predominant spontaneity and periods of inertia to link chains of play, balance and stereotype his gestuel expression will manifest itself. 

and judgement in the oral style. Mnemonic faculties come into play of The  mnemonical devices give evidence of a conscious subtly obsel-van[ 
thFnlxelves, when the individual has consciously or unconsciously instilled into his cise o r  the oral composer's will: in order to make the mernorisation and re- 
organism thc collective stereotyped, manual, laryngo-buccal, etc. propositional orisation of his/ her improvised compositions easier for him- and herself as well 
gGstus$ (in a state of' greater or lesser rapidity, abundance, accuracy, stability- eir repeaters. S/he makes use of  certain devices, the function of which is to assist 
Sienaert 81 Whitakcr. 1990: 164- 165). e initial triggering, or the propositional gestures of a recitative and to keep the 

In these mantras, the laryngo-buccal geste repeats themselves automatically, ives of a recitation in the correct order. 
nor only within the rhythrnlc schema of the parallelism but from one recitation to the By using the anthropological laws that govern human expression, it has been 
ncxr. By dolng t h ~ s ,  the rhythri-ric schemas can demonstrate a variety of linking ble to show that mimism, bilateralism and formulism are present ~n thc 
i v i t ~ ~ r ~ s .  rmance of the yajnu. 

'The mantras become formulaic through parallelism between action, emotion 
4.1.4 Conclusion hought together with the acoustic enchantment of balance, and of the repetition 
0,)i I)j'auii santiruntarikscin~ santii? prtllivi .santir~ipah sunt i ros~dha~uh siinfil propositional gcste-either identical or slightly different. This i ~ a s  been stiown 
\filrLuspaluuh sonti,. vi.s~~eclevull satztirbruhma snntih sarvam santih santireva smriti ssc and are evidenced in the yajna. 
sa ilia sc~ritircdhi. 

Faculty of Education 
tittl S~lr~rjil S ~ ~ n t i h  Suntiiz (Vedaiankas 199 1 :44). University of Durban-Westville 

I:, the Hymn of  Peace, ~t milst be noted that the 'su' sound is repeated fifteen tin1 
2nd a sliythm~c flow is evident when this mantra is recited. The 'su' syllable 
cnlphasises the value of alliteration as a mnnemotechnical device and this key soun 
. y(r .  f ;i~jlitates : ' the ~nemol-isation of this mantra. 

Tile repetition of 'Santi, Sunti" at the end of the yajna, enforces the not io~ , C 1995. bralit)i arid the Sixteen Vedic Snnskurus. Masters dissertation in 
of' pcace. The repetition of peace, firmly and emphatically stresses on the reciter tha ty-Literacy Studies submitted in the Faculty of Humanities, University of  

sit~i: is to carry on the various deliberations of his/ her life with full equanimity 
evenmindedness and peace inside as well as outside him- or herself. Slhe is not to be rsad, H 1999. An Itlvesrigatiotz into the Presence of GesturcL/ ntld oral  
can-ied away by momentary reactions, but is invariably guided and led by ba essions in the Perfornzance of the Yajna (Sacred Fire): A Vedic Viewjloinl, 
human and moral considerations so  that s/he may be a wise person in the real sense. ers Thesis at the Centre for Oral Studies, University of  Natal, 

\hihen reciting the .Satlri Patlza', mimism is reflected when the devotee 

clasp their hands. In Hinduism, the clasping of hands, signify the devotees 
salutations to and reverence for God during the prayer. This act of clasping the hands 
has been handed down from generation to generation and typifies the oral tradition. It 

R 1979. Oral Poetry: (ts Nature, Significarzce und Social Conlext. 
dge: Cambridge University Press. 
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t among youths. The second concern is more general. The indigenous South 

hese elements hang together, causing the marginalisation of African indigenous 

n order to address these three concerns, I argue in this article for the rele- 
taboos using Xitsonga oral tradition as example; for the importance of 

00) is a Xitsonga word for supernatural injunctions against socially 

Institutions?' delivered at the National Conference of the Indigenous 
s of South Africa, 4-5 July 1997 at the University of the Free State, 
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i n  its broadest and most abstract meaning, could be defined as a rule of prohibition order to understand some of the functions taboos have in Vatsonga culture, I 
covering what one may call, the community's unwritten oral law. Junod (1927:573) ovide a few examples3. 
who wrote on xiyila in Xitsonga dcfincs the term 'taboo' as: 

aboos Dealing with Decision-making for Women 
Any object, act, or person that implies a danger for the individual or for the ral laws of taboo are applied to women especially on decision-making, 
community, and that must consequently be avoided, this object, act or 
person being under a k ~ n d  of ban. It is a taboo for a mother to decide on the bride price of her own daughter 

a lobola meeting. She is not allowed to speak, even i f  she may have brilliant 
Taboos arc forms of cultural beliefs of avoidance which are used constantly The reason is that she may spoil the smooth running of the discussion or 

in thc daily lives of the Vatsonga. From a cultural point of view, 'taboo' functions in action of the relevant parties. 
oral tradition and is transmitted from generation to generation. It may be understood 
in terms of essence and/ or process. During family disputes, it 1s taboo for a woman to speak before her husband 

In terms of essence, the 'taboos' of a culture represent the most basic 
clcments or essence of that culture. In the context of oral tradition, a culture's system arge of  women. But this does not mean that he sho~lld look down on ills wife 
of. 'taboos' is a system of beliefs and practices of avoidance by means of which a nple or treat her badly. 

ccr ta~n group of people struggles for perfection of their daily activities in terms of 
how tiley perccrve the nature of the supernatural as well as human life as such. These It is a S C ~ ~ O U S  taboo for females to speak at public meetings, They are o n l y  
unwritten oral customary laws or rules of conduct should never be broken but be to listen. They arc strictly forbidden to speak. Women are to remain silent at 
obeyed at all times. If broken, the community perceives the individual or the s. They are not permitted to speak. They must be kept in the background as 
community itself to come into some form of danger. This danger can be perceived to law taboo itself lays it down. If they have q ~ ~ e s t i o n s  to ask, they should ask 
come from supernatural, natural as well as social sources. This is why 'taboos' can be sbands at home. According to Vatsonga cultural habits, i t  is not right for a 
said prevent individuals but also the community from danger. As such, the to raise her voice at meetings. Even if a woman may be able to articulate 
breaking of a .wil>ila (taboo) among Vatsonga, may be of great offence of  to both the learer than men, they may not break this taboo. The rationale is that this taboo 
supernatural and the entire society. or avoid competition between the sexes, 

In terms of  I~roce .~s .  ' taboos' regulate the processes of social interaction an 

c;:mmunjty maintenance, cont~nuance and development. The socia It is also a taboo for women to speak in tribal courts. ~ h c y  arc also not 
'ttaboos' facilitate, maintain and continue co~nniunity and ensure th to even ask for clarifications at public assemblies. They should ask (hell- 

,: nor he broke11 up. Since they also regulate the social processes among [!I s at home. Women who d o  not have husbands, must ask their married 
,,,cfivldullls and groups within community, the 'taboos' also ensure thak colnmunit~ 
~ e \ , c l o p l ~ c n t  rakes glace within socially shared, collectivcly understood, and 

historically grounded arrangements2. though these taboos may be perceived as oppressive, they are not. They do not 
~~b~~~ perform a wide variety of furzctiorzs 111 any given society, especial1 to treat women badly. They are no mere objects which can be handled and 

I n  Vlltsonga communities. They reflect a people's life, thinking and daily activitie by men in the name of taboo. 

2 ~~b~~~ should not be neglected in the study of any oral tradition-based cultur 
by a rationale or the meaning of the taboo and then with what the taboo 

both areas of  attention, cultural analysis cannot d o  without dealing with the import prevent. The  preventative function also has an elcrnent of concealment built 
function ctaboos' play in traditional culture. This is important especially COncernl s such, tile taboo creates a space for someone in terms of which that person 
Vatsonga culture because it is in the culture's taboos, that one may find the mirror have to function but it also conceals spaces or activities for that person 
that culture. ented from participating in the activity. 
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2.2 Taboos Dealing with Decision-making for Men Further, it is unfair that the very man who should not involve himself. i n  the 

1 Taboo: Wanuna a riga pfurneleriwi ku nghena endlwini ya ntswedyana a ing of the function is proscribed by customary oral law to provide every request 
kungr~hata timhaka ta xihlangi ni nsati, swa yila. ( A  man is not allowed to get into to him by his wife without murmur. The smooth running of the function 

the bedroom of his wife who has recently given birth and decide matters on the newly upon his involvement financially, but not with the arrangements. 

born baby, it is a taboo.) The reason is: A nga fa rnahlo. (He may become blind). These elements of traditional culture may be perceived as exploitative of 

This taboo also has a preventative measure built into it: Ku siveriwa wanuna ku 
etlela ni nsati wa yena loyi a nga ni n'wana lontsongo hikuva a nga tlhela a tiku. (It 
prevents a man from being tempted of engaging in sexual intercourse with his wife. aboos Dealing with the behaviour of Children 
who may fall pregnant again). This is a traditional taboo which controls the sexual the Vatsonga, there are many taboos which children must observe. Here are a 
behaviour of men. 

11 A man is prevented from seeing his own new-born child for some specified Taboo: Loko vana va tlangn hi ku hoxana hi misava, swa yila. (If children 

period of time in his own house however much he may desire it. This oral law means of throwing soill sand to one another, it is a taboo). The rationale is 

prevents a man from interfering with the activities surrounding the child. For may prefigure a death in the family: Swi vula leswuku ku tu vu ni rifil 

example, a child may be deformed or may need immediate medical attention. If this he preventative measure is: Ku sivela leswaku va nga tlunyarzi nzitl?lo hi 

is the case, a man will just be in the way of the goings on around the child. o prevent children from getting soil in their eyes). 

. . . 
111 Concerning a new-born child, the man is expected to save up money to buy aboo: Ku ba n'wana luha ku nga ni lavakulu, swa yila. (To beat children 

what the infant may need as well as for any possible medical expenses. ence of elders, it is a taboo). The rationale is that elders may c la i~n  that i t  is 
are being hurt: Lavakulu va ri kl4 biwa vona. (Elders claim that ~t is they 

I V  A man is also prevented from even talking to his wife and help her plan on being beaten). The preventative measure is: I xikombiso xo eyisa lavukuil* 

the infant. Should he have important messages for his wife, he has to convey the nts giving signs of disdain to the elders). 

through a female who functions as intermediary between him and his wife. 
Taboo: Mufana a nga dyeli embiteni, swa yila. (A boy does not eat from an 

v Taboo: Wunwzu a nga fanelanga ku kunguhata timhaka ta vukhomha are pot, it is a taboo). The rationale is: A nga neriwa hi mpfula loko a !la 

n'wuna w a h e ,  swa yila. (A man is not allowed to plan about initiation matters i loko a kurile. (Rain may coincidentally fall on him when visiting his in- 

his daughter, it is a taboo). The reason is: A ngu penga. (He will become mad). T en he is a grown up). The preventative measure is: Ku sivela vafana ku 

preventative measure of this taboo is: A nga tiva milawu ya vavasati/ Ku siveriwa ela timhuka to sweka. (To prevent boys to get involved in cooking matters). 

wrrnut~a ku vona n'wana wakwe endlwini jla vukhomba. (He may come to kno 
il~itiation formulae for women. The taboo prevents a man from seeing his daughter i 00: Mufarza a nga faneli ku korisela vuswa enkonlbyeni a dya: swa yllu. 

the hut where she is undergoing traditional initiation training). t not clean out a wooden spoon by wiping porridge with his fingers and 
, it is a taboo). The rationale is: A nga pfirnba mavele. (His breasts may 

As in the case for women, these taboos can allow for exploitation of men b preventative measure is: Ku sivela vafana ku nghenelela eka tinlhaku to 

women. A woman may demand a lot of money from the man while he may not kno revent boys to get involved in cooking matters). 

how it is spent or have any say whatsoever about the planning and runnlng of tl 
initiation function for girls. Everything is decided upon and planned by his wife I Dealing with Death 
partnership with other women whereas the daughter is his. The questlon here arises onga, death is most feared and there are nlany taboos related to it. 
to how one can allow that a man be kept in the background when he sees thin 
happening in his own family in the name of taboo and not allowed to utter even boo: U nga tsharni ehenhla ka sweko, swa yila. (Onc should not sit on a 
single word in the decision making processes? ne, it is a taboo). The rationale is: U nga ta fela hi nuna kumbe nsuti. 



(One's spouse may die). The preventative measure is: U nga tshwa marhaku. (One' Among Vatsonga it is a taboo for a man to have sexual intercourse with a 
backside may burn). ruating woman since menstrual blood is described as dirt. It 1s said that a 

n may harm a man with this kind of blood. Should a woman not observe this 
11 Taboo: Manana u ngu byeriwi swa le tikhobeni, swa yila. (One should r behaviour may be associated with sorcery. Hence, arnong Vatsonga, there 
never talk to a mother about initiation matters for girls, it is a taboo). The rationale is: m which says: U loyiwile (He  is bewitched). 
A nga fa. (She may die). The preventative measure is: A ngu tiva to .waniseka ka 
fl'wana wnkwe. (She may know about the ill-treatment of her child). a wife is ~nenstruating or nursing an infant, it is taboo for her husband to 

. ., her. If it happens, she may loose her cycle. In addition, Vatsonga men are 
111 Taboo: U nga tibohi hi ngoti, swa yila. (One should never tie himself or llowed to be present at the place of birth and an elaborate postparenturn sex 
herself by rneans of a string, it is a taboo). The rationale is: U nga ta fela hi vatswar exists. That a man may not sleep with his wife after she has given birth may 
(One's parents may die). The preventative measure is: U nga tisungu hi ngott. (One ue until the new-born baby walks. In general, sexual ta l~oos are srrlctly 
may commit suicide). ed until the infant walks properly and birth blood has completely stopped. 

2.5 Taboos Related to Fire urthermore, it is said that the blood which comes out during birth and 
Somctirnes a wolnan observes the fire taboo until her child is able to walk, and she age is likewise a terrible taboo for a man. Hence, in Xitsonga, there is a 
[orbidden to cook with others. The rule applies for at least a month after giving birth. ich says: Spva yila, ku ya ernasangwini ni wansati wo hutneriwa hi khwiri. 

boo, to have sexual intercourse with a woman who has had a miscarriage ). 
I Taboo: Ntswedyana a nga sweki hi ndzilo, swa yila. (Woman recen nale is: U nga tshwa. (One may burn). The preventative measure is: (/ nga 
confined should not cook on fire, it is a taboo). The rationale is: U kukunluka klzw (One may become ill or die). 
(Her stornach may swell). The preventative measure is: N'wana a nga tshwa. (The 
child may burn). bortion is also considered a taboo among Vatsonga. There is a strong 

the blood from a miscarriage is the same as abortion blood. Vatsonga 
11 Taboo: Ku okn ndeilo enzitini, swa yila. (To fetch fire from a hearth in other blood shed at an abortion as burning (yu hisn). The taboo related to 
villages, it is a taboo). The rationale is: U nga rhumba valoyi. (One may invlt says: Swa yila, ku etlela rli nsati wo kulula. (It is a taboo to sleep with a 
witches unaware). The preventative measure is: U nga hisa nhovu/ tiyindla. (One ho has committed abortion). The rationale is: U nga rshwa. (One may 
may burn the houses). This taboo assumes that one may transport evil with the he preventative measure is: U nga v a b y d  fa. (One may die). 
fire. Consequently, the taboo prevents taking it from one village or house to another. 

Some husbands who work very far away from their homes and only come to 
2.6 Taboos Related to Marriage and Love Making anent homes after a long period, are usually forbidden by their mothers to 
Taboos have a bearing on proper Vatsonga marriage and love making. For examp ual intercourse with their wives on arrival. These wives sometimes have 
in marriage, Vatsonga prefer exogamy to endogamy. They therefore adhere to t es or abortions during the absence of their husbands, In rnost cases, some 
rule prohibiting marriage within the clan or even sexual relations between close k orking far away from home are potentially open to have their wlvcs 
through the incest prohibition. Fortes (in Firth 1980:186) also maintains that: 'The nwanted babies. Hence, some mothers partly act as self-appointed 
incest taboo is universally thought of and stated as the prohibition of sexual relations exual- or love life- guards. But today, mother-in-laws no longer have full 
between specified kin.' heir daughter-in-laws since oral tradition is considered, especially on 

e a thing of  the past. In general, however, taboos still play an important 
I Taboo: U nga teki mukwenu, swa yila. (Do not get married to sister1 brother. ul medium of social control. 
it is a taboo). The rationale is: Ku hlayisa vuxuka (One should create healthy 
relations within the clan). The preventative measure is: Mi tlga tswala s\v~got~o. (One unctions of Taboos: A General Perspective 
may give birth to a deformed baby ). d Mayers (1984:227) summarise the functions of taboos as follows: 
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Taboos serve at least three functions. First. they keep the faithful in line. Fo and what we want to achieve. This essence is provided by our oral traditions as 
example, the Mormon Church excommunicated a woman for publicl lated in our own languages4 
supporting the Equal Rights Amendment, which was opposed by the ch 
Second, they establish lines of separation to delineate the group and inc in South Africa 
group solidarity. W e  often see this in extreme fundamentalist groups who he teaching of oral tradition in South Africa's indigenous languages is either totally 
view all other Christians, including Evangelicals, as apostate and separ ected or only done in haphazard fashion. In general, it is a neglected field of' 
from them. Third, taboos are used to help maintain social controls, as y in our learning institutions and not adequately taught in any given learning 
example, the incest taboo .... ramme. Given that this genre is the bedrock of any indigenous culture and 

age-not to say, one of the richest resources for the study of mother-tongue 
Taboos have tnany functions and they can be used for many purposes. They guage or indigenous languages-this is outrageous. Tradition is not everyth~ng bur 

can be exploited too as I have indicated in the overview on taboos related to men and is not treated as relevant, its marginalised status will continue to reflect prejudice 
women. Even so, they order different phases of human behaviour, as well as social t traditional African cultures and bias for the European. 
and religious processes. They articulate diverse bodies of tradition, all of which ar Oral tradition is an enriching experience for learners. They rcce~ve 
embedded in the sacred but also in the mysteries and myths which maintain rtainment and sound cultural teaching in the form of folktales, folksongs, riddles. 
corn~nunity. Generally, taboos constitute a system containing many rules and verbs, idioms and other aspects of oral lore such as cultural habits and taboos. Tcr 
regulations which all together function as media for social ordering and control. coloniser and even modern European-who have their own orai traditions ~n 
such, they articulate the essence of a culture. Therefore, research into cultura n ~ s  of which they are brought up despite their literacy and even infor~nation 
introspection, cultural identity, oral tradition, nation building, history but also the logy-all these were deemed primitive. Now that South Africa has its own 
developing of future scenarios for communities cannot ignore the important roles ion specialists, this situation must be changed. This genre need to be fully 
'laboos' play in culture. Given this fact, the following two sections deal with the modated in curricula. If it does not happen, the indigenous languages and cul- 
intmduction of oral trad~tion s t u d ~ e s  in formal education and the role publishing ill not flourish as was the case with Afrikaans over the last 50 years or more. 
sr~ouid play in thls regard. A basic educational principle and sound educational policy 1s one that 

es the cultural aspects of that culture's own language and traditions. These 
e pupils and students to understand the culture and environment of t h e ~ r  own 

3 The Introduction of Indigenous Languages and Traditional unity before proceeding to learn about other cultures. Akivaga and Odagn 

Culture Studies at School 
Modern institutions in Africa consider traditional structures and customs as things of 
the past. .Anything related to custom or cultural habits are often discarded. But such A sound grounding of the student in his (sic) people's culture helps him (sic) 

attitudes rarely occur among European people. They rate their languages and their to become a useful member of the society. If the student has a systen~atic 

traditions as the best and even the colonised used the languages of the coloniser to understanding of the way his (sic) people look at the world, for instance, in 

express their views. This reflected a racialist view because it is certainly not by deciding what is right or wrong, or the sense of justice, hc or she is hctter 

chance that anything 'black' was and still is perceived by many as negative. Henc able to get involved in the evaluation of good social institution which 

people talked about black languages, the traditional cultures of black ~ e o p l e ,  blac upholds the values of justice. Proper education should give the student 

workers, black business, black society, black magic, black women, black men bu confidence in the human values of his (sic) people's needs and aspirations 

also black consciousness, black power and even black-on-black violence. Even so that the student may play a positive role in society. 

though they are not used in this way, all these concepts relate to their binaries in 
terms of whiteness, indicating some perception of white superiority. longer have the colonised and coloniser. This country is our home and every 

Colonisation and apartheid are things of the past. The African people do n e has its own roots. Hence, my book on  oral tradition or 'folklore' is rirled 
have to conform to these legacies anymore. W e  have to look at our own culture ta Vutsonga. This book includes 10 aspects of oral tradition, theory and their 
traditions and study thal which forms the essence of who we are and where we 
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Oral tradition should be introduced in learning areas since, through it, 
learners gain understanding of the culture of their own people, broaden their 
knowledge about the world at large in their own language, and in a systematic way 
enrich their own culture and language. as that which we experienced under colonial and apartheid schooling regimes. 

Oral tradition also has a bearing on nation building. If oral traditi 

prov~des a primary determinism; that is, the conditions of human's life as a soci 
animal, then it is b a s ~ s  on which people can develop into respected and dignified selves-must take responsibility for how the oral traditions and indigenous 

citizens. Further, praise poets usually compose praise poems about their countries 
and leaders. This helps in learning to understand the history of the country. As such, 
oral tradition is a powerful and dynamic medium of social education. More 
particularly, oral tradition educate to make a pupil a cultured and respected person in Oral traditions should be taught in learning institutions since it has several 

society. For examplc, if the taboos discussed above are adhered to by a Vatsonga 
person. he or she is considered mature and dignified. If it is true that it is mature and 
dignified people from d~fferent cultural upbringings who make a nation, then, surely 
tkle pcople must be firmly grounded in thelr oral traditions. This means that the ora Art is understanding and expressing the feelings and experiences around 

traditions cannot be ignored In our schooling systems and curricula. 
you. An artist must come out of himself and enter into the general ernotion. 
thought and experience of the people. 

3.2 Oral Tradition and the promotion of Indigenous Languages 
Each cultural group has its own language. This language is developed in terms of the Oral tradition is a very important art form and related to the enhancement of 

kind c1f realities it deals with and the social areas of concern where it is used. This is ativity of people. Through it, nmskandrl mustc is promoted amongst ;he 

a structural feature of language-usage. If this is the case, then to see indigenous . Among Vatsonga, swipendana, switende and timbilu instruments were 

languages as 'under-developed' or even worse, to see indigenous culture as 
'backward', is a category mistake. On the one hand, such perceptions register a 
serious lack of knowledge of the language, its power and the traditions it conveys. On 
the ot t~er ,  such perceptions remain blind to the ways in which indigenous languages In education, praise poetry is an important instrument since they facilitate 

have been prevented structurally from developing in terms of scientific language, etc. but also creativity. In the process, praise poetry also instiis a sense of culture 

i f  ind~genous languages are introduced into schooling systems, then both these Since this is done in indigenous language, it relates language and tradition, 

perceptions must be addressed and rectified. where praise poetry is encouraged creatively, it may also add to the 

According to Wenburg and Wilmot (1973:93): 

People in different cultures have different meanings for words. Imperialism 
is certainly a different concept for us than for the people in developed 
countries. 

Oral law affects human behaviour and determines the basic good pattern of' 
and therefore society at large. Oral tradition. therefore, promotes unwritten 

This raises two points in our context. Firstly, people from outside South rules which control most aspects of our traditional lifestyle. Oral tradition 

Africa or people unwilling to study indigenous languages or at least indigenous oral 
rradltlons, will not be able to understand African people. They will not be able to rules of morals, manner, etiquette, ceremony, cultural habits and good 
understand the oral and other cultural traditions of indigenous people on their own s. If folktales are told and folksongs are sung in the language of the pcople. 
terms. In the context where we attempt to foster cross-cultural understanding and the will grow and flourish. It is therefore, of paramount importance that we urge 
lnutual recognition of dignity in the interests of nation building, this will not be mlnunities to ensure that oral traditions are introduced more comprehensively 
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That oral tradition, the literature of indigenous people, is discriminated 
against by the publishing houses is evident from live responses I had on inquiry. 

Publishing house A in Pre tor ia  Eas t  

'There are many materials on this genre; they are not good. They are ustodians to a particular world  he^-itage that must be protected. The United Nations 
based on the new curriculum. They are only used in gradc 8 by eclared 1993 to be the year of  indigenous peoples, and in 1995. it launclied rhc 
Department of Educat~on.  They have a small market. 'They are not based on ccade of indigenous people (Crawhall 1997: 11 :I. 

c)r~glnal work. They arc not financially vlahle. Furthermore, it is said that the United Nation rccognises approx~matciv 300 
illion indigenous people world-w~de.  The number may be more. 

Publishing house B in Johannesburg  Given the international recognition of indigenous people and the changes 

'Many publishers can only concentrate on OBE now'. truggle by indigenous people to be recognised, it is important that South Afi.~can 

Publisher C i n  Prctor ia  Nor th  
'Very slow market, provincial depart~r~ents  don't  like to buy them'. 

Publisher D in Pretor ia  Eas t  
'They are based on older ideas; the market is very poor and there is no competition'. 

Publisher E i n  the Northern Province 
'No market, no creativity, reduplicating already published work, and only used in one 
grade' an instrument of communication both within that culture and with others who can 

These are the perceptions informing the reality. What is needed is a change of 
perception and practice. Creative materials for use at schools, should be published. 

histicated medium: it transforms orality into literature. On the one hand, thls 1s a 

4.2 Indigenous People a n d  Language  
Strlctlv speaking, 'indigenous people' refers to the original population of a particular 
iegion. In general, South Africa is the land of origin of its original populations, i.e. their own schooling and learning. If oral knowledge is produced and circulated 

hefore the arr~val  of  Europeans. The indigenous languages are therefore the e tangible form of book. it may advance literacy, identity format~on and 
lunguagcs of  the people who populated South Africa at this time6. It is the oral ct-especially seeing that there are so  few books available in African languages. 

" Thc meaning of the term 'indigenous' or 'aboriginal' people has been the subject of 
much heated debate at many conferences. However, in simple terms, it means 'first 
peoples'. 'Aboriginal' means the 'original occupants of the land' and not illegal ality in the availability of cultural knowledge. This can only happen through (he 
settlers. Even though this may be  a problematic concept to use given the many 
Afr~can peoples who are perceived to be 'settlers' by other African cultures, it is 
functronal in the sense that it usually indicates those people who occupied the land Institutions of higher education such as universities need material based on 
before the arrival of European settlers who displaced and marginalised the cultures, 
languages, customs and traditions of indigenous people(s). 
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that there is a market for them or that a market can be developed in this area. This conduct govern the African pcople(s)' daily activities and conduct. They rcgulatc 
genre should not be neglected. In addition, the publication of indigenous materials le's habits, manners, customs, and ensure that all in the corninunity meel wl[ll 
may provide the enjoyment of this literature by many. This means that not only the tional standards and good morals. Taboos maintain social control sincc no oiic 
folktales and folksongs of Western traditions should be enjoyed and researched hilt of breaking the social prohibitions. One of the central taboos in this contcvi I S  

also those from Africa. If publishers could give more freedom to authors to embark e Incest taboo. Fortes (in Firth 1989: 172) says that thc incest taboo is related 
on ~ h l s  genre, new wr~ters  would emerge to publish books in the languages of  
ind~genous people(s1. We do not want to toyi-toyi anymore. W e  want to sing new to thc function of the family as the agency through which the knowlcdgc aild 
songs. We wan1 KO slng praise songs advancing democracy and development. sentiments essential for rna~ntaining culture are irans~nittcd iron, generation 

Freedom 1s not something to be waited for. W e  have to take it and practic to gencratioi~. 
it. We have to do it together with those with institutional and governance power. As 
such, it is ~ n ~ p o r t a n t  to realise: Taboos tilake people obey their own customs. The rncaning of t:thoos ~ t rc  

eriveci l'roni explanations related to the supernatural. This is why inally oi' thc 
Maily of' you advise waiting as a strategy. Freedom and justice ase not buses tative measures d o  not only have colnmon sense explanations hut are also 
that niake the same rounds on the half-hour and stop and open their doors to the bringing of misfortune upon an individual or a community. Through 
and have plenty of empty seats. You can't wait for freedom and justice echanism, taboos make people respect and adhere to their culturc. 
unless you are still waiting for yourself to realize freedom comes first from If it is true that, despite the interference of western culture over the last foiir 
wi th~n  (Wiley 1993:8). ies as  well as the rise in literacy levels in Africa's post-independent states, oral 

on, traditional culture and especially taboos still have a major influence In 
This freedom from 'within' is a freedom closely related to the injunctions and dignit can communities, then this fact cannot be ignored by the African school~ng 
oral tradition prov~des.  As such all areas, especially that of traditional culture must b ms. As I have indicated in this article, the main function of taboo 1s that of 
~ncluded: taining and enforcing the unwritten Iaws which bind a pcople together In tcrrrls 

cultural habits of their own community. This must be acknowledged in our 
Let us expand our expertise in all areas. Let us not be so quick to abandon ing systems and by publishers because the likelihood that this will change in 
those areas where we have a foothold already because we are so creative, in ar future, seems slim. Stated more boldly: For African people(s), traditlonal 
the arts and entertainment and politics and sports. Let us not give up on will never be outdated and will still be central to who they are and how they 
those quite yet merely because people say they are what we d o  naturally. Let ate in social processes in future. 
us understand these fields better, so  we can manage them instead of the There is a whole history of how South Africa's indigenous people(s) have 
other way around (Wiley 1993:9). arginalised and exploited. This has lead to many evils. One IS that ~t has lead 

reation of the so-called 'lost generation' of rootless youth and people with no 
Let us follow the early footsteps of great indigenous writers, such as B.K. t of the dignity of others. This has happened across the cuiture groups to 

Mthombeni and F. Thuketani in Xitsonga, O.K. Matsepe in Sotho and Maumela in s degrees. Given the arrival of the new dcmocrat~c dispensation, this sltuatlon 
'Tshivenda who have published powerful books. e changed. It can, howcver, only happen if all people, their cultures, languages 

W e  need to run our own publishing companies more and we need to run ditions are treated and valued on an equal basis. For oral tradition, ~t rneans 
thern the way Heinemann and J.L. van Schaick run theirs. oos, so  central to these traditions, not be neglected7; that the role indigenous 

context, one should add taboos as other part of tradition are always suhject to 
Conclusion pment. Even so, it must be done in community and negotiated by all involved. 
Taboos are unwritten rules or laws of conduct which ensure social order in African never be enforced on cultures. Even so, one must not [urn a blind eye to 
communities but also govern social processes. The taboos form part of the oral e case on the issue of taboos. They are powerful in society and community 
tradition as they are transmitted from generation to generation. Generally, these rules t be respected as such. 
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While he supports the view that nationalism invents nations where they d 
not exist, he howevcr emphasises that invention is distinct from fabrication an 
falsity; and can be correctly assimilated with imagining and creation. Anderso 
(1983: 16) elaborates on the inherent characteristics of the nation as follows: colonies which finally united in 1910. 

The developments, within the foregoing context, of the mlning industry, 
The nation is irnagined as limited because even the largest of them. H d a turning point in the socio-politico-economic history of South Africa. A 
finite, if elastic, boundaries, beyond which lie other nations. It is imagine scale of capitalist production was introduced. The wage labour system of 
as sovereign nations dream of being free, and, if under God, directly so. The itation was introduced. Large numbers of black workers were absorbed into the 
gage and emblem of this freedom is the sovereign state. Finally it is 
imagined as a community because, regardless of the actual inequality and 
exploitation that may prevail in each, the nation is always conceived as a Within three years of the opening of the Witwatersrand gold-field in 1886, 
decp. horizontal comradeship. over 17000 African workers were employed in the mines together with 1 l 

000 Whites. Twenty years later the figure had reached 200 000 black 
Smith (,l991:3) concurs with Anderson when he states that the self i workers and 23 000 whites. 

composed of rnultiple identities and roles namely: familial, space or territorial, class, 
rellglous, ethnic and gender. Analysing the causes and consequences of national 
identity as a collective cultural phenomenon Smith (1 99 1 : 14) lists the following agriculture and manufacturing. It is in the said industry that, many of 
fundamental features: s or forms of exploitation and consequent national oppression specific 

ica were first developed in their modern form-the migrant labour 
* An historic territory, or homeland laws, job colour bars, the racial division of labour, compounds etc. The 
* Common myths and historical memories d forms of oppression were extended to both the agricultural and 
x ,.i common mass public culture sector. Conditions for the development of capitalist production were also 

Common legal rights and duties for all members and 
* A common economy with territorial mobility for members. 

It is the assumption of this article that the postulations by the foregoin 
scholars illuminate thc relationship between the notion of national identity and Xhos 
poetry. 

The Historical Context 

particular those in the Eastern Frontier, Britain completed her scramble for colonie nt (Davies et al. 1988:3) is inextricably bound to the nationalist movement 
in Africa. . Opland (in Smit et al. 1996:llO) concurs with this view when he says: 

a literacy history participates in a broader history of social and political 
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military option as a means of resistance to colonial encroachment and the After them, After them! 

adoption of alternative political strategies. Lay down the musket, 
Take up the pen; 

The poetry that will be analysed and interpreted in this article was published in Seize paper and ink; 
newspapers. Isigidimi sanzuXhosa (The Xhosa Express) was published by Lovedale That's your shield. 

Press during the period October 1970 to December 1888. Another newspaper, Inlvo Your rights are plundered! 
tabaNtsundu (Native Opinion), which is still in circulation, saw the light in Grab a pen, 
November 1884. a, ngxasha, ngeinki, Load, load it with ink, 

Sit in your chair; 
Don't head for Hoho; 

Analysis and Interpretation of Texts Fire with your pen. 

Put pressure on the page 
Engage your mind; 
Focus on facts, 
And speak loud and clear; 
Don't rush into battle; 
Anger stutters. 

half of the nineteenth century, the struggle for selfhood, which th 
forefathers had initially fought on the battlefields, was taken up at centres 

While incorporating the views of scholars who have analysed the foregoing 

learning such as Lovedale. It was a struggle to he conducted on bomowe amely Odendaal (1984:s) and Opland (1995:33), this article moves further, 
uing that the Poem introduces a constitutional discourse which would permeate 

terms, in a borrowed discourse. 

Proposes a redefinition of identity. It proposes that the African should 
Y and move out of the erstwhile protective refuge, the ethnic identity.  oh^ 

enemy. This was a practise during the wars of dispossession. The victor wo 
tbrocfully or feloniously dispossess the vanquished, of their wealth. The use of 

men ro recover the~r lost national heritage, material and otherwise. But this t 
negotiations should be the approach-force should be abandoned. In the sec 
stanza he states that the rights (an~alungelo) are being lost. 

oses a broader identity that transcends ethnic and racial boundaries. T~ 
is an entity that is broader and richer than the racial and the ethnic, 

(rliisn) their argument (i,e having a starting point or principle on sense, substan 

cal Territory or Homeland 

Zinikilei Mfo wohlanga, Your cattle are plundered, compatriot! 
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utes one of the dominant themes of the poetry of the late nineteenth century. ikaMkatshane nesikaMshweshwe Mkhatshane's drawers and Mshweshwe's 
According to Vilakazi (1945:289), before the unification of the four drawers. 

provinces to form the union of South Africa, the main grievance of Africans was the 
loss of their land through conquest. He says : The poet refers to the imperialist as ' ingc~k 'emhlo~lze ' .  The hyena in 

frican folklore is a usurper of other peoples resources. The python (inarnba) 

... the great factor in successful fighting against the government lay in the s the subjugator, which uses its military might to impose itself upon 
unity of clans, not in thinking in terms of blood relationship under rival people. The poet juxtaposes the negative symbols with African tribes 
chiefs, but in creating a national 'united front'. 

It is in this spirit that Ntsiko lauds praises at the Sotho, Xhosa and Zulu 11 Myths and Historical Memories 
chiefs. He celebrates the victories of African warriors over the British in the South, s poem SingnmaBritani, (We are Britons), highlights common and uniting 
and the Boers in the North. These victories were never recorded by the White South vents In the history of South Africa. Jordan (1 973: 1 12) says about Mqhayi: 
Afr~can historians. 

The significance of this poem is its underlying assumption that the Sotho, But Mqhayi had a double loyalty. As a Xhosa he was loyal to the Xhosa 
(Mshweshwe), the Xhosa (Sandile and Rhili) and the Zulu (Mpande) are or should be Chiefs and their ancestors, and as a British subject he had to be loyal to the 
one nation. The poet demarcates a territory which he claims is the homeland of British king. A poem written during the Boer War in the Izwi lubaNru of 
Africans and not the White imperialists (ingcuk' emhlophe). This is the territory that March 13th, 1900, shows how very sincerely Mqhayi had accepted British 
was occupied by the above-stated ethnic groups. Ntsiko says: guardianship. Each stanza has a refrain, 'SingamaBritani!' (We are 

Britons!). Nurtured in Christianity and in the policy of the 'Old Cape 
Vukatli bantwana bentab'eBosiko. Arise, ye children of Thaba Bosiu! Liberals', he believed that the conquest of Southern Africa by the British 
Se?iikha[' irlgcuka, ingcuk' emhlophe The hyena has howled, the white hyena, was the working out of a Divine purpose. 
[bowel' arnathambo Ravening for the bones, 
"Mcrthambo kaMshweshwe Mshweshwe's bones, an's views might have influenced Kuse (1977:22) who says: 
Mshrveshw' onobuthongo Mshweshwe who sleeps on the mountain 

top. Jabavu was suspected of harbouring sympathies for the Afrikaner Bond at 
Phezulu entabeni.Siyarh01' isisu Its belly drags heavy with the outbreak of the Boer war. Mqhayi on the other hand, had resoundingly 
Ngamathamb ' enkosi the bones of kings, published his profession of loyalty to Britain in Izwi IabaNtu (3/13/1900). 
~ J , ~ , , ~ ~ ~  Mmlomo kuxhaph' usandile Red stained is its mouth with Sandile's 

blood. The foregoing argument is used by Meli (1988:47) to explain that Sol 
1.shi~we ngamendu ngunyana By speed 'twas cheated of Hintsa's son. 'S feeling of loyalty to Britain was not confined to him only. He says: 
kul-lintsa. Sisu sikaRhili, Sarilli, whose belly is pale 

Simlzlophe kukrwelwa: with scratches; Plaatjie and his contemporaries saw their approach as a tactic. They had 
Lent ~ikubaleka kukufa, kusinda. For running in truth, is death and escape strong views on the oppression of their people, but perhaps the problem was 
. . . !ttamb' esinqcni, The stumpy python, its that of correctly identifying the enemy. In those days, Africans thought [hat 
Eshurzquk ' umsita, broken tail abandoned on the Boers were the only enemy (Meli 1988:48). 
~ u s a i '  eSandlwana, Satldlwaria, 
Yaginy ' okaMpande ozitho zigoso; It swallowed Mpande's bendy-legged son While this article, to some extent, supports the views of the above stated 

but spewed him still alive; it, nevertheless, approaches the poem from a different perspective. This 1s 
Yunzkhuph' esahleli 

And now it craves for when one is exposed to the entire text, and also when one locates the l.exr 
run  ' isishuba,, 
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la zinqoza sibona madodu, 

la kufiwa r isivu ngendaba, 

~t'inxuxheha nderna n g ~ k u  

4shweshcve. Ndinli nahuTernhu imb 
\ livu 
'Zwi Lahantu' likwa seluhlwini. 

7 'unzliselu mnwuy 'emfazweni, 
iu mnlqe, .singumaBrirani. 
IO kuBlz~lia k~vihlelo lenene. 

21 'umFrentshi kunye nedarnani. 
rmani ndini sesini robile, 

l'aninalo niluze ngenzimbu; 
thla nitinina siseMnambiti nje.7 

kup'rTekwini abet'erzjinini 

National Identity and Xhosu Poetry (1880 -1900) 

We have for some time observed the ni nive zizwe zaseYuropu, In the end you have to understand races of 

intermittent shooting, gentlemen, Europe, 
We have heard the news that many are 'Soze nnsiqeda' singanzaRritani. 'YOU will never defeat us' we are Britons. 

dying; 
I seized the opportunity and stood by the Mqhayi says that he (Xhosa) has decided to become an ally of Britain 

Queen, ueen Victoria). He is joined by the Mfengu (Bikitsha), Sotho (Mshweshwe), 

With Bikitsha and the people of bu (Aliva) and Zulu (Soze nasiqeda) clans. The Boers including their supporters 

Mshweshwe are of French and German descent are perceived as Europeans (foreigners). 

~i I stood with the Tembu people of Aliva. The article would therefore postulate that Mqhayi's poem is living evidence 
consciousness that was emerging amongst intellectuals of the late nineteenth 

Together with 'Izwi 1,abantu' amongst us. ry, that there was a need for a redefinition of identities. Myhayi is an ~ndividuai 

We sent our young men to the war, ho, while recognising the fact that he was a Xhosa (ethnic identity), saw the need 

The Boer must die. we are Britons. a broader national-identity that was inclusive. 

The son of Bhula mans the right handside The goals of the Black intellectuals of the period was freedom and equality 

battflefront, all South African races. But realities of the time forced them to temporarily seek 

He extirpated the Boer in Natal, killing ection from the British Colonial power, or to form a power block with the British 

them. were less oppressive when compared with the Boers. The weakness of the 

Killing the French and Germans. erpretation of the foregoing academics lies in the fact that they seem to focus on 

Germans we have come to understand last line of each of Mqhayi's stanzas, at the expense of the entire poem. 
Mqhayi, in the first stanza, demarcates the territory or homeland of the 

you 
You do not have peace, you are indifferent ers of his community which have common values, ideology and asplratlons. 

What do you say today because we are in erritory covers the area that was occupied by the Mfengu, Sotho, Temhu. Xhosa 

Ladysmith? ritish colonials. This power bloc is contesting with the Afrikaners (then called 

Tell me French people where were you S) bloc which is composed of all Dutch, German and French descendants (stanza 

going? e question is why Africans chose to be allies of the British. 

Nonetheless carry on fighting, we are Davies et a1 (1988:6-7) explains why Blacks were optimistic about their 

Britons.  ons ship with Britain: 

The son of Bhula is Ntsendo-zimdaka In the British colony of the Cape, men of property (regardless of coiour) had 

He is a bald snake that was seen by the en a form of local self-government. Nevertheless, social relations in the Cape 

ancestor. so marked by a strong racism and racial patterns of power and privilege. How- 

One who arrives in Cape Town and boards nder British rule, class position-the ownership or non-ownership of the 

a ship. roduction-rather than direct racial discrimination determined thc patterns 

Disembarks in Durban and boards an ic and political power. A liberal ideology developed which stressed class 

automobile (engine) han race in determining social and political relations. It also regarded Brit~sh 

One who squats to watch the Tugela lism as the great progressive force in the world, and the necessary bulwark 

river of the Mfengu, the more brutal exploitation of the colonised by 'primitive' Boers. 
In view of this exposition, Blacks, during the period under review, found 

He is one who eructates with his thick standing between Scylla and Charybdis (two dangers such that to avoid 

object to be heard at es the risk from the other, names of sea monster and whirlpool in Greek 

furthest parts of the globe. would therefore gainsay the view that Mqhayi '... believed that the conquest 
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of Southern Africa by the British was the working out of a Divine purpose' (Jorda kunjalo yiyipi-nu? If it is like that where is discrimination'? 
1973:112j. ekete, nenzani-nu? What are you actually criticising? 

(Rubusana p.99) 

Common Mass Public Culture Funizulu protests against discrimination in the field of education. He is not 
According to Smith (1991:ll) 

... nations must have a measure of coInmon culture and a civic ideology ave equal qualifications and experience should be the same, irrespective of 
set of common understandings and aspirations, sentiments and ideas, th 
bind a population together in their homeland. The task for ensuring 
common public, mass culture has been handed over to the agencies o Things that always 
popular socialisation, notably the public system of education. Ask for money from us, 

In respect of property and roads, 
Forestry and education; 
What for is this education 

monu ukwangaka? Where there is so much jealousy:' 
We have been watching them 
They are envious they are jealous . . .. 

education, economy, and also socially. 
The poets acknowledge the positive aspects of European culture. One of Whites say, 

characters in Gqoba's debate, Qondilizwe, who argues in favour of W The race from overseas 
colonialists, says : To the Black race, 

Latin, Hebrew and 
.Ahti bantu bapesheya. These people from overseas Those languages and Greek 
h'i~rzke. bonke sebeplzelu, All, just all of them, Should not be taught to Blacks 
Fa~irt~elwe kubulelwa Should be thanked, The cause is discrimination. 
Siri l~atztu abanznyaiiza, By us Black people, 
Okrlrlrne babefike The people from overseas Not surpassed by White 
Site hiki bubudenge; They found us swimming in stupidity; Black teachers 
Hasizlinzu ngale mfirndo, They tried to civilize us with education They are many of them 

Are taught by Whites 
Marzdiyale ngalendawo Those who have studied for many years 
Yeliketr lale Mfundo Of discriinnation in Education They are provided with certificates, 
4nitsizo nu kule ngxoxo Don't you say in this discussion After examinations by Whites 
ii'kuti. kwangale nfundo, That with the very education Those days we thought 
Yona, yona lvanikwa; Yes it is offered; When they were still at school 
N~nonynnn, bayatitsha You have sons who are teachers They will earn good remuneration 
Bc~~abalu, bayaqwelu, They can count, thcy excel When they are employed 
Ahagqifwu, ngamagwungqa They compare well with White children But when they get the jobs 
Sekusel'ibala lodwa? Only the colour makes a difference Of teaching and so on. 
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Suke kata elikete, Then jealousy surfaces, truments of cultivating a common culture and c~v ic  ideology, and cominon 
Ngalo apa siban~beneyo, The issue that we are debating, tions and idcas. 

Kodw'abantu befundile, People who are educated 
Begqihile heqwehile, Who are qualified 
Suk'umvuz'ube yintshenu. To receive a meagre salary. on Economy with Territorial Mobility 

1991:lO) points out that one of the fundamental features of national identity is 
Rauk'Emsini argues: mon economy with territorial mobility for members. He says: 

Sit/lerizu nje kukhw itjhondo There is currently a Bond Concurrent with the growth of a sense of legal and political community we 
Ebuqili buvindoqo: Which is cunning and artful may trace a sense of legal equality among the members of that community. 
ifurlgele, ibhinqele It has vowed Its full expression is the various kinds of citizenship that sociologists have 
Mkuthi ei'alamente, To raise in Parliament enumerated including civil and legal rights, political rights and dut~es and 
E-i tnali zifundisu That the finances that educate socio-economic rights (Smith 199 1: 10). 
Olu lzlanga, l~~mun>~anlu, The Black race, 
Masihluthwe, nluziphele. Should be withdrawn and stopped. politico-economic scenario in South Africa in the late nineteenth century is 
N,qarnuni nn law 'anjulo .7 What kind of people are these? dly captured by I-Iofmeyer (1994:l 1) in her discussion of the history of 
E~onu  nto rohu nayo, What shall we possess opane in the Transvaal. According to her what had previously been a kingdom 
!n~ii7liiha selinubo. The land now belongs to them, converted into a rural location in 1890. This transformation in the socio- 
Oo:l,q~~sklu noozinkorno, Sheep, cattle nomic order was implemented by the South African Republic Locat~on 
Znnk ixintw 'eDesinuzo. All that we used to own, . . . . ssion which travelled through the Transvaal either dispossessing chiefdo~ns 

or penning them into absurdly small areas of land . 
Sibulele nduwoni nu? For what should we be thankful? According to Hofmeyer the outcome of the land dispossession, amongsl 
h'ole \loti ikwarljalo, The vote is also like that, ings, was that migrancy, which up until the 1890's had been voluntary. 
Kuk11~~"ikhethe kwanukuyo, There is discrimination more of a necessity. These socio-politico-economic changes affected the 
Asil~unywa kany'irnyela We are not allowed 
. , ire country in deeply profound ways. The growth of a sense of cconomic equality 
ll~irr~r Oantii ahamnynrnu. We Black people. the Africans in the late nineteenth century is discernible in Gqoba's long 

Jordan ( 1963:67) summariscs the great debate on education as follows: 
'Ingxoxo ngengundo' ( A  debate about education). 

One of the characters in the debate, Rauk' Emsini angrily argues: 

Fherc IS an interesting variety of participants and therefore a variety 
opinions,. left, centre and right, shading into each other. In this lo mile ndonakele I have given up, I am devastated 

discussion, no one says that the Blacks are getting a square deal from th akowethu okuraene Truly my countrymen 

Whites. The best defense that the extreme right can put up is that things adoda athetlzile Men have spoken 

not so bad. and that if the ingrates will only exercise patience, the best is ga amagwangqa. Praising the Whites. 

to be. The last speaker, Ungrateful, who admits that his eyes 'have bee oko Lon 'ikhethe Contrary to what they said, discrimination 

opened' to the 'good things' that the white man brought them, and brings prevails 
Great Discussion that covers 1800 lines to a close by telling the participa Though they deny it 
to 'go seek learning' and 'love the White people'. It is true that it prevails 

o zonke ngokumhloplze In all affairs it is noticeable. 
Hence. t11e argu~nent of this article, that the early writers seem to be battling to Every where 
tile South African races together. The school was therefore identified as one A black man can work, 
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Ki~t~on~cin~hi  nunzhla r~gyirh 'in~nrzunu The matter is more harmful than a canon in the country was permanent, and also that ethnic oriented conflicts had to cornc 
!'on 'ine nqubelci kwanesihlribu~lc which destroys and shoots dead n end. They rcalised that the approach of fighting the coloniser was futile, and 
Lo inteta lo rr~teto awunumnfesune. This law this law is merciless. Id therefore be substituted with an approach of co-existence and co-operation. 

The  poems that are analysed and interpreted contain a clear nicssagc to a11 
Ma\.iDe kunti iklzaya liphi nu? Where is our home? sundry, that, South Africa, which was clearly demarcated as the area that was 
Ku/~llela nu gxebe nk~l  kukhuselwu Is this what is meant by this protectio pied by the Sotho, Zulu, Xhosa, 'Afrikaners', British and other smaller ethnic 
Ze.-1 :ITUZ~~U na rznle nziteto na l  Is it these taxes and laws'? ps, was perceived as belonging to all who live in it. Xhosa poetry rerlects thar 
I , ' ~ I , ~ ~ L I  I C I L ~ J C I I O ,  kogqlta nokufi~. If it is so, it is more than death. consciousness, which was elaborated by the Geedom Charter of 1955 :incl the 

h African Constitution of 1996, was conceived as early as the 1880'5. 
Vrrkutzi hantsurzdil tiin~e ngucw'in~~urvo Wake up Black People, stand on your I'ee The idea that South Africa should move towards a comsnon culture. and [ha: 
C.rothani un~shologu usikble kownwo Send the evil spirit back to its home omotion of shared sentiments and aspira~ions, can also be observed during this 

Titlcl ahautsundu usibuko~vu~vo. W e  Blacks reject it. . The desire for equality in the field of education, and the d c s ~ r e  by Black 
i/irkii/ti kwtlngoku r~ingarie nibhilvt~e. Wake up now before the bill is pilotcd. s for their children to be exposed to languages of power of the time. v i ~ .  Greek, 

w, Latin and so on also shows how Xhosa poets wished to participate n o t  onlv 
'The upper house poeL appcals to his people to close ranks and resist the onal but also in international cultural affairs. 

irripos~tion oi' thc Glen Grey Laws. The iaw is not acceptable to Blacks wllo vie T o  be South African, according to Xhosa poets of the late ciglitecnth 
s> c~raccinian and oppress~ve.  Mcli (1988:3) describes this law as follows: ry meant common legal rights. 

The Clen Grey Act was another instrument in this process of enslavement. T o  be South African, meant full participation in the economy of the  count^-v. 
ii introduced as tax which. in the words of the mine owner, Cape politician and arc Simultaneous with the programme of creating a national ident~ty. d u r ~ n g  the 
inipcriaiist. Cecil Rhodes: under revlew, there was a move towards Black identity. This was seen as a 

ary step that would enable Blacks to resist both British and Afrikaner racism. 
... removed Natives from the life of sloth and laziness, and made the real by Afrikaner (Boer) nationalism which was ethnic and strongly anti-Black 
contribute to the prosperity of the state and made them give some return f to have caused anxiety amongst Blacks, who in turn formed their own Bond. 
our wise and good government. 

incwina nemigulo yeBorid'eNt.sutidu 
The poets seem to reject the pretexts that were put forward by t ixhvvele tzesarz~~se kwakwenyel' irnisilu. 

coiirniaiists. They clarnour for a single code of soc~o-politico-economic rights for a 
nizn:bc:rs c:i the o m m u n l t y  irrespective o l  race, colour or creed. roans and sickness of the Black Bond 

indigenous doctor and specialist were 
helmed by fear (Mqhayi in Rubusana 191 1:499). 

Conclusion 
'1'111s article argues that the new constitution is a climax of a discourse, th Due to the military strength of the Boers, some Xhosa poets rieeni to he 
constitution:iI discourse, which has perllieated the works of Xhosa poets since th ding their people to consent to protection by the Colonial power, Britain. In his 

lrltroduction of racial capitalism in South Africa, i.e since the beginning of th : 'National Anthem' Gqoba says : 

proccss of proletarianisation of the Black people of South Africa. The  article argu 
!ha1 the nascent capstalism which saw Black Soutlt African's as cheap labour f God protect us 

i1ii:rr pl-ofits. destroyed thc nat~onal  identity project. W e  Africans 
-" i h e  ~ c ) c r o - p o l i t ~ ~ ~ - e c o n o m ~ c  changcs that were brought about by tl Our God 

:lisLovei-y ot gold and dlarnond during the last quarter of the nineteenth centu Give us calm 
lurthcrmore, sent clear signals to the black intellcctuals of the time that the 'settler' T o  serve diligently 

- 
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G. V.  M a l l ~  Nrrtionlil Identity crncl Xlzosri Poetry 11 850 - 19001 

( ; C i / 7 ~  Thixo wethu Protect, our God 
(, ku~~zk~irl ika~i the Queen 
Thlxo c~rthm. Our God (Imvo Jan. 23, 1899). tioncilisin London: Verso. 

hha, HB (ed) 1990. Nation and Narration. New York: Routledge. 
ce Davies, C 1994. Black Women, Writing nnd Identit):. London: Routlcdpe. 
she, 1882. Isigidinzi sanzaxhosa. Newspaper published in June 1882. [IWW 

: l O X l i : ? i  polnrs our: 

-l'hc process of proletarianization of Africans was also conditioned 
essentially coercive or extra-economic factors; the continued existence hester University Press. 
[he pre-capitalist sector, and the institutionalization of migrant labour, lo 895. Itizvo zabaNfsundu. Newspaper of 06 June 1895. 

rnlners. 

What is significant is the central role that the erstwhile marginalised Xho 
pc!eir\i can play In the new South Africa at this crucial period of creation/formation 
, iieu nation with a new national identity. In line with the poets of the latc eighteen 

1977. The Form and Themes ofMqhayi's Poetry and Prose. Unpubiishcd 

polltic~an. the elected representative of the people, the message from the poetry o f t  
i;irc 19th ucntury is that the stern eye of the poet who has exposed the 'injustices 
ttlc past' 2~1ld struggled to close the racial '.., divisions of the past and establish 

1, A 1984. Vukani Bantu! The Begitznings of Black Protest  politic.^ i11 So~rtli 
to 191 2. Cape Town: David Phillip. 

I -a tupmn P-Iohoi. Move beyond the narrow ethnic and racial identities and embra 
;he broader and accornmodative national identity. ade (eds): Kethinking South African Literary History. Durban: Y Press. 
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Visionary Cor?zt~ritr?zctlt in ... Anccstol:~ arzd tile Sncreci Molcntriitl 

Mazisi Kunene draws upon African oral traditions in general ant1 Zulu o r ~ ~ i  
tradition in particular and its thought and imaginative systems. 

Visionary Commitment in Mazisi Kunene's 
y alid coslnology feature prominclltly 

Ancestors and the Sacred &fountain ene's work in  general and in Ancestors and tize Sacred Mo~itztain in  particular. 

Here he is concerned with depicting Zulu concepts of the significance of lil'c 

Sandile C. Ndaba and the universe. Through the personification of' idcrts, Kunelic rhc 
traditional poet attempts to dramatise tlie Zulu concept of tlie force at work 
in the universe. 

% The various critics quoted above corroborate the central assumption o f  [hi.; 
Ma,,isr Kunene 1s a visionary poet. His visionary commitment entails the utilisat ten poetry, the ovcrarching 
:,l rcsc,iirccs from the Zulu cultul-a1 matrix and Zulu oral tradition as a basis for 
work. Nis poetry draws its decpcst meanings from Zulu cultural rcferences 
;iiiiisions while at the same time concerning itself with contemporary issues. 
a~.iicic scts out to examine Kunene's visionary commitment as manifested in 

the arguments I am advancing about Kunene's poetry are raised by Woic 
in an article entitled 'Cross Currents: The  New African after Cultural 

tancc o f  oral tradition as a 

:.cii:vsnr to Kunene's work. 
source for the contemporary African artist to draw from. He also stresses the 
the contemporal-y writer to, 

two epic poems: Enzperor Sizaku t l ~ e  Great (1979) and Anthem of imaginatively transfornl those elements that render a society unique in its 
,0ecilcle.s ( 1  98 1 '). He has also published A~?cestors and the Sacred Mountain ( 1  9 own being, with potential for its progressive social transformation   soy ink:^ 

wii~ch 1s the subject of this article. 
Kunene draws on Zulu culture and oral tradition which inform his w 

iginally written in Zulu and later translated into English by Ndaba. ~ h c  

and .;>mbols from Zulu myth and culture to convey his message. This assertion It unable to capture the full resonance of the oral poetic techniques----in 
;orroborated by various critics. Sesay (1988:6 I ) ,  for instance, observes that Kunen nd assonance in particular-apart from the challenge to find conceptual 

es in English. This is a particular problem when one attempts to trarislatc 

.. wr~tes  poetry ihat 1s embedded in Zulu tradition and derives many o opcnhauer (in Schulte CG Biguenet 1992:3,33) for example said: 

!cjrr-cis and references from Zulu oral tradition. 
Poems cannot be translated, they can only be rewritten, which is always an 

Coc)dw~n (1982:171) makes a similar observation about Kunene's poctry. 
ambiguous undertaking .... [and] Poems cannot he translated; they can onl? 

The world of discourse of his poems is a Zulu one. with the phiioso 
inlagcry and the rhetoric relying on the oral tradition of Zulu poetry. Ancestors und the S'~i'i.cri 

entres around the utilisation of Zulu culture and oral t rad i t~or~  for , t i t -  

Ogundele ( 1  992:34) echoes the assertions made by both Sesay and Goodwin abo 
om %alu oral traditloli ,111j 

- 
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Slrtltiil~ C. Nr l~ lhn  Visionar), Corizmitrt~ent in ... Arzcestors nrzri the Sac~.etl ~VIo~~ritciin 

... must draw its deepesl ~neanings from the high ethical ideals that h ust 'break the web of light' through his/ her creative imagination and fac~litatc 
guided past generations i!hc ancestors). Yet it should take into account tr:~nsformation. In this way, the poet fulfils his/ her purpose: 'to crcatc a ncu, 
goals and directions of prcscnt society. f wisdorn'. This poem's concerns include the creation or formulat~on of a n e ~ ~  

In his poetry, Kunene uses Zulu oral tradition to address presen mbines the ancestral with the path to be found in the midst of conternporaly 
i~rob len~s  and to point the way towards transfol-mation of contemporary society. allenges. This is a personality who is integrated and rooted in his/ her culture---:ln 
instance of t h ~ s  can he found in the poem, 'Encounter with the Ancestors'. alienated personality, a culture-secured personality. 

Beforc conslder~r~g the concerns of this poem, i t  is essential to under 
the significance and symbolisni of ancestors in Zulu tradition. Ancestors represe The child who is born hosii this vision 
past. Since, by virtue of thclr actions the ancestors have approximated the s shall be the envy of her age 
ideals, thcy are regarded in Zulu tradition as individuals who are deserving she must plant the first season of a million years 
highcr or-dcr of being. This is seen in their association with the mountain, symbol (Kunene 1982:37). 

rhc~l- hcighteneil social status. Their actions and contributions, in a collective se 
cctnstituic linman initiati~je and social progress. They have established standard This extract e~nphasises the significanc,e of oral tradition in bringing about 
inol.ul cxczllence which succeeding generations should emulate. 1 progress for contemporary and future generations. The creation of the 'new 

111 'Encounter with the Ancestors', Kunene suggests that the ancest an' will lead to the emergence of othcr such personalities. This poem, t!iereti)re. 

i.mh!-,iiiments of traditional culture and are a potentla1 source of direction for cc forward a case for African culture as a potential catalyst for social 
porarv society. As leader or' thought in society, the poet should utilise the reso 
s , l ' l rad~t~onal  culture as embodied in the ancestors, for social transformation. 'Encounter with the Ancestors' is a metaphor for cultural self-retrieval and 

h of a new, enlightened personality. This metaphor is used by Kunene to carry 
We must follow the direction of their little finger his message of the integration of the 'new African' personality into his1 hcl- 

Where begins the story, the beginning of seeing ... lture. Soyirlka (1982:57) voices a similar concern. 

(Kunerle 1982:37). 
... not only to create a 'new African' but to root him (sic) in his (sic) own 

,v 
i hcxc lines suggest that the ancestors are the origin of community, its very b u n  
~ : , ~ n - . ' u } ~ c r e  hegin'; tllc story'. Ancestors are. thcrefbrc, a source of cfirecti 
- ,! ,!!-I-CI~IC\,~I Thc self wli~ch 1s to be retrlcved is that self which forms part 
iiluitilor-iii cultural s ~ o r y  01' w h ~ c h  one is part. Through tlic ancestors, the commu s vision reveals a unique rootedness in traditional Zulu mythology. Hc 
t>cc~>ines ;,ware of its rools, its direct~on anti its goals--'the beginning of seeing'. esources from the Zulu cultural matrix for his imaginative creativity. While 

The motivation for this coming-to-see and of retrieving the self, in the g on the myths as sources for his imagination, Kunenc simultaneously renews 
ccss of ]low the poet utiliscs the resources of traditional African culture, is for so ths of the Zulli oral tradition in the service of cultural regeneration and culturul 
iransformation and social reform. This is explicitly suggested in the following line ess. This is evident in the poem, 'A Vision of Nomkhuhulwanc'. In this poem 

the visionary utilisation of the oral traditional mythic symbolism of Nomkhu- 
Our guide through the desert must sing then e as a potential force for the rechannelling of rhe society's psychic energies 
making our minds break the web of light ultural regeneration and social transformation. Kunenc ( 1  98 1 :xxvl) explatna 
T'o create a new path of wisdom ... olic significance of Nomkhubulwane. Nomkhuhulwane is the daughrcr of' 
: Kuncne 1982:-37). a mariifcstation of God's creative purpose. Shc is also regarded as tllc 

f balance between the spiritual and the physical. She manifests hcrsclf In :I 

AS Icadcr of tholight in society or 'our guide through the desert', the ways, one of which is through the rainbow. 'Thc rainbow symholises thc 
niusr be the catalyst for social enlightenment and cultural consciousness. The n of order after destructive tropical storms. 

-- - 
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Sal~tiile C: i?ld~~/)u 

'A Vision of NomkIiub~.ilwane' is an evocation of the traditional celebrat 

to pco17Ic's cultural awareness and this brings the dream of  cultural regeneration t 
fruruon. yed in 11 ritualistic posture of reverence. 

Voices rise In the horizon, people are shouting The round calabash overflows wilh beer- 
They bring the beautiful dream to our earth Crowds assemble before their cil-cular place 
(Kunene 1982: 18). 

Shc kneels and tells others to f o l l o ~ t  her gesture 
She lakes out a barbed spear and p a n t s  it to thc sun 
Others who know her meanings raise their hands. 

manncr. I-eviving traditional culture, thus leading society towards cultural awaren Suddenly, she puts a round grain basket before them 
Yomkhubulwanc is iused in this poem in a synibolic redirection of society t With lips opened in awe and wondern~ent, they see: 
cui~ul.ai ~renewal and self-retrieval. Vilakazi, the poet, is portrayed in the poe i t ' s  a pumpkin froin the garden of Phakeni. 
,.,7t,.ijsi .., ., hr~nging about this process of  cultural consciousness and c (ICunene 1982:8P). 

and creative energy-the sun being a symbol of life and creatl\/tty). The 
r - 6.uncni: seems to have been transformed, in a metaphorical scnse, into a ne 
i?c?scin;tiit:q rooted into a cuiturally secure society. The  symbolic redemptio 
cn: isioncd in this poem, to borrow Soyinka's (1982:59) words, seems nity through his actions. He is also acting as the custodian of the myth. 

io spring from a cultural matrix of forccs which alone can confront t These are they who sheltered the sacred truths 

machlncr): af oppression. Whose kindness made truth round and desirable 
Who laughed for all things in the universe 

:'hi. L~~ncel-ns of  this poem, d i s c ~ ~ s s e d  above. ;ire suggested in the following lines: 

1 heard the drum beat behind your footsteps is actions, Phakeni inspired people to undertake similar actions w:thout 

And the children of the south began Lo sing 
They walked on the ancient path of the goddess Nomkhubulwane 
Atid the old dance arena was filled with festival crowds The children of the earth were paralysed with fear 

Your gre:tt songs echued to the accompaniment of the festival horn 
r Kunene 1982563 

Hrre. V~lakaz: is portrayed as reviving the ancient mythic symbol, Nomkhubulwan 
T h ~ s  1s suggested in his metaphorical and ritualistic walk 'on the ancient path o cy made the fierce posture of battle 

::oiidesx Noinkhuhiilwane' 
Another examplc wlicrc Kunene uses oral traditional symbols to eonve 

rncssage is in thc poem. 'Phakeni's Farewell'. This poem, written in epic style, deeds brought about hope of a new life: 
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Your young season was to come wit11 green ]eaves Since he sees the role of literature as 'not mcreiy to entertain hu t  to t c ~ i c i ~  
(Kunene 1982: I O ) .  social values and serious philosophical concepts', tiiel-c is no ~lue>rion in 

Kunene's riiind about the right of the poct to makc his protcst . . .  oi \\,rite 

African I-esistancc poems. Like the oral poct in prc~colonial tinic.;. huni:nc 
sees i t  as his duty to uphold an unchanging s c ~  of' values ancl at tnzh ~ l losc  
who would ~ C S ~ O Y  i t .  

rch1rtli o f  the human race 

Wc M'CI-c to cle~lr- thc pathway for the new season 
Wc wer-e LO wait f'or rhc sign of the rainbow re to convey his message. It is ahsoiutcly necessary for rhc critic to ~ ~ i d ~ i ~ t ; i ~ l d  
You were the promise, you wcre t i l e a d  the festival 
You W ~ I - C  10 comc with ceremonial spe:irs 
7'0 celebrate at the top of the hill, without a rootedness i n  tradiiion, ~i iyth and culture. 
To cclebr;itc the birth of the sacred twins 
: Kancne i 982: I!)!. Departnicnt of' Engiisli 

Vista University Distance Educailon C~unpus  
'['he 'sacred lwins' 1s an alliision to  the twins who originated from the 

tt, U 1983. A Vision of Order: The Stuiiy o fB l~ lck  So~it12 Africut~ Litei.otl~i.~' i l l  
positive, apocalyptic tone giving hope of an end to fragmentation and the beginni glish. Cape Town: Maskew Miller 
id reunion, re~ntefration and self-retrittval in and of society. thorne, O R  1975. African Literature In the Twentieth Cerzrur?,. hlinnesota: 

versity of Minnesota Press. 
Thc rediscovery of our clans~nan win, K 1982. Understanding Ajricarl Poetrj,. London: Hcinernann. 
The long embrace. the tears of joy across the desert ne, M 1976. South African Oral Traditions. In Heycvood. C icd):  Aspeci.c o/ 
( Kuneni: 1982: 1 1  '1. th  Africarz Literuture. London: Helnernann. 

ne, M 1979. Emperor SIzaka the Great. London: He~nemann.  
I'liii poem. ~hcrcforc. celebrates and promotes a heroic ideology arnidst suffering. 
kIaz!si Icunene we hear the voice of the poet as a sage and a seer creating a vision M 1982. Ancestors and the Sacred Moutztain. London: Heinemann. 
~i 1'uture renewal of society out of the historically significant and heroic deeds e, W 1992. Orality and Literacy in Mazisi Kunene's Emperor Shaka the 
Phakcni (Robert Resha). He focuses, in epic style, on a hero of stature who is held 
during the course of his hcroic deeds as an inspiring example to the pres 
generailon. 

n? 1988. Hopes of a Harvest Festival! Some Southern Ahican Voices. 111 Jones 
es  (eds): African Literatrnre Today 16. London: James Currey. 

ethos and advocat~np a preservation and perpetuation of specific social values 
oral tradition which he helicves, have a potential to transform society. This notio , G (ed): Writers in East- West Encourzrer. London: Weincnlarrn. 
I-citerated by Barnett ( 1982: 105): 990. Talking witlz ilj'rican WI-iters. London: Jalncs Curic) 
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tories, and are only confronted with issues of everyday survival, such a linkins tip 

Stories and Rhymes in Xhosa: Secondlj', the many-sided issues which folk traditions treat can bc prohiema- 

A Selective Overview 

Zola Sonkosi 

Thirdly, such problematisation in education context. may bring tlic child ro 

Introduction gue and debate with peers on issues which are central to human life and sociciy, 

Yiicre is v~rtuaiiy no person In the world who has not grown up with the foik or a basis for how the pupil will d o  so  later in life too. Morcovel-, ~t may also lay 

iiicl-:l~u~.c of h ~ s  and hcr own cuiture. Much of this literature derives from sis for how grown ups will interact with litera~ure when 1natul.c. Thl.ouyt1 

11-ad:t~on arid even In our inodcrn world. it is through oral tradition that children re, one may continuously become more informed and parlicipate ~n public 

Ldke their steps on the road of continuously learning to live together with others. in an ever inore knowledgeable way. 

such. folk literature fulfils an important function. It provides a cultural, a moral, Finally, the problematisation of folk- and culturally informed trad~tion may 

iocial as well as an intellectual base for people. More often than not, when people 
coniionted with important or difficult decisions or situations in their lives, it is t rds to the development of literature analogous to or critically analogous to that 01' 

fact that they draw on a rich resource of their common folk wisdom that'saves t tional literature. 

$_lay. It is against this background that t h ~ s  article provides LI cursorv ovcrv~ew or 

In addition to these roles that folk literature plays, it also shares man lection of folk- and culturally informed literature in Xhosa. I have at least four 
with this exercise. 

Firstly, some of the material here, is, or has been prescr~bed at schools. In  
chool context, these summaries may be used to fulfil the b u r  funct~ons I have 

colnmon. In h r~ef .  these may ~nc lude  elements related to obedience; the sensitivity ed to folk- and culturally based literature above. (At  the end of the summar~es.  1 

the differences between good and evil or right and wrong; adherence to general back to this point, and provide a few suggestions.) 

accepted norms of society and community; respect for the dignity of others; respe Seconcily, since this literature is only available in Xhosa, the brief 
for nature; the instilling of a work ethos and so forth. Where such themes a aries in English may give some indication as to some of the themes and 

nts which the literature deals with, to a wider audience. Since similar themes 

which have been instilled in a child when at his or her most impressionable age whi 
help the person to live both a satisfying and prosperous life. This is so in virtually 
,:ui:~lr.es. 

i:tcrature. however, the c h ~ l d  or pupil should also learn to problematise ele 
from folk literature beyond the mere acceptance of authoritative wisdom. , the reader becomes acquainted with cultural understandings which differ 

problematisation has at least four functions. Firstly, it will allow the urban ose of one's own. The  more one can appreciate the cultural understandings o f  

even when he or she has not been exposed to folk and cultural tradition to the from other cultures, the rnorc one becomcs familiar with the tapestrq of 

around one's own. 'This is important, because then one becomes aware rhat 
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Zulu Sonkosi Stories atld Rllynre.~ irt Xkostr ... 

16. 'Udyakalashe Nekati' (The Jackal and the Cat) This was the case with Gezulu. Whcn transferred fi-om Marllfcnc to 
In the conversation between a jackal and a cat, the jackal claimed that he 

m Cala would not land his foot at Mamfene. To this end, hc organised not only the 

but the dogs caught up with him and killed him. 

17. 'Jimbovane' (The Ants) ot only respected by some other cliques, but was also feared. Moreover, both hc 
Although ants are small, they are much wiser than human beings. For exampl is wife (who supported him) had turned to drinking. When drunk, he would not 

for long with another person without delivering blows on him. When the ne\c 

Many Gezulu supporters were not unfriendly with Kheswa and the Churcl-i 
18. 'Uzolile Nendlu Yehobohobo' (Zobile and the Finch's Nest) ident in an outright manner. Many, including Gezulu concealed the~r attitudes 
7,oliic liked to kill birds. and even used to take away their young ones and the eg appeared to be ignorant of the plot. Soon, however, Gezulu exchanged some 
in order to get to some nests, he one day climbed up a tree which was near a d r words with the new minister and the Church President and so betrayed his truc 
well. Unfortunately. the branch of the tree broke and he fell into that deep well. 
was saved by nearby people. Just when the preparations for setting alight the hut in which the victims 

19. 'Unontente Nenkameia' (A Camping Man and The Camel) 
n the rival group attempted to execute its plans, Gezulu and others were 

inan agreed. Next. the camel asked to be allowed to let his shoulders in. Ultimat 
ihc :nan allowed the camel to enter into his tent. Then. the camel kicked the man arson, and having been found guilty, he was sentenced to two years 

&i f  rhe tent. nment with ten additional cuts. When the prison doors eventually opened and 
emerged, he was a totally new man. He had mended his ways. He decided not 

20. 'Uthekwane9 e same again, and his wife repented with him. 
'This bird is very proud of itself. There is a belief about this bird viz. that if one kill 
and puts its body into a river, it will rain incessantly until one takes the dead body 
of the water. 

21. 'Umzingeli Nethole Lengonyama' (This Hunter and The Cub) 
A man who liked to keep young animals, one day got a cub. He fed it until it 
grown up, One-day, while soothing it, the animal attacked him and he died. 

first shown as good, he will remain so throughout the narrative. In  my 

Mamfene by L.M. Mbulawa this approach is too artificial. Everybody, with no exception, has both good 
lt i s  a genera] understanding among people that it is difficult for the minister sides to his or her character. When presenting characters. a more praci~cai 

religion to leave for another circuit when transferred from his traditional one. Thi 
so when the new circuit is not as rich as the previous one. grapple more with the real complexities in life. 
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Zoki Sorlkosi Stories nrld Xhpnies iri Xho.sci ... 

Popular Xhosa Rhymes Isileyiti Sam' (My slate) 
1. 'Unopopi Wham' (My Toy Child ) wner praises his slate, saying that it is washed and clean as a plate. 'The words hc 
This rhyme is used when a mother praises her little daughter, referring especial1 s on the slate are legible and cannot be erased easily. He also praises the pencil 
her beautiful dress, teeth and smile. She hopes, that when she has grown up, she w th which he writes and the fact that his slate is cleaned with a wet cloth and not 
support her mother. a broad tongue, since that is unhygienic. 

2. 'Umgibe' ( A  Bird's Trap) Ukuwela Isitalato' (Street Crossing) 
Two birds come to a trap. One interprets it as prepared food; and the other recog poem Leaches young children how to cross a street. One must first look to the 
the trap. The first is caught in the trap and the second escapes unhurt. The chi1 and then to the left. If there is no vehicle coming one should quickly cross the 
of course. even grown-ups, are warned by the writcr that sometimes, danger lo t. When there is an oncoming vehicle, one should stop and wait till  i t  has passed. 
attractive at first sight. 

'Ukucenga Kwentakazana' (The Plea of a Little Bird) 
3. 'Iziqhamo' (Fruit) writer here personifies the bird in order to show his objection to the removal of 
Y'he orchard is a centre of attraction not only to human beings but also to b s. The trees are not only useful to birds, because it is where they built their nests. 
Sorncbody who cats fruit is generally free from infectious diseases. Hence, the X also to humanity. This is so because humanity gets shelter from the tree when i t  is 
tr;tditionai medical doctors recommend fruit as the best preventative measure hot. In addition, trees contribute in attracting ram. 
\icknes~. 

'Ihashe Lam Lomdongwe' (My Clay Horse) 
4. 'Ukukhuthala' (Industriousness) (To be Industrious) dboy makes a horse out of clay to imitate a real horse he likes. He shows how 
The author tries to display the industriousness of ants. During harvesting, one uld treat his horse if he were to have one. He would keep it  clean. brush i t  and 
them carrying loads on their backs. They are hard working, obedient to their 1 
and always plan and prepare for the future long before. The author here shows 
wisdom of making provision for the future. Imp~k~wana' (The Little Rat) 

e rat was hungry and wanted to go and search for food. However, it couldn't 
5 .  Ukutya Okondlayo' (Nourishing a Well Balanced Diet) o do so because the cat, its enemy, waited patiently outside the hole. It knew 
'This poem shows the importance of vegetables. It is based on the saying, 'vegetab well that the cat would be praised if it would be caught. The rat then started 
are the best harvest'. meaning that the nutrients from vegetables are taken up by t laining that its mother had not taught it how to survive in such circumstances. 
hot iy  far more qu~ckly than other food stuffs. The author also appreciates Zenz 
istlf-help) associat~ons. They have brought to the fore the importance of t Inja Yam Yomdongwe' (My Clay Dog) 
knowledge. Earlier, people never bothered to plant vegetables. ng Africans, prestige is achieved through acquiring livestock. Livestock is inhc- 

by sons. That is why the main task of young boys is to look after the stock. Thcy 
6. 'Inkunzi Yam Yomdongwe' (My Clay Bull) o do this work and imitate real stock by making their own out of clay. In this 
I t  is interesting for herdboys to watch bulls when fighting. The one which has , an imitation of a dog is made and praised. 
the fight is praised by the boys. They like this scene to such an cxtent that they 
the~r own bulls out of clay to imitate the real ones. khosi Weencukuthu Neetakumba' (A Battalion of Bugs and Fleas) 

these insects are a nuisance, they can be killed easily with insecticides. 
7, 'bi'loliwe' (The Train) 
This reminds one about a journey by train. It travels along beauliful valleys, st halo Somntwana' (A Child's Cry) 
ways and along curves. It also represents the sound the train makes when neari egs a cow to give him milk and meat. The cow, which is personified by the 
station. When it ultimately reaches its destination, all the passengers disembark. plies that unless she is given enough food by human bangs, she cannor 
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Zola Sot~kosi  Srnries a11d h'ltj~rlirs in Xhosa . . .  

producc nlilk and nicat. The uriter shows how humans depend on cows for different, they were nevertheless neighbours. ?'he rat agreed. The following day. 

ancc. Therefore. in ordcr to gct a.!mcthing froni them. humans must care for co the rat came to the frog, it drowned. The frog refused to rescue the rat. The 
is that one should make friendship with somebody one knows. 

16. 'Ihagu Yanl Yorndongwe' (My Clay Pig) 
'['hc author portrays the pig, its sho 'Ucoleke' (Cleanliness) 

hS;ausc i t  eats ail unwanted and rotten s poem teaches cleanliness. It says that one should be clean from head to toe. One 
ny the ~ l m e  the owner sells it, he will be able to get a lot of money for it. Id also have clean clotlies and that this includes one"s underwear. I t  continues ro 

point to the importance of a clean or pure heart and mind and not even think of 

17. 'Imbeko' (Obedience) g evil. The old saying that 'cleanliness is next to Godliness' is also re-iterated. 

r-\licr asserting that obedience is required of everybody, the writer tabulates 
ihal-llctcristi~~ of an obedient person. Among them are the greeting of pco 'Umnumzana Umpukane' (Mr. Fly) 
sympathy towards disabled people and the assistance of the needy. e, the fly is referred to as a gentleman who always likes to sit at table although he 

18. 'Amazinyo' (Teeth) Thereafter. however, he comes and vomits all the dirt he had eaten on one's 
'!.eeth are beautiful and snow white when they are well cared for by regular br The author appeals to not leave food uncovered because that would give Mr. 
:!ra;u-; kom beaut~fying they arc also useful. ough chance to spread diseases. 

10. '(lqothagileqithi' Inqwelo Yomoya' (The Aeroplane) 

.?;:I icnse can bc deduced. ees the aeroplane in the sky. When it is above the clouds, the mountains look as 
as ant-hills, and the rivers as furrows. The aeroplane shortens long journeys. 

20. 'Iinzipha' (The Nails) riter likens the aeroplane to a bird. 

%lost of the time birds and animals use their nails for various things. but h 
~ e i n g s  use their fingers. Although people also have nails, they would be wise t mazim' (The Man-Eaters) 

;hc!n iis short as possible. Nails are carriers of diseases. oem tells about two man-eaters or cannibals who went out to hunt for food. 

31. bBsilumkiso' (The Warning) 
y!?;. ;lu~~lc!r shows a hen teaching her chickens to protect themselves from the 
ti,c.  iInIvk However. one of' the chicke 
b, inocher's rule. One day, it went astray, a hawk appeared and caught it. 
i , c t i c  chicken cried helplessly as it was being carried high in the air. s. When they are killed, their young one's may die too. Ultimately, one 

sympathetic towards animals because they have feelings just like hurrlan 

22. 'iimafu' (The Clouds) 
r h ;  clouds look as i f  they are the clo 
are iilteresting to look at, and when p numzanauntwala' (Mr. Louse) 

\ig\ltning wi l l  follow. S~low and dew also come horn the clouds. When it is ver e is referred to as a dangerous creature. It lives on dirty bodies and clothes. 

!hc :lauds neutralist the heat. found even on long ladies hair if it is not cared for. This would make such a 
disgrace. The louse is also a carrier of typhus, a very dangerous and fatal 

33. 'fsele Nebuzi' (The Frog and the Rat i Here people are advised to be neat and clean and to wash and comb rhelr- 

~~~e ditv the frog sought to establish oughly. This is SO that they may avoid the spread of diseases caused by t.h,x 

to lllvl,e i t  (the frog) Lo 3 meal. As reason. 
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29. 'Ukonakala Komhlaba' (The Erosion of Soil) ng the start of the winter. The star Silririela shows thc start oi thc plouzhins 
The author describes eroded land It is full of gullies and the soil for grass has 

se stars are admired by the Africans, they arc always observed. 

pastures. This is needed because these are the causes of soil erosion. People sh 'Inkomo Zakowethu' (My Family's Herd) 
replen~sh the eroded lands by planting grass and trees. 

30. 'Inyanisol (Truth) eir colours and their physique. At the back of the herd is the bull wh~cii aiways 
Thc poem tells about a group of boys who were shepherds. One day, on their 

owner came and beat them severely. One elder boy denied that they were res 
for. the theft and another boy shouted while he was beaten and admitted that Naphaya by D.M. Tongilanga 
really done the damage. 

31. 'Umkhombe' (The Ship) 

ent from her very thin legs. In a family of so many children, the condition of 
a!so helps people fighting wars. 

32. 'Umakhwenkwe"The Young Boy) 

anper. By this time, his mother and his sister who had gone to the river, entered. 

East London. he worked for an African woman. Mamtob. Although he 

They are also of different shapes and sues. 

r. The quarrel was sparked off by his coming late to work because he had 
34. 'Ukuthembeka' (Faithfulness) 
A certain poor old woman went to the shop to buy a few goods she could affor 
bu), with the little money she had. On her way home, she picked up a R10 note. o and matches. Solani interpreted this as only a preparation for attacking 111n1. 
faithful woman decided not to use the money, but to hand it over to the owner. , he decided to strike first and deliver a blow on the other with a stick. t7carlng 

ath of the police, he quickly left for home. 
35. 'Iinkwenekwezi' (The Stars) When he arrived home, he began to practice agriculture on a wide scale. Wc 
in African society, the different kinds of stars are given different names according ed, planted, harvesting and start selling the crops. Sccing thar Solan1 was now 
when they appear and what they mean to the Africans. For example, the star knoun 
Canzibe appears at the end of May or beginning of June, and is therefore known 
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2. '1i:virnba ka Bhelezabhube' he had to beg for food from her neighbours. And they became upset bccnuhc ol' ihc 

I t  was ii hot Surrday niornrng anti cr-owds of people moved up and down the, 
Mekeni Street of Mdantsane location in East 1,ondon. A young boy of about 12 ye One day, while approaching tlie house of her neighbour, rhzv saw lie!. 

of age ~ ~ a l k c d  slowly, stopping now and then to disturb the swarm of flies wl ng and Nongaliphi, who was cooking meaL at the time, quickly liitl the pot in a 

liclpcd themselves on the heap of' rotten and odorous rubbish which was al ase. After conversing for a long period with her visitor, the pot in the suitcase 

~hrown away by the inhabitants of the location. Ultimately, this boy got into on rnt and Noligaliphi pretended not to know the cause. As Nozenza went from house 

those shabby houses made of zinc. On entering the house, he asked for somethi house asking for food, the people became sick and tired of her. 

eat from his mother. Hc was told where to get bread, but there was none, as the She now adopted a new plan of stealing goats from people's kraals. Ti-11s slrc 

h;kd helped themseives to it. He was then i~istructed to go and borrow 10 cents i'r d her children did at night. They had to cook the meat at night too. i'eople 

ncrghbour so that lie co1.11d buy himself bread. Ai'tcr having eaten the bread, he jo ected this and she decided to stop. At last decided lo go and look for- work 111 

111s I'rlrnds wlio were playing a !robbery game. From there. they were disturbed London where her elder daughter worked . On arrival, tier daughter tried io gel 

Ioiiti quarrcl between Nonlantsani, Nte's mother and Selisa. Since Nte was liv' job. She fortunately got one in Berea Road. 

iiilscrabie IiSc and his rnotliei. Nonlantsani, couldn't afford every meal for the Her duty was to wash clothes. Nozcnza, who had never been i l l  anv town 

cI~citi(;ti to join a group of' boys who worked for Ulophe. Their main duty e ,  did not know how LO wash clothes using the washing board. For- tins rcason. 

;irakc dagga I-011s This ,job came to an elid whcn their boss was arrested, an id not use the washing board she was given. Instcad, she trampled ihc ciothca 

.il',c, had to run I'or their lives. th her fect. 'The girl who worked in the kitchen was shocked to scc t h ~ s  and tried I C  

Hereafter Nte's mottier told him to look for work in town. The work Nt h the older woman. However, Nozenza did not want to listen to hcr. The glrl then 

\\:is tlil'ficult for him and he dccided to leave the place soon after starting. ncd and informed their employer who was at work. She came rrnn~etlintely :rrld 

t:iiristmas day was a bad experience for Nte and Noinsa because .t into tears when she saw the way her clothes were washed. 

m~il-ii:r ;:ouldn't afl'ord to buy rhern new clothes. They tried to show Nozenza her mistake, but she did not want to listen. 

f ?ne night. the boys assembied at a certain spot and burnt tyres in the d ,  she insulted them as she was convinced she was doing the right thing. Skie 

01' tile itreel t o  iictaln cars from passing. At midnight, a strong wirid came and rev ismisscd and told that if she wouldn't leave at once, they would call the police. 

ihc i'irc. The people tried thcir best to extinguish it, but in vain. Fire Sigh wing what would happen when the police come, she decided to leave at oncc. 

{'honed and informed. but they couldn't help either. The  main reason was th On arrival at her daughter's residence, she told them all that took place at 

i.ia:;scs prevented [.her11 frorn going riear the fire. Many people who were v ea. As she had nothing to do now, she was asked to assist her daughter in wasliing - 
? I  , , IL -, tire a i ~ d  broken glasses, were taken to Iiospital. No-one ever mentioned the p ironing clothes. Eventually, she was also crnployed by a white woman nearby. 

rzspcinsihle for the fire, though all knew very well who it was. that day till now, she works in East London and visits her family weekly. 

When Nte r~rrivcd liome, he suggested to his rnother that she should bu 
i ~ o r n  !lie i~iarkct so that he and his sister could sell it in the location. Non itshoni Lingenandaba' 
.~pe~-~rnei l ied with this suggestion, 31111 it really worked. She tried to get a h x months had gone by since Dolakhe Olala, an old man, got 111. His Samrly 

iicense and evcryttiing wcnr well. They all started a new life. When Nte and h ~ s  n him to .various doctors and even witchdoctors but without any 

i?:ivc grown up, tfiey were both prosperous and enjoyed their work. vement. At last, he passed away early one morning in July. I~i~mcdiately af'ter 
ws broke, crowds of people gathered at his home. His neighbour, Diza, wl-io 

3. 'Indlala Inantanyala' d in King Wil l ia~ns Town , arrived on the very same day. 
i3nc of thc plagues that have remained imprinted on the minds of many people is It is a cornmon practice among African people that when a nelghboul- dies. 

1935. During  hat yew. everything, grass, trees and even the crops on the f e gather at that particular home and assist in the preparations for the funeral. 

LVCI.C ravished by ants. No one knew wtierc thc ants came frorn. i\gricultural cxp At this home, it was the same. Young wonien worked from mor-ning t i l l  

tl-lcd tlici: best to fight the ants and ulti~riately inanaged to overcome them. Altho oking, f'etclring water and baking. It is also a custom among Ahicans th:it, 

everything had siarted to regenerate, people were Icft poor and starving. People e days leading up to the funeral, people asscniblc at the deccasecl's liolrie 
N~,,~:nza wlio 11cvcr bothered to plough her fields, severely suffered in this situat d a short scl.nlon every night. 

-- 
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The day of' the fi~ricrlil was Sunday. On Saturday evening, young an ~nself  in improving this school. being assisted by the 11siticip:il. 
ol7ie 3ssc1nblcd i ~ t  tills ho~iic .  4 service was held throughout the night. T o f  Nqaba also i~nproved the rcsulls of this school, but the tcachct-.: 111 tlic 
ually conducted in the presence oC the corpse and everyone is free to partic 
icihcr- by saying 3 stio~-t prayer, by preaching or by leading a hyinn. to become a drinl<er of liquor, so that he should 

On this day, everything happened as is normal. However, a few young spend most of his time preparing school lessons. All this, however. was in vain. 
lo haci drunk beer. tried to cause disorder. This came to an end when one o e is holding a university degree. 

Lisiko' (Custom Is Custom) 

the Weslcyan Church priests, Diza. Various hymns were sung ancl a pr western practices have per~~iea ted  this crlsiom. One o f  thosc westel-11 
i t ] .  iu t]ic end, courageous and sympathetic words were said LO c(1r1 achments 1s the fact that there are cju~te a i~uiiibcr of Xfricnns who takc thc h o y h  

i)iii-iiers. mher of Atl-ic:uis obiecr to such practices. as [hih 
t the practice vi' li:\vtng iiiedicai practitioners tio 

pi:llcs 9 ;  iooci aiid glasses of  drinks were served. All visitors w ght in line with other western influences. 

, and his younger brother. Zolani, S i z ~ ~ k e l e  insisted on taking his son. Andilc I :I 

' t  'nilaba9 -hool stud en^ and used to a we:itern 111ode o f  iil'e), to the ve!dt and not to tlic 

Although the c~rcumcision and his stay in the veldt dtd n o r  prcxcni 
;d c.!ilapidatcd builditigs which nobody. not even the principal, seemed interest. lems, Andile became sick sometime aster he had returned to school. He was 
.!;ov;x!ng. to a SANTA (South African national Tuberculosis Association) hospital wllerc 

as lreated for TB. He had to miss the examinations that year, hut later his heaitl~ 
:.iti,!\,s cs,pccially. lie did not w i n e  to school. 'l'ii~s lef: the children withou 

t-ic nlade preparations of  going to Shawvillc scliool in the district of 
frican. (Many peoplc [hil?k tiha; 
es and thosc owned by bi3ihs., 
to h ~ s  hard working. Ucc;iuse 

was also strlct with the people working I'or liirn, hc felt into ci~siavoui. ~vilil 
ltawvi\!c. 'l'hcsc siudcrrts were dr~nking alcohol. 'Thcy did not succccd to pels people. He was given the name Isiporo Sasavayincki (Isiporo is a ghost). 
iCi;ii>a to d o  ~ i l c  s i ~ ~ n e .  For this, tlicy despised liirn. In most secondary schoo Hc expeclcd o f  both his witk and children to work as hard as he did hiinself. 
l::-i-a. i t  1s nor~nal  [or oiiicr siuder~ts to bully, ill-treat and cveri beat new stud 
Iq;li-,:~ mJ;is also subjected to the 5aIrie treatment at Shawvillc. 

riftel. two "cars o f  training, Nqaha qualified as a teacher. He got a Mgubasi did not trouble hilliself by tracing her. He rcmaiticd work~riy on 
)unra l ~ c a t i o n .  The school hel-e was in the same condition as the one he had ntter r some years. One day, Nanase came back. Slic had beer! LO tier i:;orilzi- ;. 
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[lolnc at ~dutyl,vc. They stayed Loge igllten her. On her way home, somebody was throwing stones at her, slIc 
iilcd. lTrom then onwards, cver>!l~ing changed. All the wealth Mgubasi had nvinced that it was a ghost. 
a c i u l n u l a [ ~ ~ ~ g  for some years. was squandered by Nanase within a few months She ran away as fast as  she could, leaving the buckel there. hornc. 
c\jc;ll, sold the kirrn. 

8" 'Utobaila Un~olokazana Ieadyonase' 
Sobantu lived at :i location called Isolo not far froin East London. H e  was niarri noise made by the child. He scolded his wife. Tills made [hem lo qil:lfl.t'i. 

i )~"jnasc, a woman from I(cr1tawc in the Transkei. They had one child, a boy, w 
tiley Siganeko. Sigancko. He grew up as the only child. 

Sigancko did not proceed far with his schooling. He did not even finis 
the j u n i o r  ccl-tificatc. [t was ilot that Siganeko had no ability. Rather, he saw no p 
, silldying. llIs fatiler was wealthy. When hrs father died, he got ern13l(?yment ived his education at Lovedale Training College in the Ciskcl, 
c\el-k 111 a ccr~aill  \:*w firill. I-ierc. h 
- ~ k , ~ \  fell In iovc. When Ire told his inothcr that he wanted to marry Joban 

inc, iher  opposcj  the on the gl-ounds that Jobana came fro111 a poor family. 
i joN~evcr .  Slr.aneko illarrlcci Jobana against the wishes o i  his In0 

-;iiialc:;o. h i  t~loiller.. Dyontlsc, and Jobana stayed together. Jobnna and Dyona 

logetiler ' ~ i - i ~ s .  of course could have been expected. 
Jobana saw t\]at the oniy 

1 , )  to her rrlalden iiome. But she could not tell this to Sigsneko. S 

ii2ndc :i suiidcniy fejl 111. When taken to a doctor. she would look 1 
presence or tl-,c doclor, but when she went back to the cnrn~non househo 

'.i.i:uid hc serious again. 
f~vcl l tua[ ly,  she was take 

.i,: i ler  maiden home she would be g the dignttarres who were present were pot0 of  Pondo[and, 

,Lbr:olisjv i n  ihls way, her marriage After the funeral. Mxolisi Sandile was installed as 111s succc.ssor 

< I ,  'izinongo Zoborni' 
Is ;I ]l;lbil alrlongs[ Africans to n3m 

i!aughtcr of Nohani alld Jongura. Na 
hi-,)tiler, (jne day while [he two, Na 
called t i ie ln  2nd instructed them to 
t}lcnlsclvcs about w/lat their sister I 

leaslne Iler, bcca~lle  very angry. She chased Illem, but in vain. By the 
.;llc rc~urnc(j.  the meaiics in the pot had burnt. One can identify the different moral and cultural issues raised i n  the hooks 

I , ~ ~ c ~ ,  slle 10 catch hcr brother and beat him. I-Ie threaten 

~vork /lad been (jonc and she chnrzcter arc not either good or bad but complex, one needs debare for :lnd 
LIO and fercl l  water no[ very fro 
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5. The short stories and rhymes can be dealt with by identifying issue 
can he written on or debated. Foi. insiance, on the relationship of a child wit 
hcr pascl~ts, pupils may write essays of brief stories analogous to ones ove 
hcre. The main requirements should be that they identify a particular kind of 
~,Ilich children and parents disagree and then to write a story about what happe 
certain actions arc taken by either the parents or the children. These must deal 
boih male and female roles and not only h-om a male perspective. spective of what the circumstances are in which one has to do so. 

4 L,er the pupils talk or write about the unsafe games children play All these stories and rhymes have elenlents common to other cultul.cs. One 
can happen in the process: on an experience which they had where they explore how people have similar festivals - harvest festivals for exan1~)le - and 

:,bicrvant or attentive enough to 
nal-licular people d o  In their particu 
wtl~cti the gullibiPity of peopic are exploited-as in the animal stories; on dan .s are doing the same but in different ways. 

anllnaist ~nscc~s /  hacrcria. etc.; 

(l:'r,upiis I~avc television available in their area, the teacher should be inf earch the detrimental impact and effects pesticides have had on nature. In addition. 
educatic,nal programmes, especially 
cricouragi: the pupils to watch i t  and talk or write on these.) 

- .  (iiven the level of children's cducational or scientific knowledge, they 
be encouraged to wrlte educational short stories similar to the one on the 
en-~ender~ng an appreclatlon of the interdependence of humanlty and the eco-syst as well as how they interact in society and with the environment. Such dehates 

modern living' may be facilitated too. 

< I  . Make a list of  different ki 
;i!ld :hell let rhc children discuss thes In more advanced classes, one may debate or write on the way in which 

is iInportani that children understan 
~vl,\Jom. Ilowcvcr, i t  1s just ;is imp0 
: 1 ~ ~ 3 i ~ ~ f i ~ t u a t i o n s  for themselves and to lhink for thetnselves and for the bene 
3 ; ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ y  and community. 

I Similar to the 1-hymes and stories which make statements about h s and sculptures which represent real-life objects to various dcgrces. 

pllpils can be encouraged to identify the health hazards in society and then to 
sror-les or poems on these issues. In multi-cultural classrooms, socialising practices which conflict can be 

lled and problematised. Students can either problematise these to work c ~ u l  a 

8. Many of the stories and rhymes can be used to develop the observation which would be accommodating but also be asked about how they can 
description skills of pupils. This will not only raise awareness but also lead modate other cultures in ways that suit each culturc. This would includc 
greater appreciation of the actual environments people live and operate in. ents related to the respect of tradition, parents but also other's own ideals. 

9 .  One can discuss or let pupi In ever? more advanced classes, one can ask students to write essays whicn 
pit-falls of 'learning through experience'. This is a common feature of much or tain metaphors in the literature above. A good example is that of 'man caung 
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man'. Some life situations can be described in terms of which these essays can hand, i t  always providcs the basis for the identity of every human  being, wheri: 
developed. have lost this important resource, it can be instilled again. On the otl,ci- l,:lnii, 

t 1s from the lit~r31-y and rhetorical dev~ccs in these trac\jtions as well  as t l le i r  wisdonl 
16. On the advancement of creativity and synchrony, students can be a pact'llg on diverse themes, that others can be developed. if childrcn develop i l l e l , .  
go out into nature or culturally-defined architecture, built and constructed nking, observation, describing and other skills as llldicated in this r k l c y  Ir-lLly 

such as furniture, crockery and cutlery but also, if available, web-pages and descr 0 fruitfully contribute towards a literature wllich rcmalns I-e lcvanr ,  
rhelr harmony, d~ssonance, ~nteraction with their elements, etc. This would link Frorll dcconstructive perspective, one may add much to these suggeslions, 
with the rhyme on flowers, etc. few mcntioncd, may rnakc some contribution towards the enskilling :,f pcoplc 

3 r d ~  their own traditions but also assist in opening [l Ic  
17. Linking with the rhyme on astronomy, this whole area can be explored prcciation of the traditions and c~ilturcs of others, 

This can be done in terms of the history of astronomy but also in term 
contemporary astronomical discoveries and theories for the even more advanc Depar-tmcrit of Po1itlc:ll S c i c r ~ c ~  
classes. 1Jnivcrsity of Dul-ban-Wcs~~l1]~ 

18. One of the latent elements in many of the stories and rhymes above is 
iact of honesty. When they experience things to be wrong or not conducive to w 
they expect as right and true, many people do not speak out but rather keep s 
.just as worse is when thcy attempt to change their own circumstances or tho 
cjthers through manipulation. Pupils should be taught the ilnportance and liberat 
power of honesty i n  all areas of living. Even when one's own feelings 
perspectives are not accepted, or even when they are later found to have been wro 
the fact that one speaks and voices one's views and not remain silent will 
liheratory or at least advance and contribute to the perceptions in culture 
tradition. 

r central lo many of the stories is also the element of interventionism. Tt.1 
;m arca where pupils can be taught a lot from historical events where the interven 
oi'ccrra~n ~ndivlduais elther had detrimental or positive effects on others. 

Wiicre there are not many resources for some of these exercises, it is incumbent 
the teacher to develop his or her own resources-from newspapers and lnagazines 
exan~ple. The teacher can also encourage pupils to do the same. They may e 
devclop their own portfolios or scrapbooks throughout their lives on themes touc 
on in this literature. 

Conclusion 
The cducatlonal nature of narrative is a universal phenomenon. So too is the fac 
oral tradition, folk- and culture traditions play a role at some point in every pers 
upbringing. The importance of this phenomenon must never be diminished. On 
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La~~si~ndini'. The titles to Merna's two poems do not convey any feelings of nttachnicllt 
to this Gcaleka girl and one would be inclined to think that the poct is referring to , ius~ a 

The African woman in piece of dead wood or any other object. Mema distances himself froin this wonlan aiid 

there IS no ~ndicat io~i  that (he poet attaches any significance to her. Morcovcr. 
Jolobe and Mema's Poems: 'Wabulurv'upi~o Lnwundini' also suggests a sadness and despair which sonic seriitivc 

A Critical Comparison 
ges are skilfully selected to effectively stir a reader's imagination. Conversely, i t  i j  

3l.C. Hsza 
In 'Unnnlhi'. Jolobe-who is generally known for writing poems on sublccts 

ching tone of voice when describing the beauty of the woman. I11 the opening lines ot 

Introduction first verse, for example, the poet evokes images of the most beautiful, solemn and 
ving tlmes of thc day: sunrise and sunsct. He tvritcs: 

Orie oi' thc funct~ons CIS poetry is ro erisure the survival o f  
art in man (sic), to say the most probable things in the [Jhukeka tyerlgerltsusa, 
icast ~ ~ u ~ n b c r  of words, and to make it as fresh in tone as Ekwaznle njengarlzatya 
:lie poct can iJones 1973: 138). Enob~thlr hrnyibibu, 

UNomhi. 

.!ones could not liave iaid it better, for what has inspired me to rnake this analysis of 
lwc1 wl-itess' c;e]ccted poenls is She is as lovely as the rising sun, 

;Les;]lctjc sensitivity an(j AS hunible as sunset, 

ivc,wsb 01' compcisition. Both And as beautiful as the daffodils. 

12eiiilg. 'r],cy each evoke vivid Unomhi. 

i t  .I i3wcuiiar Lrcshness, Thc three poems sclected for this study-Jolobe's 'Unonzhi' 
\!lzrnti'!; '[,fbuj?l~ hrflefi 
ijilesi Xl1osa poems. 1 fee] that 
. r e  ztacril side by side. 

Tills paper intends to glve a critical analysis of' the linguistic and lit 
;ispcc,s eillp[oycd by each poet so as lo rcveal the differences as well as similarit 
ii~cir appi-o:lches and in thelr ob~ectives. 

In contrast. when you look at Mema's two poems in this study, the tone 

Differences 
What Inakcs tllis analysis a stimulating and provocative intellectual exercise i 

diversity of opinion between the two poets in their appreciation of the A fricanness through imbibing Western ways. Mema thus crnploys poetic form5 that 

woinan. BY merely loo e a pungent work of satire. Satire is defined by Abraliams i 1975: !67! ,la :tic 

inlplics feelings love, affe art of diminishing a sub,ject by making it ridiculous and evoking toward.; I [  

&c salnc cannot be 
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The African Wonzatl in Jolobe anti Menla's F ) O L , I ~ I J  

This definition thorout:hly befits Mcma's intentions as illustrated 
Her beautiful physical appearance struck me 

Soilo\v~ng Ilircs takcn from ilis ' i  .!!ilhie betier~e': 
Motionless like a tick, 
Her features exhibited the skill of an architect, 

Ndajong 'eso sqinba sithetha sithule My head throbbed with excitement bursting with emotion. 
Sirhuthumbis'isoka .ribethe ligule 
!Mr~'arzditliethi ngofonoi~orltiso lwebele lelaphu In this context, the poet finds the sight of a Gcaleka girl engaged in her 
c3luqum'i~bu11~brrxar71baxu bebele leizagu- nal chores to be pleasing. Thus the symbol of the bucket of water on the girl's 
Nditlzerhu ngehe~e lenlornbi ingelolahuie. s idealised and such other metaphors are exploited to articulate the poet's 

nal fulfilment and attraction towards her. It should be rcalised that in  most 

I watched her breasts with their silent language, societies '... culture has been used to justify the continued oppression and 

Which pains the lover's heart and makes him sick, alisation of women, and as the rationale for perpetuating negative attitudes and 

Not the fraud of the deceiving cloth ur towards women' (Njoki Wainama 19932). 

Which covers the pig 'dong Rapping udders, Most people would readily agree that, to meet the needs of a society at a given 

But the virgin's breasts. not those of a whore. ture is dynamic and socially constructed. But surprisingly, some of the cultural 
ns can be done away with in some sectors of society while being strictly adhered 

'The positive connotation in praise of the woman in the first two others. For example, among the Xhosa people, changes can be madc in the 

~~~crshadowed by the negative. diminishing and dehumanising image of the ation of the initiation ceremony with regard to men whereas, when it comes to 

:i,JIow~ In the next thl-ce lines. Thcre is nothing appealing about this imager , tradition remains tradition and culture, culture-it never changes! Hence. to 

Li;njurei up the cterogatory attributes that we associate with pigs and the pi , women have to remain eternally locked in stereotyped female roles. While men 

iiehas:our. wallowing in dirt, insatiable greed and the obnoxious stench of g change their own traditions to suit their purposes, the fact that women's traditions 

.iniobe--who uses them in a more romantic context-Mema is capable of exp n the same, may be ascribed to men wishing to keep them in their traditional roles. 

:he senses at his disposal: sight, smell, taste, hearing, and touch. eep this barrier in place, the educated woman in Mema's 'Wabularv'apho 

Mema's two poems reveal a rejection of romanticism and modernity in ndini' is presented as follows: 

~-,i' :raditionalism. s 'isitalato kwidolophu yase Kapa, 
One could argue that Mema finds the sight of the educated African azi ingahambi izibhij'okwequrzgequ. 

::~p~lls~ve. Such a vision appears to rouse in him memories of social immora zimnyama khac'iinwele eqhamile namushiya, 
I:) ihc iiezradation of traditional attributes of beauty. I-Iowever, this pro yileshez'imisebe kuloo mehlw'ang 'ayozela. 
itonder- I I '  the poet feels the same way towards educated men. If not, then 
.ii~rc:~r that he uses double standards in castigating educated women while e was walking down the street of Cape Town, 
c d ~ ~ ~ a t c d  men for embracing Western values. This is evident in Mema's op Twisting her body like a gecko lizard, 
rl-nd~~ion as seen in his 'Ub~ihie henene' in which he writes as follows: With pitch tilack hair with bushy eyebrows, 

Artificial eye lashes moving about on the enticing eyes. 
Ibisuka errllu~~jeni if11)vele ingqayi yarnanzi; 
Uluthi lwcryo ln~ubetlicr ndringumkhnnzi. Yayingentl 'iyiguzu ngomlomo iyingqanga. 

Ynyiklzethu-khethiit~e licizl~le lokubumhn; 
She was as pretty as a gooseberry, 

Yaqcitlanib'irltloko ?,am yujiln 'ukudumba. 
with the mouth coloured in red lipstick. 

The *woman was from the pond carrying a bucket 
e the metaphors employed by Mema may be inferences of ernot~onai 

of water or1 her head. 
ds the woman, any sensitive reader would be sceptical of any such claim 
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age is then reinforced by the metaphor 'mbethe' which symbolises purity and 

known to be used to refer to a woman one admires, is ironic, i.e. if one consid 

Entarzgeni umnumzana waziphosa ebhedini, 
species of reptile. Yaqukeza intokazi ilungiselel'ukuphumla; 

Ncothu zemk'iinwele kwavel'amaqathalala! 
Yalandela imisebe, washiywa luval'umfana. 

cc~mrnenting on the Gcaleka girl in his 'Ubuhle benene', the poet writes: Kanti ezi nwele zintle zarnbuthise lo mqwebedu! 
Kanti le misebe mihle bubuqili bakwamlurzgu! 

Yuyintle nangozwane loo nzwukazi yamandulo ... Bhurzcu aphum'onke amazinyo afakw'ekomityini, 
Yayicwayiz'okwembabala ifanelwe lidombo Washwabana loo mlomo obuncumeza enzini. 
Inguzani namajikazi indalo kuyo iyihombo (e.a.). 

Endaweni yezo mpondo ezidala undileko 
She was pretty from toe, that traditional beauty Kwabhaxaz'iminxeba, arnabel'emaz'ehagu. 
Tiptoeing like a wild animal in its natural habitat, Satyhwephezela isisu kwakusuka iziminxi, 
Without earrings but in her natural beauty. Yalukuzel'imilenze yakuphum'ekukhonxweni. 

The phrases underlined are typical of Mema's perception of the Afri In the bedroom the respected gentleman threw 
woman. The poet thus adopts a conservative outlook that allows for no compro himself onto the bed, 
between tradition and modernity implying Western influence. She went about preparing to rest 

Jolobe's positive portrayal of women, on the other hand, would appear Plucked off her artificial hair, leaving her 
natural hair unattended, 
Followed by the removal of artificial eyelashes 

linomhi'. Jolobe writes: And the young man got frightened. 

lnkwenkwez 'icocekile The star is pure, Is it possible that this beautiful hair is covering 
kwanonzbethe. Nobu bomi As well as the dew. But this purity this hard dry ground! 
abumathwa nobun~~ulu can never be equalled with the innocence And these beautiful eyelashes the deception of the 

KuNomhi. Unomhi. 
The artificial teeth were removed and put in a cup, 
And shrank the mouth that has been attractive 
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Instead of the dignified virgin's breasts, From the above quotations we can infer that both ideophones and 

Flapped the strings of the pig's udders. atopoeia help to depict or imitate, thus dramatising what is being conveyed. Being 

Flapped the stomach after the girdle has been removed, cutely aware of this, Me~na exploits both devices and use them as powerful tools to 

And flapped the legs when relieved from ield his satire, using onomatopoeic expressions like: 

the stockings. 
Kwabhaxazel'iminxebu ... Flapped the strings ... 

Apart from the derisive images Mema employs in these lines, his po Satyhwephezel 'isisu ... Flapped the stomach .... 

imagination, his mastery of language, his well developed sense of humour an Yalukuzel'imilenze ... And flapped the legs ... 

capacity for dramatisation are artistic qualities that cannot be overlooked. Me 
satiric approach, ornamented by the two ideophones, 'ncothu' and 'bhuncu', a Although these appeal to our sense of hearing, the sensation is channelled to 

dramatic touch to the deceitful beauty he is trying to ridicule and provides a disti e visual. nauseating sight of a pig: wild, dirty, stinking, soulless and out of shape. 

emotional appeal to the reader. Ngcongwana (1988:142) says of the power of erogatory as these images may be, one cannot avoid noting the dramatic excellence 

idcophone that i t  '... cannot be readily equalled by a simile, a metaphor o r  any ot hich satire has been conveyed in these lines-with the images worhng in relay to 

conventional figure of speech'. ce meaning. The poet's sense of humour is also evident--especially in the way 

Mcma's genius is seen in his ability to effectively manipulate his material e woman's beautiful breasts are reduced to unattractive and insignificant strings. 
the purposes of satire. The removing of artificial hair and teeth by the woman is re is no doubt that all the onomatopoeic expressions cited above excite the readers 

dralnatically expressed that one cannot help laughing at the humour of it. The idea a sense of humour. 

then complemented by the employment of another powerful oral technique in which Contrary to Mema's attitude towards the educated woman, Jolobe's images are 

satirist uses rhetorical questions to articulate his dismay. He writes: 
icative of his deep feelings for the African woman in general--educated or 
itional. Compare the following line from Jolobe's poem with Mema's lines abovc: 

Karzti ezi nwele zintle zambathise lo mqwebedu. 
Abubus 'tnazwi akhe. Her speech is as sweet as honey. 

Is it possible that this beautiful hair is covering 
this hard dry ground! Instead of nauseating images, Jolobe presents us with a honey-like sweetness. 

s exploiting the vivifying and appetising element that elicits salivation from the 
The metaphor 'umqwebedu' provides images that would not be associ The image appeals to the sense of taste and the reader may imagine the woman 

with beauty, for they suggest a barren, neglected and arid piece of land-thus n g with beauty, warmth, purity and innocence. The reader feels that Jolobe does 
the woman's beauty. Similarly, the expression 'Washwabanu loo mlomo ...' nly sympathise with the woman but empathise with her as well. 
images that transform the woman from a beautiful and elegant lady into an old gr Mema sounds like an educated man who has suddenly become highly aware of 
with ;I shapeless mouth. ecessity for his race to preserve its own culture and identity. Although the wisdom 

Mema9s capacity for dramatisation is magnified by his employment of ano is cannot be disputed, one wonders why he deliberately picks on women as being 
powerful oral technique, onomatopoeia, which is closely related to the ideophone. sponsible for the preservation of African tradition. Are men exempt frorn this 
definition that Doke (1927:255) gives to the ideophone supports this relationship simply because they are innocent by virtue of being men? 
'... [the ideophone] is a word, often onomatopoeic, which describes a predica 
respect of manner, colour, sound or action'. Cole (1955:370) takes this view fur 
when he distinguishes between the two forms as follows: 

ugh the tones as well as structure of the poems differ, they share certain qualities. 
Although comparable to a certain extent with the onomatopoeia of Europ first similarity is that both poets are highly selective in their use of words. Suffice i t  
Languages, there is this important distinction: idiophones are descriptiv ay that they both draw on the same materials and sources and utilise similar 
sound, colour, smell, manner, appearance, state, action or intensity, whe niques in their use of irnages. For example, both poets develop their insights 
onomatopoeia are descriptive of sound only. 
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through series of unmistakable correlations and their images display a link betwee ma further writes as follows: 
human being and the environment. In this, they are in agreement with Jones (I  
holds the view that '... a good poet does observe the surrounding world and Yandiphendiila ngembeko ngelizwi elikuphola. 
finds instances in it reflecting a personal interpretation of experienced reality'. Com 
the following lines from Mema's poem with those of Jolobe: She replied respectfully with a soft voice 

Yanele kundikrwaqula yavumela ghantsi, 
Ndibetlzwe ngumbane umzimba wanenkantsi; 
Loo nlehl'atshawuzayo anga zizabhokhwe, Unohloni rgengocwethe, 

Ilmzirnba wathuthumela uzele ziintlantsi (Mema). Uhlonel'ikhaya lakhe (Jolobe). 

She just glanced at me and responded quietly, She is as shy as a small mouse, 
I was struck by lightning and my body cramped, She respects her home. 

The flashing of the eyes were like cracking whips, 
My body shook, sending out crackles. One can clearly see that a woman in this society is regarded as a second class 

mber. Maleness is the norm, while femaleness is a deviation from the norm. It is 

Uhukeka njengentsasa, rtunate that this kind of injustice is also propagated by Christianity. This explains 
Ekwazole njengorhatya, Mema is so critical of the woman who confidently walks down the street, thus 

Enobuhle benyibiba, ibiting character traits of those women who refuse to be limited by conventional 
Unomhi (Jolobe). 

She is as lovely as the rising sun, 
As humble as sunset, 
And as beautiful as the daffodils, onclusion, it is evident that the two poets' viewpoints and attitudes towards the 

Unomhi. n woman differ remarkably. This is evident from especially the linguistic 
ations of the words they use. Notwithstanding Mema's derogatory representation 

Both poems exhibit similarity in the way the presentation takes advant omen, his satirical excellence is cause for admiration. 
1:aried African as well as European influences. Jolobe, as described by Sirayi (198 The role of a poet in society is '... to help us discover ourselves, teach us who 
is a country poet for whom rural images are not only pleasures or sources of sy e, where we come from and help us redefine our culture from time to time' 
part of a necessary way of living'. This description fits Mema very well too. D ahlele 1986). Mema, like most artists, seems to be totally committed to fulfilling 
diversity of opinion, one readily notices an element of similarity in the two poe le. Unfortunately, he does this by refusing to reconcile himself to the inevitable 
that an African woman has to impress a man by overt obedience. This idea is e tegration of cultures that used to be self-sufficient before the advent of alien forccs 
in the African traditional mode of life. The following lines portray this idea: outh Africa. Culture and tradition as defined by Malange (1993), '... is the 

servation of one's right, identity, self respect, place in society, one's belief etc.'. 
Yajonga pharnbili le nzwakazi ngenzolo; ever, no culture is ever static and closed to influence and change. All culture is thus 
Lwang 'uthabatheko lwarn lolornhla nezolo (Mema). and dynamic, seeking to preserve that which is good in it, and to challcnge that 

h is not fundamental or essential to its needs. As a dynamic entity then, any part~cu- 

The beautiful lady looked ahead with dignity, lture influences and in turn is influenced by other cultures i t  comes in contact with. 
My love madness was something she was used to. n our day and age, i t  is nearly impossible to always distinguish what is exclusively 

can culture from, say, European culture in every aspect and mode of life 
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This is evident in  the structure of his poems in which the elements of the E 
satiric tradition arc fused wiih his oral legacy. Unfortunately, he does not allow he Condition of the Native': 
appears to be entertaining the cosy idea that male experience is the standard of hu 
experience. 

To get a clearer perspective of the lund of comparison this article dealt wi ~ V O U S  Conditions 
Ngugi wa Thiong'o's (1 98 1 ) words may be most appropriate: 'How we see a thing 
even with our eyes-is very much dependent on where we stand in relation to it'. 

ershini Bhana 

[She] lived the backbreaking life of all black people in 
South Africa. It was like living with permanent nervous 
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M.A. Thesis. Unisa. 
Sartre, in the Preface to The Wretched of the Earth summarises Fanon's 

ent that the native manifests a nervous condition, introduced and maintained by 
ttler colonial with the native's consent. This statement follows a discussion of 

only after she had written Nervous Conditions. But her post-novel choice of 
as brilliant in that her work takes up where Fanon leaves off to elaborate on 
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dis-ease causing slaves to run away, or dysaeslhesia aethiopis, "'hebetude of nilnd 
d obtuse sensibility of [the slavc's] body"' (Gilman 1985:138). 

(1nis)appropriated to justify further colonial aggression. Furthermore, Dangarein Fanon undercuts these racist narratives by also talking about the processes 
overt linking of her novel through its title with Fanon's texts makes her work a s 
noisy conversation, not only 'between individual psychology and colonial pol 

somatic experiences are separated from colonial/national politics. 
The Fanonian claim that all natives demonstrate a nervous co 

the African diaspora is integral to the very definition of blackness for the crazy, eak to the constitution and consequences of blackness. 
eased black functions as Other to the sane, rational, universal, white Subject. 
emotional black can only operate outside of modernity due to the inability of 
mind to function wlthin the parameters of rationality, the most fundame h we manifest our ill-health. Central to the novel is a discussion of food and the 
requirement for civilization. g disorder of anorexia and bulimia that Nyasha develops. I discuss the dynamics 

nd this particular nervous condition in a longer version of this paper. The rest of' 
article will focus on several of the negot~ations that thc characters in tile novel 

mpt arountl various overlapping discourses and the dis-eases they can ~~esult  In. 

1 Black with Dirt 

[Olur mission is to bring them up to the same 
equipoise, and may suffer mental alienation from influences and a developmental level as us, to help them learn the 
which would not affect a race mentally stronger (Gilman 1985:140, European way. If we could just teach them to wash every 

day and to make sure than they're clean, then we've done 
Miller's scientific definition of the native as mentally weaker than the white something good--even if  they don't know that one and 

one equals two (Mariana Potgieter in Gevisser 1997:34). 

It was late afternoon. I had just got done with the compulsory hockcy 
e, and I was wearily waiting for the school bus, standing a little apart from thc 
girls who were making plans for 'jolling' this weekend. A group of black 

genetic propensities towards insanity, thereby providing white communities wi 

and then resumed when the men and women moved out of ear-shot. 'Dirty 
', one of them said. 'They all smell so bad'. They glanced my way. I turned mj 
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head again so as not to meet their eyes. But as those words echoed throughout rns home often with little other than a plastic bag containing soap, a toothbrush 
body, I noticed how often I had lieard them before, how natural the coupling of toothpaste (Dangarembga 1988:9). His appearance is a physical snarker of his 
and blackness was in the imperial landscape of South Africa. The black body privilege, of his greater proximity to the ideal of the modern white man. 
,~lways descr~becl as Inherently filthy, black with dirt. Dangarembga careful Tarnbu hopes for a similar bodily transfor~nation when she finds out she is 
navigates this disciplinary overdetermination, denaturalising the poetics of dir g to be educated at the Mission after her brother's death. She desires to leave 
hygiene so central to the British colon~al  imaginings of the African. nd her thick-skinned feet that 

Anne McClintock ( 1  995:226) talks of how 
had hardened and cracked s o  that the dirt ground its way in but could not he 

[plurification rituals prepare the body as a terrain of meaning, organ washed out ... the corrugated black callouses on [her] knees, the scales on 

flows of value across the self and the community and demarc [her] skin that were due to lack of oil, the short, dull tufts of malnourished 
boundaries between one community and another. hair (Dangarembga 198858). 

Cui!ur-ally spccific practices of hygiene become a way of defining the body, with t expects to 'find another self, a clean, well-groomed, genteel self ... '  
i,iui:kness o i  dirt demarcat~ng the African from the clean whiteness of the itriper garembga 1988:58f, e.a.). One of the first acts she thus undertakes upon her 
..ell, Evldcncc of the Ai'r~can's 'filth' is the blackness of her skin as. with an im a1 at the mission is a hot bath, in which she soaps herself three times. 
;ligii~ of I-iand. the 'blackness' of dirt blurs into the racialised blackness of Othc Yet Tambu, unlike Nhamo. questions the blurring of blackness as dirt into 
~ilac'kness becomes '21 world of universal dirt and filth, and indigenous practice . Her shifting narrative perspectives provide an interesting commentary on dirt. 

!,Sdily preparation and sanitation ... the inverse of "civilized" hygiene' (B continually links the physical appearance of her family with their poverty and not 

i991,: 193). Racial blackness is rir~nly coupled with dirt. The racialisation of their lack of hygiene. Her skin is scaly due to the lack of oil, her hair is not 
cr~at.,lcd rhc racialisation of the lower classes in Victorian England whose phy ected as much as malnourished. Her parents d o  not bathe every night as they lack 
!;ib,;tir nnci uhscilucni coarse appitarance was attributed to their genetic proximit or plumbing and all water has to be laboriously fetched from thc river in heavy 

ihc African savage. Manual labour- thus is further racialiscd; to work with one's h 
:s io g ~ t  dirty which is to l?c black which is to he dirty. 'To clean furlc Tambu further counters colonial claims of the inherent filthiness of 
L.ynunymi~usly with to whitenito civilisel to bc of a higher class. Such po nous peoples by shattering open the mythic connections of whitenessiwhite-like 

n;isiii~i;.lginings lead iocal colonla1 powers and Rhodesian m~ssionaries, as eanliness. She states: 
j; '~~i!jpi;, 10 SLreSS llygienic training in the violent creation of thc 'good native'. 

Nhanio. Tambu's brother illustrates a native who seems to have inter The absence of dirt was proof of the other-worldly nature of my new home. 
ilic !-ollapsing of the 'blackness' ol' dirt with the 'blackness' of race. After I knew, had known all my life, that living was dirty and I had been 
tl,e Mission whcrc wcstern practices of hygiene are stressed, he find disappointed by the fact ... Yet at a glance it was difficult to perceive dirt in 
univiiling to rake ihe bus to the homestead due to the stench and dirt of its o Maiguru's house. After a while, as the novelty wore off, you began to see 

oci:upants. I-ic wishes to avoid that the antiseptic sterility that my aunt and uncle strove for could not be 
attained beyond an illusory level ... (Dangarembga 1988:700. 

travelling by bus because ... the women srnelt of unhealthy reprodu 
odours. the children werc inclined to relieve their upset bowels on the bu says, is everywhere. N o  amount of white 'civilization' can eliminate its 

< ~ n d  the inen gave off strong aromas of productive labor ... [Further mo 
bus tcsn~inus was made up off] pale dirty tuckshops, dark and dingy I I find it significant that the western instruments of hygiene, such as the tollct 

(Dangarembgn 1988: i 0. ush, which function at beginning of the novel as symbols of affluence. 
and progress, later come to be described as instruments of Nyasha's 

EIis ostensible d~sda in  for dirt translates into a disdain for the black peasant. N ion. The toilet in which Tambu is initially afraid to wash her menstrual rags 
body, on thc other hand, has been transformed/whitened by imperial body ritual of dirtying it, becomes parasitic (Sugnet 1997:43). It leaves Nyasha 
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home. is used by Nyasha to help her vomit (Dangarembga 1988:190). Nyash 
uses the hegemonic discourse of hygiene which attempts to erase the black bo 
literally erase herself. o signifying systems collide. 

Tambu goes on to depict indigenous rituals of hygiene that help d Babamukuru first suggests the wedding at the &re when they are discussing 
family's recent misfortunes. Jeremiah suggests a 'traditional' solution to the 

arrived. She describes with detail the ritualistic bathing and laundry that roblems; calling in a medium to perform a 'cleansing' ceremony complete with bcer 
nd sacrificial ox. The christianised Babamukuru, the patriarch of the family, 
iolently vetoes this suggestion of calling in a 'witchdoctor' (Dangarembga 
988:146). Instead, he states, 'rather than say [these problems] are the result of an 

sed accordingly ...' (Dangarembga 1988:146-7). In this scene we see two systems 
elief set in opposition to one another, with one having the structural authority to 

by 'manipulating the semiotic space around the commodity' (McClintock 1995: uppress and erase the other. 

Nervous Conditions goes further to point at the existence of d Babamukuru echoes the colonial assault on our traditional ways of knowing 

practices around western hygiene products. The Shona practice of smearing the world in his attempt to superimpose Christian morality on the Shona belieh of. 
with fat. a practice vilified by colonial authorities as uncivilised and dirty, consti 
a perfect example. Vaseline, ever-present in all southern African stores, enabl missions and at the schools. Indigenous healers were reduced to uncivilised vesti- 
continuation of this practice under the guise of the sanctioned consumption of goo 
Tambu. after washing for church in the Nyamarira, describes how she 'rubbed a lo 

oiled body, appropriating a western commodity whose consumption was link 
imperial rituals of hygiene. This kind of adaptation and re-appropriation of pro 

ony. The wedding ceremony is supposed to cleanse Tambu's parents of sin. As 

misinterpreted as hygienic substances ...'. 
Such reinterpretations demonstrate a crucial method of resistance t Sin had become a powerful concept for me ... I could see it. It was defirzitely 

black, we were taught. It had well-defined edges, and it ... worked like a 
predatory vacuum, drawing the incautious into itself and never letting them 
out. And now Babamukuru was saying that this was where my parents were, 
which meant myself and my sisters too. I could not associate myself or mine 

racist narratives. with sin so I smothered my misgivings in literal interpretations ... 
(Dangarembga 1988: 150-1, e.a.). 

2 A Cleansing or a Wedding: The Better Cure 
Nervous Conditions develops on numerous other fronts, indi of her world where the missionaries prescribe certain behaviour and all she 
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erl legitimate existence in this world' (Dangarernbga 1988: 1631. Lucia, Tambu's 
oE her parents and her family implied by the idea that their non-Christian union nt, seems unenthusiastic. She insists only that they carry off the wedding ceremony 

s not matter one way or the other. She remains apathetic, this wedding ccremony 
acts that actually erase them and deny their reality. These cognitive spiittings, and one inore thing she has to endure. Only later, just before the most serious onset of 
attempt to synchronise the two systems, one of which refuses to find value in her nervous condition when she does not eat or d o  anything, does she admi( hcr 
other, cause Tarnbu to short-circuit, to experience her own nervous condition. feelings of shame, anger and resentment. She, 
cannot reconcile the amhiguitles: 'I Ihad thought that ambiguities no longer exist 
had thought that issues would clearly continue to be clearly deiiniited [Babamukuru] says this and we jump. To wear a veil, at my age, to wear a 

veil! Just imagine--to wear a veil. If I were a witch I could enfeeble his 
mind, truly I would do it, and then we would see how his education and his 
money helped him (Dangarembga 1988: 184). 

S o  who wants this wedding and why? The colonial conversations around 

ibalism" ... promoting policies that "bolstered the waning authority of African 
Ignoring her (Dangarernbga 1988: 166). iefs and headmen"' (Schmidt 1990:623). These patriarchs constituted the crucial 

k in the system of indirect rule, simultaneously being coerced by British authorities 
I-i'er body, left behind on the bed, enacls a resistance in its passivity, in its refusa 
participate in a ritual that would negate it. Not only does her mind split from 
body but her mind fragments. Her mind 

them to control the mobility and sexuality of Afiican women. Hence, numerous 

fragmentation of her mind due to her inability to reconcile the two opposing wo 
views she encounters. This reconciliation proves especially difficult for her as t unless registered. It was the husband's responsibility to register the marriage 
wcsrern progressive lens she has put her faith in, attempts to relegate her famil cohabitation and if he failed to d o  this, he  could be fined ten pounds or 
beiicfs, customs and existence to spectres of primitivism. oned with or without hard labor for up to three months. If the husband failed ro 

ion, men married under Christian rites could be prosecuted for bigamy, The 
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Jesuit and Wesleyan Methodist missionaries were also involved, requiring that etu Ketrak (1995:70) talks of this alienation in his article 'This Englishness will 

... [tlhe entire process of schooling from girlhood into adolescence, the 
inculcation of British values, leads to the experience of rrlultiple 

married i n  western ceremonies. Ile also has tremendous pressure from the missi marginalities-from the colonizer's culture, from one's own people, even 

ries whose acceptance of him as headmaster is contingent on his adoption from one's own voice as it articulates English and other 'Torgotten' and 
consciously re-memoried tongues. 

of indigenous cuslo~~ls and beliefs leave hirn with little choice but to prescribe 
C111-ist1an weilding ceremony that no one seems to really want. The Christian we 
alsci enables h1n1 to ensure that Jeremiah does not have sexual relations with ginalised from and caught between contradictory, fragmenting wor(1)ds (Gurr 

sincc Jeremiah, ai'tcr rhe ccremony, can be prosecuted for polygamy. In this way 1:28). This marginalisation is part of a complex process whereby the child is both 

can control not just thc bcliaviour of his brother. but of 1,ucia who eventually lea tred due to the powcr and prestige of an English education and contradictorily 

the hon~eslcad to work where Babamukuru finds her a job. rginalised due to this centring. Thus Tambu, for example, is centred as the star 

But to read the wedding as merely an abandonment of indigenous belie 

... I ran over to the pitch. They all saw me coming ... I saw [Maidei] stop 
with the ball in her hands to point me out to the others, but as I ran on to the 
field they were cool and silent. They ignored me (Dangarembga 1988: 187). 

Sacred Heart, she is one of six exceptional black students who despite the 

rent reasons) and simultaneously marginalise and ostracise them. 
Dangarembga is careful not to overlook the gender dynamics involved in the 

tion of the children to receive a British education. Males need to be educated 
, primarily due to the southern-African colonial state's desire to create a tier of 

ix:pniiing with the primitive. The 'modern' and 'traditional' are seem 60 e 
~.:rrl~iltancous!q.. interrupting each other in a cruel diaspora conversation. 

3 iMe as the Sublimate-Education 

nus that enables him to go to the Mission for school. The 'fundamental 

against the education's alienating effects, against the nervous conditions it cngend 
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surprisingly received the same level of western education as Babamukuru. S condition of 'otherness' that affects \vonicn everywhere. Nyasha's statement 
however, unlike Babamukuru, keeps silent about her academic achievemen strates her own growing sense of helplessness and ineffectuality-she cannot help 
enabling the community to contrnually de-emphasise and overlook them w r mother or hcrself 'break out'. Nyasha recognises and is damaged by thc pattcrn 01- 

aggrandising her husband's achievements. Tambu, on learning that Maiguru ily self-erasure and infantilisation that constitutes her mother's condition. 1,ater In 
Master's Degree states in astonishment, 'I thought you went to look e novel, Nyasha physically re-enacts this erasure and infantilisation by disappearing 
Babamukuru . .. That's all people ever say' (Dangarembga 1988: 101). When she te r body's female curves. After five days, Babamukuru brings 'home' a slightly 
this to Maiguru, she sees Maiguru's bitterness for the first time. "'That's what th anged Maiguru. This Maiguru does not use baby-talk as frequently and fusscs over 
like to think 1 did", she continued sourly. The lower half of her face, and only t er family less. To a limited extent, she reverses the process whereby she sublimates 
lower half, because it  did not quite reach the eyes, set itself into sullen line erself, voicing her opinion more often. Yet her nervous condition, though alleviated, 
discontent' (Dangarembga 1988:101). Maiguru's bitterness indicates her diffi mains fundamentally unaltered. 
accepting her gendercd role-she. like Tarnbu's mother and Lucia, senses ma Babamukuru, as the first male child in the family to recclve ;I Brltish 
contradictions and injustices. Maiguru attributes her ability to see the contra ation, becomes the patriarch who makes the final decisions concernrng the 
of her situation to her stay in England which gives her a vantage point from rly, as demonstrated in the wedding incident. Tambu's grandmother mythologlscs 
analyse and critique patriarchy: 'What it is ... to have to choose between abamukuru's entry into the ranks of the educated colonial elite i n  a styliscd retelling 
security. When I was in England I glimpsed for a little while the things I could history (while Maiguru's entry is forgotten). Babamukuru's mother speaks of how 
been, the khings I could have done if-if-if things were-different-But ...' (Dangar e 'walked ... with Babamukuru, who was nine years old and wearing a loin cloth, to 
1988: 101 ). Maiguru can be said to occupy a location similar to that of what e mission, where the holy wizards took him in' (Dangarembga 1988: 19). The 
JanMohamed (1992:97) calls the specular border intellcctuai, the exile w ortance of the grandmother's oral history lies in its multiple meanings. It shows 
'interstitial cultural space' provides her with a position from which to sc faith that many people put in colonial education as a way of circumventing 
cultures in order to formulate othcr utopian possibilities of societal perial racialisation and its accompanying oppression. Education, for many, offered 
Maiguru however, proves unable to articulate and follow through on these u e promise of escape from the Fanonian superstructure of whiteness w~th  wealth and 
possibilities. She quickly reverts back to a narrative of feminised self-sa ackness with poverty. The grandmother's faith resonates po~gnantly as I hear 
tclling Tambu that 'a good man and lovely children ... make it all worth hoes of my own illiterate grandmother talking to me in a language I no longer 
!Dringarcmbga 1988:102). Onc sees here the collusion between the 'co derstand about how important it was that I did well at school. 
ideology of separate racial "development" in Rhodesia [that] guarantees min But Tambu's grandmother's romanticised re-telling of her decision is also a 
inkcrfcrencc with [Uabarnukuru's] power as Shona patriarch' and discourse g of the strategic decision she is forced to make in a world with few options. 
'masculine sexuality ... affirmed by his ability to capitalise his family within a ry she cloaks in the language of the 'fairy-tale' (Dangarcmbga 1988: 19), of 
Rhodesian econorny' (Thomas 1992:28). This combination subsume Mai ess and the prince' (Dangarembga 1988: 18) is one of enforced black male 
vision of  her potentiality as a Shona woman, straining her nerves. or on the farm and in the mines, while children and women were relegated to 

Maiguru eventually snaps under the pressure, leaving Babamukur en rural homesteads to eke out an impoverished living which grew even more 
temporarily stay with her brother and his family. Nyasha contextualises Maig rived in order to sustain the 'wizards' ... riches and luxury' (Dangarembga 
departure: 8:18). It is a story of treachery and black magic, peopled by the ghosts of ~ h c  

ona, Tonga, the Ndebele displaced from their lands, by spectres of children and 
But it's not that simple, you know, really it isn't. It's not really hi d-up women relegated to barren outposts where nothing ever grows. and by the 
know. I mean not really the person. It's everything, it's everywhe antoms of men killed in the gold-mines and white farms. Her oral I~istory is no 
where do you break out to? You're just one person and it's everywher ry-tale, but rather an attempt to live with her choices within this haunted social 
where do you break out to? ... (Dangarembga 1988:174). dscape of colonialism. 

The grandmother's story offers us a glimpse of the traditional ways of 
Nyasha, in a moment of acute identification with her mother, articulates not on1 ucating children, of passing on agricultural skills and historical memory. It enacts 
plight of the native woman under a colonial rule that reinforces Shona patriarchy lternative model of learning that breaks with the stereotypes of Shona life as one 
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concerned only with physical survival. It demonstrates that education does not these rich, literary texts and their function of silencing and sublimating her vulcc. 

grandmother's story is a history lesson: 

d-woman in Rochester's attic, symbolically produce a hegemonic Rcal, whcre 

rest, the beginning of the story, a pause. 'What happened after, Mbuya, 
ason and inclination [are] not at odds', where the painful contradictions of colonia- 
in recede into the background (Dangarembga 1988:93). Tambu does not respond 
this sublimation by advocating an abandonment of the written and a romanticiscd 
turn' to the oral. Instead Nervous Conditions is her attempt to 'tell' thc story of the 

of my grandmother's own portion of history strung together from begin ur women she loves and their men-she positions herself to write the oral, to put 
to end (Dangarembga 1988: 17f). 

sh on the textual body of Othered experiences. She attempts to 'insert herself' into 
colonial 'cognitive map' overdetermined by 'all the things ... read ... (by] 

?'lie grandmother thoroughly integrates the passing on of tribal and personal me 
with the physical labor of cultivating food. This is unlike colonial education 

erything that you're taught' (Dangarembga in George & Scott 1993:312). 
Nervous Conditions continues this discussion of British colonial education, 

te;lchcs a virulent disdain for racialised manual labor, while valorising intellect 
labor that is deemed inherently white. Nhamo demonstrates these effects when 

cultivation of food. He would rather spend his time reading. 'He would drink 

them. In the history lesson with the grandmother, the rhythm of learning echoes 

consequences of divorcing the physical from the mental are made clear, for exa ly confronts the 'barrier' of race that no amount of assimilation or education 
in Nyasha's obsession to only teach and nourish her mind while her body starves 

Dangarembga juxtaposes the orality of Tambu's grandmother's hi 
lessons with the textuality of British education. The production of an imperial 
of knowledge cannot be separated from its production of written texts. Reference 
these texts such as Wind in the Willows, Lady Clzatterley's-Lover, Little Women 

inakes overt the power relations embodied in and perpetuated by these texts, op ted patriarch by carefully narrating Babamukuru's ambivalence at playing 
tile predominant position that such texts occupy. She eloquently states: 

Babamukuru did not want to leave the mission ... [but] to decline would 
have been a form of suicide ... he had no alternative but to uproot himself 
for a period of five years in order to retain the position that would enable 

and inclination were not at odds. It was a centripetal time, with me a him, in due course, to remove himself and both his families from the mercy 
center. everything gravitating towards me. It was a time of sublimation of nature and charitable missionaries. My grandmother thought the children 
rrle as the sublimate (Dangarembga 1988:93). would be better off at home ... But Babamukuru, remembering how difficult 

life was on the homestead, did not want his children to experience the want 
Dangarembga places the voice of the unaware young Tambu alongside the and hardship that he had experienced as a young child. In addition, he pre- 
more politically astute Tambu, thereby exposing both the pleasure involved in 
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ferred to havc his children with him so he could supervise essential thing an elitism based on his proximity to whiteness/Britishness-and not as an actual 
such as their education and their development (Dangarembga 1988: 14). forgetting. She is unable to conceive of an actual forgetting. 

Thus when her friends at the Mission entreat her not to forget thcm when at 
This passage shows him to be riddled with contradictions, wanting the materi red Heart, she thinks, 
benefits that accompany the position of the colonial elite, yet not wanting 
experience the accompanying alienation. One sees him wanting to be free of th Don't forget, don't forget, don't forget. Nyasha. iny mother, my friends. 
missionaries' manipulation, while believing in the colonial discourses of 'progress' Always the same message. But why? If I forgot them. my cousin, my 
Christianity and a western education that removes him from the homestead mother, my friends, I might as well forget myself. And that, off course, 
Babnmukuru thus suffers from nerves stretched tight as he attempts to negotiate th could not happen. So why was everybody so particular to urge me to 
different colonial discourses and spaces that provide him with a limited power an remember? (Dangarembga 1988: 188). 
that always relegate him to the object of fear, desire and subjugation. 

t as Dangarembga develops throughout the novel, it is possible to forget oneself. 
We hardly evcn laughed when Babamukuru was within earshot, beca sublimate one's identity so thoroughly that the self only erupts episodically as 
Maiguru said, his nerves were bad. His nerves were so bad because he 

nerves. Indeed, a few pages later, Tambu talks about being so busy with exotic 
so busy. For the same reason we did not talk much when he was aroun 

uages, games like hockey, nuns and reading that she rarely remembers her family 
either (Dangarembga 1988: 102). her friends (Dangarembga 1988:195f). Only upon the deterioration of Nyasha's 

condition, and her mother's warning of the danger of Englishness does Tambu start The physical distancing required of 'black hermits' mirror an intern 
distancing from one's indigenous community, what Dangarembga throughou o realise that her collective identity is not natural, but can be forgotten. 

.'~eri;ous Conditions cails 'forgetting'. The idea of 'forgetting' is a complex one sinc 
Was I being careful enough? I wondered. For I was beginning to have a to hrgct assumes the existence of an authentic, cultural body of memory. Access r 
suspicion ... that I had been too eager to leave the homestead and cmbrace this body of memory often is naturalised, giving rise to stereotypic definitions o 
the 'Englishness' of the mission; and after that the more concentrated what black people know or can do. Dangarembga subtlely intervenes by recirculati 

the :rope of forgetting and remembering one's identity, showing its differe 'Englishness' of Sacred Heart (Dangarembga 1988:203). 

resonances with different characters. 
Tambu's idea of her community and identity begins to move away from a We are introduced to 'forgetting' as a consequence of British educatio 

aturalised one which exists no matter what, towards more of an 'imagined 
early on in the novel. Nhamo, on his first visit 'home' from the Mission, 

community', where relations are sustained by active acts of identification and 'forgotten' how to speak Shona. His amnesia makes sense given colonialis 
coalition around historical, political, and cultural circumstances. This conception of systematic devaluation of the cultural memory of black peoples. Nhamo's forgetti 
community and identity is closer to the one held by Nyasha. Nyasha, as a second how to speak Shona reflects his physical distancing from the rural community as 
generation black colonial elite, schooled in Britain, cannot assume a naturalised 

3s h ~ s  attempt to distance himself from the painful processes of racialisation. 
relation to any community. While in England, she forgets how to speak Shona and Fanori (1967:38) states, '[tlo speak a language is to take on a world, a culture' and 
struggles to re-learn it .  Her Shona classmates ostracise her, "'She thinks she is strategically forgetting the language, Nhamo is trying to forget the devalued world 

the homestead. white", they used to sneer, and that was as bad as a curse' (Dangarembga 1988:94). 
They do not like her English, 'because it is authentic and [her] Shona, because it is 

He had forgotten how to speak Shona. A few words escaped haltin not' (Dangarembga 1988: 196). 

ungrammatically and strangely accented when he spoke to my mother, Nyasha does not want to forget. She reads not to sublimate herself but to 

he did not speak to her very often any more .... The more time Nhamo sp ituate and re-member herself within a larger context of modernity and its tenors. 

at Babamukuru's, the more aphasic he became ... (Dangarembga 198852 
She read a lot of books that were about ... real peoples and their sufferings: 

Tambu is careful to expose Nhamo's aphasia as cultivated, as a ploy to consolid the condition in South Africa, which she asked Maiguru to compare with our 
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own situation and ended up arguing with her when Maiguru said we were muscular tension is set free' (Fanon 1967:54). The tcrror of raci;ll and gctldcrcd 
better off. She read about Arabs on the easl coast and the British on the imaginings combine to form a lethal combination that traps the nativc, iliaking 
west; about Nazis and Japanese and Hiroshima and Nagasaki. She had h idhe r  feel silenced, disen~powered and ineffectual. Rut this is such a ilctpcless :~nd 
nightrnares about tliese things ... hut she carried on reading just the same .... painful discursive place for me to end with; wc nceil hcaiing. 
Shc wantcd to know many things: ... the nature of life and relations before Tarnbu's nioiher indirectly providcs 1.1s with iiath towards a cure hi- ilic 
colonisation, exactly why UDI was declared and what it meant native's nervous conditions. 'IJpon t~caring of Nyasha's self-stasvat~on ~ i n i i  pul-gl~lg, 
:Dangarembga 1988:93). she insists that "'li's thc Englishness" .... "It'll kill thein ail i f  tiley arzn't carefllln' 

(Dangarembga 19SX:202). She asserts that one cannot expect anyone, not e\.erl tlic 
Ny;~slra, as Dangarenlbga states, 'does not have anything to forget: she simply do stors to stoi~~ach so much Englishness-th;~~ tile Er~glishiiess tiiat 1s iirnking 
riot kr~ow' (Wilkerson 1990:191). Her relationship to a black, African identity has .ha sick is the Englishness that contaminates and ndvcrscly effects all of' Sheila 
hc 1;;iinstakingly forged and negotiated; she irnplodes the myths of natural, authen ety, from the ancestors to the children. Tainbii's mother's diagnosis filiils 
cotiiinunities that cannot be forgotten. Rather, she re-members blackness, one resonance with Paula Mcdeiros (1992:12) when hc says that '[ilmplied in the notioi: 
pi~:intorn limb at a time, redefining 'blackness' as the painful inscription of nleanin of [the native's] dis-order ... is the possibility of a rupture ol' csiabiished orticl-, 
01110 ~.cs~stant bodies. initially at the individual level "out . . .  increasingly marc so at the societal level'. Thus 

ru'yasha points towards the impossibility of a single, authentic blac English colonialism, hu~tressed by certain Shona patriarchs, is seen as the I-e:ii 
-oixir-r~unity Tor the post-colonial subject. Trinh Minh-lia defines authenticity '... as disorder anti society's illness rnust bc cured bcforc the native (;an bc health);. Tile 
iiceii to rely o n  an "und~spured ongin", [that] is prey to an obsessive fear: that o ollly curt therefore has to be independence. As Hill (1995:79) succinctly puts it: 
;i,,ii~;* (1 i,onnectic/n. Everything must hold together ... a clear origin will give me a 
,:c:nricc~ion back through time ...' (Bosman 1990:95). Nyasha does not have this [i]f physical and psychological illness can be read as symptornatiu of '  

und~sputcd ortgin and her attempts to find such an origin, such as the making of cla coionialism, it can he cured only by independence ... And since Nyash ;~ '~  
~~vatcr-pots long abandoned by the Shona in favour of tin drums, are romantic an rebellion against the silencing of her voice and body is a gendercd rebclliori 

dismissed by Tambu as a way to pass the time (Dangarembga 1988:150 against patriarchal authority, her personal experience of rebellion figures the 
Danparcmbga is showing here 'the impossible archaeology of recoveringlreinventing guerilla war taking place in Southern Rhodcsia during the 1960s and 70s 

wilar ioionialism destroyed' (Sugnet 1997:41). Nyasha's head is described. in when the novel is set. 
:i-:-mino]ogy strangely akin to Trinh's quote, as 'full of loose connections that 
. i ~ ~ v : i ~ ~  j~arking'  (Dangarembga 1988:74). It is this productive messiness, us Conditions thus deconstructs the artificial binary of private and pubiic, 

in:ibllity to contain history within a single, developmental narrative, that disru ing a world where the native body is racked with dis-eases that are inextrlcabIc 

csscnt~aiisr notions of identity. The sparking, loose connections deconstruc nl the larger dis-ease of colonialism. This space is a garden 'where seeds do 
rlaturaliscd rdentity, conceptualised as opposite to Englishness and waiting in ow', the seeds of independence from the hegemony of imperial discourses and its 
wlngs to be simply remembered and retrieved. Rather black, female identity become sultant dis-easeslnervous conditions (Dangarembga 1988:203). 

son~ething that has to be created, out of the fragments of a rapidly changing Shon 
culture ilnpacted tremendously by the structures of modernity aid colonisation. 
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and individual responsibility to reach former high standards of lawfulness and 
obedience to authority. The obvious problem with such an approach is that i t  ignores 

Nihilism in Black South Africa: simple fact. Most black people in South Africa have tried, legitimately, for y-, Ldrs to 
e as ungovernable as possible. Apartheid, separate development, capitaiisrn, 

The New South Africa and the exploitation were all seen as systems which deserved only grudging support and. 

Destruction of the Black Domestic periphery1 'hen the opportunity presented itself, actual undermining. This attitude stcrnnled 
om a moral framework, which envisioned an egalitarian and just future. 

The reason for the lack of support for law and order in South Afiica 1s no[ 
because of a moral degeneration along one axis, but because an entirely diffcreni and 

Dumisane Ncgobo opposing axis along which the co-ordinates of right and wrong used to be plotted, has 
been ripped down. There has therefore been the destruction, through various mcans 
and for various reasons I will touch upon, of an entire moral framework, not thc 
simple descent downward along an always-existing one. The task of thc new Icndess 

Introduction en to attempt to get black people to accept this new moral 
Surcly the most lamented and, possibly, the ?nost unexpected feature of the to urge them to begin evaluating their behaviour according to 11s 
South Africa is the exploding rate of crime and non-political violence. This phenom erms. As I will argue below these are the values of individualism, consumerism, 

non is over-coded by issues of race and class, with the majority of 'offender legation of authority, objectification, a deification of technicis111 and 

victims coming from groups previously excluded. For some this has lead 
sti.cngthening of stereotypical views of Blacks as being prone to crime. I don't t But I would go further. A major part of the problem resides in the fact that 
wiil be faulted for neglecting to address the 'merits' of arguments such as many black people are unwittingly reluctant to embrace the new moral framework. 

Others have focused primarily on the economic causes of crime, pointing out that in work of communalism, service, sacrifice, struggle, opposition. 
country with huge income inequalities, high une~nploy~nent and where delivery to the pendence persists against the new values. For poor people, excluded from thc 
poor is. to put it mildly, very slow-crime and violence can be expected. s of the new society, this is an obvious choice. To make matters even worse, thc 

What the latter already well-documented level of analysis leaves out, are the would have guided these values, (SDU's, civics, People's courts. 
sub.jective factors that have an effect on crime. While acknowledging the explanato ave been dismantled. And thus there is neither the form nor the 
force of economics, it is in the arena of culture and psychology that this article w lily that once existed in townships on the one hand, and on the 
atten\pt to come to a fuller understanding of crime than mere statistics can provide. , impossible to achieve morality that is being urged. It is out of the 

In attempting to provide answers at this level i t  is necessary to distingui ins of this situation that nihilism is born. 

my approach from that of certain politicians, religious leaders and governme 
vfficials who have been lamenting the 'moral decline' in South Africa of late. 
the rctusal to pay rates, to poor school attendance, to land invasion and violent cri logists on Psycho-cultural Dimensions of Black 
113s all been blamed on a 'moral degeneration' amongst, particularly, the disadvant 
er r f  in South Africa who are purportedly guilty of these 'crimes'. The solution to the primarily an inquisition into the causes of mass psychological 
problems are that communities and individuals once again climb the ladder of soci rsonal worthlessness and social despair so rampant in black South 

ica, the field of Black Psychology, will be traversed. Psychology is defined as thc 
I 'Black South Africa' refers to the residential areas of the African peoples of Sou tically studies behaviour in its relationship to the complexity of 
Africa, i.e. African townships and reserves. The term 'Black Domestic Periphery' physical and environmental factors, which shape it (Karenga 
used interchangeably with 'Black South Africa'. The concepts 'Black' and 'Africa ck psychology developed out of a need to restore the sanity and 

are used interchangeably and refer to the African people of South Africa ality of the African which was (and still is) threatened by white racism, cultural 

'ethnically' defined. sion and degrading exploitation. The primary objective of Black Psychologists 
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has been to 'transform Africans into self conscious agents of their own mental an In this article an attempt is made to demonstrate that the 'definitionai 
political liberation' (Karenga 1993:439f). system' of the new South Africa has engendered nihilism in Black South Africa, This 

There are three schools within Black Psychology: the Traditional, Reformis definitional system or structure is market culture-which can be defined through its 
and Radical Schools. For the purposes of the study, it is one constituent of values: individualism, consumerism, materialism, accumulation, objectification and 
Radical School that is briefly examined. This particular strand is associated self-aggrandisement. This definitional system has shaped a new political culture and 
Joseph Baldwin (1992; 1980; & 1976), who focuses on the function of definiti cultural lifestyle in its own image. This (structural) market culture is capable of 
systems of liberation and oppression. He asserts that definitional systems are centra einforcing its worldview through its, 
in  explaining human behaviour since 'they determine how we experience the vario 
phenomena that characterise the ongoing process of everyday life' (Baldw corporate market institutions [which are a] complex set of interlocking 
)'>80:9(,). Furthermore, 'the definitional system or worldview represents t enterprises that have a disproportionate amount of capital, power, and 
ideological or philosophical base of a social system or a people and thus determi exercise a disproportionate influence on how society is run and how culture 
[tic meanings or values a people attach to their experience including their experienc is shaped (West 1993:25f). 
ol themselves and how they will react' (Karenga 1993:453). 

'The fundamental problem that arises out of this argues Baldwin, is when Nihilism here refers to the 'monumental eclipse of hope, the unprecedented collapse 
;[lien worldview is imposed on and/or accepted by people, leaving them at the mer of meaning, the incredible disregard for human and especially black life and 
of detinitions negative and detrimental to their image and interests. For instan property' in much of Black South Africa (West 1993: 19). 
Africans' acceptance of the Eurocentric worldview has resulted in their decenter 
disloca~ion on to the fringes of European society (Asante 1993). This dehumanisa 
; , f  blacks is carried out through a denial of their history and thus a denial of t istorical Roots of Nihilism: Land Dispossession, Exploitation, 
humanlty (because only humans have history, dogs and other animals ha 
pedigrees). If blacks are less then human, they become things to be used and abus 

acism and a Legacy of Terrorising the Black Domestic Periphery 
he roots of nihilism in Black South Africa are directly traceable to white conquest. 

with the sanction of society. This European definitional system is not on and dispossession, racial oppression and super-exploitation of cheap black labour 
diametrically opposed to black interests, but reinforces a distorted reality in t ulminated in national humiliation. Land dispossession alienated Africans from thelr 
image and interest for the Europeans (Asante 1993:453). This system is easy ubsistence resources. They consequently lost control of their labour to the white 
perpetuate, since 'Europeans control the formal process of social reinforceme conomy. The transformation of African labour into mere commodity--commodity 
(Baldwin 1980: 101), which are economic and political power. This is not the same wed by whites-not only undermined the complex role labour played in pre- 
saying that blacks cannot fight against this system. 

Radical Black Psychologists. who include Baldwin (1992), Linda My 
olonial Africa, but alienated the African from self. The African population was 

,1992) and Wade Nobles (1980) have developed an Afrocentric theory of Afric 
evastated by the cheap labour system. The sights of unprotected, helpless, poor and 
xploited African labourers who work and live in in-human conditions created an 

k,ersonality. Their major argument is that a healthy functioning African personali crease in feelings about the worthlessness of African life. While successive white 
has a bio-genetic tendency to affirm rather than deny African life, makes group 
piority, including survival of culture and institutions, and engages in activities th 

gimes passed numerous policies to protect and privilege white labour, the opposite 

promote this survival as well as the dignity and mental health of African peo 
been the experience of black labour (Lipton 1985). The wretchedness of the 

(Karenga 1993:454). Drawing on an Afrocentric theory, Baldwin has identified t 
ican labourer and devastation of African life have been in sharp contrast to the 
uence of white society-a reality which tends to reinforce the inferiority of one 

major components of the core African personality, which are: African Self-Extensio roup and the superiority of another. 
Orientation (ASEO) and African Self-Consciousness (ASC) which derives from t The inferiority complex of Africans was systematically reinforced by 
former and engages in mutually interactive process. These psychological componen 
are rooted in and reflective of African culture or an Africa-centred worldview whi 

titutionalised racism that permeated every aspect of South Africa life. 
titutionalised racism, though a feature of South Africa since its inception, found 

1s characterised by three basic concepts: I )  holistic spiritual unity; 2) communalis ubstantial expression in the Apartheid policy which was enacted in 1948. The 
and 3) proper consciousness or self-knowledge (Karenga 1993:455). hilosophical underpinnings of Apartheid are white superiority and black inferiority. 



Politically, Apartheid has translated into the denial of civil and political rights for onal systems of the do~ninant  group 
At'{-icans. 'The denial of political space through the criminilisation of political activity gated their humanity. 
hii?dcrcd the capacity to create responsive culturaf, social and political institutions. 
7 7 

ctcd, life becomes rncan~ngl'ul anti 
1 he perpetrators of apartheid legalised and consolidated the dispossession and subju- self-confidence of subjugated intlividuals and 
gation of  ~ f r i c a n s .  As an economic doctrine, Apartheid has ensured that Aii-icans ups. These are some factors that explain the participation of the lower segnlcnts of 
remain 'hewers of wood' and whites 'captains of industry'. This has resulted in South iberation str~lggles in South Africa, particularly 
Afl-ica becoming one of the most unequal societies in terms of the distribution of Dom (1962:8317 in his study of why 
jlowcr and wealth. The major problem posed by this dcfinitional system is that ist Nation of Islam, observes that: 
Al'i-icans have accepted the negative meaning, values, image and interests about 
!l~cmselves imposed by this alien worldview (Biko 1987; Karenga 1993). The need for identity and the desire for self-improvement arc the two 

I t  is iruc [hat the African has always lived in an environment that is not only principal motives which Lcd individuals to join and remain in the Nation ot 
ill.)i;liic to lhc dignilv of  self hut also open targets of brutality, experienced on Islam . .. although they were three discernible groups of jo~ners .  thc n7:qorlty 
I-~icii\ (Ill-oi~gh constant police and army savagery-not to mention the inhumanen were alienated froin themselves and estranged from their community . . . 
;rrit i  ).r;irasi;rncnt a l  the hands of ordinary white South Africans'. This enfor 
:~cri:cptlon that Afrlcan life is cheap. For instance, the white farmers have fre Relevant to this discussion also, is Vilas' statement (1993:39) in his study 
i ~ i k i n  ASI-(can lit'e with impunity. That ordinary white citizens have easy access e rejuvenation of civil society in Latin America, that: 
wri:; o i  guns and have not hesitated to use them against Africans at the s 
pro~,c~cation. has contributed to the devaluing of African life. However, i What is distinctive about recent re-activation of civil society is the 
.Apartheid State's brutality that has contributed greatly to the devaluing of Africa broadening of the socio-cultural reference points for collective action. The 
. . ,. 
!!re through the police beating Africans on arrest, arresting them without su spectrum of identities that people construct in the course of social action has 
Jcrainlng witnesses, brutalising them in jails-with such claims dismissed by th been significantly extended. 
cour-ts-and their houses invaded by the police at anytime (Xaba 1995: 70). 

Black Consciousness Movement and Civic Movement: Constructing 
ity, Meaning, Purpose and the Restoration of Hope, Pride and Collective Historical Responses to the Nihilist Threat 

'The National Liberation Struggle: Hope, Identity, Meaning, Mission/P end of the 1960s, the Black Domestic Periphery, under the leadership of the 
and Institutions-The Ward against Nihilism Consciousness Movement (BCM),  was able to break the silencc that had 
'The discussion above demonstrate that Black South Africa has always o terised the decade. The 1960s was a period of fatalistic silencc in the black 
Serti!c ground for nihilism. Here, the intention is to demonstrate that it is the Natio nities2. The fatalistic silence followed the banishment of the African National 
1,ibcration Struggle that has been a mitigating factor against nihilism. s s  (ANC) and the Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC) in 1960, the incarceration 
partaking in it, Africans in general have not only been able to maintain hope in ,tical leadership on Robben Island and the criminalisation of poiitical 
midst of abjcct poverty. They could also construct positive identities, me es-not to mention the unprecedented state terror that followcd the 
~nission/purpose, but also, create institutional structures which served their needs. eville massacre. These factors, combined with apartheid proclamations on 
ihesc !'actors have acted as a ward against nihilism. inferiority and white invincibility, were able to anaesthetise and conquer the 

and soul of the black people. 
In these circumstances, black response was political silence and the emulat- 

Why the Oppressed Joined Liberation Struggles men using lightening creams trying to whiten 
Reasons that motivated individuals and groups to participate in the liberat 
struggles are many and varied. Some joined because of the prospects for a better e Chapter 12: 'Fear - An Important Determinant in South African Politics' in 
that national struggle promised. Some joined because they needed to create 
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The Civic Movement created vibrant community structures that were 

eschewed black complicity in their oppression through silence and preached 
pride. black dignity and demanded the rights of blacks to self-determination. 

To further their objectives; black students formed the South A ican Self Consciousness and African Self-Extension Orientation that werc 
Students Organisation (SASO) in December 1968. SASO formed cultural 
community organisations from which the people could benefit. These organisati 
provided institutional mechanisms to break the inertia and restore hope and 
pride. Arguably, it was largely through the influence of this philosophy that 
Sowcto students challenged the imposition of Afrikaans as a medium of instruct 

the white world on him/ her. erted demobilisation of the civic movement and the collapse of c iv~c 
tures-e.g. the United Democratic Front (UDF)--accompanied the usurpation of 
structures and their functions. This usurpation rendered the comrade redundant. 
, those who were once 'defenders of the community', lost that which accorcled 

into a fully-fledged national liberation struggle. It is the youth from the tow 
who fled South Africa, who formed the core of this movement. 

Most probably, the township youth was the most alienated and margina 
s of faith in leadership; in short, a crisis in black leadership. This raises the 

other vices and are often pejoratively referred to as 'Skhotheni' (scoundrels tion as to the reasons which led to this new political culture of nihilism. 
rnernbers of their own communities. They had been victims of marginalisation 
stigmatisation. Since the 1970s, however, participation in the national li 
struggles, was to usher in a new township youth image and identity. This ken Promises, Shattered Dreams and  Tarnished Futures: The lost Faith in 

African majority expected a 'lot' from the ANC's 1994 60.2% election victory. 

community, the youth became the direct target of state terror (Marks & Mac 
1998:222). The youth responded by either establishing self-defence units (SD 

gricultural jobs per year; etc. The overwhelming support that the African 
(MK). It was participation in these para-military armies that truly transfor rity gave the ANC in the 1994 election could only prove that they did believe 
'skhotheni' into a 'defender of the community'. This helped to cement a po promises. The strategy to be adopted to ensure that these promises were 
identity of self and inculcated a culture of service to others. 

For a full picture of the participation, transformation, commitment and sacrifi 
the Township Youth during the national liberation struggles in the 1980s 
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Marais 1998). In fact, the macro-economic framework of the ANC-led governmen owever, with the birth of the New South Africa, collective struggles for the good of 
said to represent the very opposite of a transformed vision of South Afric e community gave way to selective payback. 
pso~nised to its poor constituency (Adam et al 1997:206). While it prom Selective payback is ultimately reflected in the 'meteoric rise of SA's black 
'redistributive transformation', it now bravely pursues 'free-market transformati dle class'. These new black rich are themselves members of the liberation 
'The result of the change of' vision and strategy has been the breaking of promi blishment/aristocracy who include Cyril Ramaphosa (resigned ANC Secretary- 
unrcalised dreams and tarnished futures, neral and one with probably the highest profile). Saki Macozoma, Tokyo Sexwalc 

The promise of job creation has been replaced by the reality of job lo rmer Gauteng Premier), Marcel Golding and John Copelyn (former trade 
amounting to 500 000 thousands formal jobs ( S u n d n ~ ~  Times, April 4 1999). ionist), and more than 30 former Members of Parliament. The two conspicuous 
dream of owning a spacious house as articulated in the RDP (1994) has tants among them are to belong to the liberation aristocracy and to becornc 
sl1atte1-cd by the reality of' having to do either without a house or to put up with ionaires. The ANC-led governn-tent supports their ascension to wealth. In other 
I-ooi-i~cd incremental houses which have been dubbed 'kernel' houses by the po ds, they are a creation of this government. Its procurement policies look like a 10- - ~ 

111c RDP promise of 'human resource development' and free ten-year tran oint plan, where black-owned companies get 10 extra points as they vie for lucrative 
c'ti~~c~~lion has transiated into the financial exclusion of students from especi ntracts which range from road constructrion to computer system installation in 
i!islorically black institutions catering for the poor ANC constituency, amongst o spitals (Mail and Guardian April 1-8 1999). Thus, the explanations of 'insufficient 
orcdorr\inantly Black Parties. Since the 'free-market transformation' dictates sources' and 'inadequate time for delivery' are unacceptable in the context of the 
rhcrc should be user chargers for all basic services, poor communities have had t eoric rise' of these new 'filthy rich'. For example, i t  took Afrikaner cap~tal 10 
witflciiit water, for instance. Above all, the market-driven land reform process s longer to achieve the level of listed corporate ownership that the new deal- 
translated to the redistribution of a mere 1% of the land by 1999 (The Sun ers have notched up in the past four years (Mail and Guardian April 1-8 1999~. 
lrzdcperident May 23 1999). The creation of 'liberation millionaires' is regarded as selective payback 

These broken promises, shattered dreams and tarnished futures h use the benefits of black economic empowerment have yet to trickle down to the 
profoundly affected the psyche of the African majority. If the 'heroes of the stru ican majority. Yet, for now, this seems to be a far-fetched dream, because 'most 
who sacrificed almost everything during the liberation struggles have backtra economic empowerment deals are limited to existing economic activities and 
their own promises, the masses may justifiably ask themselves 'Who else t create new employment' (Adam et a1 1997:218). One of the results of this 
believe?' By the same token. the people who sacrificed so much for their of black economic empowerment has been the closing of the income gap 
From apartheid oppression may further ask themselves 'Which amount of colle een the whites and the black new rich. In 1998 this also contributed to the richest 
struggle and sacr~fice is needed in order for one to live just a modest life?' ercent of the population taking home 63% of the wealth, while the poorest 20 
~ntraetable disappointment creates a culture of cynicism, disbelief and distrust nt made to do with just 3 percent (Sunday Times March 21 1999). 
c~)liectivc action and in a leadership which has destroyed hope of deliverance fr For the poor, the sights of the new black rich, in a very short period of time 
oppression and exploitation for the masses of ordinary Africans. In the end, if li e home the point that they have just been used as cannon fodder. They have been 
devoid of hope and meaning, the struggle becomes unnecessary and undesirabl means to an end for those enriching themselves. It is not true that South Africa 
the status quo is naturalised. s resources for the improvement of the standard of living of its citizens. Maybe, 

an achieve economic mobility if one becomes a self-centred individual climbing 
e backs of others. For the millions of ordinary masses though, who had put their 

The Politics of Selective Payback: The Nurturing of a Me Attitude and Val e of delivery from abject poverty on the democratic state, this destroyed their 
One of the greatest achievements of the national liberation struggle was n collective struggles. 
reinforcement of a traditional African collective ethos and values. This was lar 
achieved through selfless sacrifice by the leadership and emulated by the mass 
African people. To do something for the community, irrespective of the pr Market Culture and the Collapse of Civil Society 
paid, was encouraged and highly valued. The sacrifices were committed for ther equally unexpected feature characterising the New South Africa, is the 
of the entire community-liberation of Africans from the yoke of ap apse of civil society. Broadly, civil society can be defined as a variety of 



groupings and organisations operating outside the state, excepting the business se between rich and poor as well as high levels of unemployment, such urgirigs 
(Kotze 1998). These groupings and organisations must champion the cause of border on the unethical and smack of typically neo-liberal trends. It rilso 
disadvantaged members of society. Civil society in South Africa fully emerged in brings up the long contentious notion of self-help, first associated w~th  ihc 
1980s (as discussed earlier) and played a crucial role in the dismantling of aparthe community development movement of the 1950s. Although this notion wiis 
Its role during the anti-apartheid struggle coupled with the almost univer always misrepresented as a kind of empowering process, in reality, i r  ~isunlly 
acceptance of the importance of the role that civil society is supposed to play in amountcd to shifting the responsibility of poverty alleviation right back on 
new South Africa: to address the unresolved issues of transformation, reconstruct the poor (Kotze 1998:97). 
and development. This link, howevcr, has collapsed, and the question is: 'Why?' 

Available: ~nrernalional evidence seems to suggest that the concept ' With the stark reality of the conversion of civic structures into market 
society' has been appropriated by capitalist classes and that civic structures tructures that exude market values and moralities, i t  is not difficult to understanci 
NC;Os have been co-opted into the neo-liberal paradigm. In the words of the W hy young Africans have a don't-care attitude and have lost interest in cornn~unrr) 
13ank vice-president, the bank considers NCOs-there are about 80 000 NGO tructures and politics (The Iridepertderzt on  Saturday April 17 !99'$1. 
South Africa - as 'important co-workers in a common cause' (MacDonald 1995. 
'Thc capture of civil society by capitalism has resulted in the transformation of 
stn:ctures into market structures that stress and promote market values and moralit New South Africa and its Cultural Life 
NGOs that used to encourage the poor to fight for a just and egalitarian society, no umer Materialism: The Inculcation of Individualism, Accu~nulation and 

advocate the merits of market-led strategies for economic recovery and lective ethos and values underpinned the cultural life that charactcrised the 
:he11 roie as assuaging the worst suffering caused by economic struct onal liberation struggle. This is reflected in the verbs that defined the virtues of 
adjustment, in order to ensure social stability (MacDonald 1995:32). e era: 'serve, suffer, and sacrifice'. 'There was little room for expression ol' shallow 

aterialism. lfowever, the advent of the new South Africa has led to the saturation of 
In South Africa, the transformation of civic structures into market structu arket forces and market moralities' in South Africa. In turn, these market forces 

was preceded by the decimation of NGOs with vast experience. The assault o ve engendered new values: individualism. exclusivity, accumulation and 
civic structures was propelled, on the government side, by their insistence tha ficiality. This new market culture 'celebrates rootless and ruthless profiteering, 
clemocratic state must redress past imbalances and deliver basic services to the ewing civic connectedness and national sacrifices as old-fashioned virtues' 
(Kotze 1998:92). This was done through the channelling of funds and other reso am et a1 1997:202). 
away from NGOs into consultants in the private sector. The majority of NGO Members of the liberation aristocracy in particular, and their black middle 
have survived this onslaught have been converted (reluctantly) into mere s fellows in general, are the carriers and transmitters of the markct culture. This 
structures that exude market values and moralities unable to deliver on reconstr ey achieve through their daily displays of flamboyant lifestyles and luxuries. a 
and development: haviour that is characteristic of an undeveloped middle class (Fanon 1963). They 

in 'luxurious sedans' and wear 'faux fury jackets and diamond-encrusted shoes' 
Increasingly, development organisations have also been forced to display an 'attitude that exudes confidence and ownership' ( M a i f  and Guczrdiurz 
charging communities that they have traditionally worked with for ril 1-8 1999). They are after 'quality' and 'name' and shop, in places like 'Disicl' 
services. This has caused outrage and despair in these cornrnunitie e a single purchase costs anything between R700 and R1000. Some of them, like 
number of CBO people interviewed complained that many NGOs h r Mokaba the deputy minister of environmental affairs and Tony Nyengeni the 
turned into consultancy firms themselves and no longer have time of the parliamentary committee on defence buy their clothes directly overseas 
development facilitation and implementation. NGOs and CBOs are the latter also works as a promotion agent in one of the expensive and elegant 
increasingly being urged to resort to voluntarism. They are expect ps in Cape Town. This kind of market co-option, which has created a crisis of 
recruit volunteers to work for them, and development programmes are e with the black community, confirms Karenga's dictum: 'Ours is a cultural 
implemented by volunteers. In a country with extremes of inequ s' (Karenga 1993:278). 
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Inevitably. this new market culture has invaded and conquered the B1 
Donlcst~c Pcri~~hery. It has dras!ically changed the aspirations and attitudes of 

i:!ciri)p!:ii?an i2iack yt:uih' Ixis been niost re~caling. In support of the thesis th 
'iicri~tx of ihc struggle' in  piil.ticular and their black middle class f'eilows in gc 
2i.c ;;i!'ricrs anti :r:inaxit~ers i j C  llie ncw rna~.lict culture. Van der Reis (1997:8) w 

'I'hcy [tile youth] aspire to be like iheir I-ier.cics: educated. success 

rhi-ee z!~lliii-en. 

! . - i~ i i l ic  i?vsi:iie cr-;!h, hpasc (irnc is rcser.ved for self and i-i~undanencss: 
More importantly though. guns are a symbol of the failure to create a good. 

Free tiir-rc o n  wcckdays is largely home-orientated for the youth an 
studying. watching tclcvision, listening to music, or reading books 
iiousehold chores have been ccirnpieted. Weekends are largely devot 

i,iiie :heir 'heroes', a' (Cock 1998: 125). 
The easy access to guns have meant that the poorly policed areas that are in 

~nerropolitan youth appear to have a generally favourable attitude tow e Black Domestic Periphery are more in danger in 1999 than i t  was in  1994. 
quality of productsin the shops . . . which confer status . . . their emobilised youth who were either members of MK or SDU's find themselves 

'I'he dr.ive Sor material acquisition among the masses of ordinary y 

material possession, the struggle for meagre resources has intensified in the subjects the township resident to a state of tenor. The situation is exacerbated 
Domestic Periphery, which poses another element to this nihilistic threat the inability of the police force to curb this crime which continues to lnduce 
attempting to articulate. 

nships of remaining stable families. All these factors contribute to plunging the 
Consumer Militarism: The New South Africa and the Promotion of Le nships into ever deepening poverty without hope of ever-escape. As such, they 
Consumerism tribute substantially to nihilism. 
The sociologist Jacklyn Cock defines 'consumer militarism' as the normalisat 
legitimisation and even glorification of war, weaponry, military force and vi 
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Conclusion: Manifestations of Nihilism 
The nihilistic threat in the Black Domestic Periphery is manifested in the 
hopc in upward social uplifment through formal and legal means. There 
factors: the legitimisation of the use of violent crime for survival; the loss o 
collective political activities for social emancipation conditioned by the curren ue leaders is to convince the masses of ordinary Africans that it is only through 
of black lcadcrship; the terrorising of black communities; the rise in do 
v~olencc and other vices like depression and alcoholism; the loss of collective e 
[hat arc being replaced by market moralities. eveloped during the struggle years, at grassroots level. 

Soclal Policy Programme 
Umversity of Durban-Westvilie 

;my hope of finding employment. In many black townships, unelnployme 
:.eported to bc above 609'0, e.g. Alexandra. Informal and illegal means seem to 
thc only way in which thousands of Africans in the Black Domestic Peripher 
survivc. ?'he article by Ferial Haffajee which appeared on the Mail and Gua C 1994. The Reconstruction and Development Progrc~nime: A Policy Framework, 
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weekend, especially at the end of the month, an average of 9 murders, 19 rapes 
43 robberies take place in Soweto alone (Mokwena 1992:30). It is needless to 

leading to the emigration of the members of the black middle class into 
neighbourhoods such as Sandton City. It must be pointed out, that this 'outmig 
is fuelled by the collapse of the group areas act regime. In turn, these 
contribute to the impoverishment of the black communities. k, J & P Mckenzie (eds) 1998. From Defense to Development: Redirecting 

ilitaiy Resources in South Africa. Cape Town & Ottawa: David Philip & 
International Development Research Centre. 
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Origins of the Different Forms of Punishment in the People's C process that brings the unseen into harmony with the seen, the old with the 

Tr-ilnsformation 28:5 1-74. new; all aspects of the ongoing life of society are its grist. In the region of 
'special realities' lies a huge reservoir of adaptive potential for our specles 
since images of reality ... can encompass immense change (Biesele 
1993:192f, e.a.). 

is reminiscent of the simpler Achebean reference to 'Art ... in the service of 

unity, it would seem to mediate also towards the type of use a society much in 
of mending (like our own) might make of the records, retentions and art of the 
San people who lived here for so long before the present-day South Africans; 
in our social and political strategies and in the art-work we in turn produce. This 

How extremely taxing and baffling a problem 'cultural encounters' present 
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Chris ~ a l l a n t i n e ~ ( 1 9 9 5 : 1 3 5 ) ,  for example, asks the following urg If such artistic production is to be revelatory ,.. then the dialectic of object 

queslions: and context, of body and landscape, is crucial. For if icons are allowed to 
float free they will attract like magnets those master narratives that are so 
deeply embedded in contemporary culture. 

The present popularity or commodification (often 'kitchification') of 

cultures, and how much-unwittingly-about ourselves? San images (on anything from playing cards to Olympic logos-see c.g. 
aselli 1995:i-xxi) is of course to be contrasted with the cruder sort of racial and 

Edwin Wiimsen (1996: 186) writes that: mperial power-play of earlier times, when the taking-over (or deliberate, attempted 
obliteration) of the KhoiSan presence was cheerfully undertaken, In our own time w e  
neeh to bear a more paradoxical and difficult relationship with the past and with 
original inhabitants' in mind: 

soc~etics as opposed to the 'artificiality' of industrial society, 
expressed in the fear that wherever 'civilisation' materialises the 'prim There is now no Native past without the Stranger, no Stranger without the 

:n peopic 1s attenuated. Native. No one can hope to be mediator or interlocutor in that opposition of 
Native and Stranger, because no one is gazing at it untouched by the power 

A general polni about what one inight call the benign or apparently be that is in it. Nor can anyone speak just for the one, just for the other. There 
is no escape from the politics of our knowledge, but that politics is not in the 
past. That politics is in the present (Den~ng 1992: 178-179)~.  

All these ironies swirl around the poems considered in the course of th~s  
ssay, and around the discussions themselves. As much as the poems reflect 
erspectives and political choices of the periods in which they were composed, so do 

01' dislocating and disrupting the indigenous literatures in African languages sent reassessments of their worth and function. In the (generally chronological) 
cussion following, nothing more authoritative than interpretations of 

context, warning that 

-- 

' SL:c too: Wilrnsen ( I  995: 1-27) who has written an illuminating and demytholo 
oes each reference and preference expressed here. If all humans are descendants 

a KhoiSan foremother, we are the siblings, quarrelling over the family inheritance: 
.The Bushman mystique', See also my own short review of Watson's Return r battles themselves becoming 'history'. 
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Tile earliest South Aft-ican English reference to the KhoiSan in this pap 
'Pon no British race-course can you view (Van Wyk 30). comes fiom 1812 and states in fierce and unashamed contempt.: 

It is a relief to come to Thomas Pringle's 'Song of the Wild Bushman' with Scarce human form the squalid figures boast, 
counter-contempt towards the 'proud white man' and his sedentary opulence, the Filth is their ornament, [heir cov'ring grease! 

ushman' speaker expressing a refusal to 'crouch beneath the Christian's hand'; ttie 
oem ending with the icon of the 'brown Scrpent of the Rocks' (Chapman 1986:35- --though with nauseating condescension 'observing' that somehow (usefully to t 
6) whose sting threatens the invaders' advance. The Scottish Pringle's verse thus missionary position), even 
ong prefigures a University of the Western Cape lecturer's impassioned appeal, a[ 3 

The thoughtful savage ... 
... points to H i ~ n  that rules beyond the sky (Van Wyk 15). 

ctive, ... rationally driven ... and effective ... part lhese people played ... as 

This kind of writing (by onc George Marshall, from 'his 'Cynthio 
I,WnOra') prefigures the vision of the imperialist's duty of taking charge of t 
worlci's 'inferior' peoples expressed nearly a century iater in Kipling's poem 'T 

gust, 1994. Jn 1997, an important conference was held in Capc Town, aiming ' to  White Man's Burden' (Van Wyk 198-199), though at Marshall's earlier stage t 
disdain seems to function to reassure Englishmen like himself, comfortingly, of t 
indubitable, cleanly godliness, as they advance like a tide of detergent over the 'd 
connnentD 

tlellther 1995:l 10). The benign intention and the inevitable absurdity sign posted A rainbow ball, take it all in all, 
Is a blithsome place to make a call; 
For there you may see female blacks, 
With nothing black upon their backs; 
But, all drest in white, black, red, and green, 
Each looking like a Hottentot queen! (Van Wyk 28). 

How does one pinpoint the racial contempt that seems implicit here? Bro 
prov~des an early instance of white South Africans' 'colour' preoccupation: 

And groups of pedestrians of all hues, 
From pure white to the colour of shoes; 
In short, so strange and motley a crew, 

e full title is Reynard the Fox in South Africa: Hottentot Fables atid Tales. See 
w death came' (Cope 1968:252 - which is probably the source of the Chapman: 
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future imperial atlvances by whites into these territories? The hare's malic NKabbo's nephew, Dawid Husar or Dia!kwain, and Diii!kwain's sister Griet 

unexplatned, but hc is certainly the type of power figure who wants and man or !Kweiten ta Nken and her husband Klaas Katkop or =Khsin and their 

'take over' and who displays his force by controlling the wortfs which deterlnine an three small children ...[ They] were a very small sample of the descendants 
I-utc the future. of the tens of thousands of Southern San who lived throughout Southern 

Pringle and Bleek's attempts to ventriloquise the KhoiSan v Africa at the time of European contact (Deacon 1996:93). 
(expressive of political protest and self-sufficient culture) can be classed with 

Scully's 'The Bushman's Cave' (Van Wyk: 81-82), published in 1886. The gestu hese 'six IXam-speaking people ... taught their language' to 'a German immigrant 

of cultural respect in this poem, combined with its awed sense of the loss of ' philologist Dr Wilhelm Bleek' and his unmarried sister-in-law Lucy Lloyd, who 

vanished Bushman', are well caught in the metaphor describing the now empty ca scribed and translated the testimony of these witnesses (quotations above all from 

as a 'casket with a rocky lid' (1. 7), since the speaker proceeds to imagi acon 1996:93). This body of material became a cultural and l~nguist~c testament. 

community filling this cavc with domestic, social and artistic life and value. 'te the inevitable and analysable ironies and compromises involved ~n tills 
poem seerr~s a response to the traces, in rock paintings, of [hat life; the 'stran nter (see for example the astute commentary by M. Guenther 1996), this work. 

ilarmlcss. lirnriing art' prociucing a momentary trance even in this modern obser emalns the main and invaluable source of a verhnl San presence from the past. 

P:-edictahly, there are touches of cultural condescension in the poeln and its Bleek and Lloyd's Specime~rs of Bushman Folklore appeared in 19 1 1 .  From 

t:oncluding stanzas 'solve' the mystcry of the Bushman's living and passing in a t , the onomatopoeic 'songs' of two birds, 'The Song of the Blue Crane' and 'The 

social Darwinesque-cum-Christian explanation (their race failed because they 1 ng of the Bustard' (or 'Kwa-Kwara') (Van Wyk 1-4) are delightfully evocative, 

the divine 'light whcrebyiAl1 men must walk'-El. 65-66), yet the main impress ly because the translators don't translate everything, but leave the English tongue 

the poem is a sense of wondering recognition of the poignant and utterly recognisa truggle with the 'Rrrru rrra' (spell with 4 r's and 3r's respectively, to drive the 

hunianity of the sang. lnt home) and 'WWjra khau ... A wa, a wa, a wa, a wa!' sounds, with whatever 

hluch of the writing in English about the KhoiSan people of South Afric inhibitedness it can muster. 

rooied-directly or indirectly-in the work of To remind us that the colonial cncounter had-more often-an uglier face 
an this sort of ecological delicacy and social sensitivity takes no more than a 

an extended family of /Xam San from the north-western Cape, some otation like the reference, in Francis Carey Slater's The K~zrroo (1924). to 

whom had been arrested for stock theft and had been sent to the Breakwa attered and wandering pygmies, hideous, filthy, and squat; .., Hating all that was 

~ r i son  in Cape Town for the d~lration of their senlcnces. The patriarch w uman with blind and inveterate hate' (1947:97). Even uglier (and, considering the 

Janrje Tooren or //Kabbo, his son-in-law Klein Jantje or /Ilan=kas nactment of this ethos, more threatening) is Owen R. Thompson's 'The Bushman': 

You pigmies lived in dust and filth, 
'! Compare the indignant and evidently - to judge by tile appended editorial res The earth with lepers sowing, 
iif the timc - uncomfortably accusatory poem in Afrikaans-Dutch, M.H. Neser and man, though gaining by your past, 
Klaaglicd van di Laaste Boesman' (Van Wyk 126- 128, the title meaning 'The 1 Is better for your going (1930:80). 
of the last Bushman'), published ten years later than Scully's poem (i.e. in 
Cyril Meredith's 'The Home of the Alien' of 1905 implicitly protests the 'inva is rather worse than Marlow's disquieting thought ( in Heart of Darkness) of 
of South Africa by 'the Wandering Jcw'; 'The puny Chow'; 'the Indian 'ble remote kinship with dancing African 'savages' ! 
Bombay'. 'the gay Assyrian9 and 'Stalwart Iberians', and already uses the t But the oscillation continues. Schapera in 1930 in his The Khoisan Peoples 
'Democrat' with a sneer, yet he seems not to have noticed a single indigenous pe uth Africa published some beautiful 'San ...' and 'Khoi songs' (Van Wyk 5-7). 
or group (Van Wyk: 205-206) or to have thought of white European settler San song ('Ho, my hand is this') is self-affirmative, yet also a poignant 
invaders. [The 1909 and 1910 poems by two stalwarts of the Afrikaans liter ocation showing hunger, need and touching anxiety. In contrast with most of the 
establishment, D.F. Malherbc and Jan F.E. Cilliers, form an interesting contrast statements chosen much later by Watson (1991) from Bleek and Lloyd's 
each other, paralleling the poles in the English poems I have been describing ( scriptions, the sense of the body is very real and robust here. A s~milar 
Wyk: 214-215).] 
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combination of vitality and convincingly real hunger for food turns to piety in t 0, the dance of our Sister! (18-19). 
Khoi 'Hymn to Tsui-xgoa' (Schapera still). The slightly Victorian 'Thou's' of 'T 
Hymn of the Thunder' work well in this context", along with the satisfyingly de Considerably later, in 1959, T.W. Barron published a poetry collection titled The 
'!Guru!' (spelt with exclamation marks on both sides) for the thunder-peals. Captive Bushman. The title poem (Van Wyk 406-407) is overwhelmingly 

The self-chosen linguistic boundary of this text is here transgressed in or sympathetic to the man in the dock for a murder committed in defence of his people 
to bring i n  a central document which appeared in 1937, in Afrikaans: Eug nd territory; the captive still manages to intimidate his captors, 'Like wild-cat filled 
Marais's Dwaalstories-tales which had been told to the writer (years earlier t ith wrath' (1. 17), and eludes white 'justice' by taking 'A Bushman opiate' (last 
this publication date) by a very old Bushman who is identified by the Afrikaans na 
of 'Hcndrik'. No less an authority than N.P. Van Wyk Louw, the leading Afrik The available date for the evocative poemI2 by Jack Cope, 'Rock Painting' 
poet, felt that Marais never produced anything else as magnificent as these t (Chapman 1986:138-139) is 1960. Even if his versions of KhoiSan poe~ns from 
(C;ilfillan 1996), narrations of a culture convincingly evoked in the full health Bleek and others had never been published, this item would testify to Cope's 
density of its social, religious and natural life. The vivid portrayal of the b profoundly empathetic sense of San life, especially that of the San artist. The poe~n 
humour, complexity, harshness and livingness of an intact, different, but recogn delicately, ramblingly, but deftly weaves a sense of the dreaming painter: 
culture evoked here (despite the probable impossibility of anyone's establishing ho 
'authentic', in scientific terms, these four tales are-and the very deep irony of t A leather-skinned wrinkled old man 
displaccmcnt) immeasurably enriches thz scanty available literature representing old hunter yellow as the stones 
!~ fe  of the San-that is, in distinction from their own rock paintings. From th from the rock he hears the rain talk 
Drvc~ulstories (perhaps translatable as both wandering and wanderers' tales) I o hyena cracking bones (11. 1-4). 
tentative translation of the opening and closing lines of the poem which conc 
one of the tales, viz. 'Die Dans van die ~ e e n ' " :  his is the first stanza, which draws the reader insidiously from the outsider's (say 

rchaeologist's/anthropologist's) perspective into the dreaming, vividly felt 
First she peeps slyly over the mountain-top ruminations of the San artist. The poem affirms that 'the [probably painted] story is a 
And her eyes are shy; hunter returning/who does not come alone' (11. 23-24), but this sense of a culture 
Shc laughs softly. presenting a lasting power and resource is balanced finely by the melancholic final 
From far off she beckons with one hand. 
Her bracelets shimmer and her necklaces shine, 
She calls softly. His trail is through the stars forever 
She rells the winds of the dance white ash thrown in the sky 
And she invites them, for the yard is wide and the wedding grand, 
.".. 
She spreads open the grey kaross with both her hands; idney Clouts's poem 'Firebowl' from a 1966 collection (1984:106) is comparable 

The wind catches its breath. pe's for using similarly modernist 'free association' techniques, but Cope's is 
ore dense, assured and moving of the two. A considerably later poem, Michael 

ardie's 'Trance dance for the Cape KhoiSan' (Van Wyk: 818) seems likewise 
" Dcspite the criticism of such Victorianisms, e.g. by Watson commenting on mparable to Cope's and Clouts's in that it also attempts to imagine premonitions of 
Bleek-Lloyd translations (Watson 14). tinction from within a KhoiSan speaker (like Cope's) and uses the suggestion of 
" The meaning of the title should be obvious: 'The SongJDance of the Rain'. flashes of awareness9 (as do Clouts and Cope). As in Cope's poem, one can trace ~n 
poem concludes a story about great need and expectation of rain, and the ard ardie's verse some of the Bleek and Lloyd material. There is something of a 
task of making it come. The poem I have part-translated occurs on pp. 18-19 of lation of the speaker's 'world view', though, in line 22 ('Stars are made of 
1964 printing of the Human 62 Rousseau separate edition of the Dwaalstories ynamite with which God blasts') and the concluding line has a rather false and 
which the full story takes up pp. 12-19. See also the essay by Gilfillan (1996). 
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They know, the fire and the dancers, ell-known 'Prayer to ... Canopus' (246)'5 is Inore melancholic in imploring ttlc 
do they know he will die? (11. 25-28). ar's aid in hunting. Cope's selection also contains a lovely, delicately anibiguouh 

Star Song of the Bushman Women' of only four lines (246), a welcome Scmale 
-which combines the sense of individual and cultural extinction. sence in a rather male-orientated collect~on there and in  other editions). 

In 1965 R. Griffiths wrote a poem i n  which the speaker tells bluntly onderfully robust and aptly shaped is 'The Wind and the Bird' (247), which wh~rls 
wryly how his 'Grandpa shot the last three Bushmen in our district' (Van Wyk 470 p and subsides like its subject. 
'The last three Bushmen'). Yet the now desei-ted, painted rock dwelling of the S 
becomes a shrine to the speaker for its 'living line and glowing colours' (1. 31). T he Wind and the Bird 
poem embeds both poles of settlers' responses to the 'first people' without (it seem Naron Bush~nan Song) 
confronting that contradiction. Considerably more powerful and delicate are 
iyr~cs ;'Conquest1 and T h e  Conquered') by the exiled poet Timothy Hol The Wind is a man and goes out from his hut. 
(Pieterse 197 1 :79-80). communicating a deeper sense of the tragedy of devasta As a bird, Xgauwa goes with the Wind: 
Holmes imagines the poignant awareness, among 'The Conquered', of their 'L one with two narnes are they, Xgauwa and Hisc. 
[merely] small shadows of [thelnselves and their] chattels/painted upon [rock The Wind has the bird with him and he walks a little way 
For others' (1 97 1:80)'5. bur no morc: from the earth he rises, 

In 1968 Jack Cope, with Uys Krige, published The Penguin Book of SOL into the sky he shoots up, he soars 
African Verse. In this collection Cope's pioneering poetic versions of the Bleek a and he rakes the grass and whirls it far 
L.loyci translations appeared, the best known of which is undoubtedly the 'Prayer scatters i t  so it falls a great distance. 
the Hunting Star, Canopus', which when printed elsewhere do'es not alwa The magician sees the one walking with the Wind, 
acknowledge Blcek's role clearly enough-nor Cope's. Cope himself it is Xgauwa, and the bird speaks to him saying 
commendably scrupulous about acknowledging sources-first the Bushma 'I  art) he who arouses the Wind' (after W.II.1. Bleek; Cope 1968:237). 
narrator/poel X-nann~ arid then the European transcriber-and admirably (Compared with this, the rhythm of the second stanza of Watson's 'The 
about his own rolei4. In both these respects he can be contrasted with Wind is one with the Man'-Watson: 54-seems somewhal sornnnlenr. 
Watson (who, incidentally, never mentions Cope as a predecessor in versify~ng t rather than incantatory. 1 
Rleek and Lloyd translations-Watson 199 1 :?-20). 

Like Schapera's 'Ho, my hand is this', X-nanni's 'Prayer to the Youn The two next Cope versions from Bleek and Lloyd can be directly compar-eii 
Moon' (Cope 245) sounds young and fierce and bossy: 'Small moon/Hai! You ith Watson's. I would conlend that in both cases Cope's versifications arc supcsioi- 
ii10nii,hi hai!' (11. 1-3). demanding-the divine aid so urgently needed by the spe Watson's more recent and much acclaimed evocations of San life in his emploq- 
in order t o  catch h o d .  The vitality of rhythm is the most vivid element here. ent of the poetic qualities of rhythm, tautness and sound-however Sar from or 

lose to the San originals, through 13leek and Lloyd's mediation, the poerns niay hc. 
fer to Cope's and Watson's versions of DiB!Kwain's telling of the prayer to the 
moon and to both poets' versions of 'The broken string'.) Cope's vcrslon opcns 
'Young moon, take my face up yonder,/give back to r-iie your face up there. take 

" Considerations of space prevent more than cursory mention of Peter Straus 
way this pain' (247). Watson's has a serni-sentimental and stilted openlng will1 

interesting sequence, 'Photographs of Bushmen', with its explorations of perspecti 
oon now risen, returning new,/take my face, this life, with you,ig~vc nic back riic 

issues (1974:3-10). A weaker poem is 'Rock Paintings, Drakensberg' by Alan 
oung face, yours,/the living face, new-inade, rising' and later 'be for me as you once 

for which one source is the 1979 Butler and Mann collection, though it is like1 
ere/That I may be as you'-Watson: 25. Cope's 'The Broke,n String' (248) has 

the poem had an earlier first publication (Butler 1979: 155-156). 
i 4 He follows thc title of the poem ('Prayer to ... Canopus') with the name of th 
speakerlpoet (said by 'X-nanni') while at the bottom of the poem one reads (in This poem appears also in Chapman's two collections, without evident credit bc~ng 
pnnt) 'C after W.H.I. Bleek'. ven to either Bleek and 1,loyd or to Cope (as 'mediators'). 
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weaknesses, but overall a more 'authentic' irregularity ('Forteverything feels as i In 1982 Michael Chapman's anthology Voices from Within: Bluck Poerv  
stood open before melempty, and T hear no sound/ ... and the old places are not sw onz Southern Africa was published, in which Don Mattera's 'A Protest from a 
any morelfor what they did'-248) than Watson's ('Becauselthe string is brok r a pseudonym (157-159)". The most memorable lines, 'My 
country feelslas if it laytempty before me, our country seemstas if it laylboth e remulous IiketA drop of water on a mophani leaf' (159), are used 
before me,/and dead before me'-Watson: 59). Of course the essay-writer's-o ng that difficult blend of melancholy and cherishing which so 
reader's-preferences raise the large but necessary questions of authority a ets seem to find appropriate to the subject. A striking poern, 'Khoikhoi-son- 
'authenticity', which this discussion attempts to highlight, but cannot 'answer'. n' by Modikwe Dikobe, appeared in 1983. Dikobe's poem describes the eye- 

Cope's collection in addition contains a children's scare-song16; a lullab nlng discovery (by the 'black' speaker) of an unsuspected KhoiSan ancestor. This 
zind (from Hahn! Khoikhoi songs like the 'Song of the Thunder'. In his sh oi ancestor, after escaping from his enslavement to Boer Trekkers. announces 
collection he includes a greater variety than Watson does in his more rccent a atswana people as 'A tribesman, hunter, chief's servant and 
irifluential publication (Watson 1991). Cope includes a 'Dance-Song of t k 750), a delightful and impressive re-entitlement, minoring the 
1,ightning'; the story 'I-Iow Death Came' from Blcek and Lloyd, a 'Hunter's finition of his supposed 'Pedigree muntu' identity (1 .  2). 
2nd the 'Hymn to Tsui-Xgoa' from Hahn, as well as a number of animal sketc he ancient BantufKhoiSan fissure in the South African 
sornc of which are deligh(fu1ly vivid (Cope 249-2566). Overall there is has an important relevance to the present South African 
ccinsiderably greater variation of form and style in Cope's group of KhoiSan 
currlparcd with Wiltson's formally somewhat 'hornogenised' presentations of thc One of the most distinguished of South African English poetry collections 
speakers' thoughts. 1983: Jeremy Cronin's Inside. Besides its famous, tentative 

An itcm which must be mentioned in a discussion like this is Stephen Gr unter-(national) anthem', 'TO learn how to speak', which refers clearly to the 
iltie poem from his Hottentot Venus and Orher Poems (1979: 1-2), to my kn To catch in the ... tongue's knot1A sense of the stoneness of 
:!ne of the carliest. cxprcssions of indignation at  he cornmodification and gro :58), the collection contains also the poem 'The River that Flows 
,n~uscun~ization' of i.his San woman known by the Afrikaans name of 'Saar rough Our Land' (57). The river is said to be, KhoiSan-style, 'Clicking in its 
Daartman'. the process of her European exhibition and humiliation made possible late like the flaking of stone tools'. Especially beautiful are two other poems 
21: utterly crass racism fiercely exposed in Gray's eloquent verse. Ther ', the one beginning 'Our land holds' evoking 'The wind [which] 
!:ealth in  the poet's sarcastic evocation of the vulgarity of this woman's red ets a gorah' and 'sounds .... The names of decimated 
r l - r  L t , ~  i.olc of 'a classy peepshow ... a special voluptuary a squealing passion' (11 essequafHacumqua ... / ... Cochoqua'. In this poem Cronin 
?,lovingly describing her lonely (but unremittingly observed) death, the poem it roic pride and the pathos of Khoikhoin 'warriors ... (Charging 
.thrnwfsl another stone in [her] memory' on the 'cairns' in her motherland (11, fire', expressing the recognition that these 
231, Especially powerful is the sardonic equivocation in line 35: 'they mounted 
ix:,ihout bcads or skins or quivers' (2). But in the concluding lines of the warriors ... left behind 
spcaher attributes to Saartjie's shade enough power to overturn the world. It Their fallen.spears that our land 
(yeti be a moot point whether, such a triumphalist suggestion glorifies of falsifies t Like a peach its pip 
srorkness of this .symbol~e' lifei8. 

This unfinished task (198350). 

I "  'The Song of Nu-Numma-Kwiten' (Cope 249-50). 
" 'Song of the Springbok Does' (250). The latter poem has the postscrip 
W.I-3.1 Blcek', which perhaps applies also to the preceding poem (no other sourc 
given for it). 
'"cc Carli Coec~ee's chapter ('Krotoa remembered: a mother of unity, a mot 
sorrows?'- Negotiariizg the Past 112-19) on the ironies and political i~nplicati actual namelidentity of the author is revealed in one of the Tony Voss articles 
thc use of another such Khoikoi 'icon'. 
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In the next poem by Cronin, 'If you're asking: Whose land?' (51), t 
in more than eleven clicks and grunts 
their North East South West song. 

speaker proposes the deep-down answer to that opening question-that i t  is to 
found in 'the earth', 'among the bones', anlong y difficulties and dissatisfactions with Watson's Return of the Moon: Versions 

om the /Xum (1991), despite its undoubted importance, result from a persistent 
Grain's seed, grass, shrub's roots se of the contemporary poet's self-foregrounding, most overtly in the cover 
Where the men's bones [lie] with their snuff pouches, ign, in the 'Introduction' (1983:7-20) in which the poet persistently refers to what 
Women's bones with their porridge sticks, ask has done in this collection as 'translation' (which suppresses the extent to which 
There where lineage on lineage sits work rests on what Bleek and Lloyd achieved) and in such details as the 
Tucked in this earth ( 5  1, final stanza). ffacement of the San poetsl/speakers' names from the pages on which Watson'> 

Such poems as these by Cronin are a tribute, an evocation and an exhortation an 
among the finest of those insp~red by the remembered presence of the KhoiSan. 

allel text format continually ensures the reader's recognition that s h e  is reading 

Mark Swlft's poem 'South African Museum, Cape Town' (Van Wyk 7 
nscriptions from sayings by individuals with their own 'strange' but cornplex and 

also appeared in 1983. In this poem, 'all attest to extinction'; 'The Bushman 
tact language, whereas Watson's unilingual and 'streamlined' presentations 

stripped to the bone' by those who mounted these exhibits, by the colonial rape, 
the gaze of the speaker. It is a fine poem, both ironic, melancholic and sensitiv 
empathetic. Juxtaposed with Cronin's, though, the latter's greater richness 
meaning and feeling are confirmed. The melancholia of extermination is there, in 

pathetic victims, but as the aristocratic ancestry ('warriors'-50; 'lineage1-5 

tion which one would have expected an academic as generally scrupulous as 
to supplyz0. Chiefly, though, the rhythms chosen are mostly so flat and 

i l l .  15-17]. re likely to sell, a ruthless editing, an experience of monetary economy and a 
But the speaker's sarcasm, wit and searing anger give way to a p to place oneself academically on the map' (1996:95). Cloete nevertheless 

sadness in thc final, 'fade-out' stanza: 

in no man's land, any December 
this close knit kin sing uren's essay (1994:68-69). 
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poems discussed. It should be acknowledged, though, that almost every other revie hoiSan by their brutalising comments. On the other hand, the evocations. 
oflcommentary on Watson's 'V~rsions'  has been favourable: this commentato ppropriations (of) and tributes to the Khoikhoi and San by those who now write of' 
view is definitely a minority opinion. r 'for' them, however sympathetically or empathetically, are seldom free of other 

The most recent evocation of the KhoiSan presence which this essay c mitations of vision. That the enigma of encounters between cultures and peoples is 
encompass occurs in Tatarnkhulu Afrika's poem 'Dancing in My City' (199253- escapable and persistent, is so pertinently expressed by Dening (1992: 178-179) that 
in which the speaker's both dreary and frightening sense (while on a political ma s words bear quoting a second time: 
of the persistence of old power forms (in the unsympathetic 'audience') sudden1 
lightens when thc rhythm turns to lilting: There is now no Native past without the Stranger, no Stranger without the 

Native. No one can hope to be mediator or interlocutor in that opposition of 
But then I see her: Native and Stranger, because no one is gazing at it untouched by the power 
the little, yellow, dancing woman, that is in it. Nor can anyone speak just for the one, just for the other. There 
the rapt yet graven, shrivelled features, is no escape from the politics of our knowledge, but that politics is not in the 
generous San buttocks rolling past. That politics is in the present. 
with a gentle, rhythmic, effortless abandon, 
small feet skittering, deeper irony is confirmed by the dry, sad comment made by Mr Mathambo 
lightly as a water-bug on dust-glazed water, gaeaja, speaking as delegate at the international 'KhoiSan Identities and Cultural 
along the crowd-crushed, dead macadam. eritage' conference in Cape Town (July 12-17 1997): 'We must be some of the best 

udied people in the world, but our socio-economic position is declining in spite of 
And my feet move on again, knowing 1 the research'". As Sylvia Plath wrote, even words that '[ring]' 'like axes' can 
1.hat under them, come 'dry and riderless"', signifying nothing, passively gazing on 'history' and 
lies still a soil forever Africa, rogress' proceeding in their obliterating course. 
and i t  is not I that am the alien, 
but they that stand here, streetside, Department of English 
watching me University of Stellenbosch 
dancing in my city (1992:54-55). 

The poem hence becomes a triumphant image of reclamation, perhaps a fit po 
conclude the gamut of perspectives examined in this essay. Open, itself, to (Essays). London: Heinemann. 
ironies of doubtful 'authority' and questionable validity which have been rais 
course of the discussion, this essay has treated poetry as a type of social index. 
material brought together in the end combines into a sociohistory of 'South Afric 
matter too large for this format, but providing a kind of small symphony 
dominant tones and lyrical, ghostly echoes can be heard. The essay wr 
assumed the authority to judge on the issues of aesthetic and even ethical 'ad ttentot Fables and Tules. 
in the portrayals and evocations of the South African KhoiSan peoples i ondon: Trubner. 
English) poetry. The all too evident subjectivities of this method must be si mun Folklore. London: 
acknowledged with the plea in mitigation of the enormous interest and importan 
the questions raised. It is to be noted that even the early, blatantly racist 
denunciations of the KhoiSan could not manage to erase the humanness of 
South African people, even as these writers attempt to deny any kinship ords' (Plath 198 1 :270). 
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The Challenge of African Philosophy 

The Challenge of African Philosophy: vertheless relevant to place it on record to strengthen his powerful opposition to 

A Reply to Mabogo More obsessive ethnocentrism of Western ethnographers. In this regard, Hountondji 
ell points out that ethnographic prejudice against Africans was underpinned by the 

purious thesis, attributed to Levy-Bruhl, that African languages are rooted in a 

WJ Ndaba concrete' rather than an abstract orientation. He extrapolated this idea of a language 
ith a concrete orientation from the example of the Yoruba language which 

, expresses 'nineteen' and 'eighteen' in exactly the same way on a one-to-one 
1. Introduction 
This article is a reply to Mabogo More's (1996:109-129) paper, 'African Philoso 

To philosophers such as Hountondji (1993), the expressions and 

in all its formations and guises but does not do African philosophy any further go 
In other words; I hold that More's account of Western denials of African philosop ntrism European rationality has had no other ambition than to search for a 
neither advances debate on issues in African philosophy nor does it illumine t 
nature of African philosophy itself. As More's paper challenges the positions 

African teachers of philosophy and in so doing, reaffirm the merit which I consid 
their work justly deserves. 

2. The Context of the Reply 
I identify with More's strong feelings against what is commonly regarded as 
Western underestimation of the African's capacity for dialectical and ratiocinat 
thought. In fact More's article neglected to mention Levy-Bruhl, who argued that t 
mentality of so-called primitive people was radically different to that of Weste nsified against Africans by specifically categorising them as non-European 
logic. Levy-Bruhl (in Honderich 1995:482) described 'primitive mentality' ples. In this manner colonialism suppressed African people to the point of 
'mystical', meaning that it is dominated by feeling, whereas scientific experience i ectifying African existence. Even though Levy-Bruhl later abandoned his theory 
largely cognitive. Levy-Bruhl became celebrated for the findings he extrapolat 
from his ethnographic studies, that the 'pre-logical thought' of primitive peoples 
dictated largely by the ethos of participation (non-distancing) rather than the law 
non-contradiction. In this way, Levy-Bruhl embodies the worst expression of raci ersal human phenomenon (Levy-Bruhl in Honderich 1995). 
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As an African, I can sympathise with the emotional and psychological p asoning to grasp the totality of reality in its width and depth, and the fact that only 

vocation such remarks (made under the auspices of science and 'reason') bear on ntuitive reason is capable of an understanding that goes beyond appearance (Senghor 

self-understanding and pride of the African intellectual. But one should soun n Burr 1980:393). Senghor is supported by Anyanwu (in Ruch & Anyanwu 

caveat here. Philosophy is a conceptual activity. As such the philosopher hardly e 
makes a statement without entangling himself in a thicket. Such appears to 
case with More's paper. He decries Western sceptical assessment of the Africa The African culture did not assunle that reality could be subordinated to 

acity for rationai judgement. Yet at the same time, More unwittingly absolutises human reason alone. Imagination, intuitive experience and feelings are also 

tern rationality too. He adopts and engages a specifically Western model for modes of knowing. This is why the deepest expression of African cultural 

quing Wcstern denials of African philosophy. In the process, he loses the opportu reality has been through art, music, foiksong and myths rather than logical 

of indicating that which is essentially African in African philosophy and which ca 
challcnge 'valorised' Western rationality. He falls into the same prison house 
tonclji (1983) and Bodunrin (1980) remain trapped in, namely the positivistic With these remarks, Anyanwu and Senghor join the legion of thinkers who 

ruological paradigms which often fail to develop bridgeheads with other traditions. reject the Western monopoly on rationality. To appreciate what Senghor and 

More's discussion of the Western valorisation of reason invokes Anyanwu are doing, the reader must understand where these writers come froni. 

philosophy of negritude, which emerged as a counterweight to the we aving been trained in Western philosophy, they are convinced that not all principles 

ctcvaluat~on of African societies, which Western outsiders perceived as orga Western rationality can handle the totality of hunian experience without making 

amund emot~onai values. The strict separation of the knower and the objec estern rationality appear hegemonic. Dissatisfied with Western methods, Senghor 

knowledge, which remains a telling feature of occidental philosophy, someti and Anyanwu thus challenge the exclusivity of Western rationality precisely because 

;)rtses a dilemma for an African philosopher trained in the epistemological ideolog~e t tends to undermine those pyramids of value and meaning which are not mediatcd 

taught in Western institutions. Although he has to internalise these ideologies hrough or do not neatly fit the singular Western prescription of doing philosophy. 

African philosopher nevertheless cannot help feeling a sense of discontinuit Constructions of meaning in an African context easily become overiooked 

dissonance with his own personal experience. It was in this context of dissonance y Western thinkers because they ignore the fact that at various stages of existence 

Senghor unwittingly 'denied' rationality (analysis, system and logic) to the A an beings undergo various experiences. Some experiences are of a religious or 

mind by undermining the distinction between subject and object. He wrote that: ective nature while others, by contrast, are of an objective and more public 
re. The fact that the former cannot be predicated by verifiable means. does not 

In dark Africa, people always dance because they feel, and they a1 mean that philosophy must sweep them aside. This consideration gave rlse, during 

dance someone or something. Now to dance is to discover and to re-cr the early stages of this century, fo the appearance of phenomenology, which led to the 

ro adent~fy oneself with the forces of life, to lead a fuller life, and in shor rowth of contemporary hermeneutic philosophy, the forerunner of post-mouern 

be. It is, at any rate, the highest form of knowledge .... The reason of cl hilosophy at the closing stage of the century. The challenge of AGican phiiosophy, 

ical Europe is analytic through utilization, the reason of the African N o adopt these latter-day methods and to adapt them to the peculiarly 'African 

intuitive through participation (Senghor in Solomon & Higgins 1995:25 . Conversely, African philosophy too can play a restorative and invigorating 
in relation to Western philosophy. To  strengthen my argument I shall 

Conradie (in Burr 1980:392) explains the law of participation as ustrate these two positions. 
To illustrate the first posirion, I must begin by stating that an Arrican 

a direct spontaneous experience of the world, a life-surge an hilosopher can harness a Western method in the service of African philosophy only 

abandonment which effect a mystical sympathy with the universe. For y placing the African world-view at the centre of his theorising. Sorne philosophers 

reason Senghor can state 'emotion is African as reason is Hellenic'. ould argue that the conceptual framcwork most suitable for Afrtcan philosophy is 
e vitalist rather than the objectivist framework (Maurier in Wright 197ir:l i 1. The 

By juxtaposing the Hellenic and the African, Senghor is not 'othering'  talis st franlework of African philosophy, with its focus on the prlority of life, thrusts 

African but only underlining the inability of the Western discursive metho s right into those issues which led Senghor to reject the object~vist stance. Tc, 
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More denounces qucsrions such as 'What is African philosophy?'; 'D I am in agreement with More (1996) about the overly Eurocentric content of 
iil'rican philosophy exist'?'; 'Is rhcrc such a thing as African philosophy?" (M hilosophy glven in our lecture rooms and I would add that the same appl~es to thc 
19C)h:i 19). as sceptical questions. I would suggest that these questions, far umanlties as they are taught in our nation's established universities. I have 
iicnying African philosophy, wittingly or unwittingly, constitute Ihr entioned elsewhere that the curricula of Historically Disadvantaged Universities do 
phiiosophy 11s most special and intellectuaI appeal. This special appeal is borne ot reflect the widely dispersed world-views of the great majority of our population 
by tlie copious critical and vigorously analytical essays whict-I have corne i n  the wa daba 1996). Thus, More (1996:120n5) is perfectly correct in his view that African 
of current discussions and debates on African philosophy. Indeed, any person ilosophy is largely ignored at universities except a few isolated black 
wants to understand the nature of the debates on African philosophy I~as to corne isadvantaged) ones. However, having decided so unhesitatingly in favour of the 
terms with the painstaking critical issues raised in terms of these searching ques~io clusion of African philosophy in the universities, I find his studied cold treatment 
Deviating from More's pos~tion, I would say that these questions are rellloved in f the philosophical contribution of Shutte and Rauche somewhat disquieting and 
and attitude from 'fempels' Philosophie Bnntoe. They are more in the traditio elf-contradictory (More 1996:120-122). In my view. Shutte (1993) successfully 
;nterrogating the imperatives of the logic of intellectuaY scrutiny and independe allenges or reverses the hegemony of Eurocentric epistemology, particularly in the 
than rhc descr~pt~ve mode ofTernpells cthnographlc detail. TRc questions, in the s ntext of our somewhat misplaced 'first world' focus. But. to leave Shurte :ind 
;;1 YAziuner. Wright and others iWr~ght  1979) are analytic ihrougb and through auche for the moment, it is clear that the picture of the neglect of African 
prove that questlnns conceived and predicated on 'alien' assulnptions and paradi philosophy in our universities needs more objective restatement, 
can also cqually nourish the project of self-criticism and self-analysis in At The situation is not as bad as More claims because the position he rightly 
philosc~phy. ecries is in fact fast changing. What he should crusade for is its improvement. For- 

More ( 1996: 120) further refers to the neglect of African philosophy in mo xample Anthony Appiah's work Iis My Father's House (1993) is a prescribed set- 
Sc~ulh African universities. I would agree with him but only to a certain exte ork in the department of philosophy at the University of Natal. In 1994 the late 
:vould guess that in relation to the rest of Africa, South African philosophers a enry Odera Oruka, the Kenyan founder of sage philosophy, spent threc weeks 
!cast one to two decades behind. at least as far as the intensity of debates. publish aching at the University of Cape Town. As a consequence of that vis~t to  UC7'. 
reszarch and symposla devoted exclusively to an all-African philosophy agenda ruka was invited to visit the Universities of Durban-Westville and Zululand w~th 
!:oncesned. It 1s not that there have hecn no stirrings on the subject. Papers on Afric e graceful co-operation of UCT. In the same year the University of South Africa 
nll i~osop~~y have been presented at proceedings of the Philosophical Society fo ted Prof. Godwill Sogolo of Nigeria. It was refreshing to realise what great 
;::nsiiierahie clme. The sheer fact that More (1996:120n5) acknowIedges gress can be made when institutions co-operate. Prof. Sogolo flew to Durban at 
existence ot a growing number of philosophy articles in  a journal produced in A invitation of Durban-Westville and Zululand universities, where More (UDW) 
criicl exciusively dcvoted to a philosophical agenda is proof that South Afr~ca yself (UZ) teach philosophy. Shutte's book Philosophy for Africa (1993). 
philosophers arc slowly waking up from their slumber. Thus the absence of a ntroversial though it may be, mentions the author's involvement with African 
scale devotion to Al'rican philosophy should not be put down to a conscious ilosophy in the context of teaching and research in African philosophy at UC'I'. 
deliberate desire to exclude African philosophy per se. In any given traditio As More also indicates, the philosophy courses taught at our universities 
pl~ilesophy, the thcmes that receive priority and the methods thinkers adopt or depl o interrogate all the issues considered pertinent to the survival of our newly 
arc dictared by the biases of a people's culture and their existential situation a d democracy. In this respect, from a philosophical stand-po~nt, the values anci 
experience (Bodunrin 1981; Levy 1974). What More decries, however, is t views of the majority of our black people can hardly be o\ieremphasisetf. In thc 
:>~crprcoccugatlon wit11 a particularistic conception of philosophy. As Mudim t of the foregoing remarks, the appearance of essays such as those of Shuttc 
r l9Siii ob5erves. in Africa thc themes and methods that receive attention invariab ), Rauche (1996) and More (1996), which could come to Rear on the lssues or' 
reflect preferences that presuppose non-African epistemological values and criteri y should be welcomed. Hence, More must be commended for broaching the 
'Thus Conradie (in Burr 1980:409) observes that South African universities ar ect of an African oriented philosophy syllabus i n  our universities. However. 
largely preoccupied with either the synthetic or analytic approaches, options w ritising African philosophy would, of necessity, force decisions of a serious and 
indicate stern devotion to either the European method of herrneneutic synthesis or mplicated methodological and substantive nature. This route in turn would no 
Anglo-American analytical tradition. oubt present an opportunity for other thinkers to critic~se those cho~ces ;lnd 
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rationality, as revealed in its lack of 'unanimity' about the meaning of the concept 
'philosophy'. The writer is not the first to point out the controversial nature of the 
self-understanding of Western philosophy. In a text on African philosophy, Maurrer 

Western philosophy is polarized by the problem of knowledge, the problem 
of universals, the problem of immediate awareness, the problem of 
empiricism, the problem of philosophical critique, ana, recentlv. the 
question of phenomenology. We do not believe that t h ~ s  sort of prohiern 
seriously exercises African thinking. The probicm of livlng, of iifc. i s  tar 
more important than the problem of knowledge. 

It seerns therefore, that to overlanlent the 'veiled' attempts to deny reason to African 
of We5tcrn idcas. This concern, as More raises it,  is shared equally by other 

notononsly contradictory and competing answers given to the question of the sues capable of taking African philosophy forward. I am not defending any 
rticular notion of an African philosophy. At a general level, African philosophy 

must just be philosophy pure and simple. To use Maurier's (in Wright 1979) 

as vitalism, existentialism and others which sound closer to the pulse of A 
yh;!osophy than the detractors of traditional African philosophy would like to admi Philosophy should also be critical in the Kantian sensc of the term; 

Rorty (1979) argues that the above-mentioned strands in West philosophy should question itself about the proper value of its rational 
plliiosophy are a reaction against the pervasive view of (Western) philosophy, wh procedure and on the epistemological or gnostic validity of its results. 

My aim is not to wage a counter-argument against the recommendations of 
i:cI~irid He1degger.s hermeneuticai philosophy was the latter's desire to shift ore. It is rather to deepen the rationality debate from an African perspective. Given 

substitute for coherent judgement and experience. Gadarner (in Sprung 198 
wr~tes: It bears mention that some philosophers, such as the French thinkers. 

Heidegger, as is well known, saw in Plato's doclrine of for~ns, the 
i n  the transformation of truth from unconcealedness to the appropria 
and correctness of statements. lusively rationalistic and scientistic methodologies. He takes his point o f  

arture from a special kind of language, namely symbolic language, the language 
As an African, More laments that certain Western philosophers te myth (Ricoeur 1960). Hence, I maintain that the interpretation of these symbols. 

cxclude the African from Western 'rationality'. He points out the aporia of West mbedded in mythological language, could serve as a convenient starting potnt for a 
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dialogue between ethnophilosopi~v and Western philosophy. Ill a similar man these traditions. 1 question his perspective because it is counterproductive arid stancis Mcrlcnu-Panty's phenomenologl,,,al philosophy challenges the tendency at the opposite pole of the strategy which Rauche and Shutte represent. Hencc Mor-c'\ 

contemporary sc~entific and philosophic thought to valorise autonomous thoug position ossifics at the threshold where an African philosophy could begin to c11:lll- 
dcr-ived under cxperimental conditions. It seeks to underrnine philosophy' enge Western 'denials' of African philosophy, as his paper rightly points out too. 
conception that the subject constitutes the world as an object of knowledge. At this juncture, it may be appropriate to address two issues whlch loom 
insisting that consciousness must be seen first from the point of view of bodily bein More's criticism of Shutte's book. The first issue is less substantive arid 
he argues that man's access to the world is through his body and as such is anterior t round the semantic preference f'or the 
mcthodic or rational analysis (Merleau-Ponty 1962). A purposive o n 'for' in Shutte's considered title 'Philosophy for Afrrca' raljiicr than 
African philosophical perspective indicates that these two orientation ore's preferred title "African Philosophy'. T o  concede to More. Shutte opened 
inought, can bc, and should be, in dialogue with African philosophy. The point attack by his usage of the preposition 'for , rather than the adject~vc 
ii-taking I S  [hat the African philosopher cannot afford to ignore a dialogue "frican'. However, 1 consider thc choice of preposrtion or adject~ve a ilucstlon oi 
could deconstrucr the hegemony of rationality which More precisely Ie rather than a barometer of content. Shutte's controversial title is a cl3ssical 
(-I~mradic (1980:396) restates More 's  objections against the valorisation of rea example of a book that is rejected on the hasis of its cover. What better i:ountcr- 
mr:rc succinctly: example than Western philosophy which for want of :\ bettcr adjective is :IS 

misleading as  the nomenclature 'British philosophy'. To whimper ovcr tilies 01 '  
... i t  may be added that the interpretation of Western pllilosop hiiosoplly is to ignore the fact that philosophy arrses out of particular historlcai and 
Africans objecl is nothing new. It has been stated most strongly in uman contexts. 'Tu place titles before content delays the discussion of pressin2 
twentieth ccntury by Europeans themselves. Moreover-and this is a p ues, first, of' the discipline of philosophy in Africa, and second, ol'  he c r i s~s  of 
of imrnense importance-Western philosophy has given birth to a type isterice and habitation in Africa. In less direct words, however, Shuttc wanra 
philosophiz~ng which is no longer specifically Western but global in the tr ilosophy to bear on social issues, espec~ally those in the southern African context. 
c n s c  of the ~ c r m .  It is here that we must look fol- contact with Afric ertainiy, a philosophy fbr Africa sounds rnorc amenable fur a p p l ~ c a t ~ o n  to soclal 
nnilosophy and for ~ t s  incvrtable role. roblems such as access to health care and provision of housing than the iitlc 

frican Philosophy', which suggests an activity of abstraction and word splitting B y  
I believe, as I have presently explained, that Conradie's view is onality, I suspect that More's argument 

;i !:ti the orientations of Shutte (1 991) and Rauche (1 996). It is a view, to take a position that unwittingly rcifies the very hegemony of Westcr-n 
:kink is not opposed to the Afrocentric foundations of understandi n philosophy in essence interrogate. How 
~ x n !  assed. in  relation to the contributions of Shutte and Rauche, the overall sweep mind that it is written by an African w h o  
t io rc ' s  article seems to fail to lease out the implications posed by the hegemony himself in thought and languaee iornls 
Wt-stt,rn philosophy for the debate in and for African philosophy. hich are borrowed from Western culture? 

More s restatement of Western denials o f  Af'rican philosoph The second issue in More 's  account is not so obvious. It harks buck to tIic 
iiiiroi.~cal consc~ousness of European ethnocentrism alive but does not philosophy and ethnophilosophy. Thc 
i:l!;iilcrige of cornmunlcat~ng a distinct orientation tn African philosophy. Enunciat roversy boils down to a distinction between pllilosophy in the narrowly del'incd 
iicn~als or' Ali-ican philosophy fall short of coming to bear on the pre nicist analytical sense and philosophy in the broadly defined. loose or vulyar 
t;i' philosophy in the light of  the conditions of life today. By way o tte's book neatly mediates a course between these two warring meanings of 
cngage~nent with More. one can give copious examples that throw sufficie ilosophy. If Shutte were truly guilty of the denial More charges him with, he would 
themes in African philosophy which can join issue with burning t be writing as he does. It may merit the space to quote Shutte (1993: 16) in 
Western philosophy. An example that is naturally inscribed in the African 
(he African's rcady solidaritarian coexistence with the environment. But M 
a stricture against the weaving of Ah-icnn ~raditional philosophy with the Wester If philosophy is defined by its method-rigorous, analyt~cal.  critlcai iei u b  

[~hilosoohical rnetliodology. His position closes of'f the possibility of contact betwee say--then professional philosophy in univcrslt~es becvrncs the ~ c n t r t  <!i' 



The Challenge oj Africcl~l Phllotoph) 

intclcst [ i  r t  15 definccl fiy content-theoric\ o l  the r l a t ~ ~ l e  of the unlv 2. Traditional African Philosophy as Applied Reflection and 14nalysis of 
of thc ~!liild of death 15 W C J I  as theories of society and morality-- frican Conceptual Systems 
traditional i l f~ lcnn  thought has a great deal to otfer that i\ of ph~losop  second meanlng of  tradltlonal Afrlcan philosophy refers to  the re f l~ , t~on\  and 
inkreit alyses of tradlt~onal conceptual systems embedded in world-vlews and social life 

mc  noted natlonallst ph~losopher-pol~t ic~ans such as Nyerere, Nkrumah ,,nu 
There is '1 common but facile rcdsontng that a wnter,  espcclally of no aunda have employed ideas 01 themes from tradihonal Africa to glound 

A111~an stock, who extols the viitueq of tradltlonal A f i ~ c a n  ph~losophy rogranmes of economic, soclal and political recon5tructlon In [hen respc'tlve 
cthnophilo\uphj. i x  gu~l ty  of the type of 'denlali' ot rationality to Africans, suc ountr~es.  W ~ r e d u  (1995.17) polrits out that 
Morc \t~rdentl\  CrltIclws Shuttc of Thi? line of ledsonlng arises In part, I suppos 
'1071 J ~di iu ie  LO prci otf the good ( ~ n d  cnricct from the bad and unacceptable In tl With rare exceptions they argued for folms of s 0 ~ l a ~ l ~ m  bascd o n  flrit 
- I , , ~ I ( > ~  ot : ~ ~ I R O D ~ I I I ( I ~ O ~ ! I ~  pr~nclples deriving from iraditlonal Afi lLan communalism The ACI ican 

plovenance of tlie~r philosoghles was clearest In the 'Ujaama' iFainiivhood) 

3,  Thrce  Positive Meanings of Traditional African Philosophy soc~alisrn of Nyelere of Tanranla and the 'Zambian humanlsin of Kaur~tid 
! , i ! i p e ~ ~  that MOIC'S critrqutX ol ihc ~ o n c e p t  of 'trnditlon'11' ,lr used by both Sh who hoth steered studiously clear of folelgn ~deologlcal admixtures 
, K ~ U L ~ C  , !~nlortunateiy attiibutable to th15 ia r lu~c  to deconsti 
It ,nciph~lo50~)hy Hence More :r l o ~ k t d  in the dl~cardecl ethnographtcal notion 4lthough these thlnkers ~ntended these utoplan theorlcs lo  reairse ~ o l i d a r i t a ~ i ~ l n  ~oc1,11 

i:,iLiii:on ~ I l l c h  15 not tne senie intended by the two wirters Ledvlng aside t orders, the fa~ lure  of these theorles ~n praclrcc does not mean that in themselves they 
\ ? i . J O i . l ~ i ~ ~  ~ o l i i t r u ~ t i o n  of 'tiadltlonal philosophy' as used by ethnophllosophers ~u are phlPosophlcally worthless 

' ~ n i p c l s  KI G ~ m e  , ~ n d  hlbitl the notion of 'tradrtronal Afrlcan philosop 
&nsuiatzi three positive mcanbngs T o  avoid confusing ' t lad~tional 3. Traditional African Philosophy as Presupposed by Culture 

) ~ i * i c  \ o n I i ~  ui tn  'ethnoph~iosopby it might he u s e f ~ l  to r inpa~k  three badeges~n enumerates n t h ~ r d  meantng of  the notlon of tradrtional Af i~can  
cai:~nm tnd~cdted In Gbadegeiln s ( 1991 1 esjay hilosophy It b r ~ d g e s  the gap between the two rnednings mentioned abovc I t  

cknowledges the tmpossibihty of pure precolonial thought hut accepts thdt therc 15 ,I 

3.1. Traditional Philosophy as African Indigenous Thought nse of  tladitlonal African philosophy as  ~nterplcted by professional Afrrc,zn 
Gnadcg-iln tl~\tingulshe\ three po5ltlve senses of the meaning of traditional Afnca hilosophers today (Cbadegesln 199 1 1) 
T - ~ I ]  ~kophi  I iuggest that these three scn5es arc the mcanlngs intended by Shutte an As a result of t h ~ s  thrrcl meanlng of trad~tlondl African philosophy there have 
ii.\uLiie The first me'lning pinpoints a ~oncept lon  of Ail [can ph~losophy grounded i n recent years been several 5choPdrly s t u d ~ e s  of trad~tional Hflican pnl~o\optl\  
tl.lcfli:i,nL~l Alrlian thought bciolc the Western influences began to d l ~ t o l t  the A f ~ i ~ a  vekye's Akun Conceptual Schetne (1987) IS one example, and in its wakc came 
i l 1 ~ l i t  ,i.r It refer., lo the p h i l o v ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ i  thought of t r a d ~ t ~ o n a l  Africa hdrvested fro redu's Afr~can Phllosophtcal Traditzon A Case Stud1 of the AlCrrtz (1992) There 

, , : , i~ i*on~ -\fri:an world-v~ew\, my!hr, proverbs and a vailety of other cultui undoubtedly many slinilar studtes w h ~ h  attempt to inaugurate a . ~ r l t ~ c a i  'lnd 

, 1 t,i, \,loni i;hadecesln i 1991 1 I c ~ c s ~ i i b e s  this body of trad~tional Aftica econst~uctlve'  debate based on the oral philosophy of a given African Lonjrll\inity 
, 111 i ,~p t t \  f h c  yh11o5opny 1rld1geiious to A!licans, unt'l~nted hy l o ~ e i g n  idea.;' en Afrtca's tncredsed cornmunlcation ilnks with the outslde world througil trade 

Tile inotlve force of  his understanding of Airlean philosophy 1s that th satellite connections, ~t can be accepted that many we\tern philosophcr5 will join 
t t i  rc phrlo\ophcri In traditionai Afrrcd and that a t~adi t ion of philosophlcrng fray and plug lnto the ~ntercultural debate As can be seen, Atrican phrlosopher\ 
4ir11,1 did n o 1  >udJenly cmeige with ~o ion ia l l \m A \  can be sccn, this rneanlng avc found no problem wlth these attempts Bkere (clted earlier) 1s a good c x ' ~ m p ~ c  
t ~ ~ i d ~ t ~ o ~ l d l  A f r i ~ a n  phiIo\ophy 1s drstlnctly different from ethnophiIosophy I I ~ I  The reasotl why I have gone into this detalled perorat~on rs that Mole i 
{tiat, t iav~ng ti,!nilated Shutte s and Rauche9s  US^ of i t ~ a d ~ t i o ~ ~ a l  ph~lobophy' a plicit understanding of the notlon of  'tradit~onal phiPosophy' as 'cthnoph~io\opilz 
,!hnoph~loior)ily , Moic  runs thc llsk of ~ i o s i n g  off the value ot 'trc\d~c~onal central to hrs d~rmrssal  of Shutte and Rauche Yet, I scc these two wrller , 1\ 

pJ11iosophies although suc1-1 phriosophies mlght prove ~n\ truct i \e  In our present one- m p t ~ n g  to plug into African traditional ph~losophy In one, two or 'ill ot the [hrct 

,icieG ic~nnalogrt  n i  cultule s ~ t l v e  senses, in ordci to set In motlon a draloguc with African ~iadttl<)nal 



philosophy, on the level of  1:omplementarity and resonance, not contrast an he promoter's subjective evaluation), hc would have been saved the risk O I  
d~fi'crence. In fact. they could wt.11 be said to be engaged in reversing what Mudi extrapolating or wondering '-exactly how much of the work is an imposillon oi- 
( 1 9 8 8 : ~ )  describes as the onslaught of 'theories and methods whose constraints, r reflection of the supervisor' (More 1996: 1241. 
arid systems of operation suppose a non-African epistemological locus'. But the following salient points may be of help. First. the title of thC  

In the West,  the epistemology of rationality is legitimated in writi ]dent's dissertation is: TAe Kelntiot~ship Rerweetl Si~bjecfiilit), nrzd Objrc.ti\,lr\. in rile 
Iiaiionaliry and literacy are two sides of the same coin (Wininger in Oruka 1 'ences with Special Reference to the liernlerzei4tic.s Naris-Gear,? (;iiti/l~i~ei 
199). This point is relevant in relation to the sceptical arguments ag daba 1993). 
ethnophilosophy. for not all traditional philosophy is reduced to writing. What Gadamer's herrneneutrcal philosophy emphasiscs the mediati\/e funci:<)n o! 
nrguing. in agreement with More, is that laying down writing as a p culture, history and tradition in understanding. Following Gadamer. the nlarn x g u -  
c:i~r~dition for philosopli~cness reduces to a disg~lised hegemony. In other rnent of the dissertation was that, although it is common to contrast undefirandin,g. 
Iwvc to wicien the notion of literacy beyond the point at which Western, Eurocent Vei-~trhen, and explanation, Erkluren, even the natural scientist deceives hiinseit ii 'hc 
prc;fessorite rdeology presently locks i t .  Shuttc and Kauche's strategy takes serious elieves that he can grasp his object a-historically. Gadamer3s Lhesis in he!-niei-~cutizal 
:in African tradition :)f doing philosophy. erspeclive is that whether in the human sciences, i.e. Gcistrs~vissensch~if'ter~, or tho 

. 7  l o  concede 3 point to More, Shutte does write in a n~anner  that vacilla atural sciences, Nutul-wissenschaftrn, the methodological canons we dcvisc to grasp 
belwt:en the tlroader ;icceptablc meaning o i  traditional African philosophy and tl uch an object, are historically conditioned. Althoilgh Cadaincr cloes not write in tile 
narrow and unpopular cthnophiiosophical meaning of traditional African thought, context of an intercultural communication with other philosophies. a dialogue 
ha:, not made this distinction clear. However he has definitely never stated that a between his rlolions of tradition, participation, knowledge, a fusion of horizons, ctc., 
oi~iio.;ophy for Africa can he constituted purely from ethnophilosophy. Shutte u and similar themes in African philosophy, readily suggested itself. 
the concept oi'ethnophilosophy interchangeably with traditional philosophy to The offending chapter in the dissertation, which More refers to. 1s pren-used 
::!nhrace !he three positive meanings of traditional African philosophy. The reaso n fhc realisation that Gadamer's hermeneutical approach to knowledge lends itself 
i.ch!nti this seeming ambtguity is that for some writers such as Winingcr (in Oruk dcquately to a comparison with African philosophy. Basic LO the inclusion of tI11.i 

!c!L34: 198) '... philosuphies which are indigenous and have grown up in prc-colon hapter is the assumption that genuincly African concepts and thcmcs intrinsic to 
;Itr icn arc now called cthno-philosophies'. traditional African philosophy are adequate to penetrate the philosophic ciiscoursc of 

1 see nothirig sinister or patronising in this innocent use of the e West. and in the process to make the West understand the African situation from 
c ~ t i ~ ~ o ~ ~ h i l o s o p h y .  Of decisive value in Sh~rtte's book are his clear indication e African phitosopher's own first-hand description of the African situatlon. 1 read]- 
ctlinc~philosophy (in the positive sense) or traditional African philosophy, shorn y adrnit that More (1996: 125) finds fault with this approach because he writes thai: 
hli-cign aciniixtures and accretions, can contribute to previously intractable 
neg!ccted philosophical problems. not only in theory but also in practice. T o  claim that African philosophy can be woven from a synthesis between 

Sliutte's ortentatlon in geographic and historical perspective is recommen Lvestern philosophical methodology and African 'traditional' thought is to 
<I! 13) Scrcquebert~an 1 195) 1 :37 J too. H c  writes that contemporary African philoso privilege the Western model over and above the African model. 
jhould bring rn tow ~ r a d ~ t i o n a l  Afrrcan worid-views, not in order to satisfy an abst 
~ilreiiectu:~l debate bur to engage these world-views in the service of the concre Okere, cited earlier, did precisely that. It is not clear to me how and in what 
problems prcsentlp plaguing African people. He advises that not all aspects manner the importation of a hermencutic nlethodology 'privileges' European 
contemporary African philosophy need to follow the Western paradigm of analytic hilosophy over African philosophy. If More is convinced that this is the case, thc 
and deductiveness. Some part of African philosophy should be primarily "practic matter presents a crucial and vita! point for fui-tiler dcbate and clarification as 
;ind thus contribute to the reconceptualisation of an authentic African social order. hilosophy is not just a game for intellectuals alone but is a matter of practical import 

More secs fit to censure Rauchc for a chapter written not by Kauche hims r everybody. Hence the ongoing debate is crucial for life in general hec;luse 
but by n M:~stcr's student of Rauche. The chapter is entitled 'Hermeneuti traditions are not monads, separate in and of thctnselves. In shori. were the d~aiiigiit. 
Philosophy and Arrican Thought: Objectivity and Subjectivity in African Thoug etween the Western and the African philosophies put on hold or ernbar-goed, hi.rii 
Haci Morc resourced the full copy of this master's disserlation (instead of relying aditions of philosophy wouid be the poorer. Hence. a philosophy o i  Afrrca 
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herr~leticaily insulated from the rest of the world would serve no real purpose. Smi idegger, Gadamer and Ricoeur, who think and write philosophy beyond the 
i 1996) writes appositely that all philosophy is a synthesis (a creative integration) 
what has come before by way of methods, theories and practices: 

This creatlve interdependence should point the way for African philosop 
to G O - e x ~ s ~  with other traditions of philosophy by using any relevant method Department of Philosophy 

philosophy available. In the absence of a thoroughly African philosophy, sift University of Zululand 
iy:i[cn~atised and circulated (in written ibrm) by che Africans themselves, first for 
education of their children and then for their own enlightenment, Africans m 
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consequences of these legacles are not as stralghttorward or seamles\ a\ the 
phrlosophers would have us belreve Drawing on anthropolog~cal evrdence. analyses 
of Afi~can proverbs, and critiques by Atrlcan women wrlters and femrni\t5. I \hall 
marntain that attempts by Afrlcan male philosophers to lay a toundatlon tor the 
recognltlon of rndlvldual human rlghts, based on democratic principle\ d c  the) 
themselves envisage, nevertheless reflect a gendeled perception of the notlon ct 
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rignrs, espec~ally insofar as the reallty of the status and rights of women ihrougho 
Africa are concerned. 

In my analysis of some of the communitarian arguments of Afric 
intellectuals and how these are understood within a normative framework 
reference to human rights in modern Africa, I shall focus on the following cl 
embraced by African philosophers in their defence of a communitarian ethos 
Africa: (i) that the defining characteristic of African societies is cornunitarian; ( 
that the comrnunity.has ontological primacy over the individual; (iii) that the natu 
of traditional African societies is egalitarian; and (iv) that an African communitarian 
ethos accommodates respect for the dignity and liberties of the individual and t 
incorporates individual human r~ghts. The four claims are central issues in Afri 
philosophy and have arisen In the course of the twentieth century as a response to t 
forces of the west's intellectual and philosophical paradigms which, along with 
econon~ic and political exploitative realities of colonialism, overwhelmed the cult 
heritages of thc colonised African. 

African philosophy is not a static entity based on a singular response t 
colonialism but continues to develop as a result of ongoing interchanges betwee 
cultures who are all in transition. This latter aspect is the subject of a separate stud 
~hough and accordingly I shall limit my critique to the four central tenets listed abov 
and embraced by African philosophers. 

2 The Legacies of Communitarian Africa 
Every human society is characterised by a particular social structure or patterne 
arrangement of roles and status sets which are closely linked witl: economi 
organisation, legal and political standards and sanctions of a given community. Th 
patterned arrangement in a given society reflects a specific public perception 
person, and in its turn, reflects a conception of human rights. 

Broadly speaking, concerns about human rights presently fall into tw 
schools: liberal and comrnunitarian. ~iberals' give primary moral value to individu 
human beings and believe that the individual has autonomy and dignity and therefor 

Many people are inclined to equate a liberal perspective with capitalism, especial1 
on the basis of the latter's emphasis on the individual's rights to property. I disagre 
with this view. Although capitalism is honoured by many liberal countries, it is no 
correct to argue that liberalism necessarily emerged as the ideological justificati 
for the rise of capitalism, and that the value it places on the autonomous individual 
simply a glorification of the pursuit of self-interest in the market. Quite to th 
contrary, most liberals insist that justice requires regulating the market to ensu 
equality of opportunity and of resources. 

should be free to express his or her unique qualities and dispositions and that thcse 
should be respected by the community and the state. Liberals base the notion of 
human rights on the democratic basis of basic civil and political rights of all citi/.ens 
as individuals and insist that since the individual's interests can easily be threatened, 
all citizens should be protected against the oppression of the state and against 
collective authoritarianism. 

In contrast to the liberal perspective, communitarians ernphasise the vaiuc 
of specifically communal and public goods, and conceive of values as primarily 
rooted in communal practices. They argue that the community rather than thc 
individual, the state, or the nation is the ultimate originator of values. In their analysis 
of human rights, group or communal rights rather than individual rights are 
emphasised. Accordingly, for the survival and the preservation of the community 
and, hence, its members' personal lives, i t  would be perfectly justifiable for some 
individual rights and acts to be restricted or even banned-especially those rights- 
claims of individuals whose actions are not in harmony with the ways of society and 
are considered to pose a threat to the maintenance of the 'good' of the comn~unity at 
large. 

But what do the scholars of Africa say about the relationship between the 
individual and its community and by extension about human rights in Africa'? A 
communitarian ethos is embraced by many African scholars as a solution for the 
alienations and disintegration of ethical values and social institutions in modern 
African life. They claim that the roots of a cornunitarian ethos go back to 
indigenous African societies and that the social structure of these was communitarian 
(communalistic) in character. They believe that in traditional African societies, the 
principles of cammunality, for example the communal ownership of land ('the non- 
ownership of land by individuals on a private basis'), egalitarianism ('the equality of 
all human beings'), and soli~iurity ('mutual dependence and co-operation') were held. 
With comnzunitariun they mean a social arrangement where the community 1s not 
conceived as a mere association or a sum total of isolated individuals, but as a unlty 
in which the individual members are linked by interdependent relationsh~ps, sharlng 
common values and working towards common goals. 

This view is shared by post-colonial African intellectuals such as Nkrurnah, 
Senghor, and Nyerere, who advocated African socialism as a viable solution for the 
problem of uniting people(s) into nation-states and tribal units (real or constituted by 
colonial government) which traditionally had different and often conflicting socio- 
economic and political systems. Contemporary African philosophers and scholars on 
African cultures such as Gyekye, Gbadegesin, Okolo, Okafor, Khapoya and Okoye 
are advancing the same kind of argument. 

In Ghana, after political independence from Bnta~n,  Mwamc Nkrun~ah 
(1964:73) observed: 
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~f one seeks the 5oc1al-polit~cal ancestor of social~sm, one must go to 
comn~unalism In so~lalism, the principles underlying commu~~alism are 
glven expression in modein circumstances 

And the Senegalese political leader, Leopold Senghor (1964:49 & 93) states: 

Negro-Afrtcan soclety IS collectlv~st or communal, because it IS rather a 
communion of souls than an aggregate of individuals . Negro-Afric 
soclety puts more stress on the group than on the individual, more on so 
darlty than on the activity and needs of the ~ndlvidual, more on the commu- 
nlon of persons than on thew autonomy Ours IS a community society 

Hcrc Senghor clearly ernphasises the communal nature of African societies and the 
precedence the community takes over the individual. In this perspective Senghor 
joined by Julius Nyerere who advocates Ujarnau as the ideal of social solidar 
where people agree to subordinate their individual interests to the interest of 
common objective of the collective. He maintains that Ujamua emphasises 

the Africanness of the polit~cs we intend to follow .. it brings to the mind 
of our people the Idea of mutual involvement in the famlly (Nyerere 1968:2) 

and regards all human beings as members of this ever extending familyhood. 
Several other contemporary African philosophers also support the view that 

African societies are community-orientated or collectivist societies. Kwame Gyekye 
r l992:102), a Ghanaian philosopher and scholar on traditional Akan culture, 
malntalns tRat the communitarian aspects of African social-ethical thought are 
reflected in she '... communitarian features of the social structures of African 
societies' and that these features are not only outstanding, bul the 'defining 
characteristics of those cultures'. Thus, the sense of community that characterises 
social relations among individuals is 'a direct consequence of the comrnunitarian 
arrangements'. Gbadegesin ( 1  99 1 :65), a contemporary Nigerian African philosopher 
who focuses particularly on traditional Yoruba culture, observes that the 

ChukwuduinOkolo (1995:397), another Nigerian African philosopher, stress- 
es the communal nature of African societies too in claiming that the African, through 
'cultural upbringing9, is not individualistic: 'There is no question of rugged individu- 
alism in outlook and life-style so characteristic of the European or the American'. 

All these views, however, display a sentimental concern with the communi- 
tarian nature of African communities. By saying this, I do not claim that the social 
arrangement of traditional African societies were not in general communalistic. What 
I do claim is that this concern or entertainment with the collectivity displays a tenden- 
cy to exaggerate African societies' unique communally-orientated character. Such an 
exaggeration is a sweeping generalisation about the actual ways people conduct and 
live'their lives and reflects a tendency to romanticise Africa's past. African intcllcc~u- 
als claim that the social order of any African community is communai. but  by 
claiming this, they implicitly render the social structure of these pre-colon~al socictles 
as static and unreceptive to change. Over thousands of years some communities were 
engulfed by others, or in turn absorbed into or over-run by other communities. 
Depending on the social andlor political structure of victorious communities, the 
level of communitarianism ebbed and flowed regularly. In addition, many, if not all. 
communities were influenced by the dynamics and personali-ties of the family, age- 
set, clan, ethnic and tribal leaders and elders. From recent social anthropological and 
ethnographic studies, analyses of post-colonial women's writing, proverbs, languages 
and legendsL, it is becoming clear that traditional African societies were not ~solated. 
but dynamic structures which had frequent and often violent intra-cultural, political 
and economic contact with other ethnic groups and societies radically different from 
their own. That is to say that there was continuous transculturation with cornrnunitics 
which had religious, social, political and economic systems different from their own. 
The common good of one community was often in conflict with the common good of 
another. Ethnographic accounts, personal testimonies and oral histories increasingly 
reveal that the internal dynamics of communities were often less than egalitarian. 

In reality, there has often been an involved and convoluted interpersonal 
stratification with regard to the private ownership of land; class differences between 
'big men' and serfs which affected the role the individual could play in community 
affairs3: and between ordinary people and royal courts. Wealth also played a role rn 
an individual's standing in a community. 

value that trad~ttonal Yoruba place on community and communal existenc 
with all its emphasis on fellow-feellng, solidarity and selflessness .. leads ' These studies include Berman & Lonsdale (1992a, 1992b) on the Ktkuyu, the 
dlrectly to the social order of communahsm 

Comaroffs on the Batswana; Wilmsen et a1 on the Kalahar~ San, Schtpper (1991) on 

He concludes that the social structures of African societies are communal-wher proverbs and sayings; and Nfah-Abbenyi (1997) on women's hterature south ot the 

human persons are conceived as communal beings embedded rn a context of Inter- Sahara. 

dependence sharlng the same common interests and values. ' See Kenyatta (1965) on the Glkuyu system of land tenure and Berman & Lonsdare 
(1992a; 1992b) on violence and ethnicity, and state and class in Kenya 
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Furthermore, i t  is well-known that social stratification in any given soci that region long before the slave trade was expanded to the Americas by the West. 
never occurs in terms of one fixed pattern only. This implies that i t  is erroneo Slavery or serfdom were often the only destiny for members of commuilitics who 
define societies as either communitarian, or individualistic. It is more often the r were decimated by drought, fam~ne, sickness or war. 
than the exception that communality and individuality coexist on different levels The legend ends on a trag~c note however. Both Anowa and her husband 
the same community. Pn the same way, sociological studies of rural communities commit suicide on grounds of irreconcilable differences regarding siavery aild 
Europe and America, two regions unquestionably associated with individuality children. Despite their wealth, Anowa resists keeping slaves, Kofi Ako huwcver. 
liberalism, show that collect~vist orientations are traceable and still discernible in wants to reclaim his full status within community standards by keeping them. 1 find 
ways of life of such communities' members. Conversely, an individualistic orien his legend worthy of notice in that Anowa defies community tradition by making her 
tion is discernible in the lifestyles of members of rural communities of Africa wh own choice irrespective of what was expected of her by the community. Anowa and 
are proclaimed as being communal is tic^. Kofi Ako initially also defy customary politics and economics by acknowledging the 

The west's concern with individuality and Africa's concern with the coll uman dignity and rights of individuals they come into contact with. 
ivity are both extremcs of the same continuum. In an analysis of Buchi Emech In addition, African literature and history contain many accounts of 
ivoirlen characters, Iyer ( 1996: 124) aptly points out the actual reality that: ommunity members who find the restrictions placed on them by the collective 

ssive. Another interesting example is Chinua Achebe's Things Fall Aport. 
~ i i  cultures expect conformity within a given framework, women who have borne twins as well as outcasts embrace christianity in  order 
'individualism' or 'individuation' is tolerated or in some cases glorified o escape the oppression and opprobrium of their community. However, things do fall 
when it falls within parameters considered acceptable to and supportive rt for the main protagonist of the novel, a man who in terms of his rights as a 
the operative ideology. The prevalent notion that Western culture glorifi e, has more to lose than the women and outcasts. It would appear that, despite 
individualism is by and large a fallacy, since it encourages only aspects increasing evidence to the contrary, proclamations about communitarian Africa 
individualism which perpetuate the dominant belief system, such a ct a largely gendered concern with the notion of communality. This. in turn. is 
economic individualism, while in general taking a hostile stance towar d on a mythological ideal of pre-colonial African communities' harmonious past. 
manifestations of individualism which seem to threaten the status quo. 

Tc z large extent the realities of the collectivist society are not extreme eit 
support of this view Y refer to a well-known Akan legend expressed by Ama 

3 Collectivism and Individual Rights 
Up till now, most African intellectuals, postcolonial politicians from the continent, 

tlidoo in her play Anowa. In Akan culture, this legend was often told to children ontemporary African philosophers, literary theorists and writers on African life and 
their parents. A brief summary of the legend would reveal that the main characte uman rights, have shared the view that human rights are a collective issue (group 
.T2~~owa. refuses to marry the man selected by her parents according to communi 

orms) rather than a matter of individual rights-claimss. Although African 
customs. Instead, she marries the man of her choice, Kofi Ako. Accordingly, they ar communitarianism can be broadly divided into radical and moderate perspcctives- 
sent into exile by the community. Contrary to the community's predictions, the t the former insisting on the moral primacy of the community without consideration of. 
iovers do not fall into a state of misery and beggary but by following fair trad e need of individual rights, and the latter trying to accommodate communal values 
principles they become extremely wealthy and successful. Fair trading princi s well as individual rights by maintaining that both individuality and communality 
according to Anowa did not involve keeping slaves and serfs as was the custo eed to be recognised morally and functionally-there is in general a communitar~an 

ncern with the collectivity rather than the individual. Both perspecrivcs share \iie 

" To a large extent legends and African literature provide numerous examples view that human persons are intrinsically communal beings. embedded in a contex: 
individualism. However, until recently, analyses of literary works tended of social relationships and have common values, interests and goals. 

emphasise communality rather than individuality, keeping in line with postcolonia 
political and philosophical trends in Africa. Recent articles in Research in Afri ' See for instance the following African scholars on human rights who rendcr eq~ial 
Litr-~rutures, Current Writing etc. reveal that critics are taking a closer look at and individual rights unimportant: Mark Anikpo (1990:211-2 19); Mokwugo Okoyc 
hy bridly constituted individual. ( 1990: 164); Osita Eze (1990:88- 105); and Issa Shivji ( 1  990:70-73). 
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The N~gerian philosopher, Ifeanyi M e n k ~ t ~  follows an extreme form 
Another polnt of cnllclsm lnvolves the vlew that the communltarlan \elf I \  

iornmunltandnism, asserting thc ontolog~cal prlmacy of the commun~ty over t 
realitv of the ~ n d ~ v ~ d u a l ' s  l ~ f e  He malntalns ~t IS 

always the object of an ethlcdl community cncurnbcred w~th a commuilltv c v,lluc\ 
and a perceptlon of the common good, but never a choosln~ s~lbjecr or mo~al  apcnl 
who can make cho~ccs In terms of ~ t s  own values and ends, and one who cdn nevel 

the communlty which defines the peison as person, not some ~solated st 
quai~ty of rationality, will, or memory In the Afrlcan understandm 

change or ~eslst .  When cla~ming that a member of a communlty slmply inher~ts a \ct 
of values and discovers hlm- or herself prlmarliy as a member of a group, embedded 

human communlty plays a crucial role In the ~ndivldual's acquis~tion of fu 
personhood (Menkit1 1984 172 & 179) 

In a context of soclal relationships, one IS also cla~mlng that a communlty'5 valuec are 
to be taken as an ~n~titutzonalrsed gzven or a sarlctloned absolute 

Possibly one of the better known local examples to the contraly, 1s the 
T h ~ s  communltarian view. however, proceeds from the assumption that thc welfare, 
values and goals of the communlty are supreme and the overrtdlng cons~derat~on for 

decislon taken by Shaka that Zulu men should not be clrcumc~sed as thts would dffe~t 
their efficacy as warrlors Clrcumcislon is a rlte of passage where boys pass Into mdn- 

mordi~ty and soctal justxe It stresses the value of spec~fically communal and pub11 hood and acqurre certaln rlghts as a result thereof Scrapping the socially s,inct~oncd 
gooil\ and Loncelves of values as rooted In communal pract~ces Thls lmpl~es that th ~nst~tution of clrcumclslon IS ev~dence that an lndlv~dual can effect chanse On the 
~nci~vidual I \  iubmerged In community and that communlty Interests and ~ t s  cont~nue other hand, Shaka was the ch~ef  dnd used h ~ s  standlng In the community to br~ne 
existence take preference above the will and ~nterests of the lnd~vidual about the shift In perception-a perceptlon of a new common good 

From the ioglc ot Menkitl's argument about the 'ontologlcal pnmacy' of the As wlth the old, a new soclal order can eaclly gernilnate into d hegernonli. 
~ommunity, tt follows that commun~ty values are not contingent but a necessary social order, a soclal order which reflects a domlnant group s bel~ef of whlch values 
condition tor personhood This means that the individual must of necessity be subject and ends are Important In the section to follow. I explore this statement furthel 
t? the normattve power of the community and 1s thus not seen as the prlmary refe 
cnce potnt for mo~a l  actions Rather, h ~ s  or her moral status 1s l~nked to the fact th 
ihe cultural community 1s the prlmary context or soclal space w ~ t h ~ n  whlch he or she African Humanism and the Conception of Women 
1s rcgnrded as a moral agent In other wordn, the Importance ot lnd~vldual human have argued that an extreme form of coinmunltanan~sm tends to exaggerate the 
rights 1s denied In terms ot the priority of group r~ghts communal structure of Afr~can societies and that this doctr~ne wlth ~ t s  overemphas~s 

However, Menkiti's assertton about the ontological prlmacy of the comm on communal values renders ~ndiv~dual  nghts-clams unnecessary Kwame Gyekye, 
01tr over the ind~vidual IS based on an ~dealised view and inflation of the ~mportance however, belleves that cornrnunitarianism is not necessarily tantamount to a negatlon 
11 iollect~vity Although I agree that we cannot do without communit~es, that people of ~ n d ~ v ~ d u a l  nghts. He IS an advocate of moderate commun~tarlanlsm and dlffers 
 re iargely ~nterdependent and that the moral self develops within a social context from the vlewpolnt of M e n k ~ t ~  and other rad~cal communltanans. such ds An~kpo 
where culture and h~story play vltal roles, I dzsagree that the self is a mere product of Okoye and Oslta Eze who conslder personal rights for ~ n d ~ v ~ d u ~ ~ l s  redundant In an 
'1 ,onst~tut~ve collect~v~ty, submerged in the community conceiving of itself prlmarlly attempt to show that cornmunal~srn ( ~ n  thls case moderate communa~ism) does not 
;I\ 3 rnember of a group and someone who dcscovers 'self as constituted by a negate lndiv~dual r~ghts Gyekye (1992.1 14) malntalns. 
community's values As w ~ t h  communities, the human person 1s not a static, one- 
dimensional and und~fferent~ated entity, but complex and dynamic. One const~tutes [Tlhe respect for human d ~ g n ~ t y ,  a natural or fundanlental attribute of the 

'self' not ~n terms of one un~fied tdent~ty but in terms of a complex of ~dentltles. person whlch cannot, as such, be set at nought by the communal structuic, 

Thus to vlew the moral self to be soc~ally formed from w~thtn one shared ident~ty, IS generates regard for personal r~ghts The reason IS that the natural 
an liluslon The self may be formed w~thin several Intersecting and often conflicting membersh~p of the lnd~vidual person in a community cannot rob 111m ot hl\ 

commun~tres Thls hybr~d~ty  of self-const~tul~on IS especially discernible ~n the dlgnlty or worth, a fundamental and lnallendble attribute he pojsesses a\ d 

growing body of I~ fe  hlstor~es and autobiographies by women in Afrlca6. person 

Gyckye argues that slnce respect foi human d ~ g n ~ t y  IS a fundamental nttrlbute ~,i i i l  
' See for lnstance Marjor~e Shostak (198 l ) ,  Mlrza & Strobel (1989), JaneTapsube~ persons, lnd~vidual r~ghts cannot Re negated He develops thrs argulneni a5 +,,llc>ws 
Crelder (1985), Mariama B h  (1981) and many other West Afi~can w r ~ t e ~ s  The respect for human dignity, 
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howsoever the conceptcon is derived, whether from the~stic consideiatio 
or thiough purely latior, reflect~on on human nature, Ir linked w~th,  and 
fact colnpels. the iecogn1t:on of rights (Cyekye 1992:115), 

not only in an indivrduai~stic but also commun~tarlan context Gyekye (1995 15 
ba\es hrs notion of human d~gnity on the Afiican huinan~st conception of huniankin 
where the well-belng and interests of edch member of the coinmunity ale arsur 
I hu$ '~ccording lo Gyckye the recognrtion of lndiv~dual r~ghts, whlch includes 
cuerc15e of the unique quallt~es and di~positlons of individuals by a communitaridn 
political morairty I \  a conceptudi lequlrement Failure to recognlse this can lead to 
exJggcrating the norrnativc status and power of the community In relation to those of 
the pelson, ,ind in its turn this ran lead to 'obfuscating our understanding ot the real 
n iture of the person' (Gyekye 1992 106) 

Gyekye's 'irgument, how eve^, I\ not very convincing. He fails to see t 
ihcrc 15 ntr necessary (incv~table) link between respect for human dign~ty ,ind t 

re~o-.nil~on oT individudl ilghts, because conception of huinan dignity does 
ilu'lrdntee (nor genelate' I legard for personal rights or liberties, especially not for 
icnt\ \ , I  mumen Moreover, a conceptloll of human dlgnity, even ~f ~t 17 based on t 
. l i c~ea  Airicdn hUnldnl\i vlew of human nature7, does not guarantee justice, ne~ther 
low i r  necessarily generate equal treatment of pelson$, especially not equality 
xtbceen men and women wlth regard to rights or privilegej Thus, in addition to the 
iegacles of the African socrety's communallst~c and humanistic character, there is the 
:cgaiy of ~ t s  egal~tarian nature that needs to be unpacked 

I have polnted out that African intellectuals claim that Afr~cnn humanlsm 
'he ,onccptual framewo~k on wh~ch the African notion of the human person 
i~unded Now. in additlon to thrs view, it ir also held that the African conception o 
human r~ghts dnd justice derrvcs from '1 notlon of egalitar~anism as it 1s expressed I 

TI , IJ I~IO~,I I  Afrlcan cultures Wlth egalitarianism they mean that all human beings ar 
.udL1i Sccau\e cvel) human bcing has intrinsic worth or possecses creative humanity. 
iii : ~ i i  .lnaiysls of the concept of the human person, Julius Nyerere (1968a 120 says 

People Lan accept the equality of :nan because they bei~eve that all men [ 
weie cre'lted by God, they can believe ~t because scientific evide 
\upports ~ c h  a con~lusion, or they belleve ~t simply because they believe it 
15 the only bdsis on which 11fe In society can he organized without injust1 

Manv African scholars claim thal the social arrangement of traditional Afric 
humanistic. See for instance Dzobo (1992); and Okafor (1995) where he maii~t 
that in Africa. 'the sanctity of the human person is regarded as an inalienable a 
f~ndan~entai  right'. See aiso Wiredu ( 1992-1993). 

It does not matter why people accept the equality of man a\ the h;~sis or 
soc~a! organization; all that matters is that they do accept rt 

From this statement one can infer that Nyerere values the equal worth of every huinan 
being and that the acceptance of the notion of equality is essential for thc reatisation 
of a social organisation based on fair and just principles. Like many other Arrican 
intellectuals (e.g. Nkrumah, Kaunda and Mbiti), Nyercre bases his notion of equality 
and morality on the Afi-ican humanist view of the human being. .4 concernporary 
African philosopher. Gyekye (1997:259) supports this view of African inoralit? too. 
He maintains that, as the outstanding feature of African culture, humanism means: 

. . to recognue the other person ds a fellow human being, which. In tnin. 
means to acknowledge that her worth as a human berng is equal to our own 

and at the public polley level, that the basic right\. which intrrn\rcally 
belong to an lnd~vidual by vlitue of her helng human ought not to be 
Interfered with, subverted, or set at nought 

On this view, Gyekye is joined by Wiredu who agrees that the socio-ethical structure 
of traditional Africa is humanistic. Drawing out some significant normative conse- 
quences of the Akan concept of 'person', Wiredu emphasises that in Akan as in the 
thinking of many other African peoples, the idea is held that 'every human being has 
an jntrinsic worth because of the divine element in her being' (Wiredu 1995:37). 

Now, if it is indeed the case that in terms of African humanism all persons 
have equal worth as human beings, then why are there inequalities in terms of baslc 
rights and privileges between men and women'? What does Gyekye mean when he 
speaks of 'her equal worth' and 'basic rights' which cannot be subverted? Gyekye 
criticises Menkiti's viewpoint8 that in the African comrnunitarian ethos, priority is 
given to the duties which individuals owe to the community, and that the rights of 
individuals are seen as secondary to their exercise of duties. However. although 
Gyekye insists that rights belong primarily and irreducibly to the individual and that 
they are a means of 'expressing an individual's talents, capacities. and identity' 
(Gyekye 1997:62f), hc does not address the coildition of women and their general 
lack of rights. In all fairness, Nyerere (1996:312), commenting on aspects of  the 
Arusha Declaration, does raise the issue of inequality between men and womerr rii 

traditional societies: 

There were two basic factors which prevented traditional soclety from full 
flowering .... the first of these was that ... there was, in most parts a! 

Menkiti (1984: 180) expresses this viewpoint in his article. 



'I'an~anla, an acceptarrce of one human inequality .... [Tlhe women in 
~raditionai society were regarded as having a place in the co~nmunity whicll 
was not only different, but also to some extent inferior. It is impossible to 
deny that the wonien did, and still do, mure than their fair share of the work 
i l l  the fields and in the homes. By virtue of their sex they suffered from 
inequalities which had nothing to do with their contribution to the family 
weifare .... This is certainly incolisistent with our socialist conception of the 
equality of all human beings .... 

i l>sp~ te  Nyererr 3 call to[ the equality of all human be~nps In a new s o c ~  
I <m/,tnla the ~ l t d l l c ~ t r o n  to Lcintlnue with old ~ n e q u a l ~ t ~ e ~  ~ontlnued and does 

~ O l l t l l l U C  Thm, ~t scems that contempolaly Afrlcan philosophers' statements about 
the hlgh value placed on human d~gnity and lespect for lndlv~dual nghts are rooted in 
an ideallscd view of Afrlca's past Thl\ also cast\ doubt on thelr mslstence that In 
pobt-independence Africa, an African communltarian ethos (even ~f modified)- 
M I I I L ~  they claim 1s lounded on the egalltarlan and humanlst~c Etructure of tradltlonal 
4frl~d-enfolds reLpect for the dignity of all individuals and hence for thew rlghts 
clnd ilhertles I dm of the oplnion that these elalms are based on a controvers~al 
i~niiriitandlnp of the notlon of equallty and by extension, of the idea of human 

3 7 z ~ q t >  

There IS overwhelming evidence that pre-colon~al Afr~can colnmunitie 
mere not egalltar~an, but In reallty sexlst and drscr~minator~ '~ ,  not only toward 
wi)mcn and outcasts but also towards other trlbal unlts and groups A denial of these 
t x t s  by many African communltarlans and philosophers has negattve normatlv 
~rnpl~cations lor certain human rlghts, espec~ally the r~ghts of women With women' 
11ghts I do nor mean \pec~nl  r ~ g h t ~  for women, for why should the rights-claims o 
,\\)inen be different from those any other lndlv~dual 1s ent~tled to' Would the iswe 
\$omen \ r~ghts have been an Issue at all if certain dlscrlmlnatlng practices do not s 
; .x~\ t )  When I lalk ot women's rlghts, then I have In mlnd (a) the r~ght  to decl 
.tboul one r own body, about one's own future, the nght to dec~de whom she wants t 
:n;lrr\, and the right to decide In terms of her circumclslon, (b) the right to partlclpate 

" I define human rights as rights all individuals ought to be entitled to because the 
are human, without regard to gender, race, ethnicity, class or status. Under equality 
understand the state of being equal or being on the same level in dignity or worth 
This implies that inequalities of rights (social, political, and economic) between me 
and women, between one class and another, and between one ethnic group and a 
other arc not justifiable. 
ii r  I am not saying that gender and racial discrimination is unique to Africa; W 
and Eastern societies are just as sexist and racist, if not to some extent more so. 

not only in the domestic sphere. but also to participiite in  the puhlic sp11cr.c of 
community life, for example the election of chiefs; ( c )  the right of  inheritance: ~tncl 
(d) the raght to education and equal career opporlunitrex. 

The devcloprnenl and progression of thought on human r~ghts in  the 
twentieth century with regard to these rights-claims by the coioniscd, women iacrijss 
the world), minorities (and In the case of South Hfr~ca the tnajority) etc. is ~iic subjeci 
of a separate and fascinating study. 'The 'generation' o f  human rights-cluirns I 11:ive 
listed above is linked to South Africa's new Bill of Rights. Although the tenets of ihe 
Bill of Rights have neither constitutirsnally nor in practice been accepted or 
irnpleniented in most of the world, the ideas on women expressed therein, have heen 
consistently raised at international confcrences on wonlcn ic.g. Beijing) to which 
African countries send scores of delegates. 

I am aware of differences in perceptions pertatntng to women's rigiits. noi 
only between Western and African women, but aiso between many African women In 
rural communities and those living in urban areas. Among those scholars wrlurig on 
the condition and rlghts of African women in modern Africa, Florence Uolph~~nc 
(1995:238-248) points out that, in her experience as fhrnier chairperson of ~ h c  
National Council on Women and Development in Ghana, the majority of women 
from Western countries favour immediate legislation banning certain Alfican 
traditional practices such as polygamy and female circumcision. Thc rationale for this 
view derives from their negative psychological impact and the risks such practices 
pose to women's health. Although their counterparts agree that these practices stand 
in the way of the emancipation of women in Africa. they nevertheless insist that the 
immediate banning of these practices is not advisable. They argue that ~t will take 
some time to make women in rural societ~es aware of the heaith-dangers of 
circumcision and of the negative consequences of some traditional practices to their 
welfare. Also, Dolphyne maintains that there are certain issues, such as poiygamy. 
extra-marital relations. and the division of domestic labour, that are not perceived as 
issues among most African women living in rural communities. Thcse women, in 
contrast to liberated and educated African women in urban areas, do not question the 
traditional practices because, for them, 'thc issue of women's rights is inextricably 
linked with that of survival' and their concerns 'relate to the provision of the basic 
necessities of life that will relieve them from the anxieties inherent in their existence' 
(Dolphyne 1995:242). 

I am claiming, however, that in spite of the differences in percept~ons and 
levels of education, the general lack of rights of women throughout Afr~ca 
nevertheless is a rcality that cannot be shifted into the background. Such a cover-up 
in philosophical circles for instance, serves as an instrument of silenclnp rr.itir.cr/ 

questions about the still oppressive status of women and thus perpewarcs ~nequa l~ t~e>  
and injustices within the spheres of the family, education, power, and career 
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oppoltunlties Another way of ihift~ng the importance of wornen's r~ghts and 
I\sue of sexlam Into the bC~ckground 1s to blame ~olon~altsrn and white patnarchy 
the undermin~ng and d~slntegratlon of family ttes and communities. On t h ~ s  Issue, 
hookc in Trilklng Back (1989 9) has the following to say about the den~al of sex 
a n d  consequently the ~ompound~ng  of thc oppression ot women-even In post- 
( olonidi or in so-called I~hc la~ed  soclet~es 

Traditionally i t  has been important for black people to assert that slaver 
apartheid, and continued discrimination have not undermined the hu 
of black peoplc .... To acknowledge then that our families and comm 
have been undermined by sexism would not only require 
acknowledgement that racisrn is not the only form of domination a 
oppression that affects us as a people; it would mean critically challengi 
the assumption that our survival as a people depends on creating a cultu 
ciimatc in which black men can achieve manhood within paradig 
znnstructed by wh~te  patriarchy. 

To neli hooks, sexism 1s no better than the racism suffered by black peopi 
However, in the quest for liberation by blacks, issues of manhood and masculini 
became conceptually equalled with freedom. Often, then, manhood and liberati 
followed white patriarchies' paradigms of domination. According to hooks, sexi 
has always been a political stance connected to racial domination, enabling wh 
inen and black men to share a common affair about sex roles and thus upholding t 
importance of male domination. Thus, the denial of sexism in African societies 
terms of white patriarchy as the only form of oppression, serves as an instrument 
rzrnin the importance of male domination. The adoption of white patriarchal sex 
~aradlgms for modern liberation~sts does not reflect a radical shift from traditio 
.A!.'rlcnn sexlsm. however. 

Analyses of African proverbs and sayings on women reflect a sex 
conception of  women, rather than a paradigm of equal worth of men and worn 
Drawing on ~ k r o f i ' s "  analysis and interpretation of Akan proverbs, Safro Kwa 
( i  995:253-269) notes that most traditional as well as contemporary African societi 
conceptions of women are derogatory and offensively sexist and that African wom 
are seldom considered as the equals of men. He believes that Akan proverbs 
reliable reflections of Akan customs, beliefs and ideas, also those concern~ng m 
women. and children. From Akrofi's collection of Akan proverbs on women, Kwa 
i IC)95:260-201) mentions the following: 

-- 

" Akrofi IS an Akan scholar who made a thorough study of Akan proverbs. See 
thi\ respect h ~ s  compilation, Twi Mmehuserrl (TWI Proverbs) (1958). 

On a Con~rnunitar.ian Etllc~s, Equality atzcl Hr~rnutl RI ehr.5 r t ~  Afl ~cci 

1. If a woman 1s beautiful, i t  1s because of her husband 
2. Even  fa woman creates a talking drum, she stores i t  in a man's houae 
3, All women are the same 
4. Women are in love with money. 
5 If women say 'You are handsome', it means you are in financ~al trouble 

According to Kwame, all these proverbs usually have a negative connotation in Akan 
society. They are taken to mean that no matter how great a woman is, she is always 
depende.nt on a man, and that 'women are equally unfaithful, bad, evil, or even 
worthless' (Kwame 1995:261). This view is also confirmed by Minecke Schipper's 
compilation, Source of All Evil: African Proverbs and Sayings on CVonzen 11991 ). 
Amongst the Kikuyu for instance, the saying, 'the man comes out of childhood, the 
woman stays in womanhood' refers to circumcision rights. Where a man obtains 
manhood and all his rights, a circumcised woman does not become entitled to new 
rights. Other Kikuyu proverbs echo the inherent offensiveness: 'A fool will suck his 
dead mother' meaning, he is far from wise who tries to derive benefit where none can 
be get. or 'A woman and an invalid man arc the same thing'. 

The article, 'In West Africa, paedophilia is an honoured tradition', 
published in The Sunday Independent (December 28 1997) supports Safro Kwame's 
view that not only traditional but also modern African socielies' conceptions of 
women are derogatory and sexist. According to this article, pre-adolescenl or forced 
marriage is still common practice throughout sub-Saharan Africa. Forcing girls aged 
between 7 and 14 into marriage is especially widespread i n  African countries with 
large Muslim populations. The marriages occur within clans where the girl is 
compelled to marry a distant relative, often two or three times her age. But why does 
the tradition of childhood marriage still prevail in modern African? l'he article 
maintains that the reason these communities give is that forcing girls to marry at such 
young ages protects them from immorality, strengthens clan relationships and 

." 
honours Islam. The real reason, however. according to Constancc Yal" is 'that 
families often receive hundreds, even thousands, of Rands as dowry. It is what keeps 
this practice alive'I3 (.The Sunday Independent 28 Dccernber 1997). 

The article also stresses the impact of Islamic law on the lives of people i n  
West African societies. According to experts on Islam, the Koran tcaclres that a girl 

I 2  Constance Yai is a women's rights activist in Abidjan in the northern Ivory Coast 
who runs campaigns against the practice of early and forced marriage. She wants to 
make women aware that they have the right to refuse this type of practice. 
'' In this context, honest empirical research is needed to trace rhc reiationship 
between this kind of traditionalist argument and monetary exploitation-especially aa 
it impacts on women within whatever religion or other social formation. 
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c m  bc nldrrled d~ soon as she can conceive But does the Koran also teach pre 
adolescent and forced malnage, that when a glil is married, her husband is just under 
Cod dnd that shc must obey her husband no matter what? Even ~f he tles her up, 
b u ~  ns her with a pleLe of Iron locks her up in a room for three or more days wlthou 
food, beats and rapes he1 as was the case w~th one of the g~r ls  d~scussed in th 
arclile MUSK she still obey himiJ 

5 Conclusion 
In the light of the increasing scholarly evidence and everyday eyewitness accoun 
that African society is in actual fact not egalitarian, but sexist, it is interesting to 
notice that the bulk of contemporary African philosophers-who are of course all 
male-have not addressed the issue of the African conception of wornen. This is 
cvcn though there is a firm opinion of women expressed in African proverbs, legen 
and belief's. Philosophers such as Wiredu, Bodunrin and Hountondji who represe 
ihc professional African school of thought, went to great lengths to criti 
ethnopl~ilosophers for viewing African Philosophy as a collective system of thou 
According to them, ethnophiYosophers are conservative because they are looking 
philosophy in the collective unconscious of the African people. Ethnophilosop 
!hey maintain, is folk philosophy-it is not philosophy developed by reason and log 
which concerns logically argued thoughts of individuals, discussion and debate. Ye 
aparr from their proclaimed critical approach, they remain silent on the issue o 
women's rights. Their silence on women's subordinated status to men and 
scxually determined roles, is even more remarkable when one considers A 
philosophers' predilection to extract from the systematic and critical analyses 
pro\,erhs. myths, customs, beliefs and practices African philosophical thought. In 
thcir :~na!yses of' the African conception of the human person, they neatly include the 
IQorua 'women'. 'shc' and 'her' as if they want to suggest that they have not forgotten 
,~houc women. But. from the11 literature, there is no evidence that they hav 
;iclcquately thought about the disc1,epancy of a communitarian ethos and women' 
interior. non-egalitarian status and general lack of rights. Perhaps, they think that, in 
thc light of more important issues like working out an adequate political system 
nlociern Africa based on democratic principles-as they themselves envisage- 
issuc of women's rights is no issue at all! 

I conclude. In line with other disciplines which have addressed Africa's 
and in many instances revised their perceptions, African philosophers should p 
and consider whether the legacies of cornmunitarianism, African humanism an 
cgaliiarianism which they hold so dear, would necessarily be a legacy that Africa 
women would unquestioningly embrace if they were given the opportunity to voic 
tllelr analyses of' these legacies? A failure to address the issue of the subordination 
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women by Illen in traditional and contemporary African societies, also iniplics a 
f'ailure to recognise women as individuals, people with critical minds, and that they 
[nay be uncomfortable with, or even worse, indifferent to the roles their gendered 
societies have assigned them. If African philosophers were to address these issues in 
terms of finding viable solutions for contemporary Africa, it would entail a radical 
realignment of their claims in terms of humanism, egalitarianism and human rights. 
For the moment, they are extremely conservative by retaining the social hierar.ohles 
where one sex dominates another, one group suppresses another and where the 
majority of women in Africa are still regarded as beasts of burden who should obey 
men, no matter what. The social hierarchies which rcmain unexamined within thc 
ethos of communitarianism, also conveniently slot into the hierarchies christianity 
and Islar~l have brought along with them within the broader global context The 
conspiracy of silence on the reality of the condition and rights of wonien rcniruiis. n o  
matter what the legacy in Africa. Embracing a communitarlan ethos as a solution fur 
the alienation and disintegration of ethical values and social institutions In modcr-11 
Africa, and as a foundation for a democratic system, nceds a critical rethinkir~g to 
give substance to claims made by philosophers. 

Departement Wysbegeerte 
Universite~t van S u ~ d  Afrtka 
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Can symbolic r~tual cleans~ng effect any change In the South Afrtcan context? The dedth 
and suffering which befell South A h c a  durlng the apartheld era has not abated, 
especially in KwaZulu-Natal. There 15 no doubt that the past South African regime wl~h 
~ t s  pollc~es, ploughed the land for the germtnatlon of seeds of vlolence and vengeanw 
The separation legislature incarcerated black people In their tr~bal groups and In the 
process also dlvided hem,  thereby rendering them ~neffectlve In collective sense 
(Reader's Digest 374). Lebowa, Gazankulu, Bophuthatswana, Venda, Kwa-Zulu, dnd 
~ w a n d e b e l e ~  were brought about by t h ~ s  ktnd of system (Reader's Dlgest 378) In 
eneral, t h ~ s  lead to political instabihty and incoherence. 

The effects of apartheld also ~mgacted on popular polltlcal movements In the 
Vaal Triangle, this was ev~dent In the spllts between members of the Unlted Dcmocrat~c 
Front (UDF) and the Azanian People's Organ~zatlon (AZAPO) (Reader's Digest 
1995:477). Here necklaclng was nfe. In 1985 in KwaNdebele, people were divlded mto 
two groups. One whlch supported Independence, and one which opposed ~t Many 
people, especially youths. died because of thls clash of oplnlons. Slrnllar v~olence 
occurred tn the same year at Khayel~tsha townsh~p, about fifty lulometres from the c~ty 
of Cape Town. People there resisted moving from the squatter settlements at Crossroads 
next to Langa (Reader's D~gest 1995:476). Very few of these opted to move Into four 
small roomed houses at Khayel~tsha. The majority refused to move The government of 

Paper presented at the Southern Afrlcan Folklore Society'$ Flfth B~ennial 
International Conference held at the Un~versity of South Afr~ca. Pretoria, 15- 17 Jul \ /  

Formerly referred to as homeland states. 
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perspectives on the need for constructing a theological paradigm whlch 15 ~nformed hv 'I 

rladitional rltual cleansing framework In sho~t ,  thls paper argues that South Alrica'i 

Paitv (IFPI at KwaMakhutha It soon spread to other areas in the heal~ng strategy and mechanisms should also be traditionally informed In order for l t  to 
be meaningful, powerful, comprehensive and truthful 

the whole provlnce (Reader's Dlgest 1995 474-476) 
After South Africa's f i i$t  democratic elections, people have started to 

The Afi-ican Theology and Modernity Class of 1995 
~nst~tuted Through its wlde-spread hearings, 11 has started to bring to light many of th Student Jabulani Tshabalala, a pastor at the local Lutheran congrcgatlon in Machibisa, 
rlt~ocitles which were perpetrated dur~ng the Apartheid era Within the conditions whic Pietermantzburg, wrote interestingly on the Issue of ritual cleansing He pointed out thrlt 
Apartheld created, to various degrees, most were polltically motivated Ma ritual cleansing should involve both the victim and the perpetrator For him, black South 
government leader? and opcratives were implicated Afrlcans suffered more under the legacy of apartheld than other groups 

The TRC has created the cond~tions for people to come clean, to c;pe On how lltual cleansing is performed In a tradlt~onal settlng, hc prov~ded the 
following lnfoimation Izangoma, r z ~ n ~ a n ~ u ~ ,  community elders, are usually called for 
an imblzo4 at the ~nkosr's great place A number of cattle are daughtered foi t h ~ $  

t h ~ \  horrendous era It also assisted in re-locating the remains of losr people so that occaslon The a~mdlozz~  are evoked to take an actlve role dur~ng thi5 ceremony Only 
the atnndlozz of the king are evoked and appeased This has hierachical ~mpl~cdt~ons 

Re~onc~li~ttton Comm~ssion has ~nltrated a process of ritual reconciiiatlon in which bot The presence of the inkosi at thls occasion is crucial He acts a\ the symbol of unlty 
The imphepo6 1s burnt continually to drive away any form of impunty or evll at the 

ac t~v~ t~es ,  the question however arises as to how it can be continued-how ca time ~ t s h t v a l a ~  1s prepared and served to the rltual partlclpants to both indlcatc the11 
participation and to evoke the arnadlozr Rev Tshabalala noted the following symbols 
for this occasion ~ s l ~ u b h u f  uumkhomba9, Icansl" 01 ubuhlnlr and arnanir" 

Student Mbulelo Hina pointed out that African culture has practice5 that 
cdnnot be regarded as deterrents by the Chr~st~an religlon He referred to the Xhou 

A dlstinctlon is maintained between an isangoma and lnyanga Isangoma has the 
tliesf vi~tirns Do they have the legitimacy to perform such a rltual cleansing? ability to dlagnose an ~llness, whlle on the other hand an lnyanga can both dlagnosc and 

heal (prescribe and apply traditional medicine on the patlent) 
Imbizo refers to a trad~tlonal summoning and gathering of the elders, ch~efs and other 

subjects by the inkosi (King) 
4fircnn l'izeologj and Modernity Some of my lectures dealt with the notion of ritu Refers to ancestors and ancestresses 

Zulu traditional Incense Assoelated wrth sanctificat~on and purification procedures 
Tradtt~onal beer. 

cleans~ng activ~t~es would be suitable for the South African situat~on? Should th Traditional drum This drum has a significant tole ah it cvokcs and ente~ta~ns both the 
Ch\lr~h perform this ritual cleansing') or Trad~tional ritual elders? or Both? Whic ancestresses and ancestors 
\vmhol$ should be used f o ~  thls ' The Church's or those de~lvlng from Trad~tron? 

very step of a rltual process 1s marked by the use of watei Partlcipanrs have to mrllcc 
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ntual practlce named the ukungxengxeza'2 wh~ch literally means 'to ask 
forglveness'. The r~tua! 1s usually performed wlthin the family when things are 
running as they should. A cow is slaughtered and the izinyanyaI3 are evoked an 
appeased. Participants confess arn~tyala'~ to each other. This then leads to a nt 
purification ceremony whlch is usually performed by the fam~ly elder. If ~t happens t 
the elder h~mself had wronged elther the yirninynnja or any person, he would ask for t 
1zlnyan)a fo,r forglveness from the wronged person, to allow hlm to still continue 
perform the rltual and thereafter correct the wrong wh~ch was cornrnltted. After the co 
is slaughtered, the paticlpants take ~ t s  horns and put them above the kraal gate facln 
the direction of the main house Thls symbol~ses that the ritual of purlficat~on 
performed and there w~ll  be no other problem encountered by the concerned fa 
Only u ~ o l o ' ~  will he experienced by the family 

Theory of Ritual Cleansing 
1 
In his book, Homo Necans. Burkert outlines his approach-an eclectic blend of 
Functionalism, structuralism, and socio-biology (cf. Burkert 1983:xix; 1987:15 
Alderick 1980:3). He defines ritual as 'Forms of non-verbal communication' an 
patterns' which are accompanied by motives (Burkert 1987:150). For him, huma 
society 1s shaped by the past. Therefore, there is need to examine the development 
human soclety over long periods of time. Burkert focuses on the primary function 
religious ritual. His ideas are shaped by scholars like Meuli (1946) who pointed out t 
'aspects of Greek sacrificial practice, especially the care and handling of bones o 
:inimal victims, were similar to the practice of palaeolithic hunters' (Burkert 1987: 
Meuli maintained that the practice of sacrifice emerged from the palaeolithic hun 
period. Hunters killed animals for food. Man, the hunter, distributed meat among th 
co~nmunity after the hunt. This act of distribution anticipated the founding 
communities by communal eating, and relates to the necessity of the foregoing 
i Rurkest 1987:165). Later, during the Neolithic age, when the domestication of animal 
was introduced, sacrifice became 'a transfer of property', a 'gifi', instead of 'force 
.~ppro'pr~anon' (Bur'kert 1987: 166). 

Burkert further shows that the killing and spilling of blood is a central ritual o 
religion. This practice, as he maintains, affirms, paradoxically, the necessity of violen 

12 To ask for forg~veness. 
17 Xhosa word and conceptlon for ancestors and ancestresses. 
14 Xhosa word and conceptlon for debts. 
I' Peace or harmony characterised by comprehens~ve well-being experienced by 
whole community 

--- 
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for the foundation of human culture. Even for Christians, salvation from the 'so-called 
evil' of aggression is confronted-with the murder and the death of God's innocent son. 

For Burkert, there are two important elements in this process: aggression and 
human violence. In his opinion, these two elements both mark the progress of our 
civilisation and continue to be central to the challenge to establish and maintain human 
community (Burkert 1983:l). Aggression, he points out, must be positioned withln 
evolutionary human socio-biology. Aceording to socio-biological theorists like 
Eorenz-to whom Burkert is deeply indebted-the human species is the sole species 
which has the aggressive capacity to destroy itself. Consequently, collective rituals, like 
hunting and its successor, sacrifice, evolved in order to channel this intraspecific 
aggression and so prevent the species from destroying itself. As Burkert (1983:40) 
concludes, 'killing justifies and affirms life, it makes us conscious of the new order and 
brings it to power'. Through the hunting ritual and later sacrifice, society was shaped. 
defined and rescued from the destructive power of intraspecific aggression. 'Sacrificial 
killing is the basic experience of the "sacred" .... Homo religiosus acts and atrciins self- 
awareness as homo necans' (e.a.). In other words, only man the killer (homo necarzs), 
has the capacity to become a truly religious being (honzo religiosusl. 

Burkert's views are not without flaws. Lambert does not accept the view that 
Zulu sacrificers, unlike ancient Greek sacrificers who concealed the weapon in a basket 
of grain, do not attempt to conceal the violence of the act-'the gj'u almost seems to 
emphasise the violence of the act' (Lambert 1993:305,308). Lambert's cornparativc 
study seems to suggest that the association of hunting, guilt and sacrifice is not 
necessarily the case in all cultural systems, as Burkert seems to imply. 

Therefore, one should be careful about the idea of bones collected, hunting 
theories and theories of sexual aggression. However, one should accept the relationship 
between rituals of sacrifice and the renewal of life. In addition, one can accept the 
community-forming and relationship building or restoring role of sacrificial ntual. 

PI 
We now turn to another scholar on this subject. RenC ~ i r a r d ' ~  is a distinguished French 
literary critic whose views on violence, aggression and sacrifice are shaped by literary 
texts such as Euripides' Bacchae. He uses Freud's model of the conscious and 
unconscious. For him, ritual is an act which is a substitution of a prior event, while, on 

16 His major work La violence' et le sucre (Violence and the sacred) first appeared In 

French in 1972, the same year that Burkert's Homo Necans was publ~shed In German 
Written independently of each other both are, arguably, reactions to the horrors of the 
Vietnam War and the problems which this raised about human aggression and the very 
s~irvival of human culture and society. Girard concedes that he uses a literary approach 
and that h ~ s  approach is close to Burkert's. 
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the other hand, myth is the verbalised concealment of the original event. Therefore, 
ritual becomes part of the social institution and it is repetitive because it claims to be a 
mimetic re-enactment of a prior event. Through the work of the myth-prettifiers the 
truth of the scapegoat phenomenon is repressed, and myth functions to describe the 
'safer course, the most reassuring course from the standpoint of the community at large' 
(Girard 1987:99,100). 

Girard views sacrifice as having originated with a fictional act of mob violence 
in the prehistorical period. This act of collective killing was generated by, he argues, the 
fact that 'humans have no breaking mechanism for intraspecific aggression' (Girard 
1987:8). Therefore, the answer to one murder is another murder. Girard introduces 
another feature of human behaviour: mimetic desire. He points out that the vicious cycle 
of revenge murders was necessary because desire is learned by imitating the other 
(Girard 1987:9). For example, person A desires object C; person B imitates desires of 
person A for object C. In this process (mimetic desire), the closer person A gets to 
object C, the more persons A and B become locked in deadly rivalry. What began as 
irniiatiorl turns into n~urderous hostility. This cycle of murders can only be halted, 
maintains Girard, by making use of a surrogate victim. From within the group, one 
person is separated out as a victim and the killing of this person brings temporary peace 
in the corrirnunity. Before the death of the scapegoat, there is disruption, while after its 
death, peace and reconciliation are attained (Girard 1987:92). The apparent ambiguity 
oi the scapegoat is due to the fact that: 

vi~tlrnisers see themselves as the passive vlctlms of thelr own victlm, and 
they see their vlctlm as supremely actlve, eminently capable of destroy~ng 
them The scapegoat always appears to be a more powerful agent, a mor 
powerful cause than he really IS (G~rard 1987 91) 

in conclusion, for Girard, the surrogate-v~ctim 1s both the malefactor and benefacto 
The cntirc 

mimetic cycle is projected onto hlm and interpreted as supernatural 
visltatlon destlned to teach the communtty what to do and not to do In the 
future (G~sard 1987.128). 

T h ~ s  1s due to the fact that people cannot share 

peacefully an object they all des~re,  but they can always share an enemy they 
all hate because they can join In destroy~ng h ~ m  (G~rard 1987.128) 

In t h ~ s  case, the cure is really the same as the disease. 

Towards Sacrificial-Cleansing Rirual in South Africa .... 

The details of Girard's thesis may be challenged, rightly, especially the 
reduct~on of everything to binary opposition and the positing of hypothetical orlglnal 
situations. But, the idea of projected guilt is helpful and could be comblned w~th some 
of Burkert's vlews, especially on the community building aspect and the death-l~fe 
exchange. 

111 
Lastly, Jonathan Smith, a religious historian specialising in Hellenistic religions, 
postulates the following about rituals. He defines ritual as a mode of paying attention 
and a process of making interest (Smith 1987: 103; 1982:54). What underlies this view 
is the fact that someone or something is made sacred by ritual (sacrificium). Ritual 
facilitates transitive categories. Smith stresses the realm of thought as opposed to the 
realm of'reality. He does not accept the view that ritual elements should be associated 
with substances, but rather that ritual elements function as purely differential and 
countless signs forming a system which is composed of elements which are signifiers 
and yet, at the same time, signifL nothing (Smith 1987:108; 1982:60). 

Ultimately, Smith theorises that ritual is an assertion of difference which 
provides an occasion for reflection on the rationalisation of the fact that what ought to 
have been done was not, and what ought to have taken place, did not. Therefore, ritual 
brings to the fore the relationship between present reality and an ideal perfect world 
(Smith 1987: 109). 

It is clear that Smith comes from a society which no longer sacrifices. He 1s 
unable to explain the power and meaning of sacrifice to an insider. The key is that there 
is some collective process which effects some kind of communal transformation. It is 
here that Burkert's theory of sacrificial ritual processes as social affirmation and 
community building, offer clarity. It does this by means of a transformative ritual 
process between death and life which is able to offer a more satisfactory explanation. 
Smith's theory has no place for the sacred-leaving in its place meaningless and 
random actions of their own, appropriately to be interpreted by an individual, I propose. 
from a (Western) culture who does not participate in religious ritual nor appreciate 
community. More ctucially even, he is unable to comprehend in his theory the 
transformative potentia'l of the scapegoating ritual as expressed by Girard. So, in our 
context, one tends to accept Burkert's main thesis as modified by Girard. 

Pedi Traditional Ritual: A Case in Point 
I conducted fieldwork in the Northern provlnce among a community located at a place 
called Ga-D~kgale. The group cons~sted of elderly partlclpants The majorlty of these 
partlclpants was either serm- or completely literate Worth mentioning 1s the fact that 
one member, Dav~d Molols~, partlclpated In the F~rst  World War and was able to recaii 
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the places that he visited when in the army. The research was on how Pedi Christians 
appropriate the Epistle to the Hebrews. Respondents pointed out that mabele" used to 
be thrown into the grave and an animal was slaughtered. Death was not understood to 
be the final end of life but the beginning of life. This might sound ironic or 
contradictory. It was this contradiction, they claimed, that had to be maintained to 
explain the Pedi cosmological structure. When death strikes in the family, a beast is 
slaughtered. The beast has to face the west to indicate the place of the dead. The east is 
seen as the place of the living. This binary opposition must always be maintained. 
Before the animal is slaughtered, the head of the family or clan has to 'speak' to it in a 
poetic manner. The animal is praised by the praise names of the deceased. Some of the 
oldest and most powerful ancestors and ancestresses are evoked to welcome a 
newcomer among them. At the same time, the deceased is informed about the long 
journey about to be undertake to the world of the living t imele~s '~ .  

Then the animal's throat is struck. When blood flows, bowls are brought. The 
first bowl holds the blood which is going to be used during the funeral ritual. The 
sccond bowl contains the blood to be used to evoke the Ba-dim0 at a place called 
iehwurna. The skin of the animal is put around the dead person. The respondents 
vtewed this practice as an indication of respect. The fact that the animal's skin is placed 
around the dead person suggests a change of roles with the slaughtered animal. This is 
then, following Burkert, being reconstructed, thus implying that death and sacrifice are 
essential for new life. 

Toward Ritual Cleansing 
Thc establishment of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South Afiica has 
begun a ritual process. The commission facilitates a public ritual designed to bring 
3b0ut reconciliation and reparation (rather like a sacrifice) for the wrongs of the past. 
Victims of killing and suffering met with the commissioners to reveal their stories. This 
does not imply that perpetrators are left alone in this process. They are either 
si~bpoenaed or come before the commission voluntarily. This is a complex process that 
confronts all. The Church in general supports the principle and practice of this 
conunission. It is seen as a vehicle of therapy intended to heal the victims. It is taken for 
granted that traditional healers support the whole course. Is this enough? Perhaps more 
is nceded. 

A public ritual, which brings together Christianity, Islam, Judaism, and Hindu- 
ism, together with African traditional religions, would be a ritual cleansing on a national 
scale. Such a ritual cleansing would require the shedding of blood in sacrifice, as Bur- 

17 Sotho for seeds. 
'' This word is preferred by John Mbitl (1989). The Pedi refer to the ancestors and 
ancestresses as Badimo. 
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kert, Girard (scapegoat theory) and the Pedi responses indicate. Without this shedding 
of blood, there can be no new life, no reparation, no forgiveness and no new culture. 

Gerd Bauman9s view of ritual as implicating 'Others' is instructive in this 
regard. He argues that public rituals directed to an outsider are accompanied by the 
making of statements about the definition and redefinition of outsider and insider. When 
these rituals are performed, the messages are transmitted to both the inner and outer 
groups (Bauman 1992:98). This is done so that even outsiders who only participate as 
on-lookers, may participate in the performed rituals. 

For South Africa, President Mandela's inauguration on May 10 1994 was a 
good example of a public ritual. This public ritual was witnessed by millions of South 
Africans and people from across the globe. A Christian archbishop, a Jewish rabbi, a 
Hindu priest, an Islamic imam and a traditional i r n b ~ n ~ i ' ~ ,  together with choirs singing 
the anthems from two diametrically opposed constituencies, combined in a ritual 
performance which negotiated meaning and reciprocally included one another. All 
participated in a number of ways, either as by-standers, spectators (via the medium of 
television), invited guests or close witnesses. A11 shared in the negotiation of meaning 
and redefined a common meaningcomplex in which all could participate equally. This 
was facilitated by the public ritual at a particular time and place with particular 
beneficiaries. Countless traditional presentations and dances were performed and 
broadcast on that day. Various opinions were aired, from right wing to left wing. Even 
those who opposed the idea of democratic elections in South Africa, watched and 
contextually redefined this public ritual performance. This ritual itself offered an 
opportunity to negotiate meaning and community with 'Others'. A brief moment of 
healing, reconciliation and stability was experienced by all South Africans. 

In this context, a question which faces most Christian scholars is whether it is 
possible for traditional African Christians to synthesise both Christ and traditional ritual 
activities? It is important for Christianity to begin to understand traditional African 
views and practices. It is a fact that some of the Christian institutions have begun this 
process of enculturation. Both traditional African religion and African Christianitics- 
together with other religions in Africa-have much to offer on the issue of creating 
community and of reconstructing reality which does not exclude the ofother. 

As Burkert noted, ritual creates and affirms social interaction (1983:24). It is 
indeed true that ritual practices do not only provide the opportunity for parttcipants to 
partake in the same activities. Ritual also create and affirm a close interaction among 
them. It is from these practices that new community is born for the sake of the concord 
and co-operation beyond an evil commonly shared. 

Most of South African Christian denominations have ritual practices which 
include activities related to birth (baptism), church unity (holy communion), marriagc 

19 Zulu traditional praise-poet. 
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and death. These practices occur within particular communities with a wide variety of 
elements bur also common elements. 

The question is: What if these,practices are transformed and related to tradi- 
tional African practices to effect change and comprehensive well-being? From this 
question, the theology of ubuntuZo could emerge in Christian context. The theology of 
uburzti~ could enhance Christ as the surrogate victim (the Sedimo-Christ) who, through 
his death and blood foster genuine social interaction within South African communities. 
This could foster community between Christians and traditional African religion. 

It would be within such a theology that the Sedimo-Christ would sacrifice 
himself (cf. Hebrews 9:11 & 12) and thereby transform death into life-affirming 
enjoyment, not only for those who profess his name, but the entire South African 
pcopie. 'This then calls for the Sedimo-~hrist' who is not confined within certain 
boundaries but transforms boundaries to achieve genuine ubuntu among abantu. The 
African sacrificial paradigm with its ritual cleansing framework, not only looks at the 
dangers of those who profess to be Chistian or konl another religion, but is whole in a 
scnsc that it rescues the community from the power of intraspecific aggression. In this 
case. the mvuna (Sedimo-Christ) which is slaughtered, binds every community 
regardless of the fact that that person is ~ k h o l w a ~ ' ,  Muslem, Hindu, Jew etc. This 
Seditno-Christ offers one a place to fit in and still maintains one's previous practices. 
The Sedimo-Christ is in touch with the traditional language and values of the local 
people. This paradigm gushes for the knowledge that is locally mapped. Kwame 
Bediako's argument on the need to regard what he calls 'implicit' theologies in a serious 
iight. is right in this regard. He poses this question: 'How is it that we hear in our own 
languages the wonders of Modinzo?' (Bediako 199559) As he mentions, 

The ablllty to hear one's own language and to expres  In one's responses to 
the message whlch one recelves must Ile at the heart of all authentic 
rellglous encounters wlth the divlne realm. Language ~tself becomes, then, 
not merely a soclal or a psychological phenomenon but a theological one as 
well (Bedlako 1995 59) 

Bedlako btates lnevltable facts Local people should be llstened to and valued. 
It xs Rlme for kxpl~cit' readers to keep quiet and hsten to volces and sounds from below. 
rrifrlcdn volces have been ~gnored In Afrlca by other Afr~cans for far too long The same 
ir even more true for South Afrlca It IS tlme tor the South African Churchea to enter 
into a meaningful d~alogue w~th  traditional religious practices. It should beg~n to define 

20 Humanness whlch Incorporates and ensures comprehensive well-being and 
development of both the lndivldual member of the community and the community itself. 
" Zulu for fanatic believer. 
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how it is going to integrate rituals like urnkhosi ~ o h l a n , g a ~ ~ ,  umkhosi wamabutho", etc. 
into its own rituals. 

It is well-known that most congregants place a certain amount of value on 
these practices. A meaningful and effective dialogue should take place concerning them. 
This would be possible only when there is a sense of mutual value and respect. It is 
important to respect the traditional African world views and thought patterns and treat 
them as 'an equal partner'. One should avoid superimposition. It would not benefit one 
to pick and choose what one considers to be good about a particular cultural pattern and 
discard what one considers to be 'problematic' and 'indigestible'. Important is to come 
to terms with what others hold as central to their own lives. 

In addition, a cultural pattern needs to be treated in a holistic sense. Such a 
treatment does not imply that a cultural pattern is free of flaws or is completely perfect. 
In the light of the UN Fact Sheet No.23 on Human Rights (Harmful Traditional 
Practices Affecting the Health of Women and Children). practices which mutilate. 
enslave, or exploit women for example, should be done away with. Recent feminist 
debates attack African traditional religions and ways of life for being oppressive 
towards African women. Indeed, there is need for some traditional African practices to 
be transformed in the light of recent Ahcan  developmental models. 

Conclusion 
It is time for South African modern culture, including the legislature but also the various 
South African Clristianities and other religions, to begin to seek models of healing 
which would impact beyond the TRC truth process. Important as it was to bring the past 
out in the open, this process cannot effectively facilitate reconciliation and cleansing 
from African traditional perspective. More importantly, it is the people from this 
stratum in society-which constitutes the majority of South Africans-which have been 
at the sharp end of apartheid's atrocities in our country. 

Healing is a complex and comprehensive phenomenon. Traditional African 
rituals could be used by both the South African Churches1 religions and the Truth and 
Reconciliation C o d s s i o n  under the leadership of Desmond Tutu to brink about a 
comprehensive, meaningful, truthful and powerful healing paradigm and kgwernno2"vr 
the South African context. Reconciliation in a form of u k u b ~ ~ i s a ~ ~  and u k u g e ~ w u ~ ~  will 
determine these genuine kgwerano. The bleeding graves of the victims of violence, rape 

22 Traditional Zulu reed festival, 

23 Zulu traditional festival of warfare. 
24 Pedi for intimate fellowship. 
25 This literally means 'to bring back'. 
26 To be ritually cleansed. 
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and crime should challenge us to speed up this process of healing which does not 
exclude but include, especially the living victims and the families of the bereaved and 
wronged 
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I 
In this article I review two books that deal with the introduction of Outcomes-based 
Education in South Africa: Changing curriculum: Studies on Outcomes-based 
Education in South Afvica by Jonathan Jansen, Pam Christie and others, and OBE: 
Outcomes-Based Education, A Teacher's Manual by Helen van der Horst and Ria 
McDonald. 

The first book essentially is a diagnosis of what many educationists consider 
to have gone wrong in the process of designing and impiementlng OBE. The second 
book contains many of the solutions to the problems that have been diagnosed in the 
first book. 
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I1 
The South African educational system is being overhauled from primary school level 
to tertiary level as part of the rejuvenation of post-apartheid institutions, and to bring 
the country in line with current trends in international education. The South African 
Government has set very rapid time frames for the transformation of education. 
Primary and secondary school learning programs must be transformed to Outcomes- 
Based Education (OBE) by 2005. Tertiary level undergraduate programs must be 
transformed by June 2001 in order to lead to recognised professional and academic 
qualifications. 

But what is OBE? An idealised characterisation of it would read something 
like this: The aim with OBE is to effect a mind shift away from an authoritarian mode 
of teaching to a co-operative mode of learning. The new model makes the educator a 
facili~ator, and the learner an active participant in an interactive learning partnership, 
In the old model i t  was expected of pupils to unquestioningly memorise curriculum 
content without necessarily understanding the significance or relevance of 
information to be mastered. The new mode requires of the educator to facilitate the 
development of both critical and practical skills in individual learners by engaging a 
spectrum of active learning processes that incorporate cognitive motor skills as part 
of context-specific learning tasks. 

The mind shift is away from knowing facts to knowing how to do things 
with information-information that the learner knows to be significant and relevant. 
Most importantly, the mind shift incorporates [he life skills of employing one's 
knowledge within a broader social context to the benefit of both oneself and others. 

If OBE is implemented successfully, the three minimalist R's of traditional 
education (reading, writing, and arithmetic) will be replaced with the three 
comprehensive H's (head, heart and hand). 

In Cllnnging Curriculu~n: Studies on Outcomes-based Education in South Africa co- 
editors Jonathan Jansen and Pam Christie, and fourteen other contributors address 
various areas of concern regarding the implementation of Outcomes-Based Education 
on primary and secondary school levels in South Africa. One contribution focuses on 
principled problems regarding the introduction of OBE in higher educati 
Changing Curriculum is intended as a critical, but constructive contribution to 
public debate regarding the soundness of OBE, the desirability of introducing it in 
South Africa, and the timing of its introduction. 

Every text carries an inferential sub-text. The sub-text of Changing 
Curricrclurn is that the alarm bells are ringing because of the complex nature of 
outcomcs-based education, because of the lack of proper prior consultation with all 
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interested parties, because of the low skills base of South African educators, because 
OBE is considered to be introduced prematurely without proper planning, 
preparation of learning materials, and without the requisite retraining of educators. 

Changing Curriculum is organised in five sections. Section A is entitled 
'Introduction, Overview' and consists of chapter 1 in which Jonathan Jansen reviews 
the origins of OBE, summarises the debate to date and previews the rest of the 
chapters in the book. 

Section B is entitled 'Meanings, Motivations, Methodologies' and consists 
of three chapters dealing with diverse aspects of OBE. In chapter 2 Andre Kraak 
(Human Sciences Research Council) begins by analysing the competing discourses 
within the Department of Education regarding the nature of OBE. He subsequently 
outlines the complex interrelationship between various organisational structures 
involved in OBE, gives the key characteristics of the regulatory framework, discusses 
the distinctive systemic lexicology (terminology) that has evolved around OBE, and 
outlines the critical features of OBE before offering a critique of Outcomes-Based- 
Education and Training. Towards the end of his contribution Kraak crucially 
highlights the cognitive imperatives of OBE: 

Outcomes-based education and traming .. 1s not merely about measuring 
discrete (v~sible) units of competence. It is about recognislng the ~ n d ~ v l ~ l b l e  
11nk between competence and the conceptual, problem-solvlng, lnteractlve 
and context-bound abllltles whlch underpin (but wh~ch are inv~sible In) the 
performance of 'competence' (p. 52) 

In chapter 3 Roger Deacon & Ben Parker (Univcrsity of Natal, Pieterma- 
ritzburg) focus on organisational and comparative aspects of OBE. They outline the 
complex interrelationship between the National Qualifications Framework (NQF), 
the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) and various Non-Governmental 
Organisations (NGOs). They characterise OBE as being instrumentalist rather than 
rationalist, before finally suggesting a pragmatic alternative. 

In chapter 4 Clijj" Malcolm (University of the Witwatersrand) discusses the 
different models of OBE found in countries like the USA, Canada, Australia, New 
Zealand and Great Britain as well as the motivations for developing each particular 
model. He compares one American framework, developed by Spady, with the 
Australian framework, characterising the American model as ultimately 
'behaviourist' (p. 91) and the Australian model as 'much closer to a constructivist 
one' (p. 91). Malcolm subsequently characterises the Australian framework as having 
a dual nature because Australian writers 'constructed the outcomes frameworks in a 
way that would support constructivist, organic approaches in the classroom, but also 
allow behaviourist, teacher-centered approaches' (p. 98). 
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Due to the heavy demands that OBE will place on teachers, school managers 
and learners, Malcolm characterises OBE as a voyage that requires faith' (p. 1 lo), a 
high risk choice 

in a country where teachers have a low knowledge base (in relation to what 
is required), the tradition is bureaucratic and text centered, and the system is 
woefully under-resourced (p. 110). 

Section C is entitled 'Concepts, Contexts, Criticisms'. It consists of six 
chapters (Chapters 5 to 10) dealing with various philosophical, ideological and 
practical problems relating to the introduction of OBE. 

In chapter 5 Jane Skinner (University of Natal, Durban) focuses exclusively 
on the introduction of OBE in higher education from a socio-economic perspective. 
She points out that since the first Education Act in Britain in 1870, the introduction 
of subsequent educational systems have been promoted as being part of the process 
of democratic reform while they in fact have 

always been deslgned to provide appropriate economic support, in the form 
of human capital, for the power structures of the day (p. 117). 

She argues that progressive educationists have for decades rejected positivist and 
behavlaunst approaches to knowledge, but that 'now these are introduced through the 
back door as "market ~mperatives"' (p. 121), unrecognised for what they are, and 
seen as pragmatism. According to Skinner the educational system is being influenced 
by 'market thinhng' (p 121) with the aim of delivering competent workers to the 
economy while at the same tlme there is 'an extreme unwillingness among econo- 
i111sts to examlne their own assumptions' (p. 122). Skinner characterises the new 
educational policy as 'the commodification of education' because society is prepared 
'to ratlonallse education down to this simple deployment of isolated profit- 
maximistng individuals divorced from any sense of community into whatever spaces 
"fate" {read "global capital") dictates' (p. 126). 

In chapter 6 Jean Baxen & Crain Soudien (University of Cape Town) focus 
on the one-slded control In the management and implementation of OBE in the 
Western Cape, based on documentary analysis of the proposals, interviews with 
teachers and 'selected role players' (p.132). Members of eight Learning Area 
Committees (LACs) were nominated by various stakeholders, including the teacher 
organisatlons. The majority of the committees were however co-ordinated and 
chaired by officials from the Department of Education. 

Representatives on these committees were confronted with the OBE 
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narrative and were not provided with an opportunity to examine its 
origins-politically or pedagogically (p.137), 

and 

when a subgroup of people from the LACs were mandated to advise on the 
development of the indicators, they found that the indicators had already 
been developed by a separate speclalist group at natlonal level (p. 138). 

In chapter 7 Jonathan Jansen (Umversity of Durban-Westville) l~s t s  and 
discusses 10 reasons why he thinks OBE wlll fall The maln reason IS that the 
language associated wlth OBE IS too complex, confusing and contrad~ctory 

The OBE curriculum pollcy is lodged in problematic claims and 
assumptions about the relationship between currlculum and soclety 

OBE is based on flawed assumpt~ons about what happens Inside schools, 
how classrooms are organlsed and what kind\ of teachers exlst with~n the system 
There are strong ph~losophical rationales for questioning the des~rability of OBE In 
democratic school systems. There are important political and epistemological 
objections to OBE as currlculum pollcy. The focus on what a student can 
demonstrate, given a part~cular set of outcomes, slde-steps the Issue of values in the 
cumculum. The management of OBE w11l m~llt~ply the admin~stratlvc burdens p la~ed  
on teachers. 

OBE Trivialises Curriculum Content 
For OBE to succeed even moderately requires a number of simultaneous innovations 

In the education system, e.g. trained and retrained teachers, radically new forms of 
assessment, classroom organlsation that facilitates monitoring and assessment, 
additional time for monitoring the complex process, opportunities for teacher 
d~alogue exchange. 

Radical revision of the system of assessment in the face of powerful interests 
insisting on retaining the assessment status quo 
Jansen characterises the introduction OBE as 'an act of political symbolism in which 
the primary preoccupation of the state is with its own legitimacy' (p.154), and refers 
to research that shows 

the national revision process (1995) was dr~ven almost exclus~vely by 
officlal attempts to demonstrate to constituencies that at least some actton 
was forthcoming from the Mlnistry of Education In the period ~mmediately 
following the elect~ons (p. 154). 
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In chapter 8 Haroon Mahomed (Gauteng Institute for Curriculum Develop- 
ment) focuses on reasons why Outcomes-based Education and Training (OBET) 
could succeed in South Africa and why it has to succeed, rather than why it will fail. 
Mohamed nlotivates the introduction of OBE: the need to break with apartheid 
education, the fact that the main goals and aims of the current system of education are 
In any case not being achieved, the need of a curriculum better aligned to the world 
of work, and the need to move education beyond the straight-jacketing, rigid 
authoritarian experiences of the past. In the last section of his contribution Mohamed 
responds to the criticisms made by Jansen in the previous chapter. 

In chapter 9 Mahomed Rasool (Reservoir Hills Secondary School, Durban) 
formulates eloquent and credible responses to criticisms of OBE, while at the same 
rirnc acknowledging Jansen's contribution to the curriculum debate. He cites 'the 
realities of constant change, globalisation, transformed workplaces, new competitive 
prcssuscs and world-class performance standards' as reasons why South Africa needs 
OBE 'as i t  enters the global arena of the twenty-first century' (p. 174). Rasool 
strcsscs the importance in OBE of developing cognitive skills such as 'the ability to 
::l:tssif'y, infer, suggest, analyse and form testable hypotheses rather than concentra- 
ting on mastering content' (p. 178), which he mislabels as 'life skills'. He concludes: 

In the final analysis, the question is not whether OBE should be 
~mplemented, but rather whether sufficient support and encouragement is 
be~ng given to teachers by all interested groups in education (p. 179). 

In chapter 10 Ken Harley & Ben Parker (Unlverslty of Natal, 
Pietcrmc~r~t/burg) focus on the soclo-economrc aspects of OBE. They identrfy 'the 
emergence of global markets, mass consumerism, electron~c technology and 
~omrnunrcationb, and shltts In internat~onal power relations' as factors that have 
Lontrtbured to the fact that South Afrlca 'while under austere financial constralnts- 
n w t  negot~ate a radrcal transtormatron of the state schooling system' (p. 183) They 
~ h ' l t ~ ~ ~ t e ~ l s e  the envisaged change as a ~hrf t  from the mechan~cal solrdarity that 
prcdomlnated the old South Afrlca to 'a new legal-organ~sational bass  reflecting 
organlL \ol~danty' whlch emphaslses 

human rights and a strong civil society ... the interdependence between 
pcoplc . . . based on contractual relations with an emphasis on the rights and 
duties of Individual citizens and their contractual relation with the state (p. 
189). 

Harley & Parker consider teacher identity to be one of the major proble~ns with 
rntroduclng Curr~culum 2005, as ~t is an 
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attempt to graft a legalistic soclal framework and curriculum of organlc 
solidarity onto a corps of teachers whose ~dent~t ies  and roles were forged In 
the apartheid mills of mechanical solidarity (p. 193). 

Section D is entitled Inside Classrooms. It consists of four chapters 
(chapters I I to 14) dealing with various aspects of the implementation of OBE. In 
chapter 11 Jonathan Jansen reports on problems experlcnccd in the introduction of 
OBE on grade one level in 1998. His research showed that grade 1 teachers held 
vastly different understandings of OBE, that they displayed considerable uncertainty 
about whether their practices in fact constitute OBE, that they uniformly felt that their 
preparation for OBE implementation was inadequate, that although most classrooms 
had basic curriculum 2005 documentation, many grade 1 teachers expressed the view 
that OBE was not implementable in the early part of the school year, that many 
teachers who claimed to be implementing OBE were i n  fact teaching in the samc way 
as before, and that teachers understand and implement OBE in very different ways. 
Jansen comes to the pessimistic conclusion that 'C2005 and outcomes-based 
education will gradually fade into policy insignificance' (p. 216). 

In chapter 12 Ian Bellis (Independent Education Training & Development 
Consultant), like other contributors, emphasises that OBE (adult training) entails a 
move away from a typically pedagogic subject-centered approach to a more behavi- 
ourist product-centered approach. Bellis then crucially adds that OBE entails a move 
'to more cognitivist, gestalt approaches which, in delivery, focus on processes that 
express experiential learning' (p.225). Bellis effectively dispels the Cartesian com- 
petence vs. performance dichotomy (which is a vexing problem to at least some con- 
tributors) to: 'a key component of competence is performance' (p. 226). Bellis then 
shows that such an integrative approach to competence could lead to problem- 
centered learning programs where learners are led to explore problems for which they 
must generate their own particular solutions. 

In chapter 13 Emilia Potenza & Mareka Monyokolo (Gauteng department of 
Education & Gauteng Institute for Curriculum Development) argue that 

the critical factor in successfully translating Curr~culum 2005 Into practrce IS 

to ensure that the three pillars of curr~culum ti-ansformat~on are In place and 
in alignment, 

namely 'curriculum development, teacher development and the development, 
selection and supply of learning materials' (p. 23 1). From their subsequent comments 
it becomes clear that neither of the three are in fact in place yet, and that there 1s IlttXe 
co-ordination between teachers, the Department of Education, materials developers 
and publishers to make the introduction of Curriculum 2005 a success. 



i n  chdpter 1 4  Meg Pahad (Independent Exam~nat~ons Board, Gauteng) 
reveal\ tlint 'At last consensu~ IS emelglng about several broad pr~nc~ples  of 
asscs$ment', but that 'there 1s vely l~tt le help for teachers and other practlt~oners 
tiylng to asqes ledrncrs w~thin the new outcomec-based curr~culum' (p 247). She 
then shows that t h c ~ e  are varylng interpretations for such cruclal assessment terms 
llhe to~matlvc assessment, summatlve assessment and contlnuous assessment in thc 
dep'lrtrnent of kducatlon's 1998 Draft Assessment Policy document 

T h ~ s  confusion about whether or not summatlve assessment IS necessartly 
based o n  terrnrnal examinations. whether contlnuous assess~rlent IS 

ne~essar~ly  formative, whethe1 summatlve assessment can be achieved by 
s~mply collecting and aggrcgatlng format~ve assessment, and so on, recurs 
throughout the d ~ a f t  pollcy d~scuss~on document (p. 250). 

Pahad ends her contribution by listing and lucidly discussing a number of practical 
suggestions for improving assessment practice in the classroom. 

Section E consists of a single contribution by one of the co-editors, Pam 
Christie, in which she characterises OBE as an 

art of a suite of pol~cies adopted by the post-apartheid government to 
restructure and transform the legacy of apartheid education and training (p. 
279), 

a systemlc umbrella' agenda according to which 

educat~on and tralnlng would be integrated in a system of lifelong learning 
that would arttculate adult basic education and training, formal schooling, 
and learn~ng programs for out-of-school children and youth (p. 280). 

Kcferr~ng to the acrlmonlous tone of exchanges In the curr~culum debate, C h r ~ s t ~ e  
point\ out that the denials and counter criticisms of policy Innovators are not the most 
conjtructlve responses, and that 'the task of wlnnlng the hegemony through 
~ntellectual and moral leadersh~p cannot be s~de-stepped In the democratic state' (p. 
285) 

The image that emerges of OBE, and particularly of Curriculum 2005 from 
the contribut~ons In Changing Curriculum: Studies on Outcomes-bused Education in 
South Africa IS that the alarm bells are ringing because we are about to take off on a 
journey In an aeroplane of which the body has not yet been bolted to the wheels, and 
of which the englnes have not yet been bolted to body, let alone having a flight plan 
for the journey. 

Outcomes-Based Education . 

Jane Skinner's observations about the commodification of education, and its 
subservience to market forces dictated by economists who are slow to critical self- 
evaluation, are particularly relevant. This state of afrairs will build such high levels of 
career redundancy into the social contract which civil society is based on, that social 
institutions-from governance to family relations-will be stressed and ultimately 
damaged. Global society is moving from the mechanical industrial age to the organic 
information age which demands of employees to constantly evolve their knowledge, 
career skills and personal values in order to remain viable. If implemented correctly, 
OBE has the potential of empowering learners to do just this. 

Criticisms of the proliferation of OBE officialcse are pertinent. Someone 
should close down the acronym factory. The terminological complexity in OBE has 
reached levels usually only found in subcultures and cult movements where slang and 
arcane terms are used to promote solidarity within the group, while at the same time 
excluding non-members from the group. The origins of words should also be 
considered before they are formalised as terminology. One of the most frequently 
used OBE terms, 'stakeholders' for instance, has its origins in the world of gambling. 
Complex concepts are best understood when explained in simple terms. When talking 
about every-day events, sixty five percent of what one wants to say can be done by 
using the first 1000 words of a language. While each discipline needs its distinctive 
terminology for the sake of precision and unambiguity, conscious efforts should be 
made to keep OBE meta-language to a minimum. Teachers who are supposed to 
implement OBE are bewildered by the number and the complexity of OBE terms. 

A matter of great concern regarding Changing Curriculum is the fact that, 
with the exception of Andre Kraak and Ian Bellis, no other contributors refer to the 
cognitive dimension of the mind shift from teaching to learning. If eminent educa- 
tionists fail to diagnose such a crucial flaw in the present implementation of OBE. we 
are in far more serious trouble than we think. Even more disconcerting is the fact that 
those that are critical of OBE do not present an alternative approach to replace the 
old style, authoritarian, content-driven approach that we dare not fall back on. 

Finally, people in professional and technical occupations have all along 
been educated on outcomes-based principles. Would you trust your mechanic, your 
dentist, your surgeon or the pilot of the plane that you are flying in if it were 
otherwise? Educators do not use scalpels or joysticks. Their instruments are non- 
tangible, but nevertheless quite real, for they use knowledge to help shape minds. 
skills and values. Why are we then reluctant to base their education, and the 
education of our children on outcomes-based principles? 

IV 
If Changing Curriculum diagnoses what is wrong with the aeroplane that we are 
about to take off in, Helen van der Worst and Ria McDonald's OBE: Outcornes- 
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Bused Educatlorz, cr Teaclzer's Manual IS the technician's manual needed to secure 
the plane's body to tts wheels, and its engines to 11s body. 

It consists of nlne lucidly wrltten chapters Beginning wtth why educational 
change 1s needed In present-day South Africa, Van der Horst and McDonald outline 
what OBE IS, set out the major aspects of OBE, and end with a future perspective of 
cducat~on In South Africa. The chapters are. 

Chapter 1 Understanding Outcomes-Based Educatton 
Chapter 2 From a content-based currtculum to outcomes-based learning programmes 
Chapter 3 Three types of outcomes 
Chapter 4 Quality assurance 
Chapter 5 Planning for classroom management and discipline 
Chapte~ 6 Classroom teachtng in OBE 
Chapter 7 Assessment in Outcomes-Based Educatton 
Chapter 8 The successful learner in Outcomes-Based Educat~on 
Chapter 9 New possibilities ahead-look~ng at the future of educatton in South 

Afrtca 

OBE Outcomes-Baed Educatzon, a Teacher's Matzual is not merely an 
excellent account of the m a n  aspects of OBE. It IS also a model for how OBE 
ledrntng materials should be organtsed and presented. Each chaptel begins wlth 
table of contents, followed by a very general, uncompl~cated graphic representatlo 
that primes the reader for that chapter, followed In turn by a series of focus questions 

that engage the mlnd of the reader-all of thls before slhe actually starts reading. The 
text 1s rnterspersed w~th a varlety of highhghtlng boxes that provlde d~rectives, 
tnduce rcflcctlon, glve examples, draw comparisons, and set tasks. 

The authors consistently show a clear understanding of the cognltlve bass  
ot OBE They for Instance understand that learn~ng is based on comprehenslve, 
tnterrelated aspects of cognition such as belng In command of verbal communication, 

havlng tntellectual skills (I~ke critlcal thinking, reasoning and reflect~on), manifesting 
the appropriate value$ and attttudes for particular occasions, and being In c o w a n d  
of particular motor sk~lls to tmplement knowledge practically Van der Horst and 
McDonald stress the Importance of baslc forms of cognltlon, such as the mastery of 
content, for the development of higher order thinktng sk~lls and problem solvlng 
sk~lla 

Van der Horst and McDonald outline the overall organlsatlon of OBE, and 
the nature of the various learntng areas in easily understood terms They have a very 
good chapter on how a classroom should be organised and managed in OBE. They 
bring clar~ty to the confusron that IS said to reign regarding the different forms of 
assessment in OBE Thelr chapter on the learner as acttve participant In the learning 
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process is conclse and crystal clear Involvtng De Bono'i extended metaphot of the 
SIX thlnktng hats for the bas~c forms of crtttcal thtnking 1s tnsp~tcd 

My ~mpression as a cognltivlst is that, In general, the cruclal ]ole of 
cognihon IS poorly understood in the dcmarcatlon of learning areas In  OBE 
Cognltlve principles will therefore not be systemdt~cally applled In the developrncnt 
of learning programs. 

The exceptton however seems to be Van dcr Horst and McDonald, because 
of the cornprehens~ve and consistent way In whlch they ground OBE on cognitive 
prtnciples. This makes OBE Outcomes-Based Eclucat~on, A  teacher'^ Manuul 
mandatory reading for any educator who wants to master the principles and practices 
of OBE. For the teacher in the classroom it IS nothlng less than a survtval manual 

v 
For the benefit of those that despair at the prospect of introducing OBE under the 
daunting circumstances outlined in Changing Currzculurn, I want to end this revlew 
article on a personal note. Looklng back on my own formal education. I constder my 
grade 10 year to be the most significant formative year, for In that year I had the good 
fortune of attending a parochial school that taught an internatlanai academic 
curriculum, which In retrospect came quite close to present-day Outcomes-Based 
Education. The reason for this was that the particular school malnly catered for the 
children of businessmen and missionaries from Europe and America who were 
stationed elsewhere in Africa. 

A particular feature of that school was that its mlsslon was to educate the 
head, the heart and the hand. As part of training the heart and hand (otherwise known 
as inculcating proper work ethlcs) all learners had to engage in super\lsed practical 
work for one hour a day, for whlch we were paid by the hour according to American 
wage standards. Such work ranged from janitorla1 duties, laundry duties, carpentry. 
basic engineering, farming, cooking and coaching to superv~sing. If one's grade point 
average was high enough one was permitted the luxury of holdlng down more than 
one job at a time. I to this day do my own cleaning, cooking, pruning, carpentry and 
plumbing by using skills that I acqulred in my grade 10 year. 

In the carpentry shop we learnt to convert our three dimensional drawings, 
made in technical drawing class, Into actual tables and chalrs, and doing so made tt 
easier for us to visualtse more complex techntcal drawings. In the engineertng shop 
we learnt the realities of force dynamlcs whlle lnstalllng water plpes, taps and 
geysers, and by having to bleed air locks out of our constructs. 

Coming from an Afrikaans background and having attended government 
school up to then, I arrived at the new school w ~ t h  a reasonable passlve 
understanding of English, but unable to properly express myself either verbally or in 
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wt~tlng. 'The result was that my grades plummeted. Spotting my predicament and 
flustration, my English tcachcr offered to give me extra lessons if I complied with 
thice cond~ttons I had to read and summarise the contents of one novel a week over 
and beyond my prescr~bed books, I had to make at least one English speaklng male 
friend, and I had to get an Engllsh speaking girlfriend. My extra lessons mostly 
conslated of my personal verbal leports on what I had read, and what my frlends and 
I got up to durlng the prevlous week. Our English curriculum incidentally Included 
not only mastering grammar and interpreting literature. We also learnt to wrlte 
sonnets and halkus, to make verbal presentations before the rest of the class, and to 

Un\thinking White Mythologies 

Johannes A Smit 

conduct parliamentary style debates on topical issues. 
While learning Engltsh communication skills that year I also gained 

Review article 
Urzthznking Social Science The Lzm~ts 

invaluable interpersonal llfe sk~lls. Rubbing shoulders with peers from America, of Nineteenth-Century  paradigm^ 
Britain, Denmark, France, thc Netherlands, Span  and Portugal, and having to by Immanuel Wallersteln 
measure my views agalnst thelrs, drast~cally and permanently altered my perspectives Cambridge: Polity Press, (199111995, 286pp 
ol South Africa and myself, and significantly Influenced my personal values. ISBN: 0 7456 0876 0; 07456 091 1 2 

The following year I dec~ded to attend a parochial school closer to home- 
unbeknown to me a school that taught the standard South African curriculum. It was 
11ke havlng been subjected to a frontal lobotomy. 

Having personally experienced the cultivating, empowering and liberating The nlnetcenth century formation, ~ ~ l b t ~ t u t ~ o n a l ~ s a t ~ o n  and profess~onal~sation of 
effects of comprehensive secondary education in a multicultural context during my modernism's discipl~nes and organlsations have become an objcct of embarrassment 
grade 10 year, and having had to go through grades 11 and 12 in the old regime and a source of discontent. From various perspectives and societal sectors, thls 1s the 

agaln. I thlnk lt will be an indictment of this country if we choose to remain shackled case wlth the university system as such. Wlth the rlse of the polytechnic and 

to the old-style authoritarian system of educat~on. In this context, the two books technikon-mainly due to their links with market related forces, sectorally focused 

rev~ewed here, are important milestones In the hlstory of education, training and 
skills development and promises of employment-the university and its dlsclpllnes 
have to honestly confront the challenges the current juncture in South Afrlcan tertlary 

learning In South Afrlca. education transformation poses. But, therc is a more presslng reason. 
With the epochmaking potentlal of the world-historical events of the 1990s, 

Department of Afrlkaan the criticism of imperial and colonlal practices has become a iising tlde also wlth~n 
University of Zululand (Umlazi Campus the university's disciplines and social formations. As such, these criticisms threaten 

to explode the disciplines from with~n. And as univcrsltles contlnue to fail to deliver 
on iegit~mate expectations-glven the challenge in South Africa to transform to a 
democratic, and equal opportunity state beyond or d~fferent from the race, class and 
gender biases entrenched in its institutional organisatlon-this may be quite daunt~ng 

That the real timespace complexlt~es involved In this scenarlo has not been 
addressed adequately in South African academia is an understatement. Indeed, 
academia is so close to the pressing transformation challenges that i t  leaves many 
powerless, unmotivated, apathetic if not blind. Why? One reason may be that one 
does not know one's way around the labyrinth of power relations in flux, deformation 
and formation but then deformation again. Another may be that the mere notion of 
transforming existing disciphnes to different ones and in the process close 
departments and discontinue faculties or form new ones, send shivers through the 
academic spine. This means that one's life's work wlthln one drsclpllnary complex 
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may be regarded as irrelevant, un-productive and not contributing to training and 
educaling a workforce necessary for the new global economy and its local tentacles. 
Given this general condition, some take on the challenge, transform to different, 
usually interdisciplinary configurations; some remain with their focus of study but 
switch the traditional disciplinary theorising and methodologising for that of another 
existing discipline; others muster local or international organisations in support to 
retain disciplines in which not much is changed; yet others, especially in South 
Africa, scramble to link up and get published in some similarly outdated international 
publishing consortiums or opt out of the system. Within the humanities-arguably the 
hardest hit-this state of affairs needs direction. 

Even though the most pressing challenge is to seriously engage the actual 
problematics of our current juncture, this article aims to make a contribution to the 
historical decision making processes which may eventually lead to the direction 
referred to. I have chosen Wallerstein's book above for review because I think that 
there are important views and dialogues related to the issues it raises which need t 
be addressed. Its greatest importance is that it represents a tertiary disciplinar 
paradigm different from the nineteenth century splitting of the 'social sciences' into 
economics. political science, sociology and anthropology. 

The article is organised in seven sections. The first deals with the title 
followed by a brief overview of each of the book's sections. Finally, I provide a few 
suggestions. 

I 
Derrida's 'White Mythology: Metaphor in the Text of Philosophy' (1982:207ff) 
derives from Anatole France's 'Aristos and Polyphilos on the Language of 
Metaphysics' from The Garden of Epicurus (1924). In response to Ariste's question 
as to where Polyphilos's reflection on the 'verbal form' of metaphysical propositions 
have lead him, he replies with a metaphor. Similar to a knife-grinder who chooses to 
grind coins and medals and not knives--effacing the image and date from them and 
in the process both frees them from time and space and for universal consumption- 
the metaphysician universalises rationality while concealing the universal's own 
contingency (see Harrison 1999:505-507). In language, the case in point is metaphor 
itself because reason is supposed to function logically and rationally and not~access 
or employ metaphor. This is 'white mythology'. It constitutes an originary excess 
which is not accounted for. This can be called 'whitewashing' systems and practices 
and derives from the French where 'white' also has the cognates 'to bleach', 
'whitewash', 'exonerate' (see Harrison 1999507). 

The same insight is captured in Derrida's October 26 1990 to ~ a n u a r ~  21 
1991 'MBmoirs d'aveugle: L'autoportrait et autres ruines' (Memoirs of the Blind: 
Self-portrait and other ruins') guest-curation of an exhibition of drawings at the 
Louvre's Napoleon Hall from its own collection. For the exhibition, Derrida (see 
Rubinstein 1991:47-53) included one drawing on ruins, 'Ruins of the Coliseum in 
Rome' (1587) by Francois Stella. Exploring the relationship between drawing and 

blindness-the abyss of difference which opens up between 'the thing drawn and the 
drawn line1-at the moment of the pen or pencil stroke, the single drawing on ruins 
was to be a metonymy or counterpoint of the theme of the whole exhibition 
(Rubinstein 1991:47). It was to capture the deconstructive insight that the selfportarit 
is not only a ruin because the subject ages immediately after but that 'the image is a 
ruin "from the first glance" ... [wlith no hope of restoration'. Even so, this 
"'dimension of ruinous simulacra"' does not stand in the 'way of creation, of the 
"emergence of the work"' (Rubinstein 1991:49). Even so, the moment of creation is 
already a blindness, a ruin. 

One final perspective on the title comes from the oracle in the book Ezekiel 
in the Bible (Ezekiel 13:lO-15). The oracle comprises a prophetic critique of fellow 
prophets claiming peace while there is none, metaphorically whitewashing recently 
built unstable walls in the face of brewing metaphorical storms. As such, one may 
argue that the suspended metaphor here too, is that of the ruin at origin. 

In her exposition of 'myth' in structuralist perspective, Sontag (1986) points 
to the structuralist revolutionary finding that the subject is not free but determined by 
a multiplicity of languages; and that it also unmasks that from which the subject is 
not free-in the face of 'ahistorical and apsychological' structural description/ 
thinking. These two complementary effects of structuralist thinking-to reveal both 
that the subject is not free as well as that from which the subject is not free- 
confronted western knowledge systems (whether popular or academic) with the 
reality that these systems or languages are myths. 'Myths', here, does not mean that 
these languages are false but that it is the myths themselves which function as 
'explanatory models for fundamental states of affairs' or that they 'produce social 
cohesion'. As such, structuralist thinking itself functions as 'explanatory model' or 
creating its own 'myths' and 'social cohesions' (cf. Sontag 1986:xixf). To  various 
degrees, the same is true of those languages or models of description/ thinking which 
developed in the wake of structuralism or which-similar to structuralism-likewise 
arose out of a disenchantment with western knowledge(s). 

Wallerstein confronts this broader context of the disenchantment with 
western knowledge-both within western institutions as well as in the erstwhile 
colonies--quite creatively. His proposal of 'unthinking' and not 'rethinking' the 
social sciences, exposes the mistaken assumptions central to the social sciences-the 
nomothetic1 idiographic binary (or event-focused historical description and 
chronologising, and universalising social theory); expectations related to [third 
world] 'development'; the presumption that geographical and chronological studies 
within the social sciences are 'physical invariants' and hence 'exogenous variables'; 
and that Marx as articulated with party-political ideology has been fully appropriated 
by academe. In this context, 'un\thinking' wishes to capture both a moving to a 
different set of grounding assumptions for the nineteenth century social science 
paradigm and the 'thinking' of the whitewashing mythologies proper. It is only when 
they are arrested in their partiality that different assumptions can be developed. 
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11 35). As such, new conceptual categor~es have to be developed in the S O L I ' I I  
Unth~nking Soc~ul  Science conta~ns a number of essays which Immanuel Wallerstein sciences-ones which at d~fferent levels of abstract~on, articulate thls new ccntrc ( p  
had publ~shed elsewhere previously-1.e. through 1982-1991. These have been 37) 
collated under six subject headings. 'The Social Sciences: From Genes~s to 
Bifurcation'; 'The Concept of Development'; 'Concepts of Time and Space'; 
'Revisiting Marx'; 'Revisiting Braudel'; and 'World-Systems Analysis as 
Unthinking'. 

In his four page 'Introduction', Wallerstein makes a case for his choice of 
'unthinking' against 'rethinking'. He reasons that 'rethinking' implies the natural 
acadcmic tendency of changing premises in the face of new evidence calling for a 
change of lheory and prediction1 hypothesis. The assumption is that this practice 
ktionc docs not clear the way towards a new paradigm. 'Unthinking', however, calls 
for the debunking of the 'misleading' and 'constrictive'-also labeled 'highly 
dubious and narrow-minded'-'presumptions' still operative in the social sciences. It 
is this well-defined 'forest' of 'methodological assumptions' which is cause of 
acadcmic blockage to 'our vision'. He says, 

[tlhese presumptions, once considered liberating of the spirit, serve today as 
the central intellectual barrier to useful analysis of the social world .... [and] 
that those who criticize the existing dominant epistemology, even when their 
criticisms are serious and pertinent, often remain nonetheless less than fully 
liberated from the Weltanschuuung they renounce. I feel I am not exempt 
from this backsliding myself (p. 1). 

In his overview of the social sciences from genesis to bifurcation, 
Wallerstein treats the social history of the epistemology of the social sciences as 
deriving from a presumption of progressively developing through different stages, 
e.g. that the French Revolution is that juncture at which the rising bourgeoisie 
overthrew the ancien rigime (p. 7). This progressive dialectical view rests on the 
assumption that 'change is normal' and is shared by nineteenth century European 
conservativism, liberalism and Marxism (pp. 16-18,20). Due to the refraction of 
scholarly thinking into 'ideology', 'social science' and 'the movements', this 
provided the basis on which the human sciences became institutionalised in 
universities since 1789 (pp. 2 1 f, 18f). From scientific perspective and the belief that it 
should be possible to comprehensively and rationally order the totality of human 
existence, this refraction became fully focused in the chunking of human community 
into the categories of mind; society; business; government; ethics and international 
relations with their accompanying disciplines (p 310. A different point of departure 
for an alternative system would be-following Prigogine's physics-notions of 'non- 
equilibrium'; 'interactions'; the introduction of a purality of times or turbulence; that 
all science is human science and that the scientist cannot stand outside science; and a 
working with both micro- and macroscopic stochasticity or indeterminacy (pp. 32- 

Wallerstein's critique of the notion of development-prevalent in social science 
theorising since 1945 and especially focused on the 'Third World'-turns on the 
mistaken assumptions related to the 'industrial revolution' in Europe (pp. 47-49). 
Even though it is partially correct when dealing with Europe, it is not so in the 
colonies where it effects guilt-'for its inability to match the West's economic living 
standards unless they are ready to assimilate assiduously Western cu1tul.e' as well as 
'intellectually and politically ... false expectations' (p. 43,49,2). Since most 
historiography but also all the varieties of nomothetic analysis turns on this mistaken 
assumption, it needs a different framework (p. 2). If this view is accepted, then 1 1  

problelnatises all current economic theories (pp. 51-63)-which have mainly bccri 
built around organising myths-and notions of societal development (pp. 64-79). 

The main problem with the first is that it works with the modern state as unlr 
of analysis; that the bourgeois1 proletarian distinction does not bring anything new co 
analysis and that aristocrat and bourgeois as well as proletarian and peasant are nor 
so different as assumed within the development notion of history: and that feudal~srn 
came to a fall with the squeeze the peasantry put on its surplus (p. 57f). Moreovct-. 
the 'structural crisis' in which the present historical system finds itself in at prescnt. 
has arisen due to the 'historical disparities of development' exemplified in thc 
polarization of surplus distribution between 'the capitalist world-economy as  a who10 
and not within individual nation-states'; and that capitalism's success and not failure 
will bring about its downfall. The main reason for the latter is that enterprise, trade 
and the factors of production were always only partially free (p. 590. This begs thc 
question of a new metahistory of more comprehensive theorising of large-scale and 
long-term socio-economic changes, which, with greater historical depth (see chc 
example, pp. 60-62) may inform current practical decisions (p. 5 1,60,63). 

The fundamental problem of the second is that both the notions of 'society' 
or Cesellschuft and development or Enhvicklung have not had 'very adequalc 
conceptual tools' developed over the last one and a half centuries (p. 67). The 
society-state split, the definition of the citizens of a state and the question of what 
precisely constitutes 'the popular will' on the one hand and the modeling 01' 
developxnent after biological evolution on the other, are fundamental to this hiatus (11. 
66-68). When these two notions are combined-in 'societal development'-II 
appears as if one deals with an entity which had pristine beginnings and progressivelq 
developed. This understanding, however, is equally flawed (see Wallerste~n'\ 
examples from Germany and Puerto Rico, pp. 68-74). On the one hand. the 'wor.ltl 
system' and not separate 'societies' have been 'developing'-meaning that one has i o  

accept in principle the fluidity of the social bond and its politicised boundary; on rhc 
other, rather than a moving from Gemeinschaft to Gesellsclzafr, or Gernein.sc/liilr 
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'dy~ng out', the capitallst world economy, due to a new 'cultural rebellion', has been 
creat~ng new Genleinscizufien-fundamentalisms, hedonisms of withdrawal and the 
hedomsms of total self-~nterestedness, the multiple "countercultures"', etc. (p. 75). 

They represent screams of pain against the irrationality that oppresses in the 
name of a universal rationalizing logic. Had we really been moving from 
Gerneinschaft to Gesellschaft, all this would not be occurring. We should 
Instead be bathing in the rational waters of an Enlightenment world (p.76). 

Despite this situation, 'signs of malaise', 'the cultural pessimism' and 'the 
myriad antisystemic movements that have begun to develop momentum and get out 
of hand' (p. 77) there is hope. This, however, is to be found in the contradictions of 
the economic and political structures of the last century and a half, the historical 
choices we are faced with in Lhe light of these contradictions and the reenchantment 
of the world by science (p. 77). What is clear, however, is that the liberal-Marxist 
consensus does not provide an adequate framework for the social sciences (p. 76). 
Rather, a radically different conceptual apparatus has to be developed (p. 78). 

Nobel Prize winner for Economics, Gunnar Myrdal, has devoted his whole 
academic career to expose the 'closed models' of 'conventional economic theory' to 
ever more variables; the mistaken assumptions informing the 'superficiality and 
logical inconsistency' of modern welfare theory; the fallacy of economist's adoption 
of the moral philosophy of utilitarianism since the early nineteenth century; the 
narrow professionalism of contemporary establishment economics; the development 
of theory and offering of practical solutions for racism and underdevelopment in 
contemporary social reality (pp. 81ff,93f). His whole career was also inspired by his 
own views on 'value in social theory' and 'objectivity in social research'. Since one's 
position on the latter two issues impacts on whether one's research leads to practical 
conclusions or not, Myrdal's emphasis that it should, derives from his premise that 
social science is essentially a 'political' science and that one should, therefore, assert 
explicit value premises. If one hides behind pseudo-scientific policy and arguments 
purported to be objective, they will fall apart at the moment of application or where 
they have to be implemented in practical action--especially in a democratic setting 
(p. 82). Within the ambit of these views, Myrdal's legacy hinges on 'the negative 
social realities constituted by racism and underdevelopment' and 'the role of the 
social scientist in relation to these realities'. 

Racism and utzderdevelopment manifest in processes 'which keep people 
out while keeping others in' (p. 83). Racism has its origins in the ethnic dimensions 
of society and underdevelopment (poverty) in class dimensions (p. 840. In each 
social organisation, people and groups are socially ranked in terms of these 
dimensions. In the world system, it can further be proved that the lowest ethnic 
ranking overlaps not only with the lowest class ranking in that particular society but 
also determines who has more and who less political rights. Those with the least 
rights are those at the bottom, the 'class-ethnic understraturn' (p.86). It is a legacy of 

the capitalist modern world system that this ethnic-class linkage is so endemic that 
people from the underclass who ethnically belong to a higher ethnic social category. 
are treated in society as you would someone who belong to Lhe class-ethnic 
understratum (p. 860.  [The inverse of this view is just as relcvant and may be proven 
especially in South Africa-given our racist past: peoplc from the lowest ethnic 
category who economically belong to a higher class, are treated in society as you 
would someone who belong to the class-ethnic understratum.j In any case, this is the 
source of the capitalist world system's moral dilemma (p. 86). And if South Africa 
succeeds in moving to different and more just social and economic formations, Ir wlEl 
also its moral dilemma as it relates to Africa north of the Limpopo. The reason for 
this, state of affairs and its accompanying moral dilemma is that, 

[[If one has an ~negal~tar~an historical system, and the capitdl~st wo~ld- 
economy IS an lnegalitar~an system, then 11 follows by dcfin~tion that thcrc 
must be understrata (p 86) 

In this context, both defenders and critics accept that capitalism is an 
inegalitarian system by definition (p. 83); and further, that, despite statements to the 
contrary, both racism and underdevelopment are therefore constitutive of capitalism. 
The moral dilemma for the capitalist world system, therefore, is that it will remain 
incapacitated of 'developing' to such a level that it meets up with the moral ideals of 
'radical political democracy' and of 'equality of opportunity'. 

Available possibilities will also not deliver-meritocracy, education, 
nationalism, conservatism, liberalism and the 'revolutionary approach'. 

Meritocracy-desireable as it is in this unequal system-will not provide 
the answer, because as much as there is upward social mobility of those with 'talent' 
and not born into the highest classes (or castes-p. 86) there is just as much 
downward social mobility (pp. 86f). Neither will education bring about the desired 
'development' in the 'Third World' for example, because it is something which is 
always futurist. 

The third World must learn the skills, and even more, absorb the underly~ng 
values, of the industrialized world, and they will then 'catch up' The 
industrialized countries must learn to shelve the11 prejudices, and a ~ d  the~r 
brethren to catch up. Today we educate. Tomorrow we shall be equal But 
tomorrow, for the dllemma of underdevelopment as for the dilemma of 
raclsm, remalns a long time (p.  90). 

Nor will 'nationalism' provide help. Precisely because it organises people to 
struggle against the inequalities of the world system, it remains its victims. Moreover, 
because it positions itself as victim, it continues to socialise its nationalist adherents 
into positions of subservience (p. 900.  Conservatism will not deliver because t t  

denies this dilemma; liberalism with its policy changes and ameliorative polltics will 
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not either, despite the real advances it did achieve; nor will revolutionary politics 
because it aims at acquiring state power and, once acquired, becomes entangled in 
the same world capitalist system (p. 91f). 

Racism, however, is the main component which 'keeps people in and others 
out'. Wallerstein only notes that capitalism's racist processes work as such by 
keeping people disempowered politically and economically to draw on labour on an 
ad h o l  basis (p. 89f). What needs to be added is that this 'labour' does not only 
include unionised labour but also informal labour, that it is mostly 'illiterate', 
'innumerate', 'unskilled', and most fundamentally, without access to systems. The 
most crucial is that people grow up in house-hold systems-if at all-bereft of any 
intellectual and skills learning. The class-ethnic substratum is only systemically 
organised in what can be labeled 'survival systems9-those of the traditional 
authorities and independent social formations which split off from modern colonial 
hegcmonic systems due to discontent. In the South Africa of today (as for post- 
independent Africa), I therefore claim that, despite the current drive (and those of the 
last forty-odd years in Africa) towards literacy, numeracy and skills training-which 
still Icaves much to be desired-this is not the major hurdle in the way of (South) 
Africa's hopes of advance. It is 1) the scarcity of systems; and 2) the scarcity of 
people devoted to create systems which will not only give people access to resources 
but also co-operatively facilitate the-production of resources. 

Following his exposition, Wallerstein claims racism and underdevelopment 
not only to be a moral dilemma-as Myrdal did-but in fact are 

constitutive of the capitalist world economy as a historical system. They are 
the primary conditions and essential manifestations of the unequal 
distribution of surplus-value. They make possible the ceaseless 
accumulation of capital, the raison d'2tre of historical capitalism. They 
organize the process occupationally and legitimate it politically. It is 
impossible to conceptualize a capitalist world-economy which did not have 
them .... From the perspective of those who hold power in the capitalist 
world-economy, solving or not solving the 'dilemmas' of racism or 
underdevelopment are 'equally unpleasant alternatives'. The system cannot 
operate without them, and in the long run the system cannot operate with 
them. It is more than a difficult choice; it is an impossible one (p. 92). 

In view of Myrdal's asserting of the role of the social scientist and 
contextualised within Wallerstein's exposition, the latter argues that Myrdal's 
primary fallacy is that his blinkered focus on 'establishment economics' is a rkducrio 
ad absurdurn and that he did not see the wider problem not only of this kind of 
economics but of the 'historical social sciences'. This latter expression comprises of 
a number of facets and premises. Firstly, despite the fact that what came to be known 
as the social sciences had many forerunners-especially in philosophy-it was 
mainly the French Revolution which, 
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produced an ~nst~tutlonal shock to the world-system which rewlted In '1 

whole series of cultural t~ansformat~ons One was the emergence of s o ~ ~ a l  
sclence as a spec~al~zed actlvlty what had been a vngle domain oi 
~ntellectual dlscou~se w ~ t h  lather vague boundaries became d~fferentlatcd 
p ~ ~ r n a r ~ l y  between 1848 and 1914, ~ n t o  a serles of so-called disc~pllnes, e d ~ h  
with a name, often a neologism h~story, geography, economics, 
soc~ology, political sclence, anthropology, and . Orlentaltsm (p 95) 

National associations bearing these names existed by 1914 and international ones 
with their scholarly journals, by 1960. 'This development sprang frorri four premises. 
The ,first was the initial modern distinction between 'the public sphere of [he 
excercise of power, the semi-public sphere of production and the private spherc ol' 
everyday Life. To confound these sphere was "medieval"; to separate them, divine' 
(13. 96). The second derived from the French Revolution and the Napoleonic-that 
'change was normal', that 'we live in a progressively evolutionary world' and thal 
progress marks the industrializing, capitalist world. It is this assumption which hacl 
scholars assert that Africa has no history. The third premise derived from nature. Ir 
was the utilitarian perspective on human psychology-founded on 'human natui-c' 
and emulated in successful entrepreneurs' social habits. This allowed for the mapping 
of social reality in terms of the Newtonian model. Fourthly was the self-evident 
superiority of (Christian) Western civilization and empirically verifiable from 
Europe's technological and military advances during the nineteenth century. From 
these premises, history primarily focused on Europe's political past; ethnography, the 
study of the 'exotic people in the process of being conquered'; and Orientalism thc 
world's exotic cultures which once had 'high' civiliza~ion. In the process, alternat~ve 
critical formations such as Staatsu,issenschaft, were eliminated, primarily because 
this new disciplinary social refraction through the Methodenstreit diverted scholal.1); 
focus away from 'the real issues' (p. 97). This refraction had its origins in thc 
distinction between nomothetic and idiographic disciplines or those focused on 'thc 
uniqueness of each specific human1 social phenomenon' and describing unique 
European and non-European pasts and presents; and those focused on 'universal laws 
that were to be objective of research'. In the universities, this lead to the distrnct~on 
betwecn the faculties of the humanities and social sciences (p. 970. The marti 
problem with this distinction manifested in its procedures as well as its inability t o  

answer questions related to the 'real issues'. The procedure of nomothctic disclpl~tlcs 
was to work through quantification in its 'search for formulae which are linked i o  
theorems'. As championed by Ranke, the idiographic disciplines focused on archival 
research-archives kept by state functionaries. Due to their foci and procedures. 
these disciplines failed to explain the 'real issues' of racism and underdeveloptnent as 
well as their persistence. 

We could not even explain how and why the states came into existence, n o r  
why we have assumed implic~tly that every state has a 'society' ,~nd eve]) 

245 
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'5oclety' d state And a world of knowledge that cannot expla~n such central 
phenomena 1s bound to run Into great dlfficult~es The real world 1s bound to 
catch up w ~ t h  it (98f) 

For Wallelstein, 1968 const~tutes not only 'an antlsystemlc revolut~onary 
moment' but also a 'revolution agalnst the ant~systemlc movements themselves' who 
had come Into power slnce 1945-the Social-Democrats In the West, the 
Communists In the East and the hberatlon movements In the South (p. 99f). Wlthln 
the unlversltles, 1968 cet a process In motlon through whlch the d ~ v ~ d l n g  l ~ n e  
bctwecn the h~stor~call  humanlstlc sciences and soc~al scientific studles could be 
~rossed T h ~ s  has iesulted in the st111 contlnulng flux In wh~ch the dlsc~pllnes find 
themselves Even so, ~t also tndlcates the challenge to truly break away from the 
Newtonlan linear dynam~cs and cqu~llbnum-seeklng research to one which seeks to 
cxplaln complex~ty a la Prigog~ne (p 101) 

In the face of the fdllure of the world cap~ta l~s t  h~stoncal system to expla~n 
rnclsm and underdevelopment, the questlon whlch arlses IS that of economic 
cievelopmcnt Espe~lally slnce 1945, Wallersteln argues, no government in the world 
would not have thls ideal as a top prlor~ty The Ideal 1s the same, the pollc~es dlffer 
He thclcfore sets out to levtew the h~story of the cap~tallst world-econorny in order to 
ddd1e5s the quectlons of 1) what 1 7  developed In development? 2) who or what hay In 
fact developed" 3) what underhes the demand for development? 4) how such 
development can lndced come about and 5) what the pol~tlcal ~mphcatlons are of the 
ancwers to the first four questions 

In hir brtef overview, Wallerstein argues that development can mean elther 
'growth' modeled after that of biological organisms or slmply 'more' as In 
~ccumulation The problem In both models, however, is that they do not account for 
decay and death 

Addres31ng the questlon as to who or what has In fact developed, 
Wallcrstein argues that, especially during the twent~eth century when popular forces 
came to occupy State power, there was some development In Industry, consumer 
goods, etc The maln explosion, however, happened slnce 1945. Even so, the central 
question on the agenda currently, 1s that 

Each type of [popular/ ~ n ~ t ~ a l l y  anti-systemlc movement now In power] has 
Lome under tnternal criticism from with~n their countries, and often even 
from wlth~n the movements In power, for their fa~lures to ach~eve, or to 
dchleve lo a slgnlficant degree, these goals--econom~c growth and greater 
internal equallty . [a] source of d~silluslonment (p. 115) 

So, what underlies the demand for development? The ideals of 
transformation towards greater internal social equality and economic growth as a 
'catchlng up' with more affluent powers (p. 115). The problem with these twin goals, 
however, is that governments have usually given priority to the latter while they were 
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split on the importance of the first. Whereas this contradiction is held together in 
antisystemic movements prior to their coming to power, once in power, political 
choices are required and these choices normally go towards 'catching up' (p. 116fj. 

The question then of how such 'catching up' development can indeed come 
about can be answered if one looks at 'national development' in history. Contrary to 
the usual view that development progressively expanded in ever more national 
countries between 1750 and 1950-'the export-oriented model'-Wallerstein does 
not hold to the premises of the 'de-linking model' which calls for a total rupture with 
the system. He sees this 'development' as 'the story of the secular expansion of thc 
world-economy' rather, and that this expansion has reached its zenith. On the one 
hand, since new nationalist countries were added to the world economy 'to create 
low-cost, surplus-creating but not surplus-retaining segments of the worldwide 
commodity chain', the core grew. This means that these countries did not 'achieve' 
development but 'had it thrust upon them'. On the other hand, if ever more countries 
are added to the world econon~ic system, it means that some countries will fall out 01' 
it (pp. 118f). So, because 'catching up' means competition, some countries may 
advance in the world economy, but it will be at others' expense. 

Against this background, the question as to what needs to be done or what 
the political implications of this analysis are is, 1) that national development is not 
the answer; 2) that, in the face of the world's unequally allocated created surplus, the 
ideal remains a truly 'egalitarian, democratic world and not simply a reversal of 
fortunes inside our present inegalitarian, undemocratic world-system' (pp. 1190; 3 )  
that, whereas the route to this objective was via 'nationally organized working class 
movements' prior to 1945 and following it, via 'popularly organized national 
movements', now it is also not via the state. The main reason is that, since the statc 
will have to retain surplus as much as possible, governance and bureaucracy will out 
of necessity gravitate towards the 'catching up pole' and not the equality pole. 

As long as solutions are framed and sought at the natlonal level, the 
d~lemma will remain, and states governed by erstwh~le a n t ~ s y s t e m ~ ~  
movements w~l l  remaln repressive of their own popular strata and at best 
only partial wlnners of the catch~ng-up game, to the primary benefit of thc 
cadres (p. 120). 

In this scenario, and apart from the notion of a true world-wide revolution-which is 
in any case not realistically achievable, at least for now-Wallerstein suggests that 
the only option open for the so-called developing countries is to struggle to retain 
most of the surplus created at production level, i.e. to increase either the price of sale 
or the price of labour as part of political struggle (p. 1210. This, he argues. i s  

precisely what capitalists do-'they spend a considerable amount of their worldwtdc 
political energy on the politics of pricing'-or 'relocate the locus of their capital' as 
evident from the OPEC crises. Even so, the movements 



cannot afford their ~ l o s c  links to the states, even to the reglmes they have 
struggled to bring to power. Their concern must be how at each point on 
very long commodity chains a greater percentage of the surplus can be 
retained Such a strategy would tend to over time 'overload' the system, 
reducing global rates of profit significantly and evening out distribution. 

The assumptions for this strategy is that 1) global rates of profit are quite open to 
'political attack at a local level'; 2) it will 'force the pace of secular trends of the 
capitalist world-economy'-what capitalists fear most; and 3) it is both 'politicallly 
mobilising and economically redistributive-keeping the twin ideals of democracy1 
liberty and equality together and not separating them ofk 4) the antisystemic 
rnovci-nents [including those who came to power] must become aware of their 
arnhivalence on the issue of these two ideals and organisc themselves a s  suggested 
ahovc. This, however, cannot be done by the state-because it is implicated in the 
'catching up' game and will always be. It is for the anti-systemic movements to 
achicvc (p.  122- 124). 

I11 
For thc rcconccptualising of rime crnd spuce, Wallerstein draws on Braudel's 
distin~tirln between l'histoire e've'nementielle (episodic time), l'histoire 
ionjrincturelle (cyclical time), the longue dure'e-l'histoire structurelle (structural 
Lime) or 'the time of the sages'-and articulates these with space to form distinct 
timespace loci (p. 136). Connected to space, the proposed timespaces arc those of 
episodlc geopolitical timespace; cyclico-ideological timespacc; structural and eternal 
but also transformational timespace. From the perspective of the world historical 
system, the most significant is that the geopolitical articulates the political and 
historical judgements which configure the brief, event-like decisions in history where, 
for instance, nations' boundaries are drawn in particular ways and not others. The 
idemlopic.al link to the longer cyclical time captures 'middle time' or timespans 
longer than events-thc 'times of the alternating rhythms'. The distinction between 
East ancl West since 1945-the cold war era-is a case in point. The 'too long' 
structural time or 'time of the sages' has srructuml space as corresponding spatial 
~ ~ ~ a r l i e r .  The beginning and end-of which neither can be identified with absolute 
certainty-of the capitalist world economy is an example. The real time of the sages 
1s the time of universal and eternal validity of which nomothetic social science with 
its theorems is a good example. Again, as earlier, nomothetic and idiographic 
historians come under critique. Wallerstein says: 

The TimeSpace of our nomothetic social scientists seems an irrelevant 
illusion. The TimeSpace of our idiographic historians-events in immediate 
geopolitical space-seems a series of self-interested inventions about which 
there will never be agreement as long as political discord exists in the world 
(p. 144). [And I may add, this will be a very long time.] 
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This scheme of time-space configurations raise many questions on thc 
complexities in the world system beyond too easy Enlightenment distinctions ( p .  
145)-questions which will still take a long time to answer (pp. 139-148). Even so, 
Wallerstein borrows the theological notion of kairos-the decision in qualitative time 
or the 'fundamental moral choice'-to articulate its secularised version of thc 
'intermeshed connection of "crisis" and "transition"'. It is precisely the choices for 
order within chaos which makes up this kairos-the choices in 'transformational 
time'. These choices are not free nor unfree. And, they bring about orders for good or 
ill (p. 147). 

Part of this complex of timespace nexuses, however, is how to position 
Africa and for that matter every other country-India is an example. For Africa, he 
does not see it contributing to this discourse in a major way, mainly because i t  is so 
caught up in the capitalist world economy's doublebind. If it would, i t  would do so in 
a different terrain together with all other countries and continents, focused on rhc 
questions 'what is science and what scientific knowledge?; and 'what systemlc 
options do we have? If the modern world system is in crisis, what alternatives prcscnt 
themselves" (p. 129). In his discourse on India, he points to the fact that all history IS 
always written from the present (p. 131). This means that whatever the exigencies ot' 
present econo-political, politico-social or religio-political realities, i t  will always bc 
possible to develop a history for that quest. This general insight is true of all 
countries. On the historical specificity of a country-the ultimate aim of all historical 
interpretation of the concrete-however, this only reveals the 'ever-changing, very 
fluid' phenomena the theoretician of the world system deals with (p. 134). 

IV 
Part four turns to Marx to uncover that from Marx's notion of political economy 
which political formations have failed to incorporate. Wallerstein positions Marx's 
theory and history within the same Enlightenment tradition as 'bourgeois liberalism' 
(p. 151f) and that both come under the same critique he has mustered earlier against 
racism and underdevelopment-even though differently developed, both complexes 
believed in progress. He then abstracts and discusses three mcssages which the 
socialist movements incorporated from Marx and Engels (pp. 152- 160). These arc 1 ) 
that only the industr-ial proletariat produced surplus value; 2) that only advanccd 
countries progress, that they did so due to the rise of the proletariat and because this 
happened in Europe, this is also the arena in which the first successful socialist 
revolutions can be expected from; 3) the distinction between merchant and industr~ai 
capital (p. 152). Drawing then on Marx's work itself, Wallerstein shows how thls 
incorporation into political formations was not only slanted but that it ignored vital 
insights from Marx and Engels themselves (pp. 153-160). For the purposes of this 
article, I shall not go into these. Suffice it to say that these oversights or whitc 
mythologies constitute vital elements within Communist/ socialist formations. 

In order to account for the history of the world system of the last onc 
hundred and fifty if not four hundred years, Wallerstein draws forth six ma.jor theses 



tioni M a ~ x  which '~ndlcate both the hopeful posslbllltles and the great dangers of the 
immcdlate future' (p 161). 

1 )  Social reality is a process of ceaseless contradictions, which can only be 
apprehended dialectically. 2) Capitalism is a process of ceaseless accumula- 
tion of capital, which distinguishes it from pre-capitalist modes of produc- 
tion. 3) Capitalism as a historical system involves the transformation of the 
productive processes such that they create surplus value which is appropri- 
ated by the bourgeois in order to accumulate capital. 4) Capitalism over time 
polarizes the social organization of life such that more and more persons arc 
grouped as either bourgeois or proletarians and that the proletariat suffers 
~nirniserization. 5) In a capitalist world, the state is an instrument of capita- 
list oppression; socialism involves the withering away of the state. 6) The 
transition fioni capitalism to socialism cannot be evolutionary; it can only be 
revolutionary. To believe otherwise is utopian in the negative sense (p. 161). 

T h e  theses account for 'underdevelopment' not as anomalies but as 
con\titutlve of capttallsm-'non-wage labor forms of market product~on, 
mdrgrn'il~/atlon and squatting, distended terttary sector, the emergence of the social 
role of the housew~fe, cthnlc~ty, cllentellsm, corlupt and oppressive state- 
~ n ~ ~ c h l n e r ~ c s  etc ' (p 161) If they Are taken to expla~n that the world system's 
'development' has as co~~oborative,  'underdevelopment' and that development IS 

ha\c_.d on underdevelopment, 'they arc not only valid, but they are revolutionary as 
weil' (p 16 1 ,  cf further Wallcrsteln's too b r~e f  account of the development of the 
world system together w ~ t h  its constitutive contrad~ct~ons-also that of the 
,~nt~systemlc rnovcments, slnce late Medieval times-pp 162- 169) 

What he does advocate In this context, 1s not passivity but. 

active ~ntelllgence and actlve organlzlng energy that is slrnultaneously 
leflcxive and moral, In the class struggle of the majorlty against the 
minolity, of those who are exploited against the explo~ters, of those who are 
depr~vcd of the surplus-value they create agalnst those who selzc t h ~ s  
surplus-value and l ~ v e  off l t  (p 169) 

As explanat~on of the world system, Wallersteln's dialogue wlth the notion 
of utop1"ngages Thomas Molc, Friedrlch Engels, and Karl Mannheim Flom h ~ s  
pcispc~ttvc, he then outlines three Marx~an eras-Marx's himself (1840s-1883). 
thc orthodox Mdrxlsm of the partlcs (circa 1880-1920, 1900-1950), and Marx~sm 
cxploded (1950s-) Underlying Marx~sm as well as Iiberallsm, however, are a number 
of as\umptlons whlch Wallerste~n calls the soclal sclences to debunk (p. 182) Thls 
must bc done In favour of a choice for 'social sclence as interpretation process' (p 
182) As such, thls socral sclence 1s 

looking for a truly efficac~ous utopia-a social sclence that 1s nerther moral 
~nstruct~on nor value free, a social sclence that 1s truly ef f l~ac~ous  In 11s 
ability to enable us to 'adjust' the world It is a soclal sclence engaged I n  ,I 

'search for a method' (p 182). 

What is needed in this search is to radically scrutinise the second era, to not 
dispense with the ideological notion of utopia-because that will mean dispensing 
with rational will-but to be direct about it and, I surmise, be open and honest about 
assumptions (p. 183). Further, keys to social science thinking will be contradiction; 
the explanation of social reality, but also the acceptance of its inescapable endurancc: 
the 'eradicating' of 'the vulgar, brutal, unnecessary consequences of mater~ai 
inequality'. In this way, utopia must be seen as always in process but also that i r  
needs to be 'brought to fruition [not] by some (a few) on behalf of others (the ~nany).  
That can only be done by the many on behalf of themselves' (p. 184). 

V 
In order to make a contribution to his call for the social sciences to rcconceptualisc 
and reconfigure themselves, Wallerstein accesses Braudel. His main argument is that 
Braudel has provided some important incentives which must be developed furthcr. 

After a brief biography of Braudel-ultimately, biography and actual 
scholarly engagement can never be separated-Wallerstein discusses European social 
science history in terms of structural and cyclical time as derived from and framed by 
the history of the Annales school itself (p. 190-201). I shall not elaborate on this here. 
Suffice it to say that one of Wallerstein's main arguments is that ~tlna1r.s 
undeservedly became unpopular-perceived as part of the establishment sincc 1968 
(p. 190,200). This is followed by a brief detour of Braudel's understanding of the 
relationship between market and capitalism-how the market may become ii.e, i n  
future) not the sign of capitalisn~ but 'world socialism' (p. 202-206): as wcll as 
Braudel's critical unpacking of the two assumptions which both c1:issical liberalism 
and classical Marxism shared-I) that capitalism involves the establishing of a 'frce. 
competitive market'; and 2) that capitalism's success derives from specialisation. 

Wallerstein then shows how Braudcl argued that capitalism was and still I S  
not free and competitive-and that the state functions as 'guarantor of monopoly' i p .  
207-21 1). For the second, Braudel's argument was that capitalism does not exist and 
has not survived due to specialisation but its 'unlimited flexibility'. 'The real 
capitalist always resisted specialization, and thus being trapped in one arena by past 
investment, past networks, past skills' (p. 213). This vicw-if accepted-impacts o n  
the historiographical agenda; harbours an implicit critique of Enlightenment theories 
of progress; and has a 'different policy message to the contemporary world' (pp. 2 14- 
217). In view of the many assumptions about nineteenth century social science (ci'. 
the summary on p. 219) and pointers to different one's, Wallerstein believes that one 
of the principal pointers to a new social science is that of working within the 
timespace of the langue durke (p. 223) but to also go beyond Anilales (p. 225). 
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VI 
In his concluding section, 'World-Systems Analysis as Unthinking', Wallerstein re- 
caps his theorising of ten years and condenses insights. These condensations centre 
around seeing 'historical systems as complex systems'-'the more complex the 
structure, the more crucial its history'; and issues for debate in the paradigm to be 
fashioned for 'world-systems analysis' (pp. 229-236; and 237-256). Even further 
condensed, and forming the basic outlines of a methodology, these issues are: 1) to 
specify and justify the unit of analysis; 2) to distinguish between cycles and trends; 3) 
to identify and specify the contradictions inherent in the specific structures of a 
specific type of historical system; 4) to carefully distinguish between a shift in 
conjonture and a historical transition; 5 )  to specify and justify the chronosophy or the 
relations between past, present and future that underlies the theorizing; 6) to not 
distinguish between distinctively economic phenomena different from political and 
social ones-'the whole is a seamless skein' (pp. 257-265). 

VII 
Wdllc~ste~n's major contllbution I \  that of arguments for the reconfiguration of the 
io~ ld l  sciences in  terms of a large1 paradrgm of the 'hrstorrcal social sciences' and h ~ s  
outl~nes for the bavc s t ~ ~ ~ i i d a  of its mcthodology The major framework wrthin this 
pdradigm 15 to think in terms oi the 'wolld system' and of capitalism-even more 
chaliengrng now that it hay gone v~rtual-as of a particular development within this 
kvstein In the longue d ~ ~ i e ' e  His unealthing of the common progressive assumptions 
,n terms of wh~ch both rdc15rn and development have configured their own particular 
discourses within classical liberalism and Marxism has unmasked much of what, in 
post-independent Air~ca  has dnd cuircntly tn South Africa is driving discourses of 
de\cldpment-pieaumably separated off from 'racism' Amongst others, Important 
vlewi are also his llnkrng of 'complexity'-and that the social sclences will have to 
deal with i t  ~onstructrvcly-to Prigoglne's theorisings. So too 1s his informative 
di,cus51oni of Myrdal's legacy, thoqe elements within Marx and Engels' wr~tings 
~ h l i h  have not been Incorporated into party formations-because they go against the 
gralii of Enlrghtenment tdealism-and that of Braudel 

As South African academia embarks on its transformation of teitlary 
tducatiotl, take5 histors~al de~lsions, and starts to operatlonal~se its transformed 
~ u r r t ~ u l ~ l  and institutionalised structures, Wallerstein's framing and reframing-or In 
his parlance, (thsnking and) 'unthinktngl-of the social sclences, may prove 
nnportant Especially hls exposure of mistaken assumptions underlying the modern 
world system-if taken as 'whtte mythology'-may prove vltal if South African 
, ~ c a d e n ~ ~ a  desires to radically break with the raclst ioundations of its scholarship As 
many ~urrlcula are changed to incorporate notions of 'development', Wallerstern's 
w~rning that 'development' In the current paradigm cannot be de-llnked from its 
racism, scholars need to carefully think about their curricula and their 'outcomes' 
Moreover, if ~t 1s true-especially in the South Africa of the 1990s-that political 
developments have outrun scholarly research and informed reflect~on-which also 
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include institutional transformation-then it is of the utmost importance thac 
academia seriously engage research on all the variegated issues Wallerstein has 
raised and pointed to above. 

On the question of what kind of research, I think Wallerstein alrcady 
provides the answer (read especially pp. 268-272 but many other suggestions are also 
in his book not mentioned above-cf. p. 61 amongst others). Most important. how- 
ever, is that, apart from some activity in the field of historical social sciences, cithcr 
under apartheid and colonialism's exigencies, as part of the anti-systemic movements 
or as practices related to an other, the work which needs to be done has not even 
started. This is even more true for post-independent Africa. If the problem is that o u r  
current world historical system is one which has been fasliioncd in the nineteenth 
century and is indelibly infused with this century's racist morality, then i t  follows that 
the only way to 'think' this--or 'think that', if you will-is to fully study I ~ S  

resources. These resources-whether of a social, economic, political, or anthropolo- 
gical nature-are all in our archives i f  not still in our libraries both here and in 
Europe. Moreover, they are all 'literature' in its broadest definition. And who are the 
best qualified to study them? I believe those who have the best reading, wr~ting. 
interpretation, research but especially world systems analytical skills-our scholar!, 
of literature. Among others, I believe that had (literature) scholars of post-indepen- 
dent Africa focused their research and publishing in this area, these states would have 
had systemic resources which would have enabled them to bring out ~nf'ormc~i 
critique of the capitalist world system, to fashion/ negotiate others, develop systerrls 
which could have benefited the fledgling 'nationalisms' and prevented the syphoning 
out of colonial capital and destruction of industry. Most important of all, African 
scholars could have contributed towards groundbreakingly developing a new world 
system different from cowering before the West's racism and waiting1 hoping for a d .  

'The quest, however, will remain for the slanted French Revolution ideal- 
IibertC, CgalitC, fraternit6 (cf. pp. 22,79 but also all Wallerstein's arguments on why 
'development' has not delivered and will never)-now in the world system, and for 
the collective moral will to make the needed moral decisions. 
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Religion and Politics in Africa 
By Jeff Haynes 
London: Zed Books, 1996, 266 pp. 
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Reviewed by Daryl M. Balia 
Public Service Commission 
Pretoria 

Turbulent, volatile, chaotic, corrupt and complex might all qualify as more or less 
appropriate adjectives to describe the African dilemma in the face of modernisation. 
Complex or varied more accurately, though, are words that come to mind i n  trying to 
understand the intricate relationship between religion and politics on the African 
continent. This does not deter Jeff Haynes from attempting an enormous and near 
impossible task of examining the religious impact on modern African politics. This is 
done in a highly readable and skillfuly lucid text that provides examples of such 
interaction from literally Cape Town to Cairo. 

The first part is devoted to the advent of colonialism while the second is 
illustrative of the interplay between state and religious institutions after colonialisrr~. 
Part three is an updated analysis of-the contemporary scene where popular religioslt) 
finds expression in new movements and fundamentalism. Haynes' bibliography is an 
interesting collection of only secondary sources (on which his work is entirely based) 
which will prove useful to college and university students of African politics. That 
seems to be the intended audience in any case as Haynes is primarily interested i n  
drawing comparisons and teasing arguments among established scholars. Hayncs' 
attempt would therefore be best described as a survey of the religious impact on 
modern Africa, with a plethora of examples to demonstrate the complexity of issucs 
raised. 

Haynes must be complimented for paying particular attention to Islam and 
its particular nuances, expressive forms and sectorial manifestations In different 
African contexts. Far too often have we been treated to texts that conven~ently 
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assume a Christian character for the entire continent. Yet Haynes does little to show 
how indigenous and traditional African religions might be playing a more 
pronounced role in shifting the balance of political power. 

It is actually quite difficult to fit African experiences of religious and 
political interaction into any preconceived framework because no two countries are 
alike tribally, ethnically, religiously, and politically. Whatever generalisations are 
made will be subject to a series of qualifications and exceptions. The Islamic impact 
in Southern Africa, for example, is completely ignored and the South African 
experience is worthy of mention in only two pages. This will disturb proponents of 
the view that religion has played a central role in the dismantling of apartheid. 

Historians, and theologians belatedly, have clearly demonstrated the critical 
contribution made by women in the total experience of religion. Haynes has a page 
on women in Islam, where such a contribution is less critical, but little to offer on 
their significance in Christian leadership roles. 

Due to the relative instability and rapid pace of political change, one should 
expect Haynes' book to be in need of revision shortly. In its present form, though, it 
is still an important study tool for the unitiated student of African politics seeking a 
short overview of how religion continues to exercise a steady and growing influence 
in shaping political reality. 

Conflict in Africa 

Conflict in Africa. 
Edited by Oliver Furley (ed). 
New York & London: I.B. Tauris Publishers, 1995, 319 pp. 
ISBN: 1-85043-690-8 

Reviewed by Sanusha Naidu 
Department of Political Science 
University of Durban-Westville 

The polit~cal conflicts, economic disparities, and social disharmony in Africa have 
remained a major cause for concern for many. Extensive discussion regarding the 
causes and effects have produced a myriad works, both within and outside the region. 

Book Reviews 

It is within this context that this book positions itself. Examining the dimensions of 
the strife from a general perspective, the book provides a comparative overview of 
the African condition in relation to 'conflict'. Set against the backdrop of internal 
constraints and external pressures, the book progressively addresses the magnitude 
and essence of the conflict, systematically introducing the novice into basic elements 
of the nature of the wide-spread strife. This is clearly demonstrated by the different 
case-studies which serve to bring to the fore the various dimcnsions of the conflict in  
a region-by-region manner. 

'Child Soldiers in Africa' is a narrative investigative chapter exploring one 
of the most important effects of the conflict. Furley exanlines the widespread use of 
children within the African conflict by addressing the following questions: 'How and 
why they were recruited? Why did they stay? What effect may this have on their 
generation and what of their future?' (p. 28). Using this as a framework, Furley 
proceeds to enlighten the reader about the peculiarities of the conflicts in  
Mozambique, Uganda, and Liberia which had inherently absorbed children within its 
ranks. 'Conflict in South Africa' by Alexander Johnstone, analyses the political 
struggle inside the country within the confines of the 'twofold legacy of conflict, both 
from the apartheid years and from the first four uncertain years of transformation' (p. 
46). 

Chapter four, deals with 'The Horn of Africa: A Conflict Zone', and 
supplies a modest account of the conflict within this region. The central argument put 
forth by Clapman notes that the struggle is a product of 'secessionist, irredentist, 
regional, ethnic and ideological conflicts combined with straight-forward power 
struggles and disorder resulting with the proliferation of imported weaponry' (p. 72). 
Inadvertently, this necessitates the rise of a complex variety of interrelated acts of 
violence. In chapter five, 'Sudan: War Without End', Peter Woodward examines the 
strife within a broad framework of the country's colonial legacy which precipitated 
the rivalry and subsequent clash between the Arab and Muslim majority in the North 
and the African and often Christian minority in the South. Woodward highlights the 
extent to which this strife was influenced by the support and interference of the big 
powers. George Joffe in his chapter, 'Conflict in Western Sahara', echoes that the 
conflict is a direct consequence of decolonisation. While Paul Richard's comments 
upon the effect of the struggle in Liberia and Sierra Leone is informed by the need to 
eradicate entrenched and corrupt regimes, this hope may remain elusive as the 
conflict is infused by political power struggles over resources and human 
conscription. 

Chapters eight and nine address the implications the demise of the Cold War 
had on the African state. Peter Lyon broadly discusses the perceived threat of the 
marginalisation of the African Continent within contemporary geopolitics. And 
Kathryn O'Neill and Barry Munslow provide an in-depth review of the changes in the 
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foreign policies of the two superpowers during the 1980s and the effects their global 
compromise had on the conflicts in Angola and Namibia where the Cold War 
confrontation in Southern Africa appeared to be most intense. 

The chapter on Namibia by Reginald Herbold Green is a historical account 
of the colonialisation process, the Namibian liberation struggle and, eventually, the 
road to democracy. In his chapter on Uganda, Amii Omara-Otunnu explores the 
conflict as a consequence of disturbances within the country's socio-political 
equilibrium, shifts in the Locus of power together with concomitant economic 
benefits, and the influence of shifts in society, notwithstanding attempts by incoming 
ruling groups to restructure power relations. The final three chapters of the book 
cover the conflict in Africa from an even more general perspective. 'The Colonial 
Legacy' by David Throup reiterates the impact of colonial rule upon the African 
state-which in itself served as a catalyst for the onset of a variety of struggles in 
most African countries. Chapters thirteen and fourteen outline the more obvious 
effects of the conflict, namely human rights abuses, mass migration in the form of 
refugees, and economic stagnation caused by the destructiveness of the struggle. 

By examining the nature of the conflict in this way, the book can relate its 
various findings to a neatly compiled theoretical framework which correlates Timour 
Dirnitrichev's major causes of tension and conflict: 1) Military; 2) 
Political/International; 3) Political/Domestic; 4) and Persecution, with a typology that 
breaks down domestic political conflicts into five main types. 

First, elite conflicts can be between old guard politicians and younger 
technocrats; between ideologists and bureaucrats; between party functionaries and 
civil servants. Second, factional conflicts can be organised by elites but usually reach 
down to a variety of social groups, involving regional and ethnic inequalities, where 
mobilisation in the conflict may be based on appeals to ethnicity and class. Third, 
communal conflicts involve a threat to the state by a sub-group, such as a secessionist 
movement or a group organising for and fighting a civil war, often involving external 
support. Such conflicts may transform themselves into guerrilla struggles. Fourth, 
there are mass conflicts where political movements call for complete revolution and 
change in the power structure. Last, there are conflicts where popular political grotest 
erupts, is mustered or orchestrated against existing patronage networks that exclude 
large numbers of the general populace. In such situations, general resentment is the 
force which brings the people together to confront the regime-often accompanied 
by outbreaks of violence (p. 5). 

This typology provides the underlying basis of the text and seeks to explain 
not only the causes but also the effects and outcomes of the various conflicts and 
struggles. The latter are those related to Africa's refugee crises, casualties, disease, 
malnutrition, starvation, social and economic decline, and general moral decay. This 
is dealt with adequately in the chapters pointed to above, all of which offer a broad 
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exploration of the causes, effects and consequences of the conflict within the 
Continent. As much as the literature is enlightening and provides thc reader with an 
invaluable databank of information, the book remains primarily an introductory 
descriptive reader particularly aimed at the non-initiated African scholar. For this 
reason alone the predictive dimension of the text is weak (apart from the chapter by 
Ali Mazrui), and fails to provide any thoroughgoing analytical commentary rcgard~ng 
the origins, nature, and solutions to the conflict-i.e. other than that already 
investigated and tabled by previous authors. 

Ali Mazrui's chapter, 'Conflict as a Retreat From Modernity' is the only 
essay that succeeds to provide a Inore profound theoretical analysis of the African 
struggle. His study is informed by questions related to the following: Are these 
African conflicts thc product of an over-reaching rush towards an ill-thought-out 
goal, that of modernity? Are Africa's conflicts caused by failures in development? Is 
Africa's development dependent upon at least a partial retreat hom modernity'! 
Mazrui's thoughtful problematisation facilitates a more profound understanding of 
the conflict than any of the other studies. This is so, bccause he questions the method 
followed in post-colonial and post-independent ASrican countries with regard to 
issues related to development. The main problem here, seems to be that the contlicts 
are the result of the fact that development is typically modelled after Western models 
and standards. This, it seems, is the primary cause for the tension and conflict or for 
that matter, the collapse of the colonial state in the 1990s. If this is indeed the case, 
this fact will either signal the onset of true decolonization and eradication of the old 
colonial order, or the birth pangs of a new African political order trying to establish 
itself. 'This poses the question, however, as to whether thc essence of the conflict in 
Africa must be understood generally in terms of supposing it to be a retreat from 
modernisation or an advance towards a particularly African post-modernity. 

Notwithstanding the generality of the work, the book is a well- structured 
and easy readable text that provides comprehensive insight in general into the 
conflicts that plague the African Continent. As such, it caters for the otherwise 
uninitiated scholar of African affairs. Even though the book does not successfully 
contribute much towards understanding the conflict(s), it is a useful reader for anyone 
interested in obtaining a general understanding of the conflicts and struggles, and 
should serve as an elementary text to those seeking to further their knowledge-base in 
this area of study. 
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Fanon: A Critical Reader 
Edited by Lewis R. Gordon, T. Denean Sharpley-Whiting & Renee T. White 
Oxford: Blackwell, 1996, 368 pp. 
ISBN: 1 55786 895 6 

Review by Richard Pithouse 
Department of Philosophy 
University of Durban-Westville 

This hook Includes tuenty-onc articles on Fanon as well as a 'Forward', an 
'Introduction' and an 'Afterward' which are all valuable pleces In their own right 
The \tandard of the work is generally h ~ g h  and a pal tlcular feature of t h ~ s  volume is 
~ h d t  many of the contributions make use of [he ed~tors' new, and often illuminating, 
translations from Fanon's orig~nal French. 

The introduction includec a brlef but compelling b~ographical sketch and a 
u~eful  f ~ v e  stage outllne of the development of Fanon studtes T h ~ s  runs from the 
cally engagement w ~ t h  Fanon's Ideas by practical revolutionaries like Che Guevara 
nnd Paulo Fretre through to biographical ~esearch, investigations into Fanon's 
contribution to pollt~cal theory, the analysis of Fanon by postmodern and 
postcolon~al thinkers l ~ k e  S a d ,  Bhabha, Gates and Spivak and on to the recent 
attempts to use Fanon'i thought to develop original work The editors make it clear 
that ttls is where they locate t h ~ s  volume and that the~r  purpose '1s nelther to glorify 
nor denigrate Fanon but Instead to explore ways in which he is a useful thinker' (p. 
7 1 

Fanon 1s clear about the necessity to develop 'a voracious taste for the 
~oncrete" and it's no surprise that Marxists hke Cedric Rob~nson have attqcked 
Homi Bhabha, LOUIS Gates Jr and Gayatri Splvak for bringlng 'an imag~ned Fanon in 
(to) their self-referent~al debates on colonial d i s ~ o u r s e ' ~  Most writlng here takes the 
world outside the semlnar room Into account and the majorlty of the papers collected 
are valuable attempts to lnvestlgate how Fanon's work can help us to make sense of 
the world Fanon's ideas are bought to bear on everything from the struggle to 
decolon~se psychiatry and psychoanalysis through to the politics of ~dentlty, the 
sociology of resistance and the relat~onship between national and feminist struggles. 

I Robinson, Cedric in Race and Class 34,l (1993) p. 78. 
Fanon, Frantz 1976. The Wretched of the Earth. London: Penguin. p. 74. 
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In recent times, Fanon has often been appropnated and domesticated by 
commentators who chose to ignore his clear commitment to, as Cedr~c Rob~nson puts 
it, 'locate and subsequently advertise a tixed and stable site of radical liberationist 
criticism and creativity' (p. 87). Moreover, as well as ignonng Fanon's commitment 
to revolutionary change in the economic structure of society, many commentators 
have also ignored, 

his understanding of the role of the inteilcctual as well as his critique of the 
national bourgeoisie's attempt to reduce the nation to itself, his Lenlnist 
theory of imperialism and his insistence that thc struggles of black Afr~ca 
and black America are not equivalent3. 

While not all of the papers in this book take Fanon's African radicalism as 
their central concern, none of them can be accused of writing as though Fanon were 
not a revolutionary. Only a few write as though Fanon saw no distinction between 
material conditions in America and Africa. The majority of the papers here, as well 
as the introduction and afterward which framc the collection, do give due and 
welcome recognition to the consciously and explicitly radical and African intellectual 
legacy of Frantz Fanon. 

The South African fascination with Fanon didn't end with Biko's murder. 
On the contrary, Fanon's burning passion, heroic life, and deeply sophisticated 
analysis continue to challenge and inspire South Africans whether they be graffiti 
artists, poets of the stature of Lesego Rampolokeng or radical academics like 
Mabogo More, Benita Parry, David Goldberg, Andrew Nash and Grant Farrel. 
Indeed, Fanon's name was mentioned more than any other at the successful 
conference on Racism and Multiculturalism held at Rhodes in June 1999 and it is 
abundantly clear that Fanon's critique of neo-colonialism is of enormous relevance to 
contemporary Africa. 

Although all the contributors to Fanon: A Critical Reader were based in the 
USA at the time of writing their papers, at least five of the 21 papers in the volume 
are likely to be of particular value to readers seeking to think from Africa about 
Fanon has to say to Africa. 

The first is by South African CmigrC David Goldberg. He contributes an 
excellent paper on race and inlvisibility. He begins with a careful analysis of Fanon's 
highly nuanced phenomenology of invisibility (in terms of his excellent analysis of 
the significance of 'the veil' in colonial context) and goes on to argue that 'the value 
and virtue of intvisibility are contextually determined' (p. 189). And so, the 
invisibility of a group can make them powerless and shield them from power. 

Fanon, Frantz 1976. The Wrefched of the Earth. London: Penguin. p. 174. 
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Equally, the visibility of a group can make them powerful and leave them exposed 
and threatened. Goldberg applies this insight to a number of contemporary examples 
including thc way in which the increased visibility of the racially marginalised in Los 
Angeles and Johannesburg has led the powerful to organise the entrenchment of 
spatial segregation and the insulation of racialised daily life experiences through 
'fences, alarms, and private armed response units' (p. 196). 

Another useful paper is the one by Gail Presby who is now working on the 
Sage Philosophy project in Nairobi. She develops a comparison on the role of 
violence in the thought of Gandhi, Mandela and Fanon. Her argument is that all three 
thinkers share a common diagnoses of the colonial condition and that, while their 
strategies for achieving a more human world have much in common, there are 
significant differences. In particular, Fanon aims at quick and total destruction of 
I-elations of domination, while Mandcla seeks to 'Lorce the enemy to give in while 
preserving as much as possible the future hope of healing the community' (p. 296), 
and <>andhi advocated the preserving of the lives of the enemy in order to win them 
over. Her assessment is that the best strategy will be determined by 'the concrete 
circumstances of each situation, where history and culture play a role in shaping the 
consciousness of the people' (p. 296) 

Further contributions are by Olufemi Taiwo and Paget Henry. Taiwo applies 
Fanon's critique of the national bourgeoisie to Nigeria and Henry's piece is an 
interesting meditation on the failure of Caribbean Philosophy to cultivate (as has 
been achieved with other forms of expression, such as music) a Creole identity. 

The volume closes with Lewis Gordon's excellent paper on Fanon's 'Tragic 
Revolutionary Violence'. There is some overlap between this paper and Gordon's 
well-known contribution to Emmanuel Eze's Post-colonial African Philosophy: A 
Critical Reader. That paper is a general investigation into the tragic dimensions of 
neo-colonialism but here, Gordon's focus is more specifically on Fanon and the idea 
of revolutionary violence as tragedy. Gordon begins, by way of Aristotle, 
Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, with some incisive observations on the nature and 
social function of tragedy. He then shows that colonialism is a state of institutional 
dehumanisation which is nevertheless inhabited by humans. Gordon points out. that 
violence in support of, or against the system must, tragically, be directed at a 
'shrieking flesh-and-blood reality' (p. 305) rather than some dehumanised enemy. 
However, the struggle for liberation is morally distinct from the struggle to maintain 
oppression because 

in the accomplishment of the former's struggle is the possibility, fragile 
though it may be, of a world that is not by dint of its very structure violent 
(p. 306). 

Gordon's paper will be of enormous value to anybody interested In trylng to 
understand the ethical dimensions of struggle or the nature of post-apartheid 
reconciliation. 

Fanon: A Critical Reader is a very well thought-through collection of essays 
and an excellent tool for stimulating critical thought about Fanon's rlch legacy. 
Readers will occasionally have to remind themselves that a few of the papers 
collected in this volume are specifically American attempts to harness Farron to 
American issues. Nevertheless this is top-class critical reader which should be In the 
library of every (South) African university. 

Three Recent Poetry Collections 

Songs of Africa: Collected Poems 
by Alan Paton 
Durban: Gecko Books, 1995,218 pp. 
ISBN: 187501 1 153 

Ferry to Robben Island 
by Alan James 
Durban: Eyeball Press, 1996, 105 pp. 
ISBN: 0620202564 

Tongue Tide 
by Geoffrey Hutchings 
Durban: Preprint Publishing, 1996,86 pp. 
ISBN: 0620203080 

Reviewed by Andrew Johnson 
Department of English 
University of Zululand 

The most entertaining part of Alan Paton's Songs of Africa is the 'notes and personal 
recollections' of Douglas Livingstone, with which the volume begins. In a series of 
anecdotes, Livingstone shows how he eventually got beneath Paton's severe and 
'forbidding carapace' (p. xi) and discovered the man who loved poetry 'with a rare 
and untidy passion'. Livingstone comments on Paton's own poetic talents: 
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Was Alan a great poet. or even a 'good' one? His passion for poetry was 
certainly prodigious; at times-it must be allowed-his reach exceeded his 
grasp. It never ceased to amaze me that a deployer of such sublime prose, a 
consummate master, would so hunger after the more frivolous and vatic fifth 
dtmension of verse as a channel of self-expression (p. xix). 

But Paton could write at times with simplicity and grace. The tone of 
Paton's 1931 poem, 'The Poet' is primarily one of envious yearning: 

You wtth some trick of phrase 
At one leap scale the walls 
Arid tread the hc~ghts of truth. 
I hear. your calls 
A\ I \wim moats, climb battlements; 
I tell myself 
You know not what you do 
And all my life of days 
Wish I had gone with you (p. 44). 

The poet is depicted as having it too easy, of tricking his way effortlessly with 
language ('at one leap') while the prosy Paton swills through moats and impales 
himself on various obstacles of what amounts to a sort of literary assault course, the 
puct safe in his metaphorical helicopter, for which he clearly hasn't paid. And worse, 
the poet tippears to be blissfully ignorant of his levitational abilities ('you know not 
what you do'). The suggestion is that the poet's success is both enviable in its skill 
and somehow vacuous in its (fundamentally escapist) achievement, as if the only 
rc~lity is down there in the muck of the 'moat', and on the bruising, blood-smeared 
'battlements'. So, while poetry may be a mode of writing devoutly to be wished, it is 
also a luxury the nitty-gritty prose writer cannot afford. 

I'aton acknowledges that poetry, with its ability 'at one leap [to] scale the 
walls', is the riskier busincss. And the fear of risk-taking comes through in the knvy. 
I t  rcniintis me of the 'poet like an acrobat', of Lawrence Ferlinghetti's 'Constantly 
Risking Absurdity' (Ferlinghetti 1994:181)~. Paton's fear is mostly to do with a loss 
oi'control oiler the words, a fear that the words might begin to speak for themselves. 
In 'To Wait Whitman', this is imagined in terms of the words held safely but 
~~selessly in a locked womb: 

1 In: A Coney Island of the Mind. New York: New Directions. 
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woke afraid 
That the great living host of tumbling words 
Was a delusion, a brood of children 
Locked within a womb that ne'er would open (p. 67). 

Play is a kind of release from control, and poetry a release of 'tumbling words'. In 'I 
Have Approached', Paton's attitude to linguistic play is stern and ascetic; play is 
irresponsible, and responsibility is all about control: 

there is nothing more meretricious 
Than to play with words (p. 65). 

In 'The Poet', only the poet can leap the walls the prose writer IS unable to 
do so. This calls up a theme whlch pervades Paton's verse, that of lmpr~sonment and 
escape To some extent, Paton's professional involvement In and study of penal 
reforms, especially his per~od from 1935 to 1948 as Pr~nc~pal  of D~epkloof 
reformatory, may account for an interest In such imagery, and while poems such as 
his renowned 'To A Small Boy Who Died at Diepkloof Reformatory' (p 360 deal 
wlth his experiences at this time in the publ~c arena, as it were, the use of 
imprisonment imagery sometimes has much tougher imphcations In Paton's work, 
especially as he appears to use it as a means of investigating the state of hls own 
psyche. In part I1 of the pseudo-Bibl~cal 'I came to a valley . ', Paton recounts a 
strange parable: 

1. I slept and saw a vision of a certain man that took a wild 
beast that he feared, and fenced it in with wood and iron. He 
fenced it in both high and strong, and gave all his mind to his labour. 

2. And the beast moved to and fro in the place of its captivity, 
and filled day and night with its roaring. It ceased not from 
roaring, nor from moving to and fro in its captivity (p. 59). 

The beast keeps threatening to break down the fence and the man bu~lds another. 
Only when the second fence is built does the beast manage to break down the first 
one. The man becomes obsessed with building fences and neglects to feed his family. 
The man is so driven by fear of the 'beast' that he cannot achieve anything. His 
whole life is wasted in a futile act of containment. Part I1 of the poem ends: 

13. And in my dream I cried unto him, man, thou art in captivity. And taken 
unawares he woke from his sleep, and stretched out his arms to me, and 1 
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saw the anguish of his eyes. And he would have answered me, but that the 
beast was awakened by my cry, and roared with anger and fury, and went to 
and fro in its captivity. And the man rose and followed him, and had no 
more ears and eyes for me, and I watched him with pity, till I too awoke, 
and saw neither man nor beast in the valley (p. 61). 

Psychically speaking, at ~ t s  least threatening, the beast 1s a huge short-circuit, merely 
cnergy wasted, dread cloth and deb~litation. But in Christ~an terms, as signalled by 
the heavlly King-James-Vcrs~on style, the beast must be a more dlrcct threat, Satan 
wrlhln, no less In this iegard, see also 'The Prost~tute' (p. 26). The battleground IS 

thc \elf, the wai to bc won, that of celf-control And God 1s the omniscient 
pollcerndn, the only one who can tame the animal and beastle In 'My Lord has a 
great attraction ' Paton wrltes 

He passes through the grcat gates of Alcatraz, and there is 
no searching machine that can prevent him ... 

Oh Lord teach us your wlsdom, and incline our hearts to 
receive your instructions. 

Then the manlac would stay his hands from the small girl, 
and the drunken inan from the throat of the woman (p. 128) 

In a poem entitled 'Faith', thc beast escapes. The scene is 'a vision of the 
end' (1  18) and this dlre imagination gives rise to one of Paton's most startling 
trnages 

And ruined cities silent on the shores 
Of dying seas, hive In their sewers the brood 
Of man-faced rodents, Evolution's last (p. 119). 

T h ~ s  1s a time of canniballsnl and fratricide. In 'Heavy with secret knowledge ... ', 
another gl~mpse of doom is the occasion of another strange figure: 

Is the earth dead, and the grcat meanings 
Of the great event perished like rubber 
So that none may dare to stretch them out 
To cover us agaln (p. 132) 

as if 'meanings' were some kind of carapace, or anorak, or shield against the beast, 

perhaps. Paton is at his best when he allows the best of Whitman to shape his verse; 
tension seems to work against his poetic intentions. His best writing is the most 
relaxed. Perhaps that is why the song lyrics from the musical Mkhumbanc (pp. 
100-1 16) that Paton wrote in 1960 look so good on the page, read weil aloud, and 
promise to sound well sung. The more stressful, agonised writing appears more 
highly wrought, but betrays an imprisoned desperation in a world of violence, rape 
and torture, with the hopeless hope (Frankenstein's project) to 'get the frozen heart/ 
to beating'. Here is '1'11 stab the conscience ...' (Is the world a woman who needs to 
be raped and tortured in order to wake her up?): 

1'11 stab the conscience of the world awake 
With fine-pointed barbs, and shafts of steel 
Red-hot to follow, I'll uncover her, 
Cut open her cold breast, and with brass gloves 
Steel rasped and diamond-pointed get the frozen heart 
To beating, and I'll hear her crrcs unmoved (y. 87). 

In his 'Afterword' to the poems, Peter Kohler describes Paton as 'willing to 
speak of the future, to speak in thc language of the future' (2 1 1) but Paton's Enghsh 
is not nearly risky enough to be able to have much to do with the future. Rather than 
exhibit the free piay that such negotiation with the future must entail, Paton's poetry 
is generally inhibited and controlled by received language, imprisoned, unable to 
liberate desire, just as his furious spirit can be seen caged behind the lined skin of his 
face in the fierce photograph on the front cover of Songs of Africa. 

Alan James' Ferry To Robben Island takes its title from the interesting and 
varied concluding sequence of 12 poems. Most of the rest of the book is devoted to 
other kinds of experience in other places. Western Australia is the setting for the 
opening set of 10. There is a determined effort to shape the language to fi t  the event. 
This is how the first poem, 'Dawn in a Caravan Park', begins: 

Nothing stirs all black night among 
beetled vans and tents among 
hanging eucalypts among black 
bush-dunes. 
Nothing but a black possum scratching bark as ~t scrambles, 
its splayed claws rasping as 
they grasp and its white tail 
trailing (p. 2). 

Syntactically and rhythmically, an ambitious delight feeds the rnockery of descrip- 
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tion, yet description is paramount in this touristic littoral. Sharp imagery gets 
muddied by an over-hesitant, oratorical syntax with too much reliance on repetition 
('among' is not nearly mysterious enough). It is as if syntax runs away with 
description, as the dish ran away with the spoon. This goes against a natural tendency 
to verbal economy, imagistic conciseness, in James' writing. In some ways it's 
Whitman against Pound, expansiveness against precision. The vocabulary in this 
extract, from 'A Coral Reef', also from the opening Western Austr a 1' la sequence, 
shows the necessary density and intensity, but it all falls apart at the repeated 'feed 
on' with its laboured food-chain pedantic semantic antic: 

worms burrow lnto coral, crabs scavenge 
among fronds, urchrns gnaw at 
algae, starfish advance upon 
mussels, angel fish chew tlssue 
from sponges, sh~mmerrng gobies 
feed on paragitlc crustaceans 
that feed on hosts that feed on 
hatchl~ngs that feed on plankton (p. 7). 

Alan James' poems contaln a certain amount of jewellcry. He nevertheless 
needs to be more severe, to cut, to resist the grammatical loss-leader. There are 
elements ot Wh~tman, possibly of Charles Olson, but the energies are diffuse, the 
rhctorical moves too often cheaply won, despite a good collection of polished 
pebbles in the form of an image-repertoire. 

If we are to take James at his word regarding the knife-edge significance of 
his own 'Irttoral zone': 

A coincidence of lives at the deadline of 
land, at the mute edge of assurance, 
at the last station of speech (p. lo), 

then his enquiry into language is not rigorous enough to suit the stringencies of his 
own insistences. Paul Celan is the only poet I know of, who has approached the 
security fence surrounding 'the last station of speech'. Again, James is ambitious, and 
rightly so, but not quite able to carry it through. 'What edge are you on?'. Or as Tom 
Raworth put it: 

listen you said i 
preferred to look 
at the sea. 

everything stops there at strange angles (Raworth 1988: 1715 

I James is aware of the 'strange angles' and generally able to capture them. He just 
needs to prune the connectives. Direct, precise observation, combined with the words 

I 

to get some of it down, seems to be the main aim, but the sense of inscribing nature 
can be dangerous, and a complacent reading of the descriptive details gets a rude 
awakening, if the caravan park wasn't enough. Cyclists stop: 

at a place of shade above a bay 
of rock and sand and blue water (p. 18); 

and after a suitable interval spent looking unsuccessfully for dolphins: 

Phil takes out his Walkman: 'This calls 
for music'. 
'What is it?' I ask. 
'Led Zeppelin--classic stuff', he grins (p. 19). 

Again, if the aim is 'to hurt1 oneself into identity' (p. 48) the language needs 
to be made of sterner stuff than this. No use the glibly pseudo-sombre 
Wordsworthian: 

And so to dwell in places of remembering: 
streets where I have compassed, bridged, 

stopped: 
suburbs of my planting and of my sleeping: 
cities whose frames my eyes have clasped ... (p. 54) 

Ferry To Robben Island is an ambitious collection, containing some fine 
poems, but there is sometimes a lack of purchase at the local levels of collocation, 
cataclysm, interaction among words. 

Geoffrey Hutchings launched Tongue Tide in Durban just a few weeks 
before his death in a car accident in August 1996. He was 59, and looking forward to 
devoting more time to poetry. Tongue Tide represents the author's own selection of 
work written between 1982 and early 1996. The poems shape up in a varlety of 
traditional forms. 

Some of the poems deal with birds, mountains, nvers, plants and forests, 
others with fishing, loving. Current, immediate experience seems mostly to provrde 

' Raworth, Tom 1988. Tottering State: Selected Poems 1963-1987. London: Paladlrt. 
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the springboard to poetic composition, with poems of reminiscence or recollection 
less common. In 'Johannesburg Wartime Childhood', Hutchings delicately captures 
the geography of innocence of h ~ s  early years, from the viewpoint of a fast-walking 
schoolboy, or more likely, one cycling: 

looking south, 
Into the yards behind the shops 
In Raleigh Street-then turning east, 
The Yeoville Cinema-another turn- 
More flats, the police next door, and west 
The synagogue---end of the world a mile 
In each direction (p. 7). 

The poem makes deft use of part-rhymes (brickhack, mile/school/hill, ryelaway, 
french~es/Shoes) to glve a hint but never an overt statement that the verse is more 
carefully patterned than it looks. 

The transcendent 1s never far away from, and always implicit behind the 
percepts recorded in Geoffrey Hutchings' otherwise descriptive poems. The labelling 
prov~ded 'frames' the 'natural', African observation and familiarises or appropriates 
it Into a canonically readable context. The poem entitled 'Hadedas' is ;he first of 
'Four Carols', and the only one that has an epigraph (from 1 Peter, 2:9 - 'a chosen 
generation, a royal priesthood'). The Bible quotation reaffirms the context in which 
the name 'carol' places the poem and simultaneously describes a kind of 
transformation 'who hath called you out of darkness into his marvellous light'. The 
roughness of the stop-start rhythm and the assonant-dissonant sway provide highly 
appropriate props for the ungainly, stooping birds: 

And they are part of a royal priesthood, 
Raucous, awkward, gaunt- 
They grub in grass to get their slugs, 
And even flying, flaunt 
Their lack of musical talent or taste 
In d~sproportioned flaps- 
Ugly buggers, crook-necked, 
Like you and me perhaps- 
And yet, at some sudden moments 
Their bodies deflect from dun 
To iridescent splendour turned, 
Refracting light from the sun (p. 48). 

Sometimes the awkwardnesses of Hutch~ngs' poetry cannot be ascr~bed to 
the deslre to mlmlc a clumsy b~rd ,  but here, the clear but not oveiemphaslscd 
symbolisation of the hadedas ~ n t o  human god-fodder, by one t w ~ r t  maklng the 
transcendent seem possible, as oilshck can turn rarnbow, comb~nes w~th  the 
stumbling gait of the verse and the deiiberate trumpet~ng raspberry 'Ugly buggers', to 
ome splendid, transformed. At its best, Hutchings' verse drives along with the 
urgency, as he phrases it in 'Touching', of 'a gut-contracting sweet confused alarm' 
(p. 9). Or exasperation, mellowing into another affirmation of transcendent faith, in 
his ungainly sonnet for Douglas Livingstone, 'Resurrection Bush': 

How on earth, or in air above 
Can this so neatly ordered form, 
These well-expected rhymes that shove 
At us an evangelical swarm 
Of glib perceptions bear~ng designs 
lJpon us, how can such a bland 
Enclosure hold within its hnes 
The finely-grained uncertain sand? 

I know a plant that suffers drought 
For years on end, its branches str~pped 
To brittle sticks-until the rain's arrival. 
It wins within the day survival- 
A deep genetic plan is tripped 
As folded leaves take flesh and sprout (p. 38). 
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A Community Bard: 
Interview with Ahmed Essop 

Interview by Rajendra Chetty 
Associate Director Research (Arts) 
M L Sultan Technikon 

1 ~ntcrviewe~i Ahrned Eswp at h ~ s  Lcnasta home on 23 October 1999 at about 10h30 
HIS oeuvre Includes three collect~ons of short stoiles, The Hajji and Other Storzes 
(1978) (which received the Olive Schre~ner Award in 1979); Noorjehan and Other 
S torm (i990), and The Krng of Hearts and Other Storles (1998). His two novels are 
The Vzsltat~on (1980) and The Emperor (1984). 

Nadine Gordlmer once commented that Essop is s~mply so true to his 
~nulghts and obscrvatlons that nothlng appears to be, or is, contrived. Llonel 
Ahr ahamc observed that Essop's style is simple and direct, 

h ~ s  subllety IS born out of nothing more or less than his fascination with the 
endlessly var~ed ways of the human heart. Thence the power to amuse, 
delight, move and challenge us. Thence an achievement of a timeless sort. 

In an endeavour to ahlft South African Indian writings to the centre of this country's 
reception, appreclatlon and teachlng of English literature, I found it appropriate to 
research a community bard who takes up the responsibility of recording individual 
histories of the 'other', and In the process provides a unique dimension of South 
Afrtcan Ilfe. 

RC How has your background influenced your writing? 
AE Well, firstly, I was influenced by my teachers. I attended the Waterfall 
Indian Islamic Institute which is halfway between Johannesburg and Pretoria and I 
had wonderful teachers like Krishna Pillay and Rajoo Pillay who were very interested 
in literature. Even in Standard 4 we were already reading Dickens and I remember in 
Standard 6, I started to read Conrad. The Principal, Mr Drackmeyer was a man who 
was interested in the arts, music and literature. We used to read a great deal and 
reading played a very important part in our lives. 
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Culturally, of course, the school was a seminary as well. and religious 
activities played an important part of our learning and education. 

I lived in a place called Fordsburg for about 15 years. It was essentially an 
Indian suburb, but there were people from other groups who also lived there. Nearby 
was the suburb called, Pageview, also known as Vsededorp. We lived very close to 
each other, many houses had shared wails and it was a sort of Casbah-a communal 
existence. People visit you, you talk to your neighbours, and there was this joy in 
Fordsburg and Pageview. In Lenasia we lived as the whites lived, with high walls and 
edges and so on, but in Fordsburg and Pageview doors were always open. You could 
walk into anybody's home at any time. There was no need to phone them and make 
appointments. People walked in the streets and sat on the porches and verandas and 
there was a kind of friendship, a close-knit community. 

The Majestic and Avalon cinemas were there and we were in close contact 
with people. Politics was a common topic thcn and many politicians lived amongst 
us. There was a square called Red Square where I listencd to politicians such as Dr. 
Dadoo, Mandeia and Dr. Moraka, the then president of the ANC. Of course, the 
police were always present when meetings were being held. 

RC What has been your perceptions of South Afrlcan Iitelature during 
apartheid? 
AE Well, I felt that the human elemcnt had to he predomtnant In our wrlclngs 
Apartheld formed one aspect of I~ fe  There ale many other aspects of llfc I wa\ 
exposed to the different aspects of life In the community There were humour, joy, 
marriages, funerals and so on I fclt that in my wrltings I should present a 
comprehensive whole, rather than selecting one aspect, the apartheld aspect, the 
aspect of oppression That was one aspect of our llves It was not to const~tute our 
entlre 11fe 

RC Critics often distinguished between those writers who linked their work with 
political activism and those that wrote about themes other than protest. Do you see 
writers that did not write against apartheid as having had a different constituency? 
AE If you were not exposed to the apartheid situation, perhaps iiving in the 
country, black writers or white writers, could give an account of life in those areas 
where apartheid did not have an immediate or daily effect. Therc were also the 
hurnan relationships and the personal relationships arid so on. I sec no reason why 
that should be excluded from literature. It can constitute literature as well. One did 
not have to write about apartheid if you did not want to. 

The realities of apartheid intruded into many of my stories, but the people of 
Fordsburg achieved a distinctive identity through their personal dilemmas and 
concerns. South African life involvcs a complexity of issues, not only apartheid. 
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RC How d ~ d  you handle the tension between politics and aesthetics in your 
writings? 
AE I think that one can comblne aesthet~cs with reality. The apartheid situation 
15 an aspect of reality, and art, I thlnk, has to write about reality. So aesthetics and 
reallty, the human experience, have to be combined. The socio-political reality is just 
one part of my life that I wish to present. I refuse to limit the scope of my art and I 
also reslst the attempt to p~geonhole my writings. 

RC Were there any negative aspects of wrltlng durlng apartheid? 
A Look, there were books that were banned It could affect the wr~ters who 
[hinl\ that 11 they dre golng to write about apdrthe~d, nobody 1s golng to publish ~ t .  In 
my own case, I was vcry fortunate In that I appeared In a tlme when there weie a 
number of hter'iry l o u l r ~ ~ ~ l s  such as Contrast, Seseme, Stuffrzder, and other journals 
W I I I L ~  published my wrlttng\ and there were publishing houses like Ravan Press who 
wcic fearless rn publ~shing protest works StafSrrlder was published by Ravan Press I 
was also very fortunate that I had frlends such a< Lionel Abrahams and Mike 
Kirkwood who were 1:terary people Mike K~rkwood, of courqe, was the dnector of 
i i , i ~ ~ i n  Presi at that tlrne and he publirhed my w o ~ k s  

RC Whlch writer, I E  any, did you adrnlre mobt and had the greatest ~nfluence on 
>ow ivrltlng5, K note that L~oncl Abrahams draws pa~allels between your writlngs 
dnd tildt of V S Nd~pau! and Bosman 
AF I iir5t of d!l grcw up on Dickcns and Conrad South Afrlcan literature nevel 
aypcdrei! In our prescribed lists of readings at school In our tlmes The first South 
Ahl~ , in  book :hat I prcked up was A story of an A f f ~ c a n  Farnz. Yes, (V S ) Nalpaul 
UAS influence But, I also lead other West Indtan wrlters such as Wtlson. I read 
irlost oi Wilson'\ works 1 hdve been brought up on English l~terature I dld a BA and 
mqored in English and thcti d ~ d  an Honours In English at Wits Then I read R.K 
N,irrdydn and Ruth Jhabvalla whose works ! loved, and also An~ta  Desal. It was these 
I n d ~ a n  wnters who were my favourttes One gets ~nfluenced by writers, but it is 
es\eritidl to keep one'\ own pclccption, style, and the aesthetic part 1s one's own The 
qucsslvn 1s How ale you go~ng  to present that work? That you wlfl have to work out 
on your own 

RC How do you feel about short stories as compared to novels? How do they 
differ In the actual writlng? 
AE There are segments of experience that can be put into a short story form and 
other segments that require a larger canvas. So, I found that I could write a short 
story in three pages and anothcr in ten. And then, of course, for the novels, The 
Visitation and The Emperor, I realised that what I had to say had to take a novel 
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form. The short story is very demanding because you want to exclude everything that 
does not focus on what you want to convey in terms of the message. It can be a 
segment of experience, or it may be a character that 1 wish to create, or some 
meaning I wish to convey. But, I have to do that artistically. What I llke of the short 
story form is that I can spend a lot of time on the sentences, syntax, cholce of words 
and the diction. I enjoy the fine workmanship and I also write with a pen and then I 
type it. So, I am still very primitive in that I do not use the wordprocessor. 

RC When you work on short stories do you look for something to link them to 
make a collection? 
AE Well, it can follow quite naturally. Many of my stories are set in Fordsburg 
and Pageview, and they are linked geographically. Some stories arc set In Lenasia 
and few are set in Eldorado Park, Durban and overseas. But, the stories get linked 
with their particular locality. I lived there for 15 years, I know the names of the 
streets, the names of the buildings and I also use the actual names of the area like 
Fordsburg, Lenasia, and so on. Other writers, of course, invent names like Narayan's 
Malgudi. 

RC Are some of the stories in Noorjehan and Other Stories autobiographical? 
AE No. I do not write autobiography. There are experiences in life which 1 draw 
on. There are people that I know. I recreate that imaginatively so that they are not 
quite the people that I know. No one has come to me and said, 'look, that's me'. 
There was no Mr Moonreddy. The writer uses his or her experience. Sometimes the 
story may be close to a character in the cominunity but it is not the same character. 
For example, the character Gool, the gangster. There was a inan in Fordsburg who 
had that sort of power and reputation. When I wrote the story, I wanted a man who Is 
very intelligent, and also a man who reads. Apparently, our local gangsters could not 
read, although they had this great power. Gool also had great admiration for beauty. 
So, he is quite a different man when compared with the local gangster. And then, of 
course, in 'The Novel', a story in The King of Hearts and Other Stories, a renowned 
Fordsburg gangster comes to visit me and claims that he is the character in the novel 
The Visitation. He tries to re-enact some of the incidents in the novel. That was one 
of my funnier stories. Many people identify my stories with our gangsters. A local 
gangster who passed away a few years ago in Fordsburg was told of this book in 
which he appeared. He was very pleased. Of course, he could not read (laughs). 

RC You have explored major feminist issues on different levels in Noorjehan 
and Other Stories. What made you tackle the question of women's rights? 
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AE I knew many ladies who were educated at Wits and who taught at the private 
schools where I taught. I was a teacher for about 35 years. There were many lady 
teachers and I was very impressed by some of them. Anyway, I never felt that women 
were inferior to men in intelligence. some of the girls that I taught were brilliant 
students and I felt that they could equal men in any way. So, it is the character 
Zenobia Hansa in The Enzperor whom we are talking about. As far as Islamic religion 
goes, the woman has complete rights, even the right to divorce her husband. I needed 
women characters who are strong. 

One must remember that women were never liberated until the industrial 
revolution, really. When they go to work and they have their own resources, they 
becotne independent. I also knew women in the political movement. I was part of the 
Unity Movement for a period. I was also part of the Black Consciousness Movement 
for a period and we met in small groups. In Fordsburg, although I was not part of the 
Indian Congress, I attended many of their meetings and I came to know political 
figures like Amina Cachalia and her sister. There were many women, like Ruth First, 
who spoke on platforms. I drew from my experience. None of the women characters 
arc real. I am not writing sociology or biography. I have to re-create and give them 
qualities. During 1975- 1976 when I had problems with the education department 
there were Inany men and women who supported me in my struggle with the 
authorities. 

Pi&: Which are your favotlrite short stories from your own writings and Why? 
AE (Hesitation) That is a very difficult question to answer. I enjoyed the whole 
process of creation and spent a year or two writing some of the stories. 

Well, some of the stories that I am close lo are 'Noorjehan' and 'The Hajji'. 
Some experiences in the process of creation of the story are enjoyable. Many of the 
issues in The Emperor were my ideas on education that I presented. Some of the 
incidents are actual events. For instance, there was a teacher who had been charged in 
the Chief Magistrate's court for not doing his daily forecast. It was a male teacher, 
not Zenobia, so in the whole process I had to recreate that. The demands of the 
novels are quite different from writing a bit of history. 'The Hajji' also seems to 
appear most often in anthologies. 

RC Did you forge any links with other South African Indian writers? 
AE In Lenas~a I met Ronnie Govender when he came with some of his plays, so 
I know Ronny. And I know Deena (Padayachee). I met him in Grahamstown. He 
came to my Rome and I am in communication with him. Then, of course, there are the 
poets Farouk Asvat, Essop Patel and Achmad Dangor. There was a period when there 
was a writer's organisation called PEN. But, eventually, that was dissolved. Today I 
do not meet any writers. 

interview with Ahmed Essop 

RC Is there a valid category called South African Indian writings? 
AE Yes. That category relates to a particular group of people and their 
experiences in their own localities created by apartheid. But, I think, even if there 
was no Group Areas Act, Indians would live together, in that we share certain 
cultural values and there is also a joy in community living. 

My stories manifest themselves most immediately as mirrors on the life of 
the Indian cotmnunity, and in a larger sense, South Africa as a wholc. A tale like 
'Jericho Again' benloans the apartheid demolition of Fordsburg and the exile of the 
inhabitants to Lenasia. 

There is enough South African Indian literature already, and the more that 
we have the better. This is a new era now. Indians are moving away from their group 
areas, but areas like Lenasia will lie intact for many years, I think, because of shared 
values. I think all of our writers are not writing parochially, they are also dealing with 
human nature, and human nature is essentially the same all over the world, although 
values are shifting. 

During apartheid very few South African works were prescribed at schools. 
Now, some writings are prescribed. What can happen is that we will have the 
emergence of more Indian writings although reading and writing is on the decline 
because of the advent of TV. 

RC How have the critics received your writings? Has this informed your 
subsequent writings? 
AE Well, I have been very pleased. Generally it has been very positive. 
Whatever I wrote was not confined to Indians only. I always tried to present a larger 
human dimension-not only here but also outside. One of my stories has been 
translated into German, several into Dutch and French. The Hajji and Other Stories 
and The Visitation were published as a one volume edition by Readers International 
in New York and London. Jacques Alvarez-Pereyre has been trying to translate two 
of my novels into French. 

RC What are your reflections on the House of Delegates banning of The Hajji 
and Other Stories as a school text in 1984 based on religious grounds? 
AE It was prescribed in 1984 and recommended by the English Society of the 
Indian Teachers Association. Thirteen to fourtecn thousand copies were bought by 
schools in Lenasia and Natal. After about three months, the book was withdrawn. No 
reasons were given. The Hindu Maha Sabha in Durban objected to the story about the 
Hindu firewalker and complained that a character in the book referred to the sari as 
an ugly Hindu garment. It was taken out of context. Characters comment in texts; IY 
deal with characters and realities and it is not Ahmed Essop saying that. I created a 
character who had a particular vision about certain things. The Maha Sabha felt that I 
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had attacked the Hindu community. If the character makes positive or negative 
comments about something that is not my view, it is the character's view. I am 
dealing with the world of human beings and human beings have different views about 
different objects. And I had to create a comprehensive picture of life if it is going to I 

be worth anything. I 

1 

I am not sure if they did not use this to get back at me. The authoritarian ! 
hand of the education department persecuted me by arbitrarily transferring me to four I 
different schools in one year. I took them to court and a protracted three-year court 
caqe came to nothing. They felt embarrassed that the man that they put out of 
teach~ng now had a book on the school's prescribed list. The director of Indian I 

education had dictatorial powers and he did not have to give reasons for his actions. 
I 

RC What have you been reading recently? 
AE I contlnue readlng South African writings and the few journals that are still 
around. I also read history, ph~losophy, and so on. At present, I read about the new 
era One era has passed and a new era has amved. I question how people live in the 
new era, how they percelve it, and how they see the future. 

RC Are you working on any new material at the moment? 
AE I have finished my third collection of stories. There are a number of stories 
there that deal with thts present era and my own vision of where I see it going. I have 
some ideas for a few stories that I will work on. 

RC What message do you have for the readers out there? 
AX When reading decli+~es, civilisation declines. There is a lack of appreciation 
of the beauty of a sentence, and of poetry. Our teachers do not read, they only read 
prescribed works. Neela Alvarez-Pereyre, when she visited from France, mentioned 
that people in academic circles in this country have not heard of my texts. The 
writings from India, Australia, the West Indies and Canada are the great rivers that 
flow into the ocean of English Literature. 

We must read the literature of Britain, but also 'other' writings as well. If 
you have not read writings from India then you have not read a dimension of English 
literature. It is the same case with South African Indian writings. 

* I would l ~ k e  to record my gratitude to Ahmed Essop for the hospitality extended by 
hlmself and h ~ s  w~fe ,  FarIda. 

Laduma by Alfred T. Qabula 

Laduma landindiza lakhiza lakhemezela 
Ingani bayithintile iminyovuu neziqandu 
Lapho inqonqoza inyathi isithi umpondo nesihlanu ngelanga 
Abaqashi abayishayangamkhuba 
Bona bathi eyiti sheleni ngelanga. 
Babe bayithintile iminyovu, iziqandu zagcwa'umgwaqo. 

Imikhumbi yanqwabelana olwandle 
bakhal'onxiwankulu bathi wasenza Phungula 
Ingani abadlali bengoma uthe mabadube, khona sizokufa yindlala 
Ishwa laphuma nawe mfoka Phungula 
Onxiwankulu baz'ukuthi uma uhol'abantu 
Abantu benza lokh'obatshela khona 

Yab'ibhonga ibhukud'inyathi 
Nemikhumbi ay~banga nabo abethuli 
Abangazi babuza kwaba nolwazi ukuthi 
Ngubani oyithintil'inyathi ? 
Laduma 1arnthath'okaPhungula 
Inganl abakwasidlodlo bamhlafuna bamshwabadela '1 

Barngalela kwebandayo izisele 
Besithinguy'umsusl wothuthuva ? 

Kunjenje yiwena othe abayibeke phans'insimbl. 
Phungula hainbubatshele bay'emsebenzini 
Ulaphanje ylmisebenzi yakho. 
Angithi yiwen'ushumayeli wevangeli lobukhomanisi ? 
Lababantu usubabaphendule amahlongandlebe 
Abasezwalutho abalutshelwa abaqashi babo 

Angithi sowabagxisha izimfundiso zamakhomanisl 
Sebemakhand'alukhuni ngathi bakhula beselus'amabhubesi 
Singakusiza thina ngoba siyezwelana nawe, 
akukuhle ukuba ubelapha, uyindoda ehlomphekile 
Slngakuyisa kubo wen'ubatshele bakhohlwe abakucelayo 
Mabahuyel'enkomeni sebezoholelwa u eyitl sheleni ngelanga 
Wen'uzokuba sewukhululekile ngokwenzenjalo 
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Alfred T ,  Qabula Ladumd  Its Thundering 

Yaqhamuka ivenl lntengantenga lhlomeka 
Uphaphe selungathi ylslswebhu somshaylli wes~ani  sezinkabi Its Thundering by Alfred T. Qabula 
Yema, qede abakwas~dlodlo bamehlisa okaMsapho. 
Wcma, wablngelela, Shaka Bayeeethe Zuuuulu Its thundering drisling and sllghtly ralning 
Amadashi abona ukuthl uGeneral Botha walwa they have disturbed the wasps and army ants 

when the buffalo kunks saying two pounds fifty sh~ l l~ngs  a day 
Aseqala ukuthl abamnyama balunge kakhulu The employers, they did not pay attention to it 

Masllwele ukufa nokuphlla deslkuthole esikudingayo They just imposed eight shillings a day 
Angazl ukuthi uzakubayini umphumela walokhu ? that was when they disturbed the wasps 

Njengokuba izwe sebasephuca lona They were scattered in the roads 
Nlyabona manje? sibambela lgollde nedayimani 
Bona lnyc kuphela Into abayen~ayo Ships were flocking into the sea 
Bahlala kweziphakeme ~ z ~ h l a l o  the capitalists cried 
Ylngan~ bengaslniki okwanele okrtylzldingo zeihu saying if ~t was not you Phungula 
Ahamhlophe bath1 manginltshele n~buyel'ebenzini Since he sald the dancers must boycott dancing 
Khona bezakungidedela, so that we should die of hunger 
ngoba akunglfanelanga ukuhlal'ejele 
M ~ n a  ngimisele ngokufa, nokudonsa ejele ukuze ngilimel'iqiniso Bad luck came out with you son of Phungula 
Zaphendul'i~inyathl zathi The capitalists always think that if you lead the people, 

Abamhlophe mabangacabangi ukuthi, people do what you tell them to do 

lslteleka lese akusona esikaphungula Then the buffaloes roars and stampered 
Siteleke ngoga slfuna ukusebenzela umpondo nesihlanu nglanga even the ships were not off loaded 
Kade basiqala bes1xhapha7a, manje bafik'ekugcineni Those who did not understand 

they asked from those with knowledge 
Zadldlzela ~zibonkolo, zaphithlzela izlqandu, As who touched it on its tall '? 
yaveva imlnyovu, uyoguga ubazi abantu 
Yanqwabelana ~mikhumbi olwandle It thundered and take away Phungula 
Zagcwal '~gaz '~~inhlizlyo kubaqashi bagcwalizibhedlela The police ground him swallowing him 
Inganl slyavunguz'~s~phepho ? ashw'axeg'amadolo kumatilosi and he was dumped to the cold cells 

Y~banlbenl zinkunz'ez~rn~dwayrdwa kukuxhatshazwa nencindezelo saying you are the trouble maker 
As if, its you who said 

lgalelo lenu Ilyezwakala, nglsh'umhlaba wonke uyenanela they should put down the tools 

Zlnslzwa zakwa Sibltolo qinani nlgcwale amandla, Phungula go and tell them 
umzabalazo wenu ungowabo bonke basebenzi baseMzans'Afrika to go back to work. 

Kade baslqala besixhaphaza, besicindezela, namanje basaqhubeka You are ~n here for your deeds 
Maslyllwe ngobumbano lempi mAfrika ukuze siylnqobe. 
Shaka Bayeethe Zuuulu. Are you not a communist gospel preacher ? 
Ngu Thembe. You've influenced those people 

not to hsten to their employers 
You spoon fed them with communism 
now they are hard headed 
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as if they grew up as the lion's shepherd 

We can help you, we sympathize with you 
it< not good that you are here 
you're a respected man 
We can send you to persuade them 
to forget about what they want, 
they must go to work 
they'll be paid eight shillings per day 
By so doing you'll be a free man. 
There comes the van speedlly 
uncontrollable 
w~th  its long aerial 
waving llke of a f ~ r m e r  whip 
d r ~ v ~ n g  hls ox span 
It stopped 
the police released the Masapho's son 
He stood and greet, Shaka, Bayeeethe Zuuuulu 

The Dutch people noticed 
that General Botha fought 
They started to say 
the black people are so kind 

Let's fight a life and death struggle 
Till we get what we want. 
Since they confiscated the land 
1 don't know what w111 be the answer to this 
Do you see now ? 
we are digging gold and diamonds for them 
The only thlng they do 
1s to sit on highest chairs 
Why don't they give us enough of what we need ? 

The whites say I must tell you 
to go back to work 
So that they can release me 
because to stay in jail is not for me 
I am prepared to dic 
to btay in jail 
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to stand for the truth 
The Buffaloes answered 
the whites must not think 
that this strike is Phungula's strike 
we are engaged in the strike 
because we want to work 
for two pounds five shillings a day 
We've long been exploited 
and oppressed 
now they have come to an end. 

Laduma/ Its Thundering 

The army ants wandered around 
and the wasps were up and down 
shivering 
you'll know the people 
before you get old. 
The ships flocked to the sca 
The employer's hearts 
were filled with blood 
The hospitals were full for them 
Because the strong winds are blowing 
the sailor's knees started to loosen 

Hold it there buffaloes 
with scratches in their bodies 
because of oppression and exploitation 
Your effort has been heard 
Even the whole world is echoing 
Stevedoor workers be courageous 
and have strength 
Your struggle is for every worker of South Africa 
They started long ago 
exploiting and oppressing us 
And they are still carrying on. 
Lets fight this war 
in unity Africans so as to conquer. 
Shaka, Zuuulu Bayeeethe 
You are the great. 
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